audio salon
4park circus,gasgow, g3 6ax. scotland
t: 0141 333 9700
e : info@audiosalon.co.uk
w : www.audiosalon.co.uk
• Integrati
Rower ar

Designed from the outset to
exploit the statement performance
of the single-chassis Mikado
Reference CD source — now a
modern legend — the Diablo is
not an exercise in compromise.
Provocatively styled and
priced, be prepared

to lower your expectations ...
of cost. At
it is hardly
inexpensive, but it will easily
surpass the performance of apreamp or apower amplifier bearing
the same price ticket If you are
ready to discover timbral details
and dynamics that amplifiers have
been holding back we can help.
We are proud to have on order,
at the time of writing. Diablos 002
and 003. No.001 remains in the
factory as areference. It will be
your passion in the years to come
and the jewel in your system.The
Diablo is aredefinition of audio
amplification and abargain at its
price. Don't *ftbehi

•••••••

.

•2x250W @ 80,2 x500W @
40,2x&30W©20
•Output impedance: 0,0190
•Frequency Bandwidth (- 3dB):
0.1 to 250KHz
•Power Supply Capacity:
2x58.000uF
•SUB output gain: + 6dB
•Input Impedance, balanced
(20-20000Hz): 20K0
•Input Impedance, single ended
20-20000Hz): 8K0

-

.c-

L.

•True Dual Mono configuration
•Zero negative feedback
•Microprocessor-controlled 50-step
relay volume attenuator for
best sonic performance featuring
Welwyn ultra precision resistors
•Ultra-short signal path
•Optional MM/MC phonostage
module
•I
2Vdc link input and output
•Flash memory upgrades via PC
•Non-invasive protection system
•Infrared remote control
•3-year ( non-transferable) warranty
•Designed and built in Denmark

e— •
)
•-• •

WIN! £1400 of quality Arcam Solo & Alto hi-fi: page 38

Hi Fft
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EXCELLENCE

FREE ee
TICKET!
r

See & listen to the latest hi-fi gear
For more go to www.hifishow.co.uk
SHOW PREVIEW! See page 14

TacT
A

rig 2005, TacT Audio Europe
:has relaunched as Lyngdorf Audic.
A new marque, a new reference.

kJI 7 I &

LYNG DORE

Visit the Show to hear our
new upsampling CD player,
launched at this event.

• Our latest generation of true
digital amplifiers have made
quite an impact, and there
are many more exciting
products based on digital
engine and room correction
technologies to follow.

Hi-H&Home
Entertainment Show

YOUR FREE TICKET
,
Hi Fi & Home': e
re'd*
81411
p,
Entertainment Show

UK'S No.1 Show • The Very Best in Sound & Vision
enaissance and Park Inn Hotels, Heathrow, London, 24th-25th September, 1
I
Fi

-6pm

• Home Cinema • Speakers • Amplifiers • Digital Correction • ;-tccessories

Changing TacT
Lyngdorf Audio is an exciting, new company, dedicated
to delivering the best in digital ampl fication and room
correction. These technologes are now redefining the
level of performance achievable frorr aJdio systems
and have amassed several. awards ard glowing reviews.
A recent review of our SDA2175 power amplifier
continues the trend...
"Supremely smooth and well balanced in every respect,
this amplifier starkly shows what other solid-state does
wrong. Brilliantly engineered, it's nothing less than an
epoch-making product."
VERDICT — Outstanding,

Hi -Fi World, June 2005,

SDAi2175, 200w
Integrated Amplifier
£1095
SDA2175, 200W
Power Amplifier
£775

Below is the TDA2200 Integrated True Digital Amplifier.
Our most advanced amplifier to date.

Think of this as a high
power DAC, just link a
transport to create pure
music.
Equipped with powerful
parametric equalizers to
voice the music in your
r00t11.

This amplifier is a technological
tour de force. As our next
generation room correction
becomes available, the
TDA2200 can be upgraded
with this exciting technology.
So enjoy it now.
Enjoy it even more later.
TDA2200, £ 2150

LYNG DORE
C870 9 100 100
www tactaudio.co.uk
www lyngdorfaudio co.uk

'-

special coupon entitles you to free admission to The Hi Fi Show and Home Entertainment Show on
erther of the public days, Saturday 24th or Sunday 25th September 2005. Opening hours are 10am to 6pm.
The organisers reserve the right to refuse admittance.
This

Please complete before handing in on arrival:

Marne_
Addre

•

E-mail
News published by IPC Media ltd lIPCi will collect your personal information to process your entry
Mote you like to receive emads from Hi Fi News and IPC containing news, special otters and product and service information and take part le our magazine
research via email , ft yes please tick here. J
News and IPC would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion an 09f magazines and we/vices Please tick here if you prefer
not to hear from us J
IPC may occasionawy pass your details to carefully selected organisations so they can contact you by telephone
their products and seivices Please tick here if you prefer not to be contacted J

or

post with regards to promoting and researching
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Marantz PM7200 -times two!

GROUP TEST: sub-£. 1000 CD & amp combos
Hardware

22 CD players/amps GROUP TEST!

61 Musical Fidelity EXCLUSIVE!

In abumper group test Steve Harris listens to

The prolific Musical Fidelity production line

CD player and amplifier pairs from

continues and David Berriman listens to its new

Harman/Kardon, NAD, Onkyo and Rotel to find

A3.5 CD player and amp combo...

out what money can buy at under £ 1000!

33

Audio Research EXCLUSIVE!

EISA's European Audio
Awards 2005-06 EXCLUSIVE!

Ken Kessler tests out the Audio Research REF3

As its sole UK representative HiFi News

pre-amp and finds out if it's really worth its

exclusively reveals the winners of the

£9000 plus price tag...

46

Marantz EXCLUSIVE!

iW 2

•High-end audio component of the year
•Loudspeaker of the year
•Audio player of the year

affordable budget prices

•2-channel amp of the year
•Audio compact system of the year

Perreaux EXCLUSIVE!

All the way from New Zealand comes the
Perreaux Silhouette SXH2 headphone amp.
David Allcock tries it out

•Portable media player of the year
To find out the winners turn to page 65 now...

74

Classic kit: Shure V15

65
We reveal the
winners of the
EISA Awards
2005-06 that
celebrate the
very best in
audio products

Taking astroll down memory lane Ken Kessler

AudioValve EXCLUSIVE!

recalls the 40-year history of the much-loved

Ken Kessler examines the physically impressive

Shure V15 moving- magnet cartridge that was

AudioValve Sunilda phono stage that's clearly

produced between 1964 and 2004

aimed at vinyl addicts

55

Awatds S

European Imaging and Sound Association

and PM7200 KI Signature amps that come in at

51

Preface &
Couplet

Awards 2005-06. Categories include:

Ian Harris gets to grips with the Marantz PM7200

49

55
Chapter

Chapter EXCLUSIVE!

93

Microsoft WME v9

Keith Howard revisits the Windows Media

Andrew Harrison gets his hands on the Chapter

Encoder v9 and finds out what went wrong with

Preface Plus pre-amp and Couplet power amp

his original test results...

EXCLUSIVE!
Jeff Wayne on
the remake of
The War of
the Worlds

49
Perreaux's
headphone
amplifier

Guarantee your copy of HiFi News every mont .Call our subscriptions hotline now on 0845 676 7778
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80

WORLD EXCLUSIVE!
SIM's radical C3X DLP projector

AVTech

78 Av News
The latest news with David Perry, including the
Sonos Digital Music System updates and the new
Philips DVP9000S DVD/SACD player

80

SIM WORLD EXCLUSIVE!

Our Technical Director Paul Miller secures a
WORLD EXCLUSIVE as he tests out the mighty SIM
C3X DLP projector and ponders on how it will
shake up the home cinema scene

85

View From The Inside

Jon Thompson travels to Amsterdam for the
Cinema Expo show and reports on the latest
developments in digital cinema

Regulars

08

Sources EXCLUSIVE!

Will Chinese currency devaluation hit hi-fi?

17

Barry Fox
John Crabbe

John Crabbe examines musical scales

112

Subscribe to HiFi News

Save 25% and get afree gift worth £29.95

114

The Hot 100

HFN's top tips for the best buys in hi-fi

120

Accessories Club

Special offers on turntable supports

148

The Market

Classified private hi-fi sales and wants ads

153

90

MASTERCLASS — TV colour

David Perry questions if your TV is as vivid as it
could be as he examines the next generation of
multi-primary displays

Plus...

38

£1400 COMPETITION!

Marc liulun

Your chance to win £ 1400 of Arcam Solo and

41

Jeff Wayne EXCLUSIVE!

An exclusive interview with Jeff Wayne on the

Barry Fox on anew digital radio format

95

Denon AVC-A11XV

Alto hi-fi kit in our easy-to-enter competition

Letters

Your strong views about all things audio

21

87

Paul Miller flexes his AV muscles to get hold of
the smaller, and saner, version of Denon's
monster AVC-AM AV amplifier

Next Month... NEW LOOK!

What's in November's new look issue...

2005 versions of The War of the Worlds

80

IN-DEPTH FEATURE

113

Keith Howard experiments with bi-wiring and
examines why it's so controversial

Software

104 Classical
Bernard Haitink's live Bruckner Symphony 8;
Prokoviev's Romeo and Juliet on vinyl; the BBC SO
play Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition

109

Jazz

Free Base live improv; Bohjass' jazz rock; Ernest
Dawkins' Chicago 12; Trio Sowari; Kahil ErZabar
Ritual Trio; Ward/Barlow/Fell/Noble

111 Rock
David Gray goes Slow Motion; new material from
Clapton; Sinead O'Connor's reggae covers; Tracy
Chapman stays intense; Les Paul and Friends

113

Audiophile

Brian Wilson presents Smile live and in docu;
Bolan and T.Rex in concert; McCartney live in Red
Square; The Mamas & The Papas; plus the Sex
Pistols in The Great Rock'n'Roll Swindle

Audiophile:
Marc Bolan
ana INex

ON TEST THIS MONTH...
Harman/Kardon HD 970
Harman/Kardon HK 970
NAD C542
NAD C720BEE
Onkyo C-733
Onkyo A-933
Ratel RCD-02
Rotel RA- 03
Audio Research REF3
0,Marantz PM7200
Perreaux SXH2
AudioValve Sunilda
Chapter Preface
Chapter Couplet
eMusical Fidelity A3.5 CO
Musical Fidelity A3.5 amp

Get copies of HFN reviews at www.testreports.co.uk
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B&W Bowers&VVilkins

The new B&W 800 Series
Diamond Tweeter Technology

'‘‘
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«MO
The mark of a truly great tweeter - one that can
release all the vivid detail in your music - is what's
called perfect piston behaviour'. As long as the
tweeter dome is vibrating rigidly, like a piston, its
delivery will be accurate. The higher the frequency,
though, the harder that becomes. The materials most
resistant to ' break-up' combine lightness and stiffness.
And there's one that does that better than anything
else on earth.
The new B&W 800 Series feature tweeter domes
of pure, ultra- hard diamond. It may seem extravagant,
but nothing gets closer to the behaviour of a hypothetical
'perfect tweeter' - one with infinite stiffness. Our diamond
dome carries on vibrating like a piston well beyond
the range of human hearing, and delivers audible
sound with unheard-of clarity.

vvww.bw800.com
Visit our website and order your free DVD
Call + 44 (0)1903 221 500
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Welcome
I

t's very much the ' awards season' as this month we reveal the winners
of the audio and home theatre categories of the annual European

EDITORIAL TEAM
Editor • Steve Fairclough
Deputy Editor • Andrew Harrison
Art Editor • René Andrew
Production Editor • Patrick Fraser
Editorial Assistant • Liz Briggs
Consultant Editor • Steve Harris
Technical Director • Paul Miller
Senior Contributing Editor • Ken Kessler
Technical Adviser • Martin Colloms
Consultant Technical Editor • Keith Howard
Group Art Editor • Patrick Morrissey

Imaging and Sound Association ( EISA) Awards and next month we will

take the wraps off the winners of our annual awards. The modern day
EISA began back in 1982 when an old colleague of mine, Roy Green
(then Editor of Amateur Photographer — a magazine Iused to be Deputy
Editor of), came up with the idea of a European Camera of the Year
award. From that acorn grew EISA with annual awards now given for
audio products plus the best in home theatre, video, mobile electronics
and photography. I'm pleased to say that HiFi News is now the sole UK

HOW TO CONTACT US
Tel • 020 8726 8311
Fax • 020 8126 8391
e-mail • hi-finews@ipcmedia.com
Our editorial, advertisement and publishing offices are at:
HiFi News, IPC Media, Leon House, 233 High Street, Croydon,
Surrey, CR9 1HZ, England.

representative on any EISA panel and as the world's longest established
hi-fi magazine we still lead the field in testing and picking the best audio
products that money can buy.
Speaking of tests, this month my predecessor as
Editor, Steve Harris, has been busy with his ears to
deliver his learned views on the qualities of four
sub-£ 1000 CD player and amp combos. To find

ADVERTISEMENT TEAM
Group Sales Manager • Nick Lee
Display Sales Exec • James Bush
Classified Sales Exec • Gemma Bown
The Market ( Reader ads)• CaroleMolloy
Production Manager • Clare Lordan

020
020
020
020
020

8726
8726
8726
8726
8726

out his opinion go to page 22 now. As usual we

8322
8324
8323
8321
8315

have once again secured anumber of exclusive
tests for you including the Musical Fidelity A3.5
CD player and amp, the Chapter Preface and
Couplet amps, the AudioValve Sunilda phono

MANAGEMENT TEAM
Editor- in- Chief • Mark Hedges
Marketing Director • Angela O'Farrell
Publisher & General Manager • Niall Clarkson
Managing Director • Paul Williams
Editorial Director • Mike Soutar
Chief Executive • Sylvia Au! on

stage, and the Audio Research REF 3pre-amp.
WHAT'S COMING NEXT...
This issue of HiFi News is the last one that you'll
see in the current format as, starting from the
November issue we will be bringing you afresh

PHOTOGRAPHIC TEAM

package of tests, reviews, interviews, news, hi-fi

Roger Phillips, Norman Hodson, Anthony Butler,
Claire Collins. Sophie Jones

history, reader systems and reader queries. Our aim
is to bring you an even better package of editorial

KEY CONTRIBUTORS
Classical Music:Christopher Breunig
Jazz:Ben Watson Rock:JohnnyBlack, Ken Kessler
Hi-li:Dayid Allcock, David Berriman, Tony Bolton, Christopher Breunig,
John Crabbe, Ben Duncan, Bany Fox, Alvin Gold,lonathan Gorse, Ian
Harris, Keith Howard, Jimmy Hughes, Ivor Humphreys, Paul Miller,
Howard Popeck

that delivers you more value and enjoyment from
the world's best hi-fi publication.

'HiFi News is
the world's most
established hi-fi
magazine so we
lead the field in
testing the best
audio products
money can buy'

If you have a ' hi-fi headscratcher' that has been
puzzl i
ng you for ages and you'd like some sagely advice from our
team of experts then you can simply e-mail us at
hi-finews@ipcmedia.com or, if you prefer, get down to your

WHY NOT SUBSCR IBE TO HI -Fl NEWS?
To subscribe to Hi Fi News just go to page 112 of this issue for our
latest subscription offer or just call: 0845 676 7778.
Alternatively you can e-mail to: ipcsubs@qss-uk.com
For any other subscription queries call: 01444475675
or e-mail: ipcsubs@qss-uk.com

local post office and drop us a ' snail mail'. We'll be
answering them all in print ASAP. Finally, it's worth
mentioning that next month's issue will come with afree
24- page supplement featuring top end hi-fi installed as
in-car entertainment systems. This is not simply acase of
'boy racer-style' big bass and speakers ICE systems but a

TO GET HOLD OF BACK ISSUES
If you've missed an issue just call: 01733 370800

unique look at how you can actually put quality hi-fi into a
vehicle. Don't miss next month's issue!

Hi Fi News magazine incorporates, Stereo. Tape & Tape
Recorders, Audio News, Record News, Audio Record
Review, The Gramophone Record, Which CD? and Music
Business, Hi Fi News is amember of the Audit Bureau of
Circulations ( ABC) and of EISA ( www.eisa-awards.org).

EISA .
*

STEVE FAIRCLOUGH - EDITOR
You can e-mail us at: hi-fmews@ipcmedia.com

Hi Fi News is published on the first Friday of the month preceding the cover
date by IPC Focus Network, part of the IPC Media Group. It costs £ 3.90 per
issue (£44.40 for 12 months) in the UK; 93.70 in Europe; $ 126.10 in North
America; £ 78.73 for the rest of the world. Rates are for airmail delivery. See
subscriptions order form page or call 0845 676 7778 for latest special offers.
0 IPC Media, 2005, all rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part is
forbidden without permission, in writing, of the publishers. Distributed by
Marketforce ( UK) Ltd, Kings Reach Tower, Stamford Street, London SEI
9LS, tel 020 7633 3333. Typeset by Planart, London SE 1 . Printed in
England by B.R. Hubbards, Sheffield, and Benham Goodhead, Bicester.
ISSN 1472-2569.

In October 1956 the cover of Hi Fi News was adorned with two dalmatians
('Hi Fi dogs' Portia and Claudia) with amatched pair of BK Partners' LPR
103 speakers in what was designed to be ' agentle leg puP at the expense
of the HMV trademark'. Apparently they didn't play ball ano ' no amount of
patience and persuasion could make them concentrate upon the outputs
from their respective speakers'. Inside James Moir looked at stereophonic

'Pc

COUNTRY
&LEISURE
—

Hi- Fi News

MEDIA

--ol the PC Meda group
C

sound, Stanley Kelly examined new pickups, and the Avantic DL7-35
amplifier and control unit was reviewed. Miles Henslow was in the Editor's
chair and LG Dive from the BBC's Engineering Information Department
asked: Are you getting the best from the BBC's new VHF service? SF
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The experiences this chair has had! The amazing performances, concerts and gigs it has witnessed fram all around the musical world.
From the front row at Carnegie Hall to the stalls at Brixton Academy, from the dress circle of the Sydney Opera House to the bar in
Ronnie Scott's — this chair has been there! It has experienced mus:c as it .1.1tould be heard — alive and vibrant, with every nuance and
emotion as clear as 'he musicians intended.
The Rotel 02 Series is anew range of hi-fi from acompany with areputation for delivering award-winning sounds at realistic prices.
The 02 Series' superb sound is the result of Raters Balanced Design Concept — an integrated approach that ensures five star performance.
To find out how the Rotel 02 Series car take you to the world's greates' musical venues, visit wvvw.rorel.com.

The Rotel

Series

including the RA-03 ompliiie;

WINNER
*****

RO1- EL_

Rotel RA-03
May 2005

1.111
11141C
1 1011:E
2111

Rotel RA-03
B&W Loudspeakers, Dole Road, Worthing, Went Susses< BN 11 2BH, United Kingdom, 01903 221500

April 2005

Sources

What's happening in the world of hi-fi

China's currency shake-up
could hit future hi-fi prices
China's revaluation of its currency
could impact upon the consumer
electronics industry, including the
UK hi-fi market, because the
currency ' shift' introduces the

o

prospect that products may increase
in their landed cost.
However hi-fi brands that
originate in China are unlikely to

'ZHONOGUO

RENMIN VINHANO

see any immediate price hikes as
the importers or parent companies
have declared that they are likely to
absorb any cost increase.
Audio Partnership, the hardware

WU

division of Richer Sounds, uses

YUAN

extensive product manufacture from
mainland China and the company's
Finance Director, Stuart George,
China's curranci revaluation
won't initially hit hi-fi

told HiFi News: '
We're not
expecting cost increases on current
products. That said, future products

equipment prices

might see an increase, though this
is likely something we would absorb
ourselves — we don't envisage retail

Chinese government won't oe seen
to be pandering to the US

which has its own Hong Kong

price increases in the short term'.
The feeling was echoed by a

administration'.

against the US dollar.
'Both developing countries and

Chinese company with it sales,

Until recently, the value of the
Chinese yuan — also known as

Dollar, will keep its currency peg

by its runaway consumer goods
export industry. The move may also
provide alift to western domestic
manufacture. ' lrdustrialised

marketing and service offices based

renmibi, or RMB — has been fixed to

in the UK. ' In the short-term we will

the US dollar, at the rate of 8.28

industrial countries will breathe a
countries are likely to face less
small sigh of relief if China's export - pressure for protectionism from
led growth slows alittle,' reported
both workers and manufacturers

be absorbing any margin
differences,' said David Patching of
International Audio Group ( IAG),
the company that owns Quad,

RMB to 1US dollar. The US and
other trading partners have argued
that this has resulted in China
maintaining an unfair economic

analysts described the move as
'modest' and unlikely to have much
economical impact. US Treasury

Wharfedale and Audiolab (all made
in China). Patching added: ' It's all
part of apolitical ping-pong game

edge when exporting its goods.
Initially, the revaluation has
manifested as a2.1% increase ir

Secretary John Snow welcomed the
move as only a ' first baby step' for
the fastest growing economy in the

mounting to do something about
and against China.'
http://news.bbc.co.uk/l/hii

between the US and China, and the

the value of the RMB. Hong Kong,

world, whose growth has been led

business/4703477.stm

BBC News on 21 July. But some

who are the competition of Chinese
exporters,' reasoned the BBC, ' and
this is particularly important in the
USA, where pollical pressure was

lnnersound back in the UK
Innersound has returned to the UK
through high-end distributor
Metropolis Music. The US brand is
known predominantly for its hybrid
electrostatic panel loudspeakers,
but the importer is initially
promoting arange of amplifier
electronics.
The pre-amp is the ¡ Control
(right) and it's joined by two power
amplifiers ( far right): the stereo
iPower 330 and monoblock iPower
750. This is the ' entry-level' range,

Above the iSeries stands the
Reference DPR Series, expressing
'dynamic power reserve'. This range

amps. All three components feature
achassis machined from 9.5mm
aluminium billet, which the US

known collectively as the ¡ Series,

comprises apre-amp, stereo power

company trademarked under the

and prices are £3300 for the pre-

amp and monoblocks, priced

name Audio Vault.

amp, £3885 for the stereo amp and

respectively at £ 10,000, £ 10,895,

£7700 for apair of monoblocks.

and £22,500 for apair of mono
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Replacing the Eros and Isis
hybrid speakers are new models

Kachina (£ 9975)
and Kaya Reference
(£15,775). Both (,se what's
described as atransmission- line
bass speaker, emp'oying
conventional cone drivers.
Metropolis Music, 01892 539245

www.hifinews.co.uk

A different Classé
For more than 20 years Classé has been designing and manufacturing extraordinary
audio equipment for enthusiasts who demand nothing less than the very best. Our
engineers have apassion for what they create and it shows: engineerng, style, userinterface, product reliability and performance are all second to none. The new Delta
series is an inspired statement about the art of high performance design. Vist us
at www.classeaudio.com or experience the product range at one of the following
authorised retailers.

Ho'burn Hi-Fii Ltd
+44 ( 0) 1224 585 713
note@holburnhif co.uk
Hi Fi Experience
+44 (0) 20 7580 3535
sales@hifilondon.co.uk

Sound Academy
+44 (0)1922 493 499
sèles@soundacademy.co.uk
Acoustica
+44 ( 0) 1244 344 227
geoff.coleman@acoustica.co.uk

Robert Taussig
+44 (0) 20 7487 3455
sales@roberttaussig.co.uk
Cloney Audio
+ 353 ( 0) 1288 9449
sales@cloneyaudio.com

CLASSE
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Esopower

Tri -Planar

McCormack

Avalon Music Systems

finite elemente

Zanden Audio
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Harmonix
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Benz- Micro

Acustica Applicata (DAAD)
conrad-johnson

Avalon Acoustics

Esopower

Magnum Dynalab

Avalon Music Systems

finite elemente

McCormack

Harmonix

Reimyo by Harmonix

Benz- Micro

Karan Acoustics
Tri Planar

Cardas
Kuzma

Zanden Audio

Distributed Exclusively by

AUDIOFREAKS
DISTRIBUTORS OF FINE AUDIO + HOME ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT

tel: 020 8948 4153 fax: 020 8948 4250 email: info1@audiofreaks.co.uk www.audiofreaks.co.uk

What's happening in the world of hi-fi

a

Dynaudio shows
its new Focus

Sources

Shorts
TEAC has announced abudget
universal audio/video player with
its DV- 20D that can play SACD,
DVD-Audio, DVD-Video and CD.
It also has progressive- scan
video output and DIS and Dolby
Digital processing. Price is set to
be under £ 200.
Arcam has revealed the compact
Alto speaker designed to
accompany its Solo integrated
hi-fi system. Priced at £400 for
apair they are front- ported to
avoid unwanted interaction with
surrounding surfaces and feature

Both high value and audiophile

reduce diffraction of sound from the

performance were in mind when

cab.net's edges.

Dynaudio put together its latest

The Focus speakers also feature

larger is the Focus 140, which at

abass compensation unit. For

86dB is ldB more sensitive than

the chance to win the Solo and

the 110, and also goes lower, to

Alto speaker combo go to page

four-speaker package. The Focus

newly developed Esotec+ drivers.

41Hz (-3d B). These two bookshelf-

38 of this magazine. To find out

series comprises two two-way

This involves aspecial treatment to

sized models are priced at £850

more go to www.arcam.co.uk

standmounted speakers, one

the tweeter's soft- dome diaphragm,

and £ 1150 per pair. The

floorstander and acentre channel

whi:e the mid/bass drivers see the

floorstanding Focus 220, at £ 1150,

Logitech has bolstered its mobile

for home cinema.

use of the company's proprietary

is atwo-and-a- half way design that

music range with the addition of

magnesium silicate polymer ( MSP)

includes two Esotec+ 17W-75 bass

the mm50 and mm28 portable

as the Audience 52SE [
HFN Sept

core material, with cast aluminium

drivers in acabinet 980mm tall.

speakers. The £ 99.99 mm50

'05], Focus speakers feature aslim

frames, which have been optimised

LiKe all Focus models, impedance

speakers are designed for the

cabinet that's gently tapered toward

for reduce air turbulence from the

is anominal 4ohm load, and a

iPod while the £ 49.99 mm28

the back in a1) .1:Ito reduce internal

rearwaro cone radiation.

first-order phase-correct crossover

speakers have been designed for

Unlike traditional products such

ensures impedance does not dip

any MP3 or CD player with a

chamfered at 45° on its edges and

model, measuring 173 x305 x

below this point so as not to cause

standard 3.5mm audio jack.

the grille is mounted away from the

285mm, and claiming aresponse of

problems to amplifiers.

Both products will be out

baffle; both features intending to

45Hz to 25kHz (± 3dB). Slightly

Dynaudio UK, 07970 074717

during September.

Audio Origami
tonearm repairs

A first as Denon gets
dabs on digital radio

resonances. The front baffle is also

If you're looking for atonearm

The Focus 110 is the starting

Roberts Radio has added to its
DAB radio range with the arrival
of the £ 90 Gemini 20 model. It
has FM and DAB wavebands and
for details of stockists you

repair it may well be worth visiting

should call 01709 571722 or

www.audioorigami.co.uk

go to www.robertsradio.co.uk

examine the service run by .; ohn
Practical Hi-Fi's show will be at

Nilsen, who explained: ' Ido just
about al, makes of arm repairs -.
every job is different'.

o
- 11111111111r-

0:CD

the Renaissance Hotel in

1111.11111r-

Manchester on 29 and 30
October with exhibitors including

Brands that can be repaired
include Linn, Syrinx, SME, Helios

Jaoanese hi-fi favourite Deron has

-information, and up to 100

Sony, KEF, Pioneer, Denon,

and Rega.Examples on the site

made its first DAB digital radio, a

presets are available for DAB, with

Quad, Wharfedale, and

include internal arm rewires for

hybrid digital/AM/FM component

another 100 for FM/AM stations.

Dynaudio. For more go to

which ' turnaround time is afew

that's priced at £ 249.99. The

For the digital radio, a24- bit/

www.practicalhi-fi.co.uk

days', and there are testimoniaks

TU-1800DAB uses ' highly-refined'

192kHz DAC is included, and

DAB circuitry to get the best of

optical and coaxial digital outputs

The winner of the June 2005

today's midfi broadcasts, and it

allow connection to arecorder or

competition for Lumley Lampros

its own super arm — the AO-PU7 —

claims good sensitivity with

outboard digital-to- analogue

speakers worth £ 2000 was Mick

that's described as ' the ultimate

excellent sound quality.

converter. An indoor DAB antenna

Golden from Bacup while the

with magnetic base is included.

winner of the July 2005

from previous customers.
Audio Origami is also developing

arm for anyone who is into quality

It is also ' ready for the future

sounds of adepth and clarity that is

with L- Band', the extra waveband

Ease of use is said to be paramount

competition for the Icon Audio

second tc none'. The company sells

originally planned to provide the

ir the design, and afull remote

Stereo 401 SE valve amp, worth

various tonearm accessories,

necessary airspace to accommodate

control includes direct preset

£1000, plus a £ 180 Bellari

including SME weights, and is also

enough stations at adequate quality.

access with other tuning and

VP129 phono stage is David Sim

memory controls.

from Aberdeen. Congratulations!

the UK agent for BIX turntables.
www.audioorigimai.co.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk

Atwo-line dot matrix display
snows all DAB — as well as FM RDS

Denon UK, 01234 741200
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audiolab
Have you been

missing somethin

audiolab
The original 8000 series from Audiolab
started something of arevolution in value
and performance. When they disappeared
from the market, the hi-fi world lost a
well-loved and reliable friend.
Now, the new 8000 series marks a strong
return to the original brand values and
philosophy, These famous products have
been re-engineered to create a complete
two channel range, including the famous
8000S, 80000, 8000M and 8000P models
as well as an all new CD player.

The new 8000 series offers a
definitive and genuine hi- fidelity
performance from a no-nonsense
approach to engineering

7.1 channel pre and power amplifiers have
been added to create a series of building
blocks capable of meeting your system
needs now and for the future.

audiolab
Audition them now and find out
just what you've been missing.

Soveriegn Court, Ermine Business Park,
Huntingdon, Cambs, PE29 6XU
www.audiolab.co.uk
Tel: + 44 ( 0)1480 447700
Fax: + 44 r(0)1480 43;767

What's happening in the world of hi-fi

Sources

Anthony Gallo
goes for titanium
reinforcements
Anthony Gallo has upgraded

its

neodymium magnet and aone- inch

Micro and A'Diva compact spherical
speakers with the new Micro Ti and

voice coil. Both new models feature
a metal grille that is acoustically

A'Diva Ti models that incorporate a

transparent, and should be available

new three-inch ' high-end' titanium
(hence the Ti name) driver.

during September.

The

new

speakers

will

sit

The Micro Ti and the A'Diva Ti
will initially be available in achoice

alongside the company's existing
Micro and A'Diva models in the

of three colours: matte white, matte

range and according to an Anthony
Gallo spokesman the new models

Further colour options are likely
later. The micro Ti will retail at

have been: ' developed to mimic

£200 (£225 for the stainless steel,
finish), and the A'Diva Ti will sell at

the dynamics and transparency of
the award-winning Reference 3. The
new driver is astate-of-the-art piece
of engineering that represents a

black, and brushed stainless steel.

£300 (£325 in stainless steel).
Anthony Gallo, 0870 350 1348
WWW.roundsound.com

genuine breakthrough in compact
loudspeaker performance'.
The new driver features atitanium
cone

along

with

a high- power

Online HD-DVD
warning issued

The new Micro Ti and
A'Diva Ti spherical speakers
from Anthony Gallo

Win a £ 15,000 hi-fi prize!

In a move sure to further confuse
consumers already confused by the
prospect of incompatible HD-DVD

Events
HHi-Fi&Home
Entertainment Show
23rd- 25th September 2005

and Blu-ray blue laser discs, the
DVD Forum is warning against the
sale of a new kind of HD-DVD that

23-25 SEPTEMBER Hi Fi &

is supposed also to play on ordinary

Home Entertainment Show.

DVD players, writes Barry Fox.

Park Inn and Renaissance

The warning comes even before
the basic HD-DVD blue laser
format reaches the market.
On July 20, 2005 the Forum

Hotels, Heathrow, London.
Open to the public 24th and
This month we're printing the second of three tokens vi

quietly posted anotice on its

our fantastic competition to win apair of stunning Opera
Tebaldi loudspeakers ( worth £ 9995) and the Unison

website about the ' HD DVD-

Research Performance amplifier ( worth £5000).

ROM/DVD-ROM Twin format
disc (with) an HD DVD-

To enter you have to collect all three tokens — token 1

25th. Call 020 8726 8317.
1-2 OCTOBER The Brussels
Hi Fi & Home Cinema Show,
Sheraton Hotel, Brussels.

ROM single layer and DVD-

was in September 2005's HiFi News and token 3 MI
be in the November 2005 issue — and answer two simple

29-30 OCTOBER Home

ROM single layer... intended

questions based on the technical spec of the fabulous

Entertainment Show,

to provide playback not only

pieces

Renaissance Hotel,

by HD DVD players but also
by DVD players'.

questions were in last

There is apossibility that a
Twin format disc may not be
correctly identified or played
back by a legacy player,
admits the Forum. Details
can be seen at www.dvdforum.
org/booksubscribers_notice2.htm

of

gear.

The

month's issue but will
be repeated next month,
along with another entry

OPERA/UNISON
RESEARCH COMPETITION

Manchester. Call Stuart
Hopwood 01206 391001.

form for you.

24-26 FEBRUARY Sound &
Vision 2006, Marriott Hotel,

• Both prizes can be
seen at the Hi Fi & Home

0117 926497

Entertainment Show on

Bristol. Call Audio Excellence,
www.bristolshow.co.uk

the HFN stand.

Guarantee yourself a copy of HiFi News every month. Call our subscriptions hotline now on 01622 778778

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Show Preview

Get set for show time!
With just afew weeks to go until the

&Hom

Hi Fi & Home Entertainment Show
Steve Fairclough gets aglimpse of

Entertainment Show
23rd- 25th September 2005

some of the kit that will be gracing
the UK's major hi-fi event

host of quality audio brands
and new products are lining

A

of this magazine to find out more).

up to star at the upcoming Hi -

provides the definitive history of

As mentioned last month we will

Fi & Home Entertainment Show and

the audio industry and examines

also be holding aseries of four Q&A

we have managed to get a sneak

the

sessions on the HiFi Newsstand on

trends. Pop along to our stand to

reader competition ( turn to page 13

their new book Sound Bites that

past,

present

and

future

preview of some of the fantastic

each of the public days of the show

audio products that will be there.

find out when they'll be on hand

at 1lam, 12 noon, 3pm and 4pm

to sign your copy.

Top British marque Naim will be

when you can ask our team of

showcasing its new Reference CD

experts about all things audio.

player and a ' home entertainment

As well as all of this our hi-fi

If you want to see the very latest
in hi-fi equipment, AV and in-car
entertainment then the Hi Fi &

in a box' system. Other new gear

gurus Steve Harris and Ken Kessler

that will be getting a first public

Home Entertainment Show 2005

will be on hand to sign copies of

is amust for your diary!

airing includes the new FUNK brand
of

turntables,

Zanden

Audio

The £50k system

Systems' (from Japan) latest CD
player, the Bolzano Villetri range of
high-end loudspeakers, and the

CD player and PM- 15S1 amp — the

latest Anthony Gallo Micro Ti and

CD

A'Diva Ti loudspeakers.

below),

Absolute

the

Paradigm

range

of

excess of £ 50,000 that could be
experienced at The Hi Fi & Home

be

speakers from Canada, and the Ayre
C-5xe universal stereo player. There

The idea is simple enough — an

Summit speakers ( pictured, above

will also be displays of equipment

audio system that is so outstanding
that it represents the upper

the

will

player and amp are shown

MartinLogan

showcasing

Sounds

Earlier this year we promised
to create asystem valued at in

right), the Kre!i Evolution amp, and

from Kondo, Chapter, Icon Audio,

the Sonus Faber Amati Homage II

Black

speakers amongst other gear, whilst

Ringmat amongst many others.

T+A from Germany will be bringing
its latest audio kit.

Ypsilion,

and

News

stand

we

will

echelon of high- end. In addition
we said that visitors could play a

In addition to all of this on the
HiFi

Visitors will also get the chance

Rhodium,

Entertainment Show.

be

piece of their own music on this
dream set-up. After much debate

considered as the pick of the show!

the HiFi News team felt that the

to take alook at the new Series 15

showcasing the Opera Tebaldi
loudspeakers and Unison Research

kit from Marantz ( including the TT15S1 turntable and the SA- 15S1

Performance amplifier that are the

thing it would be hard to create

so to experience KK's perfect

prizes

asystem that was universally

combination you'll have to visit the

considered as audio perfection.

show, visit the room and perhaps

in

our

bumper £ 15,000

sonic experience is such apersonal

The answer was for acertain
Ken Kessler to select what he

There are no plans to announce
Ken's dream package here,

even listen to Ken justifying his
choices!

To find out more...
The Hi Fi & Home Entertainment Show takes place at the Renaissance
and Park Inn Hotels, Heathrow, London from September 23-25. The first
day of the show is for trade visitors and the show is open to the public
from 10am to 6pm on Saturday 24 and Sunday 25 September. To book
tickets at a 2 for the price of 1' offer just go to www.hifinews.co.uk
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100% built in England, by Genius Designer,
Profesçional Master Disk are the answer to avinyl lover's prayer.
EAR / Yoshino, Coombe Grove Farm, Ermine Way, Arrington, South Cambridge SG8 OAL
Tel No. 01223 208877 Fax No. 01223 208761, vvvvvv.ear-yoshino.com

Audio Destination
Tiverton, Devon
01884 243 584
Audio Venue
Maidenhead, Berks
01628 633 995

MOO M

Doug Brady Hi-fi
Warrington, Cheshire

electronics

01925 828009
Loud & Clear
Stockbridge, Edinburgh

sim audl°

0131 226 6500
Loud & Clear
Finnieston, Glasgow
0141 221 0221
O'Brien Hi-fi
Wimbledon, London
0208 946 0331
Progressive Audio
Rainham, Kent
01634 389004

Sim Audio, manufacturers of
high end audio since 1980.

Romers Hi-fi
GI Honsood, Lancs

Numerous award winning products

01254 887799

including CD players, integrated
The Sound Practice

amplifiers os well os pre- amplifiers

St Albans, Huts

and power (amplifiers.

01727 893 928

redline
Fr;mo•.
•on'
•c,

veiodyné

www.hitinews.co.uk

wit -ris
csno

Distributed in the UK by Redline

Ts 0131 555 3922 E: info@red-line.co.uk

www.red-line.cc..uk
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www.usheraudio.com

Be
THE BERYLLIUM EVOLUTION

there.

CP 8872 II
4-way system: be low- bass woofers,

rwoofer

2 soft dome midrange and I' Be dome tweeter
sensitivity 90 dB @ 1watt / 1m

With the music.

nominal impedance 4 ohms
frequency response (- 3dB): 25 Hz — 30 kHz
power handling: 200 watts
crossover frequencies: 150 Hz, 1.3 kHz and 3.5 kHz
weight 92.7 kgs (including base)

The new Usher Dancer II Beryllium.

dimensions (
w xdoh): 32 cm x96 cm o152 cm

o

CP8871 II
3-way; system: 2x8' low- bass woofers

rmid- low woofer,

and 1' Be dome tweeter

sensitivity 90 d8 @ 1watt / 1m
nominal mpedance: 4 ohms
frequency response (- 3dB): 28 Hz — 30 kHz
power handling: 150 watts
crossover frequencies 300 Hz and 2.5 kHz
weight 77.5 kgs ( including base/
dimensions (w xdoh): 32 cm x85 cm x137 cm

CP 8571 II
3-way system:

elow- bass woofers

7' mid-low woofer, and 1' Be dome tweeter
sensitivity: 87 dfl @ 1watt/ 1m
nominal impedance: 8ohms
frequency response (- 3dB): 30 Hz — 30 kHz
power handling: 100 watts
crossover frequencies: 220 -to and 2.2 kHz
weight 51.7 kgs (including base)
dimensions (w odxh): 32 cm x60 cm x112 cm

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67 Kai- Fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan Te1:886-2-23816299 Fax:886-2-23711053 E-mail:usher®ms11.hinet.net

HiAudi

9 Soverei n Gardens Miskin nr Pontyclun CF72 8SZ
Tel/Fax: cl 443 231458 Mob:07968 272614 Web:www.hiaudio.co.uk

Email: hugh@hiaudio.co.uk
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e e-mail: hi-finews@ipcmedia.com — FAO: 'Views'

about the format being dead. Have all audio

NEW RESOLUTIONS

reviewers been presented with a secret press

Jim Lesurf's exposition (
HiFi News, April 2005)

release confirming this? I find it ironic and

on the LP/CD resolution controversy was absorbing

depressing that even though Mr Kessler ' absolutely

but he doesn't seem to acknowledge that the CD

loves' the Marantz SA- 11S1, he is willing to

noise floor is granite, whereas the LP background

immediately proclaim its irrelevance.

noise can have the music still in it.
He also blithely assumes that details

and the number of titles continues to grow. You

quieter than noise are inaudible. This

can buy the SA- 11S1 today for afair price, enjoy

has prevailed

all your CDs to avery high standard and experience

pre- 1950 mono headphone

the state of the art of digital music reproduction

experiments revealed it. But, just as

with some good SACDs. What kind of jaded

everyone knows Fletcher- Munson but

person fails to recognize the real value in that and

conventional
since

wisdom

has never heard of the later correct

instead chooses to sabotage the future of the

results by Robinson-Dadson, so very few

technology he obviously loves? If audio reviewers

know that recent research

using incoherent

stereo noise has revealed that acoherent-to- bothears signal can be discerned even if it is many
decibels below the incoherent noise.

Testing
times

The fact is that the SACD format is fabulous

An extreme practical example would be atrain
rushing past you, two metres away, and making

dispensed with the doom and gloom of predicting
the future the public might support SACD!
Gunnar Van Vliet, Ottawa, Canada

NO HOME HERE...
Iwould like to add my appreciation of Ken

110db of non-coherent wide- band stereo noise,

Kessler to that of Stuart Turner ( Views, August

then a baby in a pram by your leg producing a

2005) and to give my support to the same

90db

esteemed scribe for his column in the same issue.

coherent-to- both- your- ears

steady-state

note, which you miraculously detect. Convinced?

It is becoming more obvious that good old two

Iwill never forget, in 1962, hearing my first

channel hi-fi is being gradually subsumed by the

stereo ( from an LP) through two unbaffled eight-

inexorable encroach. hell what am Isaying...

Isee Martin Colloms is at it again with his

inch speakers on the floor, and realising how

Home Cinema is NOT hi-fi and has no place in a

review of the Audio Note ( UK) Ongaku valve

much more information Icould discern. It was

dedicated hi-fi journal such as yours.

amplifier (
Hi Fi News, August 2005). What

'game over' for my huge mono hi-fi system, which

does a score of 55 or 85 on ' my usual

Inow realise has to suffer from self- masking.

Iseem to remember that AV Tech once came as

subjective scale' represent? Good? Very good?

Luckily stereo LP surface noise is mainly

asupplement. This was ideal because it could be
filed separately (or in the bin) as required. Can

What ae the benchmarks? And to write ' it

incoherent, and the pre-amp noise is totally

this not be so again and the pages thus freed up

gets even better...well over 100 points will be

incoherent ( except for any common hum), but

be given over to real hi-fi issues such as those

possible' is anonsense. Test first. Then tell

your CD player's DAC's granite noise floor is

espoused by Mr Kessler and his peers.

us the results.
Richard Morris, Sutton Goldfield

100% coherent at the sampling frequency! What
apity. Another disadvantage
that

• Steve Fairclough replies: ' Iagree with you
totally.

From next month (the November

2005 issue) you will see a new and more

Philips/Sony

didn't

foresee back in 1980.
So,

yes,

unfortunately,

the golden ears are right, as

clear test regime coming into Hi Fi News for

usual, on LP/CD perceived

all types of products. It will also be the most

detail, in spite of all the

reliable, stringent and consistent from any

contrary scientific arguments

British hi-fi magazine'.

invoking measured signal-tonoise ratio. But it's not really

YOU WIN AGAIN

important any more because

Many thanks for the Gryphon Exorcist prize from

back

inconveniences anyway.

properly for a while, but Iexpect to get better
soon. Am the first person to win two HiFi News

In OWN.
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resolutions

most of us would never go

the March 2005 HiFi News competition. Ihave
ear problems, so won't be able to check it out

4
..

to

all

those

LP

Jim Carlyle Bsc, by e-mail

irt IS. Was neftea
woo
Stabs nosier
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SACD IS FAB!

prizes? My Studio 20s came from you in 1992

Regarding Ken Kessler's review

Jim Lesurf's April feature

and changed my life! It also reduced my savings

of the Marantz SA- 11S1 ( Hi Fi

'Good resolutions' has

when Ibought other equipment worthy of them.

News, May 2005) — I'm tired of every SACD

raised adebate about

equipment review ending with some comment

LP ydigital resolution

John Wells, Sheffield

Guarantee yourself acopy of HiFi News every month Call our subscriptions hotline now on 01622 778778

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Your views
I'm over 60 and ready to be pigeonholed with
the other dinosaurs who cut their teeth on the
writings of Ken, Alvin Gold and the craziness of
Jimmy Hughes and his love of all things according
to Peter Belt. In all seriousness, please leave
home cinema and computer issues to those

Present Arms

Offers
Ramo
thena!diserimtmiting
a versatile cacrYing
enthushrasmt wtitoth
.
pro

t
ow

publications dedicated to them and return our

Iowned one of the early 3012 arms, a gift from my uncle,
together with aThorens TD- 124, and Ortofon SPU cartridge. This

BACK BRITAIN
May 1 support Gareth Williams ( Views, June
2005), the comment was only made in passing,

a sense, both arms were my first SME, and neither could be
of the original SMEs. Long may they prosper!
Carlos E. Souza, by e-mail

I4JMO WM« FOR M.*/ CM

ews

S.M.E•

manufacturers. Audio Synthesis had recognised
and solved the problem of jitter, ( the cause of
CD's main drawback,) 10 years ago, before most

ç

SSSSS 11110,

SUSSE

• Steve Fairclough replies: '
Paul
Miller reviewed

70

Super-duper

that ( British) hi-fi magazines should be bringing

e

to the attention of the great British hi-fi buying

aa>',.......A;

ço
17l's
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Sony SCD-

You can buy a reprint for £3.50
from www.hifinews.co.uk'.

SACD

products. Surely this is just the sort of company

the

XA9000ES with its TA-DA9000ES
amp in our May 2004 issue (left).

•URE

The company has continued to develop
innovative solutions to a full range of hi-fi

RESOLUTIONS ( II)

Sony's top player and digital amp
Jaer.:,,L.4.timseri

of the best sounds at the Hi Fi Show, in the

Ifound Good resolutions (
HFN,
April 2005) interesting but I'd
like to add two suggestions...

reasonable price category and often at any price!

1 — May not some of the

Come on HiFi News, support our companies
consistent basis year-after-year, instead of many

LTD•,

hdinews

and most innovative of British designers and

that design and make excellent products on a

1,

forgotten 40 years later! The M2 series is the logical development

and really does not do justice to one of the best

public. Ifind that Audio Synthesis produces some

boo ptet-te «en in the te.eie

arm was later traded for one 3009-11 directly from the factory. In ,

that you referred to in ' Sweetspot' ( August 2004)

manufacturers understood the issue!

patio

Thank you for the article on SME arms (
HiFi News, May 2005)!

favourite monthly to the cause of true hi-fi.
Peter Williams, by e-mail
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audible ' differences'
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of the imports that are of variable quality.

Mane

Marlin Mason, by e-mail

MICHELL MEMORIES

ne

heard

between LPs and CD equivalents
be due to the fact that CDs use
a sampling rate of 44.1 KHz,
whereas the actual recordings,
processing, etc are done at 48
KHz ( or amultiple)? A sample

Irecently entered one of HiFi News competitions,

rate conversion has to be made

and was lucky enough to be a winner my prize
being one of the excellent Gryphon Exorcist

in the CD production path; and

Demagnitizer which works perfectly, Iwould just
like to thank you at HiFi News.

it is the precision or otherwise
Plus: Castle, Focal, Manley, MAudio, Opera,
Sennheiser, Shanling, Transfiguration, Zingali ¡lee

Can Ijust raise apoint here, when John Michell

of this that the differences
may arise. Auseful experiment
to explore this issue would be

sadly died, it was presumed that there would be

blind test the 44.1 KHz version of a recording

an article of remembrance in the magazine, but I listening to SACD or CD they would be well
haven't seen one and as Iget the magazine on
advised not to purchase any multi- purpose DVD
subscription, Inever miss an issue. Would it
player that utilises aPioneer transport. Irecently

with the original 48 KHz ' master'.
theory quoted in the feature is correct concerning

therefore be possible to include an article on the

had to return for a refund a Pioneer DV- 868

the ability of any system to detect adifference on

life of this excellent designer and engineer in a

player, which would not without loud glitches and

asample by sample basis. However the audible

future issue of the magazine?

cracks play my Hyperion hybrid SACD that plays

sounds that we listen to have a structure that

perfectly on my 16- year- old Marantz CD94. It's

straddle many samples. It is quite likely that we

very unprofessional for hi-fi magazines to review

can discern very low level sounds because our

CD/DVD players without testing for error correction.

auditory/brain-processing system

John Atkinson ( one of your ex- Editors) recently

learnt the structure of these sounds at a higher

Philip Milner, West Yorkshire

SONY SIDE UP?
Many thanks for publishing my letter that was
very critical of your review of the Marantz SA11-

2 — On the perception of sounds: The Shannon

has already

tested the Ayre C-5xe multi format player ( Pioneer
S1 SACD player. In this letter Imentioned that 1 transport) and using the Pierre Verany test CD
was trying to obtain an audition of its closest
found the error correction to be very
competitor, the Sony XA9000ES, and now wonder
disappointing.

called ' template matching'. It can be shown to

why you bother to review Sony products that none

Finally, an internet review of the very expensive

capable of detecting low-level structure in the

of your retailers ( that Iknow of) will stock. Ifound

Bel Canto player ( Pioneer transport) warned

presence of noise where the structure ' amplitude'

Sony isn't interested in enabling potential buyers

readers that it would not play secondhand DVDs

is less than the noise, provided the shape of

to listen to this player. Is it discontinued?

without audible & visual glitches.

structure is already known.

Iwish to warn readers that in my opinion for

PStanley, Middlesex

level and so can process the incoming auditory
signal for the presence of these structures. In
pattern recognition theory this is an approach

Steve Giess, via e-mail

• Correspondents express their own opinions, not those of Hi Fi News. We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication. Correspondents using e-mail
are asked to give their full postal address ( which won't be published). Letters seeking advice will be answered, resources permitting, and at our discretion, but we
regret that we're unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi. We regret that we cannot answer hi-fi queries over the telephone.
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Simply
stunning.

The Chord
Choral Series.

C

horal. Small, but perfectly formed.
A discerning range of compact

system components that will captivate
you, delight you and intrigue you.
•'
DAC64' Digital to Analogue Converter
•'Symphonic' Phono Stage
•'Prima' Pre-Amplifier
•NEW 'Mezzo 50' Power Amplifier
•NEW 'Blu' CD Transport
To find out more about our hand-crafted
audiophile products, please contact
us on 01622 721444, email
sales@chordelectronics.co.uk, or visit
www.chordelectronics.co.uk

Chord Electronics Limited

AUDIO T & AUDIO EXCELLENCE are
two of the UK's leading retailers of
hi-fi and home cinema equipment and
specialists in the design and installation
of complete home entertainment
systems. Whether you need atwo
channel stereo system or aten room
distributed audio and video system,
we have the expertise to do the job.

Experi

We have over 63 years experience,
fully trained staff and are members
of the British Audio-Visual Dealers
Association which means we are able
to specify the best sounding products.
We will even come round to your
house and install the system for you
to make sure it's working at its best.
For more information please visit our
websites.

audio irr
www.audio-t.co.uk

VIslt Awl(' T In: BASINGSTOKE BRENTWOOD
BRIGHTON CAMBERLEY CHELTENHAM
EASTBOURNE ENFIELD EPSOM HIGH WYCOMBE
LONDON: W. HAMPSTEAD OXFORD PORTSMOUTH
READING SOUTHAMPTON SWINDON
TUNBRIDGE WELLS

audio

The 2005 edition of " Muse
and Movies at Home - the
Ultimate Guide" is waiting in
store for yoJ now.
To get your FREE copy
call in at your local store ur
freephone 0500 10150 1
(quote HFNO5j)
www.music-at-home.co.uk

EXCELLENC

www.audio-excelle . co.uk
Visit Audio Excellence in: BRISTOL
CARDIFF CHESTER SWANSEA
WORCESTER

CEDIA

f

doesevt-

eleke

the experience
scnaetd,

Itev cm1 titu ire aicrfridletakerz
The DCM5 is the latest and greatest evolution of Audiostatic technology - aloudspeaker
so transparent and fast the only sound it makes is that of the source and amplification
driving it.
With the addition of the patented Mirror Drive transformer; making it arelatively benign
load to drive, the DCMS is adream — afull range electrostatic with asmall footprint and
aunique visual appeal. It has sufficient bass output to negate the need for asub-woofer;
and delivers dynamics, speed and transparency across the frequency range. And, when
well set-up, the imaging borders on the holographic. Al' this from atransducer that's
equally at home on the end of either solid-state or tube amplifiers of 100w or more.

Musicology is the UK distributor for Audiostatic,Atma-sphere OTL amplifiers, Symposium
equipment support's': Coincident high efficiency dynamic loudspeakers, and the Rives PARC

Contact us on 01273 700759 or email: sales@musicology.co.uk

www.musicology.co.uk
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Opinion

Radio's
New Wave
Berlin hosts aformat war as DRM is launched...

T

he rival Blu-ray Disc and HD-DVD
blue laser formats are on course
for head-on collision this year. The

discs are too different to combine, and
neither side is yet willing to roll over and
admit defeat — even while using weasel
words like ' asingle format combining
the very best of both formats'.
The Berlin IFA show in early
September will see both camps telling
the world which format is best, and which

e•

harmonic overtones. Lower pitched

•Drrn
••
•

sound is separately converted into
digital code and compressed to
reduce the number of bits needed,
using Advanced Audio Coding.
AAC works like all lossy
compression systems to throw
away sounds which the ear is
unlikely to miss. But because AAC
was developed more recently than

original MPEG audio (
eg, '
mp3') it
DRM: not Digital Rights Management but anew
benefits from modern techniques
has the most software support. IFA will also digital radio system for the AM band
and is thus more efficient.
be the showcase for HDTV, which the blue
The receiver uses both the AAC data and high-frequency
laser systems are designed to record.
There are no surprises that market research recently carried
out by Ipsos-Vantis for the HD-DVD group shows that if there is
aVHS/Beta-style format war, nearly half of all consumers will
simply not buy into either format. So either one format will
quickly fail or both will fail. With them will go plans to use blue
laser for hi-fi audio recording. More and more home audio/video
systems will use hard discs. But IFA will also see the launch of

helper to re- build full-range sound. To help the broadcast signal
resist interference, transmitted code is split into many parallel
streams, on the principle that even if one stream does not get
through, most others will. Error correction bits added to the
stream let the receiver correct digital glitches mathematically.
Called Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex, this

something completely different: Digital Radio Mondiale ( DRM).

technique is used for the DVB digital TV system, and for DAB.
Depending on the amount of error correction needed to

FM STEREO FROM AM
DRM is anew way to use the existing AM bands for digital radio.

protect long-range transmission, each 10kHz channel carries
only a20-40kb/s stream, although several channels can be
ganged together for faster data- rates and higher fidelity.

It does not need new frequencies, like DAB. DRM doesn't
pretend to be hi-fi. But few people would now pretend that DAB

EXTRA CHANNELS

is high-fidelity either. DRM can deliver ' FM stereo quality' from
AM short, medium and long wave. The system is aworld
standard and stations can switch from analogue to DRM
overnight, or alternate between DRM and AM analogue.
So far, just as in the early days of DAB, there have been only
afew prototype receivers, costing thousands. The big
breakthrough was the decision by RadioScape and Texas
Instruments to develop achipset that will let one radio pull in
AM analogue, AM-band DRM, FM stereo and DAB digital. The
first receivers will be unveiled at IFA. The BBC and Radio
Luxembourg will be broadcasting in DRM for the show.
DRM is able to squeeze stereo audio into the narrow AM
bands because it uses technology not invented when DAB and
internet audio were conceived. Here are the key facts:
Conventional AM radio uses analogue modulation in channels

The DRM standard also provides for data channels, alongside
the audio. As with DAB the text can display along with the
speech or be stored for future use; or the data can deliver

II.. tal

Radio Mondial is able to
deliver ' FM stereo quality' from
AM short, medium and long %Nave l,

software updates, for instance telling aShort Wave receiver how
to re-tune to abetter frequency.
In March the DRM Consortium endorsed an extension of the
system allowing it to be broadcast at frequencies up to

wave is continuously varied, and the rate of change represents

120MHz. This clears the way for existing analogue FM
frequency allocations to be used for digital broadcasting.

the frequency of the sound signal.
For Frequency Modulation, the frequency of the carrier wave

The only competition for DRM is from the IBOC system of
digital broadcasting used in the USA. IBOC squeezes both

is rapidly varied instead of the strength. Quality is much higher

analogue and digital versions of the same programme into one

but the required channel is much wider, around 200kHz.
DRM converts the original analogue sound to digital code in

AM or FM channel, which compromises sound quality and risks

that are 10kHz wide. The strength or amplitude of the carrier

several steps. First the sound is filtered using SBR (spectral
band replication) to separate and digitally code the top octaves
over about 7kHz, which contain mainly sibilant noise and

www.hifinews.co.uk

overspill interference. IBOC has not been acommercial
success. You can read adevastating critique on the internet by
an independent engineer at http://gullfoss2.fcc.gov/prod/ecfs/
retrieve.cgi?native_or pdf=pdf&id document=6518010233
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there has been a two- channel
revival. Or perhaps the sea of AV products
has just receded alittle to reveal more of

the good old audio bedrock. However
you explain it, we've started seeing new
two-channel product from manufacturers
who'd seemingly lost interest in mere
music. This means more choice for those
who want a decent CD player and/or
amplifier but don't want to spend too
much money. For this group review,
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we've put together for comparison
amplifiers and matching CD players (one
of the amplifiers is actually a receiver)
from four famous brands, all with areal
pedigree in pure audio as well as AV.
Our combinations cost between £650
and £000. All the amps have adequate
power, come with a system remote
control (which can operate other units in
asystem as well); all have an ample array
of line-level inputs and two switchable

sets of speaker outlets, plus afront panel
headphone jack. Only some of the
amplifiers have builtphono stages for
direct connection of aturntable.
All the CD players can be operated
conveniently
from
their
matching
amplifier's system remote, have at least
one digital output and can play CD-R/
CD-RW discs. Only some of them can
play the CD side of aDualDisc CD/DVD
combination disc and only one — the

hifinews fm.Lik
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In abid to find the best current sub-£ 1000 CD player and
amp combination Steve Harris tries out pairings from
Harman Kardon, NAD, Onkyo and Rotel. Read on to find out
which combo performs best...
Harman Kardon HD 970 — can play MP3
files recorded on CD-R. So, how well do
they perform? We auditioned the players

PMC DB1+, which at £625/pair is afair
price match for any these products, as

and amplifiers as matched combinations
and in isolation to find out.

well as the obsolete but still revealing
Rogers Studio 7, alnrge two-way standmount design in the BBC tradition. A

THE LISTENING SET-UP
All the amplifiers and players were

wide variety of music was used, but the
review comparisons home in on three
items. These are ' Easy Money' from

auditioned both as combinations and
individually. Partnering loudspeakers
included that current favourite baby, the

Riche Lee Jones 'Warner 256 628); ` First
We Take Manhattan' from Jennifer
Warnes' Famous Blue Raincoat [
Classic

hit mews, co. uk

Records gold edition, RTHCD 5052]; and
the opening of Mendelsohnn's violin
concerto played by Jascha Heifetz with
the Boston SO under Charles Munch, a
1959 RCA recording remastered by WC
[JMCXR-0010]. This is arguably not one
of the

successes

of the JVC

XRCD

audiophile reissue series, but Heifetz's
piercing tone and the overbearing
orchestral sounds make it an interesting
challenge for any system.

Hi-FiNews
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Harman Kardon HD 970 CD la er
PRICE

£300

Harman Kardon HK 970 am Hfier

HARMAN: SMOOTH
AND EAR- FRIENDLY

A

US- based global giant, Harman International's homeland
high- end empire stretches coast-to- coast from Harman
Kardon, Lexicon and Mark Levinson in the East to Infinity,
JBL and Revel in the West. But the HK 970 and HD 970
products are the latest low-cost two-channel offerings
under the group's original core brand name.
Sweeping away the usual fascia clutter, Harman has
made a feature of the HK 970's huge, blue-lit volume
control while almost hiding the control buttons in the
styling line across the centre. You touch Source up and
down keys to scroll through the available inputs as they
appear in large dot-matrix characters on the display
above, likewise for Record Source selection. (There are
four line-level inputs, two sets of record inputs and
outputs, apair of pre-out sockets for connection of an
additional power amp, and a moving-magnet phono
input.) The Mode button cycles the display through
Volume, Bass, Treble and Balance, which can then be
set to numerical values using volume control. Finally,
there is Source Direct, which bypasses the tone controls.
All functions except this last one are duplicated on the
system remote handset, which is as ugly as the amplifier
is stylish, but easy to use. At 440 x110 x395mm (whd)
and 10.35kg, this is alot of amplifier for the money.
In aslimmer matching case (440 x63 x332mm, wild),
the HD 970 looks more like asleek mass-market DVD
player than an audiophile CD spinner. But it comes
with the expected play and programming options

The sound didn't lack pace: on the Jennifer Wanes
track there was agood sense of urgency and bounce. On
the Heifetz recording this combination did quite well,
with the keening violin sound not unbearable and the
great blurry masses of sound behind resolved into
something like an orchestra. Generally, the Harman
combination provides an enjoyable sound on anything
you throw at it. Using the PMC speakers, it sounded a
little laid back, less obviously detailed and even veiled
compared with the Onkyo pair, for example.
Tried with other players, the HK 970 amplifier could
come to life in a more lively way, with a big, open
sound. Bass was extended but was not thought to be
particularly tight or well controlled.
Comparing CD players only, the HD 970 appeared a
little reticent, capable of producing a good sense of
space and naturalness but with asubjectively dulled
effect and less ' get up and go' than others in the group.

It's current that counts
'It's current that counts,' says Harman Kardon, waving its HCC
(High Current Capability) flag. Maximum claimed instantaneous
current for the 80W/ch HK970 is no less than 80A. This is
combined with awide bandwidth, quoted as < 10Hz-150kHz

(random play, repeat modes, 99-selection programmed
play) plus MP3 compatibility. The remote has + 10/-10
and +folder/—folder controls for easy navigation through
MP3 files on a CD. The display provides CD Text.
scrolling artist names and track titles when available.

for half- power, achieved with low negative feedback. Alldiscrete componentry is used in the amplifier stages.
Harman Kardon has been talking about its RLS ( Real Time
Linear Smoothing) technology since 1992, but most of us are
probably still none the wiser. With the latest RLS-III version in
the HD 970 CD player, data is upsampled to 384kHz and then
interpolated to 24 bits. The DAC used is from Burr- Brown. The
HD 970 also has a (co-axial) digital input allowing other digital

At the back, along with the usual analogue outputs,

source components to use its processing. This could be of

co-axial and optical digital outputs and adigital input,
are ' system remote' input and output jacks for
connection to other Harman components, allowing
control of a complete system from a single IR sensor
and handset. All CD functions except programming are
available on the HK 970's system remote anyway.
The '970 failed to play the CD layer of aDualDisc.
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SOUND QUALITY
Harman's combination sounded smooth, civililized and
well-balanced, with a natural quality on vocals and,
with the Rogers speakers, convincingly deep bass. On
the Rickie Lee Jones item, the string bass remained
clean and in proportion throughout the track, leading
the ear through the harmonic progression as it should.

OCTOBER 2005

benefit when used, say, with a ' bargain- bin' DM player.

Su. ' Her
Harman Consumer ( UK)
020 8731 4670
www.harman.com

nifinews

SOUND

Creating

QUALITY

a new

reference

Materials science is cntical in the search for perfect sound. Our patented W cone technology
possesses vital characteristics required for unrivalled performance. Extremely light
with superb internal damping and twenty times the rigidity of conventional materials of
similar mass. Flexible sandwich construction allows each cone to be manufactured with
a linear response curve, removing the need to add correction within the filter network. So
technology allows a better application, setting a new reference for what can be achieved.

Focal-JMIab UK - Jesson House - Tower Street - Coventry CV1

FO AL
the

spirit

of

sound

11N - Tel. 0845 660 26 80 - info@focal-jmlab.co.uk
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NAD: BIG SOUNDS
AND SEDUCTIVE

NAD C542 CD la er
PRICE

£329.95

NAD C720BEE receiver
PRICE

£399.95

T

hese days ' receiver' usually means ' AV receiver', and with
its bulky dimensions of 435 x147 o387mm ( wild) the twcchannel C720BEE could be mistaken for one. And it noes

have one feature redolent of the AV world, a taste cf
multiroom operation: by adding asecond amplifier and
speakers you can use the small additional ' Zone 2'
remote (supplied) and an IR repeater (not supplied) to
select sources from asecond location. The C720BEE has
five line-level inputs, pre-out/main-in inputs bridged
by shorting links when not in use, plus the Tape Out
sockets which double as the Zone 2 outputs. A 12V
trigger output connection allows the receiver to switch
on other components.
The tuner section features include RDS (station name
and radio text), direct-entry frequency tuning using the
remote keypad, and 30 FM and 10 AM presets with user
station naming. Eight buttons on the fascia control the
tuner display, preset and memory functions.
As well as the volume control and rotary Record Out
selector, the fascia also carries source selection buttons,
bass and treble controls with a tone defeat button,
speaker switching and aheadphone jack.
The NAD C542 is abasic player — it doesn't have any
truck with MP3 files and it doesn't support CD text
but then it is clearly aimed at music listeners rather
than at the gadget freaks. It does everything else you'd
want it to: Repeat, Random play, Skip and Scan, and
the display includes a small 'calendar' of tracks. All
functions except numeric track entry, programming and
display mode (elapsed to remaining time) are available
on the front panel as well as on the remote. All but
Program/Delete, Repeat and Random play are also
available on the SR5 system remote supplied with the
C720BEE. The player coped happily with CD-R/CD-RW
recordings and would play the CD side of aDualDisc.
Measuring 435 x 70 x 285mm (whd), the C542 comes
(as does the C720BEE) in titanium or dark grey finish.
SOUND QUALITY
On ' Easy Money'. the bass sound from the NAD pair
was rather softer than with the HKs, but Riche Lee's
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voice became a little more seductive and the whole
track took on a more relaxed quality. On the Jennifer
Warnes track, there was a big, cavernous soundstage
with an effective feeling of space and depth in the
complex mix; the track rocked along well but not with
the rather unremitting rhythmic emphasis heard
elsewhere. Turning to Heifetz, the NAD combination
was kind to the violin, which sounded a little less
squeaky; the orchestra seemed to spread across abigger
stage but still lacked shape and order.
Overall, the NAD combination could usually offer an
inviting presentation of music, with a comfortable
feeling of depth, just becoming alittle untidy round the
edges at times. It could get caught out, sometimes
sounding less than finely-detailed on complex material,
and could became almost soggy on recordings needing
atight, and controlled bass quality. But most of the time
it sounded rewarding and — yes — musical.
Taken in isolation, the C720BEE amp section could
bring a silky quality to vocals, produced strong and
solid images, and allowed the music to hang together'
in asatisfying way. The C542 player offered awarmer
balance than the HK model, the bass fuller if possibly
less well defined, but it released the atmosphere of a
recording well, with agood feeling of pace.
Bjorn again
Named for NAD's design chief Bjorn Erik Edvardsen, the
C72013EE receiver is essentiaPy aC320BEE arnp with an AM/
FM radio tuner section added. On paper this is the least
powerful amp in the group at 50W/ch, but NAD cIaims its
PowerDrive circuit - adding asecond high-voltage rail to the
power supply to provide an ' overdrive' effect - will double that
continuous rated power on short-term peaks. The amp also
features NAD's 'soft clipping' feature which sees output to the
speakers limited gently when the amp ; sdriven into overload
The C542 player is arevision of the long- running C541i,
which even NAOS blurb describes as ' venerable'. Its DAC is
Burr- Brown Delta Sigma 24- bit, with built-in Pacific
Microsonics 8-times oversampling digital fiIteir, so player will
recover the extra digital information on FIDCO-encoded discs.

Supplier
Lenbrook UK Ltd
01908 319360
www lennrook.co.uk
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PRICE

£399.95

Onkyo A-933 amplifier
PRICE
ONKYO: LEANER
AND BRIGHTER

£499.95

R

ecently, in this country at least, Onkyo has been known
only as ahome cinema brand, but the launch of the pure
hi-fi Onkyo Separate Collection aims to change this.
More features and facilities are packed into the 275 x
103 x 328mm (whd) A-933 than you'd think at first

in the mix. On that ' difficult' Heifetz recording, the
Onkyo combination
violin, while the
indistinct. With the
Manhattan' sounded

did little to soften the keening
orchestra sounded boomy and
Rogers speakers, 'First We Take
big and bright but with relatively

little sense of image depth, the prominent offbeat snare
drum sound becoming too relentless — but the Onkyo
units did far better on the little PMCs, which seemed to

glance — Onkyo has kept aclean and stylish look by the
time-honoured device of hiding less often-used controls
under ahinged flap along the lower edge of the fascia.
Open this and you'll find power on/off, aheadphone

complement their character rather than reveal failings.
And particularly on rock, this Onkyo combination

jack, switching for two pairs of speakers, Bass and
Treble tone controls and — for those who find these too

In isolation, the A-933 was apowerful and capable
amplifier, with astrong and expressive bass performance.

subtle — one called Superbass. Purists will switch out
the tone controls using Tone Direct button. There is also
Main In, to be selected if you want to use the A-933 as a
power amp only, by connecting another pre-amp.
At the back are line-level inputs labelled CD, Tuner
and just Line, plus two complete sets of recording
inputs and outputs labelled MD and Tape/CDR and a
single output socket for apowered subwoofer. There is
also apair of phono inputs (moving-magnet). The two
sets of speaker connectors will take 4mm (banana) plugs
or bare wires, but not spades. The A-933 system remote
is well laid out and easy to use, with separate control
groups for each connected component.
The C-733 measures 275 x 103 x 304mm (whd) and
has aclear blue display. Fascia controls are limited to
Open/Close, Play, Pause, Stop, Track forward and back,
and Display Mode (elapsed or remaining time). And
this is all you get if you try to use the C-733 without the

could deliver alively and engaging sound, afirm bass
quality underpinning the music well.

Compared with its ablest competitors though, it did not
image particularly well and there was acertain emphasis
in the upper-mid or presence region, seeming to coarsen
the subtle detail of percussion sounds.
Assessing the C-733 in isolation was somewhat
academic, as it is unlikely to be used without the
A-933. But it was agood player, if with aslightly drier
quality, and legs rich in texture than the NAD or Rotel.

Digital secrets
Onkyo doesn't offer much information about the
electronic design of the A-933, but it is apparently a
hybrid digital amplifier using discrete power MOSFETs.
These output devices are fed by a linear rather than a
switching power supplies, built around a large pair of
toroidal transformers. Rated power output is 80W/ch at
lkHz into 8ohms.

A-933 because (unlike the other players in this group) it

Technology in the C-733 CD player includes Onkyo's
own Vector Linear Shaping Circuitry, apparently aform of

doesn't have its own remote or built-in infrared sensor.
Once connected to the A-933 via the supplied RI
cable, the C-733 responds to the system remote that
comes with the amp, so you can select tracks by using

curve-fitting, with 24-bit/192kHz DACs. On the rear
panel are the analogue outputs or connection to the
A-933, a pair of optical digital outputs plus RI' input

the numeric keypad, plus the usual skip, search, Repeat
and Random play functions. The C-733 will play
CD-R/CD-RW discs and the CD sides of DualDiscs.
SOUND QUALITY
After the NAD, the Onkyo combination displayed a
leaner bass sound and abrighter overall balance. In the
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Rickle Lee Jones track, the singer's voice became alittle
edgier and more forward, as did the snare drum, but as
the track progressed the string bass seemed ill-defined

OCTOBER 2005

and output jacks to receive and pass on remote-control
signals from other 275 series units in asystem.
ErnaM1.1.11.1.1MIMP
Onkyo Europe UK Office
01494 681515
www.onkyo.co.uk

PrElAc
STUDIO 110

A stunning new compact stand mounted design. The
Studio 110 takes it's place in the ProAc Studio range.
This new front ported speaker will excel on music
reproduction and is breathtaking on home cinema.

01280 700147 www.proac-loudspeakers.com

rà ProAc

perfectly natural
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Rotel RCD-02 CD player
PRICE

£31')

Rotel RA-03 amplifier
PRICE
ROTEL: DETAILED
AND DYNAMIC

£ 11
1
)
,
)

R

otel was the first Japanese company to meet the demands
of western hi-fi buyers by harnessing UK design input in its
amplifiers. Two decades, many ranges and ahome cinema
I
u\ ol ution later, Rotel is still aiming at least scale of its
products at audiophiles on atight budget.
Neat and relatively compact at 435 x 92 x 342mm
(whd), the RA-03 amplifier has atraditional-style fascia
with a large central volume control flanked by a
complete array of minor controls. The two middle-sized
rotary controls on the right are for Source selection
(four line-level inputs plus moving-magnet phono) and
Tape Monitor, while smaller ones provide balance,
treble and bass tone controls (defeatable). and switching
for two pairs of speakers.
On the back, along with the in/out socketry and two
pairs of good-quality speaker connectors, are an external
remote input (allowing the player to respond to
commands from a second, external connected IR
receiver) an IR Output (for connection to other Rotel
products) and two 12V trigger ouputs.
Measuring 435 x 73 x313mm, the RCD-02 CD player
is aconventional-looking machine with abasic array of
front panel buttons laid out logically below the display,
including Track forward and back. The supplied (small)
remote handset adds programming, direct track number
entry, programming (up to 20 tracks), scan, repeat and
random play modes — but of these extra functions only
direct entry and random play are also added on the

spectacular, with apunchy, slamming offbeat from the
drummer and a full vocal sound. Here the muscular
bass really drove the track along, with abig, gutsy sound
overall, and adetailed, sparkling top end. As you might
expect after that, the Heifetz recording sounded rather
overwhelming, but now the orchestra made some sense,
thanks partly again to the underpinning of aclean and
powerful bass. This Rotel combination is strong in
detail and dynamics with an excellent bass quality, and
the results can be very impressive indeed.
Assessed with other sources, the energetic RA-03
displayed deep, convincing bass, aspacious soundstage
in which instruments could appear from ' inky black'
silent backgrounds, a wealth of detail which could
sometimes be quite arresting, and clean top-end energy
that enlivened percussion sounds.
The RCD-02 CD player had asomewhat more forward
sound than the NAD C542 here, the bass being more
firmly controlled but tuneful, while there was good
detail in backing instruments. And this held true even
at moments of great complexity.

Conservatively rated
Describing the RA- 03 as ahigh- current amplifier, Rotel
says that the nominal figure of 70W/ch, 20Hz-20kHz,
8 ohms, is a conservative rating. The power supply,
based on aRotel-designed toroidal transformer and high
quality DNM Design slit-foil reservoir capacitors, is said
to be key to the RA- 03's dynamic performance and lowfrequency controi. As in the successful RA- 02 model,
the line stage uses short symmetrical signal paths for
maximum resolution'.
Rotel's established RCD-02 player uses a Burr- Brown
PCM1732 18- bit- equivalent multi- level Delta Sigma DIA
converter with 8- times oversampling, which also provides

RA-03's system remote. On the rear panel are the usual
analogue outputs plus acoaxial digital output socket,
an external remote input and a 12V trigger input
connection. Both the RA-03 and RCD-02 are available
in black or silver finish.

HDCD decoding. The minimalist' analogue output stage
uses carefully selected parts, while the power supply
features aRotel transformer with quick- response reservoir

SOUND QUALITY

capacitors that the company says make for a ' detailed,
revealing, yet non-fatiguing sound'.

On the string bass, which opens 'Easy Money', the Rotel
combination immediately showed both good weight
and realistic detail in the harmonics and string noises.
Rickie Lee's voice was natural-sounding if abit on the
bright side, and throughout the track, you could hear
lots of detail in the backing instruments. And this time
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the opening of ' First We Take Manhattan' sounded truly
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Supplier
B&W Loudspeakers UK
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www.rotel.co.uk
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Amplifier

Dimensions ( mm, whd)

Rated power ( 8 ohms

Line inputs

Phono
(m- m)

12V trigger
out

Harman Kardon HK 970

4-4 0x 110 x332

80W/ch, 20Hz-20kHz

4 + 2 record in/out

yes

yes

NAD C720BEE ( receiver)

435 x147 x387

50W/ch, 20Hz-20kHz

5*+ 1record in/out

no

yes

Onkyo A-933

275 x103 x328

80W/ch, lkHz

+ 2 record in/out

yes

no

Rotel RA- 03

435 x92 x342

70W/ch, 20Hz-20kHz

4 + 1record in/out

yes

yes ( 2)

Note: rated power outputs are not specified to uniform distortion limits.

not including 'main in'

CD player

Dimensions

CD Text

CD-R/CD-RW

MP3

DualDisc

12V trigger in

Harman Kardon HD 970

440 x63 x332

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

NAD C542

435 x70 x285

no

yes

no

yes

yes

Onkyo C-733

275 x 103 x304

no

yes

no

yes

no

Rotel RCD-02

435 x73 x313

no

yes

no

yes

yes

1-11-FINews verdict
powerful, accurate bass and ahugely dynamic,

are

With neither the stunning dynamics of the

compact, extremely well built with a genuine

Rotel pair, nor the beguiling quality of the NAD

punchy

luxury feel, and are nice to use. Viewed strictly

duo, the Harman Kardon HK 970/HD 970

throughout the range. It has good grip, too. And

from an audiophile perspective the combination

combination still produced a well-balanced,

Ithink that, given careful system matching, it

isn't particularly good value at £ 900. But these

unforced and natural sound that encouraged

wil produce really excellent results in a wider

components can produce very good sounds

long-term listening and represents good value

context.

particularly on rock music while fitting perfectly

for money at £ 650. Ultimately, the CD player's

vcned,

into any modern living environment. A DAB

sound in particular may be too ' quiet' and

component in this whole group.

laid-back, and not overtly detailed enough for

The revival is real!

Onkyo's

attractive

A-933

and

C-733

tuner is available to complete the stack.
The NAD combination costs a little less at
£730, and of course includes an FM/AM tuner.
NAD's musical presentation is open, inviting,

Carefully
the

with

excellent

designed

Rotel

RA- 03

and
is

the

detail

cunningly
standout

•
.1

some, particularly if you're a rocker, but both

DED

I

products are confidently recommended.
Over the years, Rotel has just quietly gone on

and alittle softer than the others in this group.

pressing the same value- for- money buttons a

If you find it hard to relax into CD sound, the

little harder with each new range. At £ 900 the

NAD recipe may suit you best. And if you don't

RA-03/RCD-02 combination will be difficult to

need atuner section, the C320BEE is currently

beat - provided your taste is for an exciting,

available in many stores at under £ 200.

upfront

www.hifinews.co.uk

performance,

sound.

The

amplifier

comes
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0
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Walrus

11 New Quebec St, London W1

Some Digital and some Analogue news. And, don't forget the upcoming Heathrow Show ..!
Just because we are predominantly an analogue, vinyl based, retailer doesn't mean we don't care about digital. We realise that our
customers, much as they love their vinyl collections, still need to play digital media occasionally! It's apity that SACD never
achieved the prominence it ought to have. But then, the choice of music is still very limited. Or, perhaps it's the other way round.
Anyhow, when you get agood recording, SACD can be stunning. You guessed this was leading somewhere, and it is! Musical
Fidelity have at last released their new
kW Series SACD player. It features MF's
trademark sophisticated choke
regulated power supplies, and, unusually the
SACD and CD circuits and their power
supplies inside the player are completely
separate. Too often, when you buy a
really good SACD player you still need to
retain your existing expensive CD
player to get the best out of the respective
media. The MF player gets the
absolute best out of both media, it really is one
of the only genuine dual purpose machines on the market. Other details include technical specs (signal to noise ratio and jitter)
which challenge the resolution of measuring instruments, and the ability to switch between two very high quality output stages,
valve and transistor, to keep both camps happy! This is their best digital player yet, and one which it will be very hard to surpass
(despite what MF say in their regular newsletters - existing owners know what we mean!) - if you are interested, don't delay in
hearing it as Ithink the limited production run will soon all be allocated. Oh, nearly forgot, the price is awhisker under £4000 very good value indeed when you see (and hear) what you get for the money.
Staying with digital, we've just taken delivery of the new "
entry-level" Shanling CD player - the CD-T80 at £650 - and what a
brilliant player it is. How they manage to make this superbly built unit for the price they do is quite scary. The fit and finish is
absolutely top class, what you might expect if you pay double or treble the price, and the sound quality is on apar or better than
just about anything else up to athousand pounds. I'm told the importer is having aproblem keeping up with the demand! If
Shanling continue on present form, they will be (rightfully) dominating quite afew sectors of the enthusiast hi-fi market. We refer,
of course, to their two existing models, the mid-range CD-T100 (£ 1650) which has been around for ages now but is still very
competitive and looks as stunning as ever, and the relatively new limited edition CD-T300 Omega Drive player, featured in our last
ad, for £3999. This new, very modern and attractive player is attracting huge interest. Like the Musical Fidelity it is also alimited
edition model. If you fancy owning atop class CD player which will have lasting value, superb sound, and totally original
appearance, come and demo it before it's sold out.
Our main business, in case you were wondering, is definitely still analogue! And, we have some exciting news on the turntable
front. First, the affordable: Michell
Engineering have released alimited edition (it's all
limited editions this month!) turntable,
loosely based on the famous Gyrodec. However, the
Odyssey looks completely different, with a
jet black acrylic base, black chassis, clear lid, and a
special black version of the acclaimed
Tecnoarm A, finished off with ablack version of the
HR power supply. It also has nickel silver
weights, and aclear acrylic spyder like the Orbe.
This special model, which only needs a
cartridge to complete it, is not only stunning looking
but very competitively priced at £2150. But,
the most interesting thing is the exclusivity - only 100
pieces are being made. They will almost
certainly become collectable. And, sadly, due to copy
dates, by the time you read this we suspect there may not be many left, so please phone for current availability.
The other exciting news is the arrival at our shop of the brand new flagship turntable from Nottingham Analogue, the Deco. This
model is about as exclusive as it gets, the price alone will assure that! Mass is very high, and the platter features aunique
contoured design to aid energy dissipation. If you want to know more (and hear it) you'll have to pay us avisit.
Also new to Walrus is the Stirling Broadcast LS3/5a loudspeaker. Stirling is only one of two current licensees for this superb,
classic speaker design. It might be an old design, but it still beats most other compact speakers, especially since Stirling made
some small but important tweaks! Price is avery reasonable £890 to £973 dependent on finish. On demo now, please try to hear
before you consider purchasing any other compact speaker.
On to this month's Featured Accessory, the Shure SFG-2 Stylus Force Gauge. This is avery simple well made balance which sells
for £28, and will last you alifetime. It measures tracking weight between 0.5g and 3g. For anyone who regularly changes their
pickup this is an absolute must, unless you're rich enough to afford one of the swish electronic gauges such as the Martin Bastin
gauge. Even if you have an arm which already has tracking force calibration, the Shure will be alot more accurate.
Lastly, don't forget the Hi-fi and Home Entertainment Show at Heathrow, from the 23rd to 25th of September. Iknow it's along
way off, but put it in your diary now! We'll be there with lots of our favourite stuff in room Syndicate 16, feel free to turn up with
your favourite LP or CD for aquick demo. See ya there!
air tangent amazon amplifon apollo furniture argento audible illusions audio aero audio physic audiovalve black rhodium
breuer dynamic brinkmann

cartridge man cawsey clearaudio consonance decca london duevel dynavector ear yoshino final

lab goldring graham ( tonearms) graham slee hadcock heart hyperion ( loudspeakers) incognito isolda jadis kr electronics
klimo koetsu lavardin lyra magneplanar michell engineering morch musical fidelity nordost nottingham analogue opus 3
origin live ortofon pro-ject rega ( turntables) revolver ringmat roksan shun mook shahinian shanling shelter slinkylinks sme
something solid sonneteer spendor stax stirling broadcast sugden sumiko tannoy tci cables tom evans townshend audio
transfiguration trichord trigon van den hul voodoo wireworld xlo
tel: 020 7724 7224 fax: 020 7724 4347 email: contact@walrus.co.uk web: www.walrus.co.uk

Audio Research • pre-amplifier

RC de

niomphe?

Open, airy, crisp and detailed,
Ken Kessler reckons the ARC
REF 3may be the best-sounding
pre- amp he's ever experienced...
Audio Research REF3
PRICE

£9250

What is that aesthetic? A laboratory look, silver
or black metal front plates, with or without

having the decency to include an ' off' function for
the display. With a sick twist, though, they've

handles, large knobs and, below them, proper

incorporated the full-off position into a seven-

switches. Those slender, elegant toggles gave way

level dimmer, as if merely toning it down makes it

bsessing over trivia is ajournalist's stock in
trade. Yes, it's infantile, but sometimes

to small, ' soft touch', square press buttons some

acceptable. But even fully darkened, you're faced

time ago, also an unfortunate move, but it's minor

with a gruesome green plasticy panel. ARC

there's more to it than at first it seems. Take

compared to the desecration of the image as

should supply with the REF3 abrown paper bag.

attacks made by automotive journalists on BMW's

evinced by the REF3's front panel. Gone are all

Audio Research employs one of the most

iDrive control system, which relegated all manner

but two rotaries, for accessing the 104-step

articulate and truly sane individuals I've ever met.

of operations to asingle ' joystick' and LCD screen.

volume control and seven inputs, while four

But Ipurposely didn't phone Terry Dorn to ask

0

They pointed out that 1) using it was impossible
without taking your eyes off the road, unlike
tactile buttons you can ' learn', and 2) simple
actions like changing the cabin temperature
meant sifting through seven menus. They weren't
being trivial: BMW deserved it.
So now the Audio Research Corporation, one of
my all-time favourite hi-fi manufacturers, has
committed asimilar faux pas. And Isimply cannot

Here's a line- level pre- amplifier with
amountainous task to accomplish:
replacing the sublime REF2 Mk II

let it go, even though it is entirely subjective.

buttons remain for power on/off, processor input,

about the REF3's display. Why? Because he would

Why? Because — aside from it being agross lapse

balanced or single-ended operation and mute. All

respond with an utterly reasonable excuse for its

in taste, an absolute misreading of the ergonomic

the actions are now relegated to aremote control,

presence. He would tell me something like the

preferences of the sort of audiophiles who buy

working in cahoots with the biggest, ugliest

custom installers love it, or the customers they

circa-£ 10k components — its REF3 just may be

alphanumeric display panel I've ever seen.

surveyed love it, or it sounds better, or any of a

the best- sounding pre-amp I've ever experienced.
That's why this gaffe is so, so aggravating.

Don't get me wrong: I love British Racing
Green. But preferably on a 1961 TR3A. This

dozen rational justifications. His patience and
decency would prevent him from simply calling

One of ARC's strongest characteristics ( and
genuine virtues) has been its absolute refusal to
choose form over function. More importantly, the

display, inescapably legible from across a room,
shows volume level ( numerically and via line

me an ' asshole' and hanging up the phone.
Yet nothing will convince me it's better than

graph), input, choice of BAL/SE, mute, mono and

30- plus

no-nonsense approach has become an actual

phase. But it's so truly, hideously, sphincter-

selling point, creating its own inimitable aesthetic.

clinchingly grotesque that you will thank ARC for

ergonomically-perfect knobs and switches. Nor
will anything convince me that ' the REF3 looks

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Auditions
pre amplifier

Large green display shows
volume level, input, choice of
BALISE, mute, mono and
phase. It can be switched off.

good.' Once you get past the front panel, you have

reproach when the read-out hit 350 hours. Which

a line- level pre-amp with a mountainous task to

is around two weeks if you leave it on all the time

accomplish: replacing the sublime REF2 Mk II -

-no big deal. But, should you wish to audition a

now over four years old. ARC has kept the

REF3 in a shop, press the hours button first to

dimensions the same, at 19 x7 x 15.5in ( whd)

ensure that you're hearing an optimised sample.

plus handles, just in case any REF2 owner decides

great loss, since Ican't even remember the last
time Iheard the phrase ' three- head tape deck'.
Other than that, the back is simply filled with
both single- ended phono and XLR balanced inputs
and outputs. Istuck with balanced operation

This being the 21st Century, the REF3 ' will be

to upgrade, but has aspecific slot of shelf to fill.

throughout, from the outputs of the Marantz

easy to integrate with system controllers from

Size aside, the REF3 is acompletely new beast,

companies like Creston or AMX.' Its inputs offer

CD12/DA12 CD player to the McIntosh MC2102
power amplifier, driving Wilson WATT Puppy

direct access, and there are discrete codes for

System 7or LS3/5As. Another change is to 20A

and aREF2 cannot be upgraded to REF3 form.
One function that everyone will welcome, and
which is unique to the display, is aread-out of the

power on/off, so this is one high-end, stereo valve

IEC mains connectors for the power cable, so you

pre-amp that you can incorporate into acutting-

will have to use the supplied AC lead until you
change the standard plug on your ' audiophile

number of hours of valve usage. Because of this, I edge multi- channel system with no loss of
was actually able to chart the unit's burn- in
functionality. Its rear panel is the same as the
period. It was fine from cold, if overly polite.
REF2's, except for the deletion of the tape monitor
Loosening up occurred at around 75-100 hours,
input, so the REF3 does not have the facility for
it started singing at 300 hours, and was beyond

listening to one source while taping another. No

11

When the guitars came in Isat there
with the same 'shit- eating grin' Iusually
reserve for rides in cars Ican't afford

mains cable' for the large, rectangular type.
Despite its looks, the REF3 was one of my CES
highlights back in January. It was obvious, even in
astrange room with an unfamiliar system that the
sound was so magical Merlin himself would surely
buy one. And yet once Ihad one for review, I
preferred to let it creep up on me, because Iknow
that ARC hardware likes to settle into asystem.
So Ilistened to it casually, dipped in and out until
the hours count was in the hundreds. But when it
did grab me all of asudden, after weeks of paying
it scant attention, it was afull-on coup de foudre
(foreplay not withstanding), aconquest the sort of

Inside the ARC

which ranks only with items like the Sonus Faber

Inside, the REF3 is an entirely fresh design,

capability.' Bandwidth has increased from

including both the audio and the power supply

60kHz to 500kHz and noise has been reduced

circuits, which are based on four new circuit

by 12dB. As aresult, headroom is said to be

boards and two new transformers. As expected,
though, the audio circuit is apure valve,

much higher, with the maximum input

Class- Adesign with zero feedback, courtesy of
four long- life 6H3OP twin triodes. FETs are

has been lowered by 40%.'

used for constant- current sources, while the

a6L6GC and a6H3OP, with electronically

increased to 20V balanced, while ' distortion
The power supply itself contains two valves,

analogue circuitry uses along-tailed pair input

regulated low and high voltage supplies.

stage to ensure the same performance in either
single- ended or balanced modes.

- —

ARC states that the REF3 provides total gain
of 12dB balanced and 6dB single- ended. Its
hybrid power supply has over 50% greater
energy storage that its predecessors, greatly
contributing to its tremendous dynamic

Stradivari Homage speaker or the London
Reference cartridge. One minute, I'm humming
along with it. The next, I'm bolt upright, muttering
to myself, Damn, this is mighty fine.
Blame the J Geils Band. Recently, I'd been
listening to Sanctuary, their underrated epic on
EMI, in particular to the majestic ' ICan't Believe
You' - asong that keeps on building and building.
Its power and energy, layer upon layer of sound,
were delivered with such total authority and
command that words like ' visceral' and ' primal'
can't even begin to describe the impact. Ihad the
system cranked way up, and there was nary a
trace

of

interference -

no

distortion,

no

compression, no clipping. Every sound had its
IEC mains inlet [ left] requires large plug type
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PURE INSTINCTS. PURE SOUND. NO DIRTY DIAPERS...
"Imaging is superbly spacious and out of the box". with precise
focus and good depth layering."
"...Helicon 400 is unquestionably one of the mcst neutral speakers
we've encountered..."

10\

-The Helicon 400 is downright competent, I
simply left them in the
listening room doing their thing. and they left me wondering whether
there was any good reason to opt for something more costly and exotic.''

Paul Messenger

Hi Fi Choice

March 05

No compromises has been made in the technical or aesthetic aspects."
This DALI speaker is brimming with talent and seduction."
'A new candidate in the world of top- of- the- range speakers at competitive prices."
Robert Lacramp & Jean Hiraga

1IN ADMIRATION OF MUSIC

Revue Du Son & Home Cinema

.
04

MALL
www.dali.dk

Rear sports both RCA and
balanced connections,
but no tape monitor input
as per the ARC REF2

space. Every transient was crisp. Textures that

The REF 3's switch-ftee fascia

usually get lost in favour of the wall of sound were
present in minute detail. But I just wasn't

functions are relegated to the

prepared for the last track, the rousing Jus' Can't

remote control handset [ rie]

means that all but the basic

Stop Me' and its marching boots opening.
No, this isn't an hommage to stormtroopers.
It's just abeat. But it has weignt, palpable weight
that can sound like acertain scene from Blazing
Saddles if rot handled properly. For the first time
ever outside of alive concert, Ithough something

snapping bass guitar you only hear on C&W

To out it bluntly, the REF3 is so open, airy and

records. An underrated ' test' instrument, it taxes

was gonna burst. When the guitars and harmonica

genuinely capable of creating athree-dimensional

:he lower registers, has overtares and harmonics

came in, it all held together. Isat there with the

soundstage that it will confound tube haters who

way up the frequency ladder, and proffers complex

same shit-eating grin' Iusual.y reserve for rides
in cars Ican't afford.

insist that valves can never be quiet enough to

transients that contain both the quick and the

showcase low-level clues. Despite being as warm

dull. Via the REF3, dwas as chunky — and tangy
—as abowl of chilh.

and cuddly as you want avalve product to be, the

I turned to the other extreme: the near-a
cappella per'ormance by The Judds of ' Don't Be

Then Ifed it some klezmer music to hear fast

Cruel' showed what the REF3 could do witn that

strings and faster woodwinds — their speed and

REF3 doesn't understand ' cloudy' or ' soggy'.
Wel'-recorded

orchestras,

bluegrass ensembles,

small,

a cappella

unplugged
vocal

acts,

pristine mono masterpieces: the REF3 simply

Female voices in perfect harmony, the
blending so authentic you could almost
see Wynona's décolletage heaving n

dials in the right space, like a plasma screen
automatically selecting the correct aspect ratio.
And it does it with ineluctable grace and finesse.
Itherefore have no hesitation in describing the
Audio Research REF3 as the finest-sounding
pre-amplifier Ihave ever triec in my own system.
Because the sound of the REF3 is so irresistible,
I'm sure very few REF2 owrers will keep theirs

most delicate of instrumental pairings, two female

complexity are taken in stride. You want drums?

voices ir jpeect harmony. The bdenaing — it was

Back to the Geils effect: as with the marching

sweet and syrupy but never cloying, so authentic

cheap- looking. Edually, the sound is so bewitching

feet, deep percussion is to the ARC what an open

you

that the £ 9250 price tag won't deter those with

heaving. Then George Strait's ' All My Ex's Live In

road is to a Porsche. But I've saved the best for
last. What the REF3 does with spatial concerns is

that kind of money hanging around uncommitted.

Texas',

what makes the unit so close to ideal.

Audio Research consider supplying free-of-charge,

could

almost

see

dripping with

Wynona's

décolletage

that twangy,

slapping,

just because the ' 3is also so accursedly ugly and

But, as £ 9250 is nothing to sneeze at, would
for people with taste, an all- metal insert panel
with AC logo to hide the display?•

an15 ,,

o
••••••••VM.

Supplier
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Absolute Sounds

o

020 8971 3909
www.audioresearch.com

Hi-FiNlews verdict
This is high end sound at its most authorative thanks

Min

to the sheer authority, airiness and finesse on tap
here. The ARC comes at aprice, but then currently

11111111
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there is little to touch it. Looks won't please all.
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MP,
The new Prestige, Capitole and Prima models:
24bit / I
92kHz DAC, CD and SACD players,
with the unique STARS 2 resampling process.

O
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Enjoy your music
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Heathrow. September 73rd-25th
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Competition

IAn Arcam Solo integrated
1system and Alto speakers
III • Astunning hi-fi prize that's worth £ 1400
You can win one of the very best in integrated hi-fi systems in
our exclusive, easy-to-enter Arcam competition!
This month HiFi News has teamed up with Arcam to

reviewed this stunning piece of kit and found that it:

offer you the chance to win afirst prize of the £ 1000

choice of real wood cherry or maple veneers. The Alto

'packed an impossible amount of kit into a slim

Arcam

is afront ported two way design with a100mm glass

container measuring only 430x80x350 (whd)'. The

accompanying Alto speakers (worth £400). The CD

loaded bass/midrange driver and a 25mm cotton

Solo carries apair of amps rated at 50W RMS into 8

dome carbon loaded tweeter. It's suitable for use with

Solo

integrated

hi-fi

system

with two

player element of the Solo is based on the Arcam

ohms with twin toroidal transformers for its power

DiVA CD73 but the Solo also offers an FM/DAB

an amp rated from 20-100 watts.

supply, another toroid for the microprocessor and

receiver and a built-in multi- room facility with a

standby mode, and nine independently regulated
power supplies. It's agreat piece of hi-fi!

To be in with a chance of winning this superb
Arcam prize just fill in the entry form below and send

second room output with independent volume control
—all in ahighly elegant chassis!
In HiFi News (
June 2005 issue) Ken Kessler

it to us by Friday, 14 October 2005!

The accompanying Alto speakers have been
designed for the Solo unit and are available in a

BELOW: The Arcam Solo with its Alto speakers

HOW TO ENTER
Competition rules
tcrc

Complete this entry form and post it to: ARCAM SOLO/ALTO COMPETITION, HiFi News, PO Box 531,

i,, t1tLur 2005. 1) The competition is

open to UK readers aged lb and over, except employees of IPC Media,
Arcam, or their agents. Overseas readers are not eligible to enter

Croydon, Surrey CR9 2ZA. Closing date for entries is Friday, 14 October 2005.

2) Photocopied entries cannot be accepted but you may enter as many
times as you like using original entry forms. 3) There is no cash or other

To enter you must answer the following three questions:

alternative to the prize offered, While every effort is made to ensure that
all information regarding the prize is correct at time of going to press,
IPC Media cannot be held responsible for any errors or discrepancies. 4)
The winner will be selected shortly after the closing date and will be
contacted by post. 5) The Editor's decision will be final and binding and
no correspondence will be entered into. The Winner's name will be

(1) On what is the CD player

(2) In dimensions, how high

element of the Arcam Solo
based?

is the Arcam Solo integrated

in the accompnaying Alto

hi-fi unit?

speakers?

8mm
II

I] paper cone

RiVA CD73

published in the January 2006 issue of HiFi News, 61 The winner should
be prepared to co-operate with publicity arising as aresult of winning the

MiVA CD73

prize. 7) Entry to this competition implies acceptance of the rules. All
entry forms submitted become the property of IPC Media.

liii DiVA CD73

HiFi News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal
information to process your entry. Would you like to receive e- mails from

i ITiVA CD73

Hi-fi News magazine and IPC containing news, special offers, and
product and service information and take part in our magazine research

Name

via e-mail? If yes, please lick here J.

r
--1
80mm

800mm
II

ri 80cm

(3) What type of tweeter is used

E

chrome dome

ri millennium dome
D cotton dome

Address

HiFi News magazine and IPC would like to contact you by post or
telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services
Tick here dyou prefer reof to hear from us U. IPC may occasionally pass
your details to carefully selected organisations so they can contact you by

Daytime tel

telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their
products and SerVICeS. Tick here if vo;J prefer tmt In he contacted J.
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FINE TWO CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEMS

cConrad-johnson ACT 2and Premier 350.
This combination offers an exceptional4
transparent and natural sound producing
avery 3dimensional, large soundstage.
A reference system. ACT 2valve pre- amplifier
f13000. Premier 350 power amplifier
(35owpr) *So«.

eAt last we have beard some uriversal disc players that
perform well and withoLt compromise to the standard
CD replay. The 3units we have on offer will compare
extremely favourably with any regular CD- only player
at their respective

rice points. The extra replay formats

available, DVD, DVD-A, SACD, MP3, etc, can be counted

aEclipse- TD 7122.

as abonus. Top to bottom:

These unusually shaped loudspeakers
produce imaging and soundstaging that
can equal that achieved with the best
speakers costing several times thei , price.
Very sharp focus, very fast and probably
the best transients we have heard. Virtually
no colouration, a most revealing loudspeaker.
With their custom stand £4000 apair.

Ayre C-5xe. A universal stereo player, 2- channel only.
dThiel 2.4 loudspeakers.

in ano compromise universal audio player that has an

of our best selling components. Avery

exceptional sound. Extremely natural tonal balance witn

cohere it sound producing arealistic,

avery focussed, deep soundstage. Up with the very bes*:

large soundstage. Tonal balance is very

CD players we have heard, aremarkable achievement

natural. Dynamics, at both macro and
micro level, are accurately reproduced.

b Ayre Acoustics K-1 and V-1.

An innovative design with a beautiful

This pre- power oombination offers an
exceptionally h.gh level of transparency

By avoiding any video replay in the circuits, this results

This speaker is rapidly becoming one

finish. Standard w000 veneers f3495.

at £4495.
McCormack UDP-1. This player offers full multi- channel
outputs as well as "
2-f hannel replay. A neutral tc warm
sound with abig soundstage. Exceptional value at f32on.

and deep soundstage for the price. With

Bel Canto Player PL- 1. A high performance universal

acharacteristically sharp focussed image,

player. Leaving aside the universal bits, this is one cf

the fully balanced circuits offer avery neutral

the best sounding CD players we have heard. It produces

tonal balance. Ori apar with the best

alarge, believable soundstage and has extremely good

amplifiers we have heard. K-1 pre- amplifier

bass character. Paver PL- 1Audio f699o. DCDi and high

£4995. V-1 power ampl fier (2oowpc) £ 6495-

performance DVI, SDI available as options at extra tost.

AMPHION

AUDIO PHYSIC • AVALON • AYRE ACOUSTICS

FINAL • GRAAF • L
IRA • MCI
NTOSH • MONO PULSE
SME

SHUN MOOK • SUGDEN • THIEL

BEL CANTO • BENZ- MICRO • CARDAS • CLEARAUDIO • CONRAD• I
ONNSON • DALI • EAR/YOSHINO

NORDOST • NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE • PAGODE

ECLIPS ETD

PATHOS • QUADRASPIRE • RESOLUTION AUDIO • ROGUE AUDIO

TRANSFIGURATION ' UNISON RESEARCH • VELODYNE • VIRTUAL DYNAMICS • WADIA • WHEST AUDIO

Located approximately is minutes drive
from either Melunction 12 or M3/ILnction 6
with free and easy parking outside
the building.
We have ahome evaluation scheme for those
who might find this method more convenient.

7Comet House

Demonstrations by appointment

Calleva Park

Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to a&oo.

Aldermaston

I: is advisable to call us before visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration

Reading

and previously owned equipment listed on

Berkshire RG7 8JA

our website: www.audioconsultants.co.ak
AC
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BOLZANOeVILLETRI

touch the sound

Grass
Dance
AUDIO

SPEAKERS

"A work of art consists

Avalon

of two elements, the

Acoustics

inner is the emotion in

Symbol,

the soul of the artist,

Ascendant,
aUNIQUE
approach towards
loudspeaker
perfection

Opus,
Eidolon Diamond
AMPLIFIERS
KA -I80
KA 450

Telephone) + 44 ( 0) 20 7244 8240
Fax: + 44 (0) 20 7370 4828
bv@yorina.com

MV60-SE

our customers musical
systems that are capable of

Premier 140

enabling this process.

Premier 350

by Harmonix
Zanden Audio
Systems
5000 Sig DAC
2000 PCD Transport
CABLES

01 635 291357

Cardas
TUNERS

•

Zee NiseFie
mexne
ey bole

Magnum

Wei
2006 Whet Hefit

Dynalab
2(06 Whet 11.-FIT

ACCESSORIES &

2003

FURNITURE
finite elemente

1102 HI- F1 New,

£.03 What Hi-,

200 Fle F1 Cho.. e

Always setting new standards
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We are independent audio
consultants specialising in
two channel audio. Our
philosophy is to offer
our customers objective,
honest advice. And
products and services
which add value and
provide long term musical

For your tree
IsoTek brochure cal:

MI We* .IFFW
Oir.v.

reproduction pieces and

Premier-I8LS

Reimyo

200•NeFl Choice
re .3 44. 9•1

As with art, so with
music this is why we are

REPRODUCTION

Me Whet 11.-F ?

Wassily Kandinsky

committed to offering

DIGITAL

=9

observer"

PVI4L

Premier-17LS2

1
—

capacity to evoke a

conrad Johnson

Act 2

It is, quite simply, the most impressive
mains filter we've ever heard."

this emotion has the
similar emotion in the

Karan Acoustics

www.bohonovilletri.com
e-moll: info@bolyanovIlletri.com
Distributed in the UK by:
Torino Overseas Ltd.

Where music
will move you

21103 Me 11.-F

I

2003

Cho..

2003 te.e,

seire

satisfaction.
We do things
differently.
If music is apart of your life
and your living space, take
some time, relax, come and
listen to the best in musical
reproduction.

Andrew Lee

Call us to arrange a

design

demonstration.

01764 650 573

teev.gnissdanceaudio.co.uk
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Hi-FiNews Interview

After Orson Welles but before Spielberg and Cruise — the
composer and producer Jeff Wayne had amusical vision to
bring HG Wells' classic story to life. In aHiFi News
exclusive he talks to Andrew Harrison about how The War of
the Worlds has been updated for SACO surround- sound

d

N

o- one would hava believed, in the last
years of the 19th century, that human
affairs were being watched from the

timeless worlds of space'. Those were
the words, spoken by the unmistakable
velvet baritone of Richard Burton, that
opened Jeff Wayne's Musical Version of The
War of the Worlds — the most successful
science-fiction rock musical of all time.
Since its release as adouble LP in 1978,
the appeal of Wayne's musical version of
HG Wells' classic has been widespread, as it

www. hif i
news. co. uK

combines elements of symphony classical,
progressive rock, and literary drama; all
held together with whistle-tested good
tunes. Over 12.5 million copies have been
sold
around
the
world,
and
the
narration of Burton's central journalist
character has even been dubbed in German
and Spanish for overseas releases.
At Jeff Wayne's studio in Hertfordshire,
the genial composer and producer spoke to
HiFi News on the eve of the work's worldwide re-release as asurroundsound SACD.
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Interview
The original cast
To record The War of the
With his martian friends:

Worlds over 1976-77 Jeff
Wayne assembled an all-star

Jeff Wayne handles the
R.-R1 handling machine and
afighting machine..

cast to play the roles on his
record. They included...
•Richard Burton — played
'The Journalist' (effectively
the narrator of the story).
He passed away on August
5, 1984 at his home in
Celigny, Switzerland.
•Julie Covington — best
known for her single ' Don't Cry for Me
Argentina' from the musical Evita. Played Beth on
TWOTW's 'The Spirit of Man'.
•David Essex — multi- million selling recording artist
and stage and film star. He played The Artilleryman.
•Justin Hayward — lead guitarist and lead singer of
The Moody Blues. Sang the thoughts of the journalist

Wayne added: 'One of the projects was doing the
entire re-mix, and part of the backing of all of this has
come from Sony Hardware who had indentified that a

on ' Forever Autumn'.
•Phil Lynott — the former Thin Lizzy front man played
Parson Nathaniel on ' The Spirit of Man'. He died on
January 4, 1986 from heart failure.
•Jo Partridge — with Chris Spedding, played electric
guitars throughout TWOTW. Was lead guitarist in Kiki
Dee's band. Also played in Elton John's band.
•Chris Thompson — lead singer of Manfred Mann's
Earthband from 1975 to 1986
whose hits included ' Blinded

ABOVE: Richard Burton
with Jeff Waine; Phil Lynott
BELOW: Burton at the mic

By The Light' and ' Davy's On
The Road Again'. Sang lead on
TWOTW's ' Thunderchild'.
The War of the Worlds was
also something of a family
project as Jeff Wayne's father,
Jerry, was executive producer
whilst his stepmother, Doreen,
wrote the script.
So, why resurrect the album now, and why in
surround-sound? Jeff Wayne revealed: ' Somewhere
around October 2002, a couple of associates from
Sony BMG rang me and said " are you aware that June
2003 is the 25th anniversary of the release of the
original recording of The War of the Worlds?" They
said: "Come and have adrink and let's talk about what
we can do." What started off as amodest re-exploration
has grown into this whole epic series of projects. It's
not just the collectors' edition and surround-sound...'
As HiFi News later discovered, there's the prospect
of aWest End -style musical not far away, with plans

Around October 2002 Sony BMG
rang and said: " Come and have a
drink and see what we can do"
for Broadway and the world to follow. As well as this
there will be a full CGI-animated film, based on
Wayne's original score, but re-recorded from scratch,
with only Richard Burton's narration preserved.
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proper remix in 5.1 surround-sound could be the sort
of recording that would give them a showcase
recording for their hardware, because it contained —
as they described it — sort of everything the ear could
take in. It has amusical soar from symphonic scoring
to aggressive guitar work, synthesizers, vocal
performances, acting performances, and sound effects.
And it had enjoyed popularity.
'Our team consisted of programmer Gaétan Schurrer
who assisted our engineer Gary Langham [ founding
member of The Art of Noise]. At the start we said,
"let's try not to demonstrate how clever we are"; in
other words, we're not gonna just do tricks that wear
thin after awhile. But because the recording itself has
all these natural ingredients, we'll just surround the
listener. And hopefully make it listenable to, no
matter where you are in the room, so you don't have
to be perfectly placed. And there are natural things in
my compositions, between the orchestrations and
production techniques of the ' 70s, that could use the
360°. It's just the way the canvas unfolds itself.'
TECHNICAL MARVEL
As one of the world's first 48-track productions,
enabled by the synchronisation of separate tape
recorders, The War of the Worlds was both an artistic
and technical marvel in its day. But the pioneering
use of two multi-track machines back in 1976 almost
proved to be the undoing of the new project, because
the proprietary system that linked the machines
together had long since disappeared.
Jeff Wayne explained: In the mid-1970s, the studio
Iworked at owned adistribution company that just
happened to take delivery of the first Maglink. This
allowed us to connect two 24-track machines and it
became the first 48-track production that we could
really dump countless tracks. It wasn't just two
24-tracks; it meant we could use a second, third,
fourth and beyond multi-track tape for mass storage.
We wound up with 77 multi-track tapes that made up
what became the final, condensed-down, two 24-track
tapes for mixing.
'Now jump forward to when we've been asked to
re-mix it all entirely — not just re-channel it, but go

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Marantz introduces the TT- 15S 1to enhance its hi-fi series

www.marantz.com

Marantz 01753 680868

back to the source — and the Maglink ha', gone to the
great studio in the sky donkeys' years ago (although
I've got one in my stable that Ibought for 50p which
doesn't work!). Of course, this meant that we couldn't
synchronise the 48-track production with my two
24-track Studer tape recorders.
'The synchronisation of a48-track production was
perceived, by all the studios we spoke to, as
insurmountable. But GaMon, who's been with me for
17 years, took each of the 24-track tapes, transferred
them into the digital domain, and then manually, via
editors on the screen, synchronised them all in. It
took three months, and to make matters worse were
other problems. Even with all those tapes, when we
finally mixed down, each track had anywhere from
four to six different sounds — all with different
equalisations and effects — because we were still so

The synchronisation of a48-track
production was perceived by all
the studios as insurmountable
jam-packed for space. And the original recordings,
unedited, were two hours long, but what we wanted
to come back to at the mixing stage was the structure
of the original master — approximately 96 minutes. So
that surprised alot of people — some of the top studios
that we went to said that you'll never do this, not in
your lifetime! The other element was that most of the
oxide had worn out on the tapes, and trying to align
with SMPTE or any other device was a non-starter.
But the end result has turned out fantastic.
'All this new stuff was mastered at The Lodge in
New York, and we had to go through along process to
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True Musical: Jeff Wayne's TWOTW as
stage musical, in this incredible scale
model mock-up; [above] astill frame from
the forthcoming CGI animated film
make sure they had the correct equipment from Sony
Hardware to go from mastering into the equipment
that puts it into SACD format.
'We did astudio upgrade here first to get ready for
all this new work. Ialready had ProTools, but the
whole system was maxed out. M&K MPS2510PK
monitors were brought in, two subwoofers, and then
the room was re-balanced before we started all the
work. Everything was done here.'
DRASTIC SOLUTION
The first stage of any rebuild project is to extract the
audio from the archived format, in this case multitrack analogue tape. But many tapes from the 1970s
have not survived well, due to deterioration of the
plastic tape and its magnetic oxide. The usual, if
drastic solution, to prevent the tape from breaking up
as it's played is to first bake the complete reels in an
incubator-like oven. The result is a spool that's
normally only good enough for one or two more plays
— so it's vital that when subsequently played, it's
reliably captured onto new media at the very best
quality. The War of the Worlds sessions were no
exception, and all 77 multi-track reels needed the
treatment, before being captured in high-bit PCM

www.hifinews.co.uk
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digital
audio
form,
then stored on FireWirelinked hard disks. Wayne explained:
'We used 24-bit, 961(Hz; we looked at double
that, 192kHz, and we can go to 1921cHz with this
current ProTools set-up, but the amount of storage
and the amount of capacity to mix it in 192 was almost
insurmountable. We would have had to have had two
systems here. We worked it out with the head of
Digidesign and we just said "this is ridiculous"; we
did some tests to heay the difference between 192 and
the 961cHz. But in truth none of the engineers,
programmers, or studios could hear adifference.'
The recording of the album took one year at
Advision studios, and Wayne adopted an approach
that was falling into disuse even back then: the core
band were recorded in complete takes, with all
musicians playing together. This explains, in part, the
cohesiveness of the music and no doubt contributes
to the public's long-term love affair with the album.
'My plan was always to produce it as if it was alive
work. So with the exception of a couple of pieces
almost without tempo that I conducted from the
podium, and all the string stuff recorded from the
podium, Iwas just one of the band. Ijust counted the
guys in from the keyboard, and off we went.
'It was also an era where the norm wasn't to work to
aclick track and to bring in the musicians one at a
time... it just makes it real.'

don't
even
read
music! But they are
brilliant in the way that they operate,
so when you bring the two together, it's
interesting, that communication process.'
POLITICAL SURROUNDINGS
Any choice of surround format will be political, since
there are too many competing technologies vying for
the music lover's attention. Sony's SACD is
undoubtedly the most difficult to work with because
it rejects all the installed infrastructure of PCM digital
audio that's been built over the years. Iwondered if
there had been much deliberation on the best way to
release the surround-sound version of the album...
Wayne confessed: 'It wasn't an option, for the reason
of the Sony tie-up, and that Iam a Sony recording
artist. Sony Hardware is backing its technology, and
I'm signed as a recording artist to Sony BMG so it
wasn't even adiscussion point.
'It will be interesting to see whether it becomes the
old VHS/Beta battle again, which Ithink will be a
great pity because this medium actually works.
Creatively, it's exciting and Ithink it offers musicians,
producers and creative people in sound, so many
wonderful opportunities. Somebody should just grab
hold of these two formats and just marry the two
together, if that's achievable at all. Because somebody's
going to lose out, or maybe the public will lose out if
it doesn't survive.'
What has survived is the popularity of Wayne's
masterpiece. As this issue of HiFi News went to press
the 2005 The War of the Worlds was at number five in
the UK album charts and rising... III

RETAINING THE FEEL
But what about the new soundtrack to accompany the
animated film — will this succumb to modern sterile
recording techniques?
'I think with technology today, particularly having
to match images that are locked into code, we'll have
to bring some kind of compromise together. But I
think that the music, by having been composed in
that era, has that feel and will be retained.
'I work regularly with new
The new albums
productions so I'm used to the
way things are done today. But I'm
Two ve .sions o the re- issue have
trained to orchestrate from out of
been made - atwo- disc SACD/
the style of the music, with scores,
CD hybrid, plus aCollector's
write them out. And Idon't even
Editior in a 12in box, which
work at an instrument. Once I've
adds three CDs of outtakes, a
composed my piece at akeyboard,
dance remix compilation, a76when I do arrangements and
page book, and aDVD ' Making
scores Iwork at atable, it's what I
of' video. The two disc SACD/CD
hear in the head and Iwrite it
hybrid's RRP is £ 15.99 whilst
down, and Ican write quicker that
the Collectcr's Edition is
way than if Iwas working at a
£79.99. Look out for afull
keyboard. Yet when you work
review in next month's issue...
with programmers, some of them
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Marantz PM7200/PM7200 KI Signature • amplifier

gnature
Tunes
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Two amps that punch hard at their weight, but which is the
more complete package? Ian Harris has asurprise or two

If Iwas really searching for ashortcoming, I should be avoided at all costs! The amp will clip

Marantz PM7200
PRICE

£28L)

Marantz PM1200 KI Si nature
PRICE

would have to say that punch and rhythmic drive

audibly, and the result is not pleasant. However,

are slightly limited in ultimate terms, but we are

such behaviour is clearly misusing the facility;

not talking Nairn money here and it's difficult to

switch to Class A with some gentle acoustic

imagine anyone looking for asub-£ 400 amp being

material at amoderate volume and the results are
much more satisfactory. Although the changes are

anything other than satisfied.

O

utside the rarefied atmosphere of the
highest of high- end, any amplifier will have

Switching between Class A and Class AB [see

subtle, the Class A button adds an extra touch of

'A touch of class' panel] is also an interesting

fluidity to the midband and the overall tonal

been built within the strictures of cost/

exercise: if you are playing dynamic music at

balance seems atouch more cohesive. As a ' late

benefit engineering, which means compromises

medium to high volumes, the Class A experience

night' mode, the Class Afacility is ideal.

will
benefit
have
axisbeen
positively
made.is One
to buildiseil
way to a
tilt
lot the
of amps;'
cost/ .
casings, capacitors and internal cabling all cost
less when bought in higher quantities. Whether or
not this is the main reason behind the ' two-tier'
approach behind Marantz's PM7200 is a matter
of conjecture. but the benefits of having essentially

While the supercharged version shows
• improvements in several areas the
biggest improvement was in its cohesiow

the same amplifier in two distinct price bands
certainly can't do any harm.
It's clear at the outset that the base PM7200
offers a lot of bang for your bucks. Even when
playing dynamically undemanding material there's
areassuring weight and control to the sound and,
when you crank things up with something alittle
raucous, room- filling volumes are well within its
remit. Of course, 95 watts per channel is generous

On11111...111•MBRP.400E,10 Pl.i/700«,1

€>_ •
"

•

.
"
041

at this price point, and the good-sized power
supply also allows the amp to exert an impressive
level of grip on speakers, leading to good transient
performance and excellent bass extension.
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Both models offer six line- ins, aphono stage, and tape loops

www.hifinews.co.uk

Auditions
amplifier -

Signature version with
copper- shielded
transformer [ right] and
base model [ far right]

Switching to the KI Signature version
is an interesting exercise. There is a
strong family resemb ance, but the upspecced model definitely has its own
personality. Bass performance is just a
I.ttle tighter than that of the base model
while there's alittle more detail in the
midrange, resulting in greater vocal and
iistrumental presence and more precise levels of

sound but, as with the base model, the KI

imaging. In the upper registers, the KI Signature

Signature is hard to criticise for the money.

While

the

supercharged

version

certainly

shows improvements in several areas, for me, the

retains the base model's impressive level of detail

For me, the Class A facility was a little less

biggest improvement was in its overall tonal

while reigning in its tendency to sound slightly

audible on the KI Signature. There is still an

cohesion and, in absolute terms, there is no doubt

bright with more forward material. Although the

improvement

KI's

that the KI Signature is the superior amplifier.

overall sound is alittle tighter throughout, there is

improved tonal balance in AB mode means the

Yet, when price is taken into account, for me the

still a slight sense of rhythmic restraint to the

overall improvement is alittle more subtle.

base version is the more complete package. With

in the midrange,

but the

its tone and balance controls, huge output power,

Atouch of Class

phono stage and tape loops the PM7200 makes
me

0

standard

comprehensive set of features.

class AB, offering agenerous

As well as offering remote

95 watts per channel. By

component and power supply

nideal first hi-fi separate. II

upgrades
IMIM

1
1
111

control, six lineleve inputs

pressing the Class Abutton,

plus am- m phono stage and

Marantz UK

the amplifier changes to 25

01753 680868

two tape loops, they provide

watts of pure Class Aoutput.

separate bass, treble and

KI Signature modifications

s
-

www.marantz.com

Hu-FiNews verdict

balance controls, all

include copper plating to the

defeatable via a sane direct'

base, sides and rear of the

button. But perhaps. the most

case; copper shielding around

interesting feature is the Class

the toroidal transformer; plus a

it's the base model that is the star. File- sounding,

Afacility. In normal tse, the

number of unspecified

affordable and flexible, it's the perfect package

ww.hifinews

While both models here boast bags of appeal to those
dipping afirst tentative toe into the separates market,
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re solution
The NEW Krell Resolution 1loudspeaker employs atotal of five drive
units in a4-way floor standing design. Truly magnificent not only in
stature but also in its ability to deliver asound verging on the
incredible. Krell deserves to be applauded!

•

Reviewed in the HiFi News August 05 Issue by Martin Colloms
he writes:
"Iwelcome audio components that aren't temperamental and make
the best of what resources are available. "

Krell produce awide
range of reference
loudspeakers and
electronics or both
twochanne and home
cinema systems.

"Deep low-distortion bass was achieved with an accurate, clearly
differentiated and expressive upper bass - arare combination indeed. "
"Listening to the speakers as Iwrite this assessment, Iam still trying to
find their measure, some aspect where they don't quite hit the spot
-but so far Ican't! "

um

mit

Martin Logan are without adoubt one of the leading
rers
in electrostatic loudspeakers. For many years we at Ox'ord Audio
have shared with our customers the enjoyment and pe-formorce that
Martin Logan loudspeakers deliver.
Each new generation of Martin Logan take aleap forward arid
Oxford Audio invites you to hear their newest crea -ion, simoly called
the Summit.
A New World of high-performance audio... The result of yeas
of research, the new Surrm itTM powered hybrid eleztros-atic
loudspeaker features PoweredForcer"' and XSt atTM 'echnoloqies,
dramatically reducing cabinet size, yet establishing new stonaards for
efficiency, dynamics and precision in afloorstanding loudspeaker.
Experience the new Summit and forever change your expectorions of
what aspeaker can and should be.
For further information or to be one of the first to experience the new
Martin Logan Summit, why not call Oxford Audio Consultarrs today
and discover why for many, nothing compares to the so..md al an
electrostatic.

Martin Logan ore he
world's taretr designer of
electrostatcs. Whatever
your requirements,
twc-channel or home
cinema. Morin Loçjan
har: the rigri produc.

radivari
If Guarneri and Amati take shape from the
flute, Stradivari derives from the violin. Elliptic
design for athree-way system shifting from a
theoretical model of the acoustic source through a
"boundless place". A kind of abstract formula that
put into practice shows the result: extraordinary
power and fantastic reproduction quality.
Rarely have we laid eyes on such abeautiful
loudspeaker, with apurity and depth of sound that
makes the walls of any listening room simply disappear
before your very eyes/ears.
Sonus Faber oudspeaker
is atrue labour of love for
its creators and true pride of
ownership for it., customers.
Sonus Faber cater lor both
two-channel and home
A

To quote Ken Kessler. HiFi News April 2004:
"Shock No 1was finding this speaker does not require
the sort of amplification that's delivered by fork-lift. "
"Shock No 2was hearing the best vocal reproduction

Oxford Audio Consultants Ltd

WE [ OVE TO LISTEN
Cantay House
Park End Street
Oxford
OXI 1JD

Tel
01865 790 879
Fax
01865 791 665

Opening Hours
mon-fi-i: 10am - 6pm
(closed thursday)
sat:10am - 5pm

enquiry@oxfordaudio.co.uk I www.oxfordaudio.co.uk
(visit our web site for the latest information on new/used equipment)

Established in 1988, Oxford A.1ZiO Consultants are one of the
leading specialist hi-fi outlets in tlie UK, specialisirg in aucio,
home cinema, audio-visual and multi-media installations.
We are very proud to represent world-class products from Absobte
Sounds (www-absolutesourds.caLk). As an Absolute Sounds
Studio Dealer, you can ae 10C% sure of exceptional service,
backup, long-term support and awide-selection o: many cf me
worlds mast renowned Fi-fi prodLcts.
From asingle componert to acomplete system, Aosolute Sounds
and Oxford Audio Consultants -rawe the answers and just as
important, the solutions.
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dig it?
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PERIW\UX
44110

—.rag

liggliesege
Perreaux Silhouette SXH2
PRiCE

£ 480

p

erreaux's

SXH2 headphone amplifier comes
in asmart, compact chassis with abrushed
aluminium front panel featuring a pair of

From New Zealand comes aheadphone amp
boasting classy looks, plenty of kick and no
shortage of finesse. David Al/cock is hooked

6.35mm headphone sockets and avolume knob.
Around the back are apair of RCA line inputs and
outputs — allowing the SXH2 to oe inserted into a
tape loop or between apre/power combination — a
gain switch to vary output power from the
amplification stage, and an IEC power inlet with
power switch. The unit measures just 216 x58 x
181mm (whd) and weighs just 1.4 kg, making it
compact enough to be installed almost anywhere.
It was immediately apparent that this un 't had
nore power than you are ever likely to need ( in
fact, Perreux gives the output of this Class A unit
to be 2W into 32 ohms) driving Sennheiser's
HD600s effortlessly and giving them atruly vast
dynamic range. The SXH2 amplifier ever bore
fruit with more affordable headphones, such as
the HD485s — again from Sennheiser — but it was

SXH2

Headp/hone Areadar

Oesem.d 11 Bud on New Zealand
No User Sennceable Pane Wade

00
www perreaux corn

—INPUT--

HIGH GAIN
(1•5
LOW GAM

SIN 535016 220-240V

Gain switch allows output from amp's power transformer to be varied to match different headphones
I did feel the Stax to be a shade more

In the high frequencies there was awelcome

transparent in the midrange, but it is to the credit

lack of sibilance, grain and harshness, with

of the SXH2/HD600 pairing that it can stand such
critical comparison. In fact, without the Stax

cymbals and triangle being furnished with a

combo on hand, Iwould have been wondering just
how much better headphones could get. There

The pairing proved stunning in the area
of bass, being more extended than my
Stax Signature/SRM-T1 combination of

suitable metallic shimmer without hardness or
undue emphasis.
At £480 the SXH2 cartainly ain't cheap, but it
can be strongly recommended to anyone who
wants to hear what headphones are really capable
of. Indeed, hook up apair of Sennheiser HD600
or HD650s to this little unit and you'll finally hear
dynamic headphones at their best.

Supplier
RPM Audio

with the HD600s that the SXH2 really excelled. I was alit:le more body to vocals through the SXH2,
found Icould listen louder for longer, simply due
which actually gave a more convincing rendition
to the lack of distortion coming from the
of mate vocalists such as Sting and Glen Frey,

www.rpm-audio.co.uk
07790 907737

Hi-FiNews verdict

amplification stage. The pairing proved stunning
nthe area of bass, being more extended than my

while female vocals sounded palpable and tactile
— far removed from the thin, uninspiring sound

If headphone listening is important to you then you

reference Stax Lambda Signature/SRM-T1 valve

I've heard from the HD600s when driven from

really must track down and give this unit alisten.

energiser combination, and neither was there a
'ack of speed to the presentation.

the on-board headphone stages of integrated

Sweet sounding and extended, its ability to drive
dynamic cans hard pays huge dividends musically.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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www.acousticarts.co.uk

visit our web site for second hand listing

co ustic
its

Independent audio consultants

For 23 years Acoustic Arts has been known for it's exceptional service.
So if you are considering your next upgrade speak to people who really know!

theta digital casablanca mk3

martin logan summit

prima luna prologue 3 and 5

r
uer

7.1=
101 st albans road

watford

hertfordshire wd17 1rd tuesday-saturday 10:00 AM lo 530 PM

101923 245.250 f01923230798 niail@acousticarts.co.uk

audio reseach . audioquest aloia b&w . beyer. blueroom . clearaudio . coplanc densen . focal jm-labs
grado harman kardon . hutter. kef. koetsu krell martin logan . michell ortofon . pnmare project . qed
quadraspire roksan . rotel . sonneteer. sonus faber theta transparent audio . vertex aq vibe . wilson audio

audiovalve
envizio
merlin littygrittyperreaux
The Hi Fi & Home Entertainment
Show 2005 on 23rd, 24th and 25th
September at The Renaissance Hotel,
London Heathrow.
Meet RPM-Audio in Room 1007
This year we have some excellent new additions for
you to feast your ears on, which will surely see RPM
Audio producing one of the very hest sounds available
regardless of price, : ust pop in & listen.
This year it has been an extremely busy year & we are
proud to announce four new product lines to our already
amazing range dl equipment, Audiovalve Amplifiers,
Blue Angel Audio moving coil Cartidges, Envizio
Amplifiers & Talon Loudspeakers.
Orade Audio continues to sell well above our
expectations with the Delphi VTurntable still coming
out on top regardless of price, we will be using their
awesome new Temple phono stage with the prestigious
Blue Angel Mantis MC Cartridge, other equipment being
used from Oracle will be their flawhip CD-2500 & DAC1000, with this (I) System being one of the best digital
spinners on the market, you are sure to be amazed at
the jaw droppingsound produced, Ken Kessler had a
great time with it, so much so he didn't want to give
it back. See his review in August issue of HiFi News.
Also on audition will be products from Audiovalve. The
superb Eclipse Line Pre-amplifier will be used with their
Sunilda Phono Stage, there will be other products from
Audiovalve, but we'll leave them as asurprise &all this
from acornpaq who build excellent products with that
typical German pride & quality stamped all over them,
they are virtually indestructible. We will also be using the
brilliant Hawk Speakers from Talon, they are considered
to be one of the [Jest stand mounted speakers available.
The Hawks give that being there type of sound with

accuracy & musicality to die for. Last but not least see
the Envizio Amplifiers from New Zeaand for their
sheer musicality, unrivalled by any other solid state
amplification that we have heard. These were designed
just with the music in mind, be prepared to be shocked
& blown away.
We will be using two different systems at the show this
year, which will dlange over in the middle of each day.
Products used are as follows:
•Audio Valve Sunilda Phonopreamplifier
Sunilda is athree stage phonopreamplifier, based on
6922 IECC88) and 12AX7 ( ECC83) frame grid tubes,
suitable for MM- and MC-cartridges. ! ndependently for
the two phono inputs, impedance and capacitive load
can be set separately and 'on-the -fly' while listening,
•Audio Valve Eklipse Pre
The beauty and elegance of the Eklipse' sdesign and
construction mirrors the purity and vibrancy of its
musical presentation. Music is freed from the boundaries
of the speakers. The Eklipse was created to pay aspecial
homage to all musicians and the music they create.
•Blue Angel Mantis mc cartridge
The Blue Angel Mantis mc transduces only the music
recorded - nothing else. Every part is precision-made and
assembled in one workshop - atrue high end musical
instrument born from the mind of amusic lover.
•Envizio 360 Power amplifier
An amplifier designed by Roger Charles. From the
tight powerful bass and dean highs to jaw-dropping
sound-staging and abreathtaking naturalness the
Envizio 360 provides stunning sound. The overall effect
is aholographic experience of being Mere with the
performer.
•Oracle CD2500 CD Player
AunigLe suspension and disc clamping system, originally

used in our analogue turntables have been adapted for
use in the CD2500. Oracle wanted to build the best CD
Player available and needless to say they have succeeded
beyond their wildest dreams!
•Oracle Delphi MK V
The Delphi is aremarkably handsome work of art.
Clearly arefinement over its predecessors, the new Mk
Vis engineered to alevel that the industry is invited
to emulate. Responsible for Oracle's reputation and
prestige, the Delphi further demonstrates its ability to
defend the leading edge position for another decade,
well into the New Millennium.
•Orade Temple Phono stage
if you want to get the most out of your Vinyl collection,
this reference phono stage has very few equals!
•Merlin Loudspeakers
Built with atrue love for music and exquisitely finished,
the vsm is an elegant, compact design that is timeless in
appearance. The magical merlin realises extraordinary
performance from acompact enclosure with asmall
footprint. It combines the imaging and soundstage of a
mini-monitor with the larger presentation, fuller tonality
and presence of afloor-stancler.
•Nitty Gritty Mini-Pro/1.5
The ultimate record cleaning systems!
•Talon Hawk Speakers
The Hawk is afar more amazing loudspeaker than
its size suggests. They no not use magic to build their
loudspeakers, the dynamics, transparency, detail, focus,
timbre, and musicality you hear though, will definitely
impress upon you the magic of the music, the magic as
revealed Dy the Hawk.
See you there! Room 1007,
RPM Audio.

For further information please contact Andrew on 07790 907 737, email: info@rpm-audio.co.uk or visit www.rpm-audio.co.uk
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AudioValve Sunilda • phono stage

piapio stage

9*-

TheeudioValve Sunilda joins agrowing band of
4>o`full-size' phono stages yet man

sto

\ entbody the best of them while offer'
aheIrting of extra flexibility, to boot.
Ken Kessler plays host to this
vinyl tweaker's dream

Hi-FiNews
EXCLUSIVE

•

Groove
AudioValve Sunilda
PRICE

£1950

O

ne of audio's best- kept secrets is the
AudioValve Eklipse pre- amplifier. All- valve,
remote controlled, built to standards that

you'd expect of Germans and — above all — atrue
bargain at £ 2100, it lacks only one thing: aphono
section. OK, it's toe-curlingly ugly wth its blackand-gold, steam- punk-Jules-Verne- reject styling,
but the sound is so good and the price so low that
you can overlook the aesthetics.

or those with a

taste by-pass, the good news is that the Sunilda
phono stage is built into the same chassis.
It is, therefore, physically impressive for a

Named after the daughter of

phono stage in terms of bulk ard heft, more in

Siegfried and Brunhilde, the Sunilda

keeping with the Audio Research PH5 and other

is two phono stages in one

'full size' units. Blessedly, it eschews minimalism
because the Sunilda is clearly aimed at the vinyl
you have,

ihe Sunilda is aimed at the vinyl addict,
the sort with more than one turntable
and acoven/school/flock of cartridges

111

addict, the sort with more than one turntable and

on 6922 or ECC88 and 12AX7 or ECC83 frame

acoven/school/flock of cartridges. For this alone,

grid tubes' and accommodates both m- m and m-c

it raised the hairs on my neck. However much I cartridges. What inveterate fiddlers will love is
worship the PH5, there are times when Ifind its
that the Seilda is two complete phono stages in
lack of facilities limiting.
one, with both sets of inputs enjoying the full

independently for the two inputs,

adjustable impedance and capacitive load, which
you can do ' on-the-fly' while listening. As for
those four rotaries and four togg.e switches across
the front, see ' Sunilda stats panel over.
Other niceties

include an outboard

power

supply, housed in aseparate aluminium case. The
maM case itself is laser-cut, 4mm-thick steel and
beside offering the Suni'da in both silver and
black, you can also specify silver or gilt knobs,
aga ndepending on your stomach for bling-bling.
Aas, Sur ilda sunglasses are not supplied.

The guts of t.he Sunda rest on adouble-sided

complement of settings. The opportunit es this

OVERACTIVE ANALOGUE

PC board, laid out in adual- mono topology. It's

provides for A/B'ing arms, turntables, cartridges

This unit arrived in the midst of my most overactive

described as a ' three- stage phonopre-amp, based

and even different LP pressing are endless. Thus,

analogue phase in years. In addition to SME 10

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Sunilda stats
Across the front of the Sunilda are four
rotaries and four toggle switches. The rotaries,
two per input, set capacitance of 0, 100, 220
or 470pF and impedance of 47, 100, 220,
470, 1k and 47k ohms. In moving magnet
mode, the gain is 20dB lower than in m- c
mode, at afixed input- impedance of 47k.
This means that users who like their m-cs at
47k ohms can employ that value with some
added gain. Koetsu users: rejoice!
As for the four toggles, they activate, left to
right, mute/operate/standby, m-m/m-c select
for input 1, input selector for input 1or 2,
and lastly m-m/m-c select for input 2. Around
the back are the two sets of RCA phono inputs
with separate earths and asingle pair of RCA
phono outputs. The unit weighs 20kg and
measures 420 x320 x140mm ( whd).

and SME 30 turntables, I've recently added aTrio
L- 07D, and Ihave afistful of cartridges to play
with: London Gold and Maroon (the latter mono).
Koetsu Black Urushi, Shure V15 V, Lyra ( mono)
Dorian, Transfiguration Temper Vand afew others.
With this mix, Iwas able to assess most of the
settings, comparing m- m vs m-c, impedances and
other characteristics. First, some observations:
If you are using acomplex system, and acouple
of turntables, you must pay attention to earthing
to avoid aloop. You may find yourself opening AC

Toggle switches are accompanied

plugs to disconnect earths. Moreover, the Sunilda

by coloured LEDs [ above] while

responds well to quality mains leads, a solid

valves I
leftl are E:ectro-Harmonix

mounting surface and agood set of phono cables
to the pre-amp, which in this case was a line
input on the McIntosh C2200. Iused Transparent
Reference, and did not earth the Sunilda to the
Mac. The rest of the system included the McIntosh
MC2102 and Wilson WATT Puppy System 7.
The Sunilda treats m- m and m- c cartridges
equally. Where it shines is in its ability to let the
user extract the most from either. Iknow, there

The Sunilda pours forth the detail, the
air, the sense of a3-D space and the
kind of control that's hard to fault

are phono stages that provide even more settings,

the kind o' control that's hard to fault. If, on the

tmt AudioValve struck a nice balance. The only

other hand, you need a vice- like grip over the

thing I
would have added were oddball impedances

the least expensive to the sublimely dear; Quad's
new valve phono amp is even more o' a bargain

for m- m so Icould tweak the Deccas, but then

entire affair, you simply have tso turn to EAR.
What made me fall in love with the Sunilda

than the Sunilda; Sutherland's PhD is the quietest

I've only ever found these on the EAR 324.

were big band mono LPs, which possess asheen

tell you, there are countess other superb phono

Provided you address the cabling properly, the
Sunilda is eerily quiet, if not quite on apar with

phono stage I've ever heard. As any show-goer will

and shimmer that exists nowhere else. Trust me:

amps to consider as well. The Sunilda, however, is

Billy May LPs have to be heard in true mono. With

genuinely special: it manages to combine the best

the Sutherland PhD. And yet you never forget that

both the Decca Maroon and the Lyra Dorian. Iwas

it's all-valve, with awarmth that separates it from

balance of all of the above ohono amps' virtues,

able to summon up room- filling, ear-caressing

sonically and practically, then doubles them up

the solid-state EAR 324. The latter is hardly

sounds that can only be described as ' silky'. If

'cold', but it is so precise that it approaches

you have any doubts about the worth of vinyl in

'laboratory equipment' in its presentation. The

2005, this phono stage will help dispel them.

Sunilda

is

fatter,

more

zaftig.

Intriguingly,

transparency is on a par with solid-state phono
stages, while the warmth was kept in check so

CONCLUSION

and sells them to you for asane price.
But take a 'top tip' from KK — do orcer yours in
silver rather than black.

Supplier
RPM Audio

that it didn't overwhelm the listener with ahyper-

As you can imagine. competition in this sector is
tough: really. really tough. Irecently bought the

www.rpm-audio.co.uk

analogue sound. It's easy to dial in so much

Audio Research PH5, and — love it though 1truly

01323 846410 or 07790 91377.37

do — Ihave to admit that it's shy of adjustability,

HI-FINews verdict

euphonic artifice that you can make any LP sound
more inviting than most intrinsically harsh digital
sources, but that means throwing away superquick transients,

or bass slap. The Sunilda

sacrifices nothing: it pours forth the detail, the
air, the sense of athree-dimensional space and
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and lacks the facility for asecond turntable; this
makes it a pain nthe arse if you like to fiddle

While there's no shortage of superb phono amps

about with cartr dges and decks. Conversely, it's
the choice fyou don't fiddle around.

at this price point the Sunilda manages to embody
the best balance of its rivals' spengths w,th ahefty

EAR's phono offerings are always magical, 'rom

helping of extra flexibility. Azweaker's delight.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Chapter's Preface Plus pre- amp and Couplet
power amp promise incredible performance from
neat boxes. Andrew Harrison investigates...
And this

Preface
PRICE

mere exercise

in

modernist

Sporting five RCA and two XLR

balanced

inputs, the Preface Plus, in contrast to the original

sticker price, for Chapter is applying some cutting - non-Plussed design, is atrue end-to- end balanced

£4515

Couplet
PRICE

is no

industrial design in order to add zeroes to the

£5750

edge technologies to bring out ground- breaking

control unit, fronted by atraditional rotary volume

audiophile performance.

control in charge of a very finely graduated

Chapter was founded in 1999 by two ex-Chord

switched resistor array. By turning the knob slowly.

W

Mike

volume changes of 0.1dB are possible at the top

Gregory and technical designer Duncan Shrimpton.

end of the range: three other ' jumps' of either

focus on what could be termed the mid - Their first product was the Chapter Two power
market, with products costing perhaps up to a amplifier fuelled by aswitch- mode power supply,

0.2, 0.5 or ldB are available, depending which

few thousand pounds. When it comes to true

àla Chord, and this has now been superceded by

the knob is twisted. By default the Couplet Plus

hile Britain is a world leader in hi-fi
design and manufacturing, most brands

Electrcnics

men,

sales and

marketeer

end of the range is being adjusted and how quickly

high- end performance equipment - and the price

the all new Couplet power amp exclusively seen

offers avolume span from -86dB to + 6dB (' x2'

tags that accompany it - the field thins out

here. The Couplet also uses a high-frequency

setting) and this can te switched to + 12dB for

considerably.

supply this time wedded to aclass D switching

any input, to help normalise lower output sources.

amplifer circuit - see box copy ( page 56).

Aunity gain setting is also available for any input

Yet

this

is

tne

territory

that

comparatively new brand Chapter is staking out.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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How not to make ripples
At the heart of the Couplet amplifier is what

•

Chapter calls aZero Ripple power supply, a
high- frequency SMPS comprising four separate

2

uoLunr

- 17. EidE

modules running at 200kHz each, controlled
by amaster oscillator which keeps each
module phase 90° apart. The frequency is then
varied randomly to create amultiphase spread
spectrum technique, making it easier to filter

Chapter Preface pre- amp: fluorescent display shows volume in huge numbers when operated

out high- frequency products at the end. An
output capacitance of 300,000pF provides
550 Joules of energy storage; enough to

eieseetoo e
eccceo •

relocate asmall house, says Chapter, if
released in one go. When operated open loop
with amusic load, voltage ripple on the PSU
rail is given as below 1V, even with the PSU
running at its full- rated power of 1200W. This
aims to provide anear- perfect voltage source
for the amplifier to work from.

Rear view: new ' Plus' model now has JFET inputs, to reduce ingress of RFI from, eg, wireless LANs

The class Dswitching circuit is fronted by a
so-called WMT modulator, an acronym of
Westlake Modulation Technology; this is said to
be adevelopment of acircuit originated by
John Westlake. ex- Pink Triangle and Cambridge
Audio. The class Damp circuit uses post- filter
feedback, promising aflat harmonic distortion
characteristic across the entire audio band.

Playing at rock ' n' roll volumes is
always an option though provided your
speakers can handle the ride...

Class D is very efficient, meaning the output
stages run very cool even without massive
inaudible slow- running fan is all that's requir

secondaries for dual- mono), and for control
uncomfortable amount of thumbnail pressure on
cicuitry. Meanwhile, best quality Burr- Brown op - the membrane buttons to actually get volume
amps and ultra- low ESR Panasonic Gold
moving or to switch sources.

to circulate air inside and keep amp and PSU4.

capacitors are employed, on afull- immersion gold

from getting too warm.

printed circuit board.

heatsinks running around the casework. An

The

Chapter

Couplet

is

something

of

a

powerhouse, boasting 215W/ch into 8 ohm and

Both Preface Plus and Couplet are built around

430W/ch into 4ohm loads; but you don't need to

to allow pass-through in acombined music/home

high-grade milled aluminium stock, making very

cinema set-up. The

play at high volumes to appreciate the level of

betweeen sources with a twist, and can invert

solid-feeling units, and feature highly derivative
circular windows on top to show some of the

tight musical control available when paired with

signal phase by pressing in, or can switch on or

circuitry within, bathed in cool green LED light. In

always an option though, provided your speakers

off the balanced and unbalanced outputs. Right-

day-to-day use, a couple of ergonomic issues

can handle the ride...

hand knob — with the faint tick of relays audible
from within — adjusts volume, and also serves to

arose, namely aproblem using the WBT terminals

An ideal point of reference for the Chapter pre/

on the Couplet with bi-wire cables, as it was nearly

power pairing was on hand in the shape of my

left-hand

knob switches

access a channel balance control, input

the Preface. Playing at rock ' n' roll volumes is

in

impossible to get asecond set of plugs into the

adjustment, and a mute function. Inside the

regular amplifier combination: Chord Electronics

sockets due to rear panel restriction; and the pre-

Couplet is a regular linear power supply, wfth

SPM 1200C power amp, with Music First Audio

amplifier's

separate

reassuringly

transformers

for

analogue ( Two

custom
solid

remote
and

handset,

weighty,

while

required

an

Passive Magnetic pre-amp. Thanks to a highperformance high-frequency power supply and
robust MOSFET driver and output stages, Chord
amps are renowned for their dynamic transient
ability, able to turn on asixpence, and typically
remain unflustered even when pushed beyond the
call of duty. The Music First Audio pre-amplifier,
unlike traditional resistor- based passive solutions,
maintains dynamics while preserving a neartransparent passthrough potential.
To appreciate the individual sound of Chapter
amplifiers,

I tried various combinations with

reference components. First up: MF Audio pre
with Chapter Couplet. There was areal lightness
of touch and leanness to the sound; not lean in
the bass- light sense, far from it, but lean in its
bloat-free bass that plumbed rock-solid low-end
depths. The watchword here really is ' control'.
Whether playing good challenging modern jazz,
such as the grooving Polish outfit Simple Acoustic
Bespoke handset allows remote control of Preface
Plus, once you've squeezed the buttons
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David W. Speirs
Practical Hi Fi PLUS
88, Bridge St, Warrington Cheshire

Tel:
01925 632179

PASSION AND CARE IN THE ( AUDIO) COMMUNITY

of power handling means that these speakers do not suffer from

There are many valve amplifiers in the market today, most are pretty

compromise. ART are asmall company, again obsessed with

good in sonic terms, some are very good value for money. Some are

producing better sounding loudspeakers. Again we see expensive

even superbly built and offer the promise of sonic heaven. Only a

components used throughout, cabinets made from Birch ply, cross-

few of these are British. even fewer offer all the benefits of value

over components from Jensen in Denmark, top of the range drivers

for money, build quality and ultimate " fi" that we should rightly

from Europe's finest manufacturers. ART speakers outperform many

demand today!
One such range of tubed products is available from Border patrol, a

more established brands because of these high standards. But mainly

small company based in Cheltenham, England. Gary Dews is the man

the end result. By the time this news letter hits the press, a new ART

behind the products, and for as long as I've known him ( more than 15

loudspeaker will be born. The ART Emotion might be the best loud-

years) he has consistently striven to improve his range of pre and

speaker currently available from any manufacturer in the world today

power amplifiers. Border Patrol is the best kept secret in British

at under 10 grand. Certainly the proto-type Iplayed recently, blew me

Audio, no question. It is apparent from our customers reactions, our

away, completely! Anyone with a love of lower power amplifiers take

sales staff and even many visiting sales reps from other hi- end companies. Gary has created something very special with his products. Do
not be put off by low power output. much of paper specification is not
valid in the real world. Just listen to the Border Patrol control 2 ( preamp) and the P21- 300B power amp. This is sublime fi. Musical, natural. 3 dimensional. living, breathing...real! You owe it to yourself to listen to these products before spending apenny, on anything less.

Ibelieve. because Derek and Ramsey Dunlop care passionately about

your place in the queue for these.
Max Townshend is another name that is associated with the (small)
production of very special audio products. The recent M.A.X. super
tweeter makes abig difference to any system you place in it. Yeah,
the theory says you can't hear what it does, but the practice proves
otherwise. If you are aconvert to SACD or DVDA and you haven't got

Book adem as soon as you can, it'll change the way you think about

a pair of these awesome super tweeters, then you haven't heard those

recorded music. Ipromise.

formats yet. It really is that simple!

Of course we all know that the important thing about asystem is how
well the system reacts together. The " best" pre- amplifier is not always
the best partner for the " best" power amplifier, which likewise may not
partner the " best" loudspeakers.

Indeed even in an " ordinary" turntable or CD system, these super
tweeters deliver a " not going back" situation. We have supplied these
now on a money back guarantee to several customers, none have
returned them (and believe me, in retail, that is unusual!)

ART loudspeakers from the former owners of Dunlop Systemdek have

Likewise the range of deep cryogenically frozen cables offer superb

developed a range of superb products which compliment low power,

value for money and high performance. The seismic table and sink

low distortion wide bandwidth amplifiers. Easy to drive with plenty

platforms are the icing on the cake for any serious system.

Radlett Audio!'
EST. 1978
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VLSA

9Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, All lEU

tr 01727

855577

J11.44

FAX: 01727 858 727
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Chaper Couplet power amp: blue lit eyes' can be dimmed by knob on rear panel

El

•

Preface's knobs can be pt,shed as well as spun...
there' effect available with MF Audio pre-amp
before the Chapter power. This seemed to let a
shade

more

presence

through,

additionally

perceived as fractionally better timing and rhythm

Rear view: apush button by Rchannel inputs offers ground lift on/off option for best results

within the music.
With several hundred watts on tap, and powercapable loudspeakers like the original B&W N802
just awaiting the call, Icompared Chord and
Chapter power amps at levels approaching real
concert volume. ' In The Flesh' is an apt description
of the sound of Pink Floyd at their stadium best,
Earls Court 1980/81, with Mason and Waters'
drumkit and bass guitar underpinning the fauxfascist anthem. Chord and B&W had always
matched well together to replay the magic; but
the Chaper Couplet proved able to go that bit
further, cleanly, thanks to he most vice- like bass
control I've yet heard within anon-active system.
Since the amp's power supply is generously overspecified, Chapter is even suggesting that an
upgrade will be availao'e to the Couplet by
swapping in

new output modules, once the

semiconductor

industry .as caught

up

with

t'ansistors able to survive the strain. My experience

Both Couplet and Preface Plus have touch- sensitive standby switches on top panel

with the existing Couplet tells me that this is no
Trio, whose Habanera album modulates from the

good recordings with precious little addition nor

urgent necessity! In fact, Chapter's specifications

promised simple piano, bass and drum jazz to

subtraction from the music.

list the Couplet as ' 215W ( 430W Equilvalent)',
sounded

referring to the perception that the amp sounds

showed how these guys can swing. Midband was

captivating through the Chapter amps, and the

around 6dB louder — eqLalling a doubling of

perhaps

benchmark

power — than the competit.on.

more free-form melodic interplay, the Couplet
slightly

cooler,

as

were

strings

in

Acoustic

and

classical

performance

of

works

Shostakovich

8

symphony pieces, giving a more neutral effect

[BBC Legends, Mravinsky, Leningrad P0] had all

Listening to these amps was arevelation — their

overall; adry sound free of smear and romantic

the required presence and power in delivery,

performance was quite staggering in important

excess. Lovers of triode warmth would probably

combined with even more revelation of non-

areas of no- noise, low distortion and jaw-dropping

be less impressed in this respect, as this sound

musical detail from the noisy London audience.

power delivery. The sound is different to traditional

was more inclined to a non-partisan solid-state

On asimilar yet easier' note, Iheard ' Le Soledad'

technology with its familiar colorations, giving you

tidiness. No secret helpings of added treble

from Pink Martini's Sympathique debut album,

more of what's in the recording that you may be

sweetness here.

with its Chopinesque lyrical opening, this time

prepared for. If you have the budget you simply

strangely interspersed with even more pedal noise

must hear what these products can offer.

Pairing the Preface pre with SPM 1200C power
proved educational, demonstrating the excellent

from the pianist;

control of the Preface and freedom from any

separated from the actual playing! And when cello

unwarranted emphasis across the spectrum. It

and bass chip in on this track, the reference amps

Chapter

was the model of cleanliness, allowing a well-

were made to sound almost flaccid in comparison.

01392 686797

defined

To my taste though, while the Preface and Couplet

www.chapteraudio.co.uk

focused,

soundstage
while

to

be

preserving

projected,
tonal

colour

nicely
and

had

impeccable

but helpfully more clearly

manners

and

civility,

and

awesome insight into the mix,

amps, afine grain, subtle muddling or less-than-

hankered for the slightly more expansive and

This over- achieving pair use high-tech design and

black silences, was no issue whatsoever. So it was

pellucid window from the Music First Audio pre-

construction to bring the two- channel pre/power

little surprise that when actually united, the

amp on volume detail. Less civil perhaps when

combo into the 21st certury. Power amp offers

Chapter Preface and Couplet proved to be a

confronted with even class- leading digital front-

incredible dynamics and profound LF grip to die for.

natural marriage, providing aneutral insight into

ends like the dCS rig, Idid like the ' not even
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With only 300 units available worldwide,
the Limited Edition Shanling CD-1300
"Omega Drive" has already become a
truly sought after Reference CD Player.
The CD-1300 is afusion of the best CD
transport in the world ( Phillips CDM-4),
specially selected esoteric parts and a
"no-compromise" valve output stage, all
fed by aseparate power supply.
Each CD- T300 is individually numbered
and proudly displays the signature of its
creator, Zhao Yingzhi. His dream to build
the best CD Player that money can buy
has now become areality.
The CDT- 300 will never be made again
so if you want the finest CD Player in
existence, buy one before they are all
gone - forever!
CD-T300: £4,000

eteee
Tel: 0870 909 6777
Read the wonderful review by David Allcock
in HiFi News September OS.

info@realhi-fi.wm
www.realhi-fi.corn

A gift to music.
4
-

Definitive Audio creates aquality of
musical experience that is peerless.
Our service is bespoke, our
philosophy is unique and our
results are celebrated the world
over. We use aselection of the most
artful and ingenious creations,
including the emotionally
persuasive and sublimely beautiful
KSL Rondo amplifiers fium Japan.

definitive audio
t: +44 (0) 115 973 3222
e: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

ec
www.h.finews.co.uk

KSL-DAC

DIGI I
AI. Fo ANALOGUE CONVERTER £21,500.
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When detail matters

The new MR5 equipment support from
Henley Designs, serious about sound!

\,

Henley Designs 01235 511166
ww.henleydesigns.co.uk

SCART

e

Rbd

a sound connection!

SOURCE

VIDEO

Distributed in the UK by:
Henley Designs, 01235 511166
www.henleydesigns.co.ulc
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Musical Fidelity A3.5 • CD player/ampldier

CD player/amp

Talking Points
MF's A3.5 CD player and amp offer
formidable sound at awallet-friendly
price, says David Berriman

Musical Fidelit A3.5 CD la er

the A5s' large and costly chassis panels ( heatsinks
on the A5 amp and fluted extruded sections on
the A5 CD) with the A3.5 CD and amplifier having
a simple sheet metal sleeve in order to reduce
costs. The heatsinks of the 3.5 amp are internal,
with venting in the base and lid for convection
cooling but, with arated output of 125 watts per

www.hifinews.co.uk

es, it's Musical Fidelity again. It may look
like over- exposure, but this small specialist

y

channel, the amp needs them. Also, power output

British company manages to design new

and power supply, which are significant costs in

product after new product with almost indecent

any amplifier, again bringing the A3.5 in at a

frequency. Hot on the heels of the A5 CD player

more affordable price than the A5.

has been reduced, which saves on the transformer

and A5 amplifier, the A3.5 amp and CD have

As for the CD player, cost reductions are due

been designed with the same visual design cues

basically to asimpler one-piece lid, smaller case

but in aslightly smaller package size. Gone are

and the use of IC output amps instead of miniature

Hi-FiNews
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Off with the lids...
Inside the A3.5 integrated amp is alarge
central toroidai transformer, with two sets of
secondary windings, around which the printed
circuit board sits, horseshoe- like. The left and
right channel power amplifiers circuits are
positioned to each side, along with two
separate bridge rectifiers, each with apair
10,000pF reservoir capacitors. So, although
there's only one transformer and one primary
(mains) winding, each channel has its own
separate winding, rectification and smoothing
-effectively its own smoothed power supply hence the Dual Mono appellation. Meanwhile,
the pre- amp section is based on 5532 low
noise op- amps. there's no RIAA phono stage
but all the usual high-level inputs are provided.
According to MF, the A3.5 amplifier uses
basically the same circuit as
the A5 ( with adifferent
layout) but with alower
maximum power output due to

CD player uses aPhilips transport mechanism

the reduced power supply
voltage. With any given

valves. However, Like the A5 CD, the A3.5 CD is a

loudspeakers, the maximum

fully upsampling ( not oversampling) player, with

sound levels achievable will

all the advantages that brings.

not be as high as with the AS,
but in theory, asimilar sound

SOUND QUALITY

quality should be available.

Firing up the paired CD player and amplifier for

Internally, the A3.5 CD

the first time with J.S. Bacs French Concerto

player looks deceptively

played by Ivo Jansen [ Void 9803 AB], the piano

simple. Musical Fidelity has

possessed surprising depth, power, clarity and

based the player around a

weight, evoking similar reactions to those with the

mechanism and control board

Inside the A35 CD player [ above] and

by Philips. The main Musical Fidelity

the A3.5 amp [ below]

designed PCB s.ts in the rear
right corner, leaving afair bit

T

A5 combination, with excellent clarity, dynamics,
resolution
sounded

and
clean,

smoothness.
lively

and

Jansen's

piano

transparent,

the

precision of the musc paralleled by the analysis

of empty space and asmall

and definition of the electronics. Each note was

toroidal transformer to

clearly

centre-left rear.

reproducton qualities and music. Perhaps it is no

The lynch- pin here is a

separated -

a fascinating

match

of

coincidence that MF owner Antony Michaelson is

Burr- Brown PCM1738

agreat fan of Bach.

24-bit/192kHz stereo DAC,

Further listening, with a variety of musical

with Advanced Segment DAC

genies, made it clear that with good recordings

architecture. The 16- bit data

the A3.5 reproduces treble that's very extended

at 44.1kHz data stream from

and free of urnatura' peakiress or coloration. It

the mechanism is up-

was a little like the effect of adding a super-

sampled to 96kHz by a

tweeter to an already good speaker. The treble

Crystal CS8420 chip.
Although the original data are

A5 looks [ below], minus the external heatsinks

at 16-bit/44.1kHz,
upsampling in this way
lifts it to 96kHz.
The CD players main PCB houses no fewer
than five solid-state regulators with their
associated smoothing components to stabilise
the various separate voltage supplies, and also

•

the Crystal upsampling chip, Burr- Brown DAC
and output components. The A3.5 CD makes
use of the PCM1738's internal digital filtering,
combined with balanced current-to voltage-

•

converters followed by MF's time- honed
low- ripple analogue filter and low- impedance
output stages, all based on the 5532 IC.
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Volume knob dominates brushed-aluminium fascia
above the five source selection buttons
Iheard ablisteringly powerful performance, with
amazingly

dynamic

and

clear-sounding

bass

drum, impressive levels of definition and impact,
firm

double

basses,

delicate,

powerful

yet,

feathery-textured strings.
The A3.5 amp appears to be an A5 with about
3dB less power. The A3.5 CD is adifferent beast
to the A5 CD, but does it offer A5 CD sound for
A3.5 CD price? Well, very nearly, but not quite.
When the A5 CD was brought in for direct
comparison on avariety of CD tracks, the A5 was
more expansive, richer and smoother. Bass was
deeper and more powerful too. Switching back to
the A3.5 CD, the soundstage merely scaled down
atad, vocals stepped back asmidgeon and treble
brightened just perceptibly. The sound didn't
quite have the deeper insight of the A5, was not
quite so remarkably smooth and clean in the
treble registers, but it retained the same essential
musical qualities. The A3.5 CD is superb, but the
A5 is noticeable better — and more expensive.

CAUIX»4
ere.

,

0 10

The A3.5 amplifier was easier to evaluate than

r,".."«"«•==:»..».». •••••••...."'"'"""

0

the CD in some ways because it uses the same
circuitry as the A5 but with a smaller power

A3.5

supply. That is essentially what you get. Icouldn't
compare the A3.5 amp to an A5 because Ididn't
have one to hand. However, Idid manage to test it
against the mighty kW 500 ( with its 500 watt per
channel). This may be atotally unfair comparison,
but Iclearly remember how the A5 presented a

i0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
A3.5

CAUTION

gai

110volt,

scaled-down, less organic and slightly livelier
presentation than the kW 500. The A3.5 does

ME

111.111.3

CD player offers coax and optical digital outputs
while amp includes pre- out and AV bypass input

almost exactly the same, only at a lower power
level. The A3.5 integrated amplifier delivers the

rendition, right down to the intimate and complex
harmonic resonances in the piano's dying chord

same very low distortion sound at high frequencies
as the AS and this is apparent in the lack of grain
and clutter. The sound stays well organised, with
excellent bass power and control, with clean,

and clearly audible slap of the acoustic bass'
soared as if this were ahigh- resolution player.
Claire Martin's rendition of ' Something's
Coming' from the Linn SACD Too Darn Hot [
AKID

strings on their fret board. This was frankly more
like analogue than digital.

243] plays in standard CD resolution on the A3.5

presentation that makes everything sound nice.

smooth highs until close to the clipping limit; and
at 125W/ch, depending on loudspeaker sensitivity,

CD, of course, but the sound produced was little

Neither is it stark sterility. It is more like musical

that is quite loud enough.

short of astonishing at this price level. Her sultry

honesty. Poor recoiaings will be shown as such,

vocals were silky smooth, while the stabb'ng

but even discs that I've found to be ' difficult'

Yet this is no smoothed out, dulled, euphonic,

SUMMING UP
The A3.5 CD player and integrated amplifier

were handled extremely well by both the CD and
and with excellent timing. This was seriously foot - the amplifier. One example is the Simon Rattle
double bass and piano drove the rhythm firmly

111

offer afine musical and sonic performance, both
together and used individually. Their assertive,
rhythmic, yet essentially neutral and transparent

The reproduction had the stamp of
high- definition sound about it — finely
detailed, involving, smooth and clean

sound sits just under that of the A5 CD player and
amp yet they are still capable of raising the roof
and delivering rousing, enjoyable, subtly satisfying

n

tapping stuff, with explosive, lively, dynamics and
snappy rhythms. Reproduction had the stamp of

recording of Beethoven's Fifth with the Vienna

high-definition sound about it yet again — finely

sound abit dry and atad brittle while the energy

detailed, musically involving, smooth and clean.

in the recordings takes lesser gear to task. I'd just

Iplayed ' Keep it to yourself' by Bonnie Kolok
from the superbly-recorded Naim

True Stereo

,

Philharmonic [ EM' 72435-5744722]. This can

taken in apair of Spendcr S9e speakers for review
and having listened to them with Musical Fidelity's

players at around this price point, it was as if a

SACD and kW 500, Iwired in the A3.5 CD and
amp, which is aomittedly a price mismatch. I

veil had been lifted in a lively and transparent

expected adramatic fall back in quality. Instead,

sampler CD [ Nairn 080]. Compared to conventional

www.hifinews.co.uk

performances. They are formidable, especially so
considering their price. II

Supplier

Muscal Fidelity
020 8900 2866
www.musicalfidelity.com

HI-FINews verdict
Fine value for money, and worthy of anyone's listening
list of equipment in this price area. the A3.5 CD player
and amplifier deliver maybe 90% of the A5 sound for
two-thirds of the outlay — which can't be bad.
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Firgrove Business Park
Firgrove Road
Cross in Hand
Nr Heathfield
East Sussex
TN21 OQL

new
SHOW1-170f775
ROW 01=217
Q. where can you find the widest selection of
quality audio/visual products in the U.K.
available to demonstrate in a choice of 8
demonstration rooms?
A. At the new purpose built Sounds of Music
set in the beautiful and relaxing East Sussex
countryside

.11113"
--

Acapella, Acoustic Arts, Acoustic Zen, Advantage/Bladelius, Ascendo, Audio Analogue, Auros,
ATC, Audience, Audiomeca, Audio Physic, Audio Research, Avantgarde, AVI, B.A.T, Base, Bel
Canto, Boulder, Burmester, Clearaudio, C.A.T, Copulare, Copland, DCS, DI( Design Group, Echo
Busters, Eggleston Works, Electrocompaniet, Ferguson Hill, Gamut, Graaf, Grado, Graham,
Halcro, Harbeth, Hovland, lnnersound, Koetsu, Kharma, Krell, Lamm, L.A.T, Lavardin, Lexicon,
Lumley, Lyra, Mastersound, Marantz, Martin Logan, Michell Engineering, Music Tools, Myryad,
Neat, Nordost, Opera, Ortofon, Parasound, Passlabs, Plinius, Prima Luna, Primare, Quad, QED,
Redpoint, REL, Rockport, Rogue Audio, Sennheiser, Sequerra, Shanling, Shun Mook, SME,
Sound Lab, Sonus Faber, Spendor, Stands Unique, Sumiko, T+A, Tannoy, Theta Digital, Tom
Evans, Townshend, Transfiguration, Transparent, Trichord, Unison Research, Vincent/TAC,
VTL, Wadia, Wilson Audio, Wisdom

www.sounds-of-music.co.uk
Tel: 01435 865212

Fax: 01435 865213
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European Audio
Products of the Year
HiFi News is the sole UK representative on the prestigious
European Imaging and Sound Association ( EISA) so...

o

o

...this month we can exclusively
reveal the winners in the audio
categories of 2005-06 awards.
The EISA Awards are given to the
new products that combine the
most advanced technology, the
mast desirable features and the
greatest value for money. So,
without further ado, here are the
results for the very best products
in audio and home theatre...

EUROPEAN HIGH END AUDIO COMPONENT OF THE YEAR 2005-2006
EI
SA

BEST
PRODUCT.2005- 2006

HIGH END AUDIO COMPONENT
ItiW 80311

A diamond is forever, so the saying goes. And B&W has good cause to believe its new reference
speaker range, named after the famous gem, will stand the test of time. The heal of this design is
an all- new 25mm pure-d•amond dome tweeter, whose superlative phys cal properties eliminate
almost all the inherent problems of alternative hard-dome materials. In the 803D the diamo ,
tweeter joins atrademark B&W Kevlar midrange urpt, and three 180mm woofers featuring stir
light Rohacell. The sound - a beguiling combination of full-boded lows, warm midrange and
smooth treble - marks awelcome departure from the traditional B&W approach

www.hifinews.co.uk
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EUROPEAN LOUDSPEAKER OF THE YEAR 2005-2006

KEF's

Uni Q concentric

/

drive- units continue to

evolve in the company's new iQ Series. And the iQ3
model — ideal for bookshelf or stand mounting — is an

excellent first buy for price- conscious customers in
search of high- quality listening. The magnetically-

.shielded 160mm driver features adie-cast basket,
which with help from afront- firing bass- reflex port
and carefully profiled cabinet, allows the iQ3 to
deliver weight, detail and dynamics. This KEF
enclosure shows you don't need a big box or a big
budget to enjoy real musical pleasure.

EUROPEAN AUDIO PLAYER OF THE YEAR 2005-2006

2005-2006

AUDIO PLAYER

The HD 970 belongs to that rare class of products which give ataste of high-end audio at alow- end price.
Demonstrating the audiophile spirit embodied in even the most affordable Harman/Kardon models, the
HD 970 employs an ultra- silent powe supply, ' minimalist' analogue output section, digital circuitry that
upsamples to 384kHz at 24 bit resolution, and afast, accurate transport mechanism. The HO 970's rich,
fluid, transparent sound will allow discerning listeners to rediscover even their most- played recordings.
The HD 970 also has full MP3 decoding capabiiity and can be used as aDAC for other dLgitai sources.
refflemare,

euieralt#Iiitqi

EUROPEAN 2- CHANNEL AMPLIFIER OF THE YEAR 2005-2006
The new PM- 15S1 proves Marantz is still aserious force in audiophile two-channel music eauipment. This
amplifier, successor to the legendary PM- 17, completely justifies its membership of the high-class
Premium component range. Luxury touches include a shimmering solid- aluminium fascia and asolid
metal remote control handset. Advanced technology includes an accurate electronic volume control. And
thanks to aunique four-way stacking option, with central channel steering, the PM- 15S1 is ready and
willing to lend its natura!, powerfu' sound to movies as well as music.
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EUROPEAN AUDIO COMPACT SYSTEM OF THE YEAR 2005-2006

,As the burgeoning Streamium concept proves, Philips
is making full use of WiFi' wireless networking to
deliver cable-free music throughout the home. The
WACS700 Wireless Music Center is a central music
server, whose 40GB hard disk is big enough to hold
complete song collections in MP3, Windows Media

I

• Audio and WAV formats. Stored songs become available
on demand, individually and collectively, to multiple

wireless music players anywhere in the home. This
_
.. .. eliminates the traditional inflexibility and complication
of wired' multiroom systems. The Philips WACS7000
looks good, sounds good — and there's nothing else
quite like it on the market.

EUROPEAN PORTABLE MEDIA PLAYER OF THE YEAR 2005-2006

Samsung's YH-J70 is an unusually versatile portable
multimedia player that is equally capable with audio
and video. It handles multiple audio formats ( MP3,
Windows Media Audio/ASF and Ogg Vorbis), and
displays crisp still- image JPEG files and MPEG4
movies on a65,000-colour 1.8- inch TFT-LCD display.
A20GB, shock- protected hard disk drive assures ample
file storage, and to ease file transfer the YH-J70's USB
Host function allows direct connection with many USB
peripherals — so users have no need for aPC. One final
bonus is the line input, which allows direct digital
recording of analogue signals.

EUROPEAN HOME THEATER RECEIVER OF THE YEAR 2005-2006

Pioneer's VSX-1015 provides every feature a home
theatre enthusiast could require. It is the world's first
THX Select2 certified AV receiver, and includes decoders
for Dolby's Digital EX and Pro Logic I
lx, DTS 96/24 and
DISES Discrete 6.1 and Matrix 6.1. An additional
bonus

is

Windows

Media

Audio

9 Professional

compatibility, allowing playback of PC- based digital
surround- sound

content.

All

channels

employ

192kHz/24-bit DACs and there are 7x 150 Watts of
power on tap. Yet the VSX-1015 wields this power with a
friendly face, courtesy of an automatic set-up routine
that configures speakers and matches system sound to
the acoustics of the listening room.
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EUROPEAN HOME THEATER LOUDSPEAKER OF THE YEAR 2005-2006 F
EISA

2005-2006

HT LOUDSPEAKER

Tartnoy's Dual Concentric drive- unit technology has long been famed for its
coherence and pin- point maging ability. Now, in the Arena home theatre package,
those same advantages become available to home cinema enthusiasts on abudget.
4
f.>

The satellite speakers - tiny, futuristic vented aluminium enclosures — house a
new 100mm Dual Concentric driver with 19mni titanium dome tweeter. The centre
speaker includes an additional 100mm woofer for extended low-end while the
highly- configurable active subwoofer has on board a300W digital ampl.fier. And
the really good news? It works as well for music as it does for movies.

EUROPEAN HOME THEATER SUBWOOFER OF THE YEAR 2005-2006
B&W's PV1 is an elegant, sophisticated electroacoustic masterpiece.
In a perfect example of form following function, this amazing
component uses the principle of a ' pressure vessel' to create avery
small but powerful subwoofer with zero structural vibrations. The
PV1 includes two latest-generation transducers with aluminiumcoated mica cones, mounted back-to-back and driven by an
advanced 500 Watt amplifier. For once here's a subwoofer that
excels in low- end extension and output : eve It copes admirably
with demanding stereo and multichannel recordings, yet won't
-7 offend

the most delicate aesthetic sensibilities.

EUROPEAN HOME THEATER SYSTEM OF THE YEAR 2005-2006
Earnsbng's HT- P1200 is one of the cleverest new all- in-one systems. It's
in fully specified for CD and DVD, yet by including 3PC- style LlSB Host port,

1
ell

this system also hooks up with content from MP3 players, digital cameras
and other multimedia devices. The HT- P1200 handles almost all optical
disc formats, including DVD-Audio and Super Audio CD. Its High Definition

• . ' Multimedia Interface ( HDMI) allows connection to High Definition displays;
and with the additional benefit of abuilt-in Faroudja DCDi chip, its output
video signal can be adjusted for optimal display on awide variety of display
resolutions. Even though it is undeniably affordable, Samsung's latest
'. home theater system looks as though it should cost much, much more.
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EUROPEAN HOME THEATER HIGH END COMPONENT OF THE YEAR 2005-2006
EISA

BEST
PRODUCT
2005-2006

Denon's AVC-AlXV is aTHX Ultra2-certified behemoth of
the latest digital technology. With ten channels of more
than 200W each, there is no shortage of power, yet this e!
firepower is precisely directed by the unique Audyssey
Labs equalisation system, which provides room correction ,
for up to seven listening positions. There are myriad
signal inputs and outputs, including iLink, and even the
video output is larger than life. Its DCDi technology can
upsize images to high-definition 1080i resolution, with a
choice of DVI and High Definition Multimedia Interface
(HDMI) outputs.

EUROPEAN HOME THEATER INNOVATION OF THE YEAR 2005-2006

Yamaha has overturned the conventional wisdom that spectacular surround- sound requires five or more separate
loudspeakers. 'The Sound Projector YSP-800 comprises just one compact loudspeaker cabinet, in which are
mounted numerous small speaker drive units, each with its own individual d:gital amplifier. Yamaha's digital
sound processing system enables this array of tiny transducers to direct focused beams of sound all around the
room, creating ahighly three-dimensional soundfield which is hard to distinguish from multi-speaker effects.
With both DTS and Dolby Digital decoding on board. the Sound Projector YSP-800 is the most neat, complete.
discreet home theatre speaker you can : magme.

EUROPEAN DVD PLAYER OF THE YEAR 2005-2006

II

Panasonic's DVD-S97 looks youthfully slim and
reta,ls at adeceptively reasonable price. Yet it is

i
t superbly

endowed with features and crammed with

. high-performance technology. 1 supports a wide
range of video and audio formats, and delivers atruly
excellent oicture both in analogue-component and
' digital-HDMI ( High Definition Multimedia rnterface)
formats. The HDMI output ir particular can be

1

upscaled to one of four High Definition formats for

the ultimate big- screen viewing experience — and of
course there is a full- range of surround sourc

gm options, from two to 5.1 channels. An excellent
' on- screen menu, with rapid setup, places all cf the
Panasonic's power under users' complete control.
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EUROPEAN VIDEO PROJECTOR OF THE YEAR 2305-2006
2005-2006

VIDEO PROJECTOR
Bea PE7700

BenQ's PE7700 home theatre projector throws visual
signals quite literally into sharp relief. Courtesy of its Texas
Instruments HD2+ chipset, and High Definition Multimedia
Interface ( HDMI)
pictures

from

the

input, the PE7700 renders superb
latest

high-definition- equipped

AV

components. Further enhancements include five sets of
colour temperature settings, a six-segment colour wheel
and an extremely quiet lamp fan. Its multiple connection
options, _
great technical features and modern design ensure
the BenQ PE7700 is aclassic in the making.

EUROPEAN HIGH END VIDEO PROJECTOR OF THE YEAR 2005-2006

4E'
The QUALIA 004 projector is one of Sony's most outstanding
4*accomplishments yet. Its stunning levels of technology and design
MI promise to deliver for home users the kind of high-resolution picture
which, until now, has never been seen outside top-flight cinemas.
The QUALIA 004's three SXRD panels, and 700W Xenon lamp,
—rider at full resolution an amazing 1920 x1080 image- equivalent
• more than 6 million pixels. With DVI and High Definition
lltimedia Interface ( HDMI) interfaces, the QUALIA 004 is ready
-A waiting for future High Definition TV and DVD formats. The

11111111111111Mmm

'ice tag is unashamedly high - but quality never comes cheap.

EUROPEAN MEDIA PHONE OF THE YEAR 2005-2006

11

. The N90 is true best- of- breed multimedia phone, stuffed full of advanced photo, video, audio arc
messaging features. Its rotating Carl Zeiss lens endows it with serious photographic ability.
including capturing - and editing - 2 Megapixel digital photos and MPEG4 352x288 resolution
video. Users can even adjust white balance and select from seven picture and four colour modes
for the best possible results. But at the same time this phone is completely connected, offering
web browsing, email and downloads at the enhanced 3G network speeds. Meanwhile, its audio
player handles MP3 and AAC files, and with Bluetooth and USB interfaces it couldn't be easier to
hook up with headsets and other devices.
•
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A5 SERIES. CD PLAYER. I
NTEGRATED AMR PREAMP. POWER AMP.

MUSICAL FIDELITY

ler,MUSICAL FIDELITY

I>

MUSICAL FIDELITY

I
I" 5

1111› MUSICAL FIDELITY

MUSICAL IDEL!1-1'

111› MUSICAL FIDELITY
110>3

Or

MUSICAL FIDELITY

111› MUSICAL FIDELITY

NEW FROM M USICAL FIDELITY.
A5 SERIES.
X SERIES ACCESSORIES. X SERIES COMPONENTS.
KW INTEGRATED, PREAMP AND POWER AMP.
M 1TURNTABLE.
HEARING IS BELIEVING.
FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST, RING 020 8900 2866 OR VISIT M USICALFIDELITY.COM
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IISA •

EUROPEAN NETWORK PLAYER OF THE YEAR 2005-2006

7005-2006

NETWORK PLAYER
D-Link DSM-320R0

There has long been agulf between the huge number of media files stored on PCs, and the home audio systems that could
reproduce them with their deserved fidelity. The D- Link DSM-320R0, including aprogressive scan DVD-player and a5- in- 1
Card Reader, bridges that gap with a true wireless ( 802.11g) link between home theater systems and wireless home
networks. It provides fast access to all PC-stored media files, making them available to any other audio or video device. Best
of all, it is also extremely discreet in appearance, and very easy to set up and use.

EUROPEAN GREEN TV OF THE YEAR 2005-2006
EISA BEST
, PRODUCT
2005-2006

GREEN TV
Panasonic TX-28PNI

With Europe's projected energy dependency level set to reach 70% by 2030
(according to the European Commission's ' Green Paper on Energy'), more
attention must be paid to where and how we consume electricity. Panasonic's
TX-28PN1 analogue TV shows how more efficient consumer electronics
equipment could help make asaving. This set is built on an ecodesigned
chassis with reduced wiring and asmall transformer lead. The set aims to
reduce energy consumption both when operating and in standby mode — plus
it boasts ahigh level of recyclability. It's aclear win for Panasonic in the first EISA Green TV of the Year Award.

EISA European Products of the Year 2005-06
The following products have won the key awards as voted for by

Compact camera

EISA's Video, Photo and Mobile Electronics Panels

Olympus Camedia C-7070

Zoom camera

Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ5

Pocket camera

Fujifilm Finepix F10

VIDE
ate or

Analogue camera

Nikon F6

Lens

Sigma 18-200mm f3.5-6.3

Plasma TV

Pioneer PDP-506XDE

DC printer

LCD TV

Samsung LE40M616

Projection TV

Mini printer

Epson Stylus Photo R2400
Sony DPP-FP50

Thomson ' Scenium' 50DSZ644

Scanner

High- end camcorder

Sony HDR-FX1E

Konica Minolta Dimage Scan Elite 540011

Image tank

DV camcorder

Panasonic NV-GS250

Epson P2000 Multimedia Storage Viewer

Memory card

Mediacam

JVC ' Everio' GZ-MC500

SanDisk Extreme III

Digital video recorder

Pioneer DVR-530H

Video innovation

MOBL

Philips ' Clear LCD'

Editing software

Mobile head unit

Clarion DXZ958RMC

Apple Final Cut Express HD

Mobile loudspeaker

Focal Utopia Be kit no 6

CTRONIC':

Mobile amplifier

Helix A6 Competition

Mobile navigation system

Sony KPNC9950HC1
JVC KD-NX901

Category

Winner

Camera

In- car multimedia

Canon EOS 35

Professional camera

In- car communication

Becker Traffic Pro 7945

Nikon D2x

Mobile subwoofer

Alpine SWX-1042D
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We believe that 20-40%
of musical information is
damaged or destroyed by
mechanical vibration.

E•otel

vLbrceLons

WHAT'S ite AT THE

Transformers and motors VIBRATE,
capacitors " crack" as they recharge
and even cable conductors move
with the changing signal. All this
movement generates DAMAGING
ELECTRICAL NOISE.
Then components are linked with
metal wire, an excellent conductor
of mechanical noise ( thousands of
times more efficient than air) and
on the end the BIGGEST VIBRATOR
of them all — the loudspeaker!

They're now
considered essential
as far as I'm concerned
,and bring anew meaning to
the term "Simply the best!"

THE DAMAGE IS HUGE. We use
cables, filters and supports from
VERTEX AQ to trap and subdue
this vibration, liberating the music
and astounding doubting customers.

Roy

These Vertex components change
the performance of the equipment
— they CHANGE THE PERFORMANCE.

Gregory -

magazine

They are not system tweaks when
you have bought everything else —
THEY DWARF THE DIFFERENCES
between CD players or amplifiers,
SO YOU will change YOUR opinion
when choosing main components.
Remove the supports and swap the
cables, even for good alternatives,
and the system sounds ragged, hard,
slow, flat, disjointed and uninvolving.
Dubious? There's too much hype
in hi-fi but we back our assertion
with this TRY- FREE OFFER: test a
mains cable for the CD player or
the links for abi-wireable speaker.
The only calls we receive are,
"Amazing. What should Ibuy next?"
Customers say we make some

of the

The
Right
Note
,\

hl• 11, >M

U

dp

BEST

SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you know

we can do the same in your home. Our
advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change
needed, in stages you can afford.
You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy

is

music along the way and save money in the

long run.

J
UST

Cryogenically treated tubes
really make adifference!
Read all about it online:
\‘ ‘‘ w.cryogenictubes.com

LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

CD :ACCUSTIC ARTS, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, BEL CANTO,

dIP

VETI-MA ao
p'
mom

13 A
01225 87472 Ï
or lo-cost
0845 230 757(
dCS

(
Pe, ELGAR, DEUUS PURCELL,

VERDI, VERONA), STELLO, W ADIA. VINYL: AVID, BASIS, CLEARAUDIO, DNM,GRAHAM,
THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, ORIGIN LIVE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,
TRANSFIGURATION. TUNERS: MAGNUM DYNALAB. A MPLIFIERS: ACCUSTIC ARTS, BEL
CANTO, CAT.DNM ,DK DESIGN, GAMUT, HALCRO, HOVLAND, SONNETEER.
LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO PHYSIC, DALI, ETHOS, GAMUT, NEAT,TOTEM.
CABLES: ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM ,NORDOST, SILTECH, VERTEX AQ ETC.

iftegr
THE jil
SELECTION
OF QUALITY TUBES ONLINE

M AINS: Vertex AQ .SUPPORTS: ARCICI, STANDS UNIQUE. VERTEX AQ
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Shure V15 cartridge • classic kit

Shure footed

Shure virtually created the blueprint for serious LP playback — and when it
came to trackability its 1964- launched V15 moving- magnet cartridge blew
all rivals away. Ken Kessler traces the history of Shure's flagship design

B

ecause the moving- coil cartridge is so
firmly entrenched as the technology of

rightly displaced measurements — surely listening

choice for high- end LP playback, it's easy

is more important than measuring? — and Shure
was left behind as far as the high-end was

to forget that moving magnets ruled stereo's first
quarter century. And they dominated for very good

concerned. So for over 25 years, Shures have not

reasons. For one thing, m-m cartridges typically
had much higher output than most other cartridge
types, making them easier to accommodate as far
as phono stage gain was requ;red, endowing them
with lower noise, greater headroom and otner
qualities. For another, they always seemed to beat
m-cs when it came to tracking. And the tracking
king, the Lance Armstrong of cartridge, was, is
and probably always will be tre Shure V15.
What's more, to the best of my knowledge, nP
cartridge could match the VI 5s for lowest tracking
force. These two truths led to the third.
Because Shure placed tracking force and
groove-tracing skills above everything else, actual
sound quality seemed to get lost in the shuffle.
As aresult, after acouple of decades of absolute
supremacy, the Shures were slaughtered like Orcs
before Aragorn when m-cs & rived. SubOctiv .ty

been shown the respect they deserved.
Let's not mince words, though, to be too nice to
Shure: it was shown time and again that sub-lg
tracking forces were not only unnecessary, there
were even camps that suggested asub 1.5g or so
force was bad for your records. Whatever the
truth, it's not necessarily what you do, it's what
you're seen to be doing. And Shure was vehemently
moving magnet in adecidedly moving-coil world.
Shure began supplying replacement crystal
pickups to various manufacturers in 1933. By the
early 1950s, the company offered afull line-up of

single- sided and flip- over ceramic artd crystal
pickups. The seminal years, though, were 19571958, when Shure virtually created the blueprirt
for serious LP playback. In 1957, the M1 Studio
Dynetic

Cartridge

introduced

the ' dynetic'

principle of a moving magnet within stationary
coil, a diamond stylus tip of 0.0007in and 1g
tracking force. In 1958, the M3D appeared, the
first-ever stereo moving magnet cartridge.
By the early 1960s, Shures were among the
most popular cartrdges in the world. And they
weren't cheap: in 1962, an M3D sold for £ 18
plus purchase tax — the same price as an Ortofon
SPU m-ccartridge.., or an SME 3009 tonearm.
Then, in 1964, Shure upped the ante. The V15
Stereo Dynetic High Fidelity Phonograph Cartridge

The V15 became the dream of every
music lover buying into the low tracking
force/high tracking ability argument
Making it aShure
thing — the
company's
production lines.
Shure's machine shop
[shown, far left]; the
soldering area [ left]
and the production
line [ shown right]
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Classic kitl
Shu-e V15

Shure looks good...

V15 Type VxMR with complex
profile Micro- Ridge tip

Shure MD Don Fairbairn hands
£1000 cheque to winner of Shure
'Sounds Terrific' competition

was launched, boasting a ' symmetrical bi-radial
elliptical stylus' measuring 0.0002 x00009m,
with a 15° vertical tracking angle. To say it was a
hit would be understatement. It became the
dream of every music lover who bought into the
low tracking force/high tracking ability argument.
And there were plenty of us.
DECADES OF DEVELOPMENT
Shure never stopped developing the cartridge, its
evolution being as follows:
•1966 — V15 Type II: the first superior tracking

•1978 — V15 Type IV: hyper-elliptical nude stylus
tip resulting in optimised tip-groove contact area;
'viscous- damped Dynamic Stabilizer overcomes
record warp and electrostatically neutralises
record surface'
• 1982 — V15 Type V: ultra-thin-wall beryllium
(Microwal1/13e) stylus shank; MASAR polished tip
to reduce friction
•1983 — Vt5 Type V-MR: Micro- Ridge stylus tip

•1997 — V15VxMR: pole piece position changed;
'warmer and more musical than ever'
That latter remark — 'warmer ana more musical
than ever' — showed that, at last, Shure was
talking the audiophile talk. And it was rewarded,
deservedly, with rave reviews.
You simply couldn't fault the Shure V15VxMR
cartridge for cramming in high-tech details. Its

Shure's term for ' the ability to maintain contact

'Microwall/Be' cantilever was made of beryllium,
and the ' stiffness-to- mass ratio of the V15's

tracking force throughout audio spectrum.' It also
introduced the flip-action, built-in stylus guard
• 1970 — V15 Type 11 Improved: upgraded stylus;
flatter freauency response
•1973 — V15 Type RI: new laminated pole piece;
'uniformly flat, uncoloured frequency response';
25% reduction of effective stylus mass

15 Type III sporting new
minated pole piece

emulates shape of cutting stylus for unsurpassed
trackability, particularly in high frequency range'

cartridge designed using an analogue computer
and the model that introduced 'Trackability',
between stylus and record groove at minimum

1

tubular 18m1

diameter cantilever, with wall

thickness of only 0.0005 of an inch, is 6.25
times that of the lOrml diameter solid- beryllium
cantilevers available from other manufacturers.'
At the business end was acomplex profile MicroRidge tip, Shure stating that ' the mass of the V15

15 Type II with stylus guard was

stylus is less than 20% of atraditional bi-radial

esigned using analog computer

tip mounted on atubular aluminium cantilever.'
One of the V15's more controversial features
was the viscous-damped Dynamic Stabilizer, a
'damper/destaticizer' introduced in 1978 with the
V15 Type IV. Fitted to the flip-down stylus guard,
it placed atiny carbon fibre brush on the disc. In
addition to cleaning the record during play and
discharging static, its purpose was to maintain ' a

SH‘.)RE

uniform distance between te cartridge and the
record undo- difficult playing conditions, such as
those caused by warped records, or mismatched
tonearm mass.' Its creation was described by
Shure with this honest admission: ' The V15 Type
III was to have been the highest compliance stylus
structure that could practically be built. But to

www.hifinews.co.uk

V15 Type IV with hyper- elliptical
nude stylus and Dynamic Stabilizer
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Shure V15 cartridge • classic kit

V15VxMR Specifications
Tracking force:

0.75-1.25g ( optimum: 1g)

II
fl •
Frequency luapv,,ec. caacutlaily
liaL rom

10Hz-25kHz
Channel balance:

within 1.5dB

Channel separation:

(1kHz) 30dB
(10kHz) 20dB

Output voltage at 1kHz:

3.0mV RMS

at 5cm/sec peak velocity
Recommended load:

47k ohms with 250pF

Ah, those were the days... Shure at a
Elliptical stylus [ left] and Type IV,

1970s show [ above]: Micro Ridge

which reduced distortion by 25%

Stylus 7
ip of V15 Type V- MR [ left]

EMU', TIMCININUTY '

Mfflrre.a.••Cœrro became,'

material with asoll that will charm the pants off
those who love massed strings and solo piano.
Most ear-opening are the transients, which I've
heard bettered only by aworking Decca.
Then, in 2004, this notice appearec from
Shure: ' We regretfully announce discontinuation
of

our

legendary

V15VxMR

audiophile

phonograph cartridge due to scarcity of exotic
materials esserrtial in the manufacturing of the

FRIMUENCY f.FIER,Z

VN5xMR stylus. Substitutions of those materials
would comprom;se the performance standards
Shure- supplied trackabilty chart as

our great dismay, this combination could barely

measured with Type IV in SME 3009

manage any but the flattest of discs.'
To

tame

res;dua!

urdesirable energy,

'In keeping with the tradition of the Shure
the

stabilizer is placed at the most effective tonearm
position, on the pickup itself. The resulting

WITH • UT
DYNAMIC
STABILIZER

performance is superior for any arm mass range.'

/

In practice, there were two primary results. The
first was that no cartKdge could track like aV15
with damper down, and that included playing

WITH
DYNAMIC
STABILIZER

10

20

40

FREQUENCY IN

100

expected of the Vi5VxMR.
phono line, we attempt to provide replacement
styli for at least f;ve years after acartridge model
is discontinued. The V15VxMR cartridge must be
discontinued

immediately

so

that

remaining

VN5xMR styli can oe placed into our replacement
parts inventory.'
Asobering thought: in 1980, aShure V15 Type

warped records. But the second was that certain

III sold for £ 61.50 plus VAT, while aShure Vi 5

audiophiles argued that the brush was ' playing

Type IV cost £ 80.70 plus VAT. 25 years later, you

the record' and was audible. No problem: When

could

such stabilization is rot required, the stabilizer

V15VxIVIRs, the cartridge's most highly- evolved

have

purchased one of the very last

HERTZ

Graph showing output at resonance
with and without Type IV Stabilizer

If I've done my maths correctly the last
of the Vi 5s are absolute bargains, and
were foolishly ignored by audiophiles u
brush can be locked up into its detent pos'tion,

form, from UK vendors for circa £ 300. And there

which, under ideal playing conditions, can provide

may still be some around. If I've done my maths

even better sound quality.' See? Shure was willing
to address audiophile concerns.

correctly and have any understanding of the last

And boy, does the V15VxMR sound wonderful.
It's clean and open and utterly devoid of tne kind

absolute bargains - and foolishly ignored by

25 years' inflation, that made the last of the V15s
audiophiles. The tee)/ bad news? In late June of

Ability of Type IV to track signals

of nasties you associate with groove noise or

without interference from warps

this year, the Library of Congress bought the last

mistracking. It's punchy, with a balance that

30 or so. Man, oh, man, am Iglad Ibought one at
the New York Show ir May...

favours the bottom end, but : tcan handle oelicate
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Digital
Accuphase DP77V CD/SACD player x-demo
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade 22bit Single Ended S/H
dCS Elgar 24/192 1998 Version ( non-firewire) S/H
dCS Verdi Transport latest software S/H
Densen Beat400+ x-demo
Mark Levinson 31.5/30.6 2 Box Ultimate CO S/H
Mark Levinson No360s DAC S/H
Meridian GO8 CD S/H
Naim Audio CD3 S/1-1
Primare VIO CD/DVD Player x-demo
Sugden CD21 Graphie S/H
Sony SCD XE597 SACO Player S/H
TAG Mclaren CDT2OR Transport S/H
Theta Generation V Balanced S/H
Theta Pro Basic 11 DAC with Oscom/Balanced Sill

7600
3000
8500
7999
1295
26000
7500
2250
980
795
1099
150
1500
6290
2990

Analogue
Dynavectoi XVls 200hrs S/H2900
Audio Research PH3 Phono Stage x-demo
1699
EAR The Head MC Transformer S/H
N/A
Heed Ouazar 2 box MC/MM Phono stage new
550
Krell KPE Reference+ PSU S/H
2487
Kuzma StabUStogi STurntable New& Boxed
N/A9
Project Phono box LE S/H
75
N/A
Roksan Xerxes XPS1/Alphason HRS100 S/H
SME 20/2A Turntable S/H
SME 30/A Turntable S/H
1290
663 7
5
Triplannar Series VI Tonearm S/H
3500
Transfiguration Temper MC 600Hrs S/H
1950
Preamplifiers
Audio Analogue Bellini Remote Preamplifier X-demo
Audio Research LS16 Preamplifier
Bryston BP25 Preamplifier, balanced, silver, remote
Convergent Audio Technologies SL1 Reference S/H
Electrocornpaniet EC4R Balanced Preamplifier S/H
Hovland HP1OOMC Preamplifier S/H
Krell KCT Preamplifier S/H

625
¿11119
1800
6500
N/A
5495

Naim
k

2
9
99
3
90
9
4999

ie

a1
v
Pi
ZeNPo
93
8
.
'
6
0rleePa
P„
l
i
'
pel r
DMC 30s Reference Preamplifier S/H
Spectral DMC15 Preamplifier S/H
TAG Mclaren AVR3ORSL7 1T2 processor S/H

7600

4800
2300

Amplifiers
Audio Analogue Donizetti Mono Power Amplifiers X- demo
Audio Research VT60 Re Valved S/F1
Audio Research VT200 Mk11 Valve Power Amplifier S/H
EAR 509 MKI ( huge amount spent)S/H
5eCttSRE
.A
wI
laki
nea Amplifiers ( pair)
Model 501 Monos ( new&boxed)
OCM 500 Soloist stereo power amp, awesome S/H
Musical fidelity 'ever
000 x%emo

1699
1099
133
1
39
2
999
9
9
66

39

73
19
975 99
99 9
999

17
4
79
99
9

695
1799
499
2999
5998
1350
2499
4999
3250
995

1999
1050

6
199779
992 9
959

3
59
9
89
9
99
99
8699
2;
1Ig
:11
89
:

1500
2698
28900

Krell FPB750mcx Mono Amplifiers S/H
Naim NAP180 SM
Red Rose Sprit Integrated x-demo
Rega Maia Power amplifier Black x-demo
Sugden Masterclass Integrated S/H
Spectral DMA100s Power Amplifier S/H

1000
548
3150

Loudspeakers
Audio Note AZ 2 efficient, budget floorstander S/H
ATC Active
10 SL x-demo
ATC
SCM7 Cherry
a-demo

849
2199
16995
499
649
399
1799

499
1650
4250
499

JM Lab Micro Utopia Anigre with Stands S/H
JM Lab Sib XL x5 Grey S/H
Naim Audio Intro Black Ash S/H
Peak Consult Incognito Rosewood a-demo
Rega ELA Cherry 31- demo
Spender SPI with Stands Walnut S/H
Sonos Faber Guaneri Homage S/H
Sonos Faber Concertino Home. Walnut a- demo
Sones Faber Concerto Home, Walnut a-demo
Bonus Faber Ironwood Stands. Walnut. adjustable x-demo
Sonos Faber Leather Stands. fixed height. ademo

3999

1000
875
7500
749
1200
5398
599
999
480
310

ct
•

Cables and Accessories
Alphason Concept 3tier Rack S/H
taarà):31
,3Cif
l
i
ce?t 4.tieeck S.H
e

<
Lu

LII
Lu
_1
co

Cardas NeutraI rRelerence 1m RCA-BNC S/H
Chord Signature Digital ImIBNC-RCA S/H
JPS Power AC.. 15m fitted with 16amp IEC S/H
JPS Superconductor2 2m Balanced paw interconnects S/H
JPS Superconductor2 Digital 0.75m AES/EBU S/H
Madrigal MDCI 1m AES/EBU 110ohm Digital Cable new boxed
Mane Acoustics Add on Table S/H
Mana Acoustics Reference Table S/H
Mandrake 1.0m Silver/Goldl RCA Interconnect SM
Nordost SPM 2x2m Speaker cable Biwired S/H
Sennheiser HD565 Headphones S/H
Tara Labs RSC 1800 Prime 2x4m Speaker cable Bi wired
Sound Organisation 4Tier in Glass S/H
SoundsFactory Tripod system 6 tier modular S/H
Spectral MH-750 201t Speaker cable 0-demo
Spectral MI-330 155 Interconnect RCA- RCA x-demo
Spectral MI- 350 155 Interconnect RCA- RCA x-demo
Siltech HF9 silver/goldlta ohm AES/EBU digital cable 1m S/H
Transparent Audio Music Wave u Bi wire 2035 S/H
Vdh CD102MKIII 204m balanced S/H
Wireworld Equinox 3+, 3m pair speaker cables S/H

<
I—
_
00

Tuners & Tape decks, power supplies
Aiwa F770 3 head cassette deck S/H
Magnum Dynalab M0106114 months old
Nakamichi BX300e 3head cassette deck S/H

1„1),
1
1,
-J
CO

RiegaS Ctroi9PLSeilXienreXéndIfmo
iancer S/H
Tice Solo AV Power Conditioner Sih

n

4999
1499
2999
3999
979
12499
2999
1899
399
499
649
99
749
1999
995

11
1 6
2931 9
929799
65
9
650
499
5799
579
299
3495
420
699
339
220

N/A
H/A
1295
550
199
370
1299
559
420
WO

149
179
650
375
199
189
649
329
199
179

500

1250
2199

349
799

199

400
1500
369
2100
800
1400
530
769
309
1199

1341
119
42599
9
9999
9
499
799
299
429
149
399

N/A
3600
N/A
398
N/A
N/A

99
2999
199
279
299
299

Midland Audio X- change are looking for Audio Research, Krell,
Mark Levinson. Nairn Audio. SME.Wadia.
WWW-midlandaudio - xchange.co.uk

Luxurious styling. Luxurious sounding.
Opera Callas SP - £ 1,650. Available in
mahogany cherry and lIght oak real wood
finishes.
UKD Ltd (
01753 652 669)
info@ukd.co.uk Iwww.ukd.co.uk

Meet UKD at The Hi Fi & Home Entertainment Show 2005
23rd. 24th and 25th September
Comet Suite - The Renaissance Hotel, London Heathrow.
www hif inews.co.LIK

MIDLAND

t.01562 731100
THE OLD CHAPEL,

AUDIO

XCHANGE

f.01562 730228

m.07721 605966

FORGE LANE, BELBROUGHTON. DY9 9TD
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In this month's AV Tech...

80

SIM2's smash hit
AVTech's World Exclusive review on
the radical C3X DLP projector
predicts atimely shake-up for the
domestic home cinema scene

85

View from the Inside
Jon Thompson on Digital Cinema
and TI's BrilliantColor technology

87

Baby Behemoth

Proof of Sharp's revolutionary
dual- image concept (described

Denon's monster AVC-AlXV amplifier

on page 79): our photo shows a

now has asibling. But the new

90

AVC-AllXV is still no lightweight

monitor with the alternate

MasterClass

details on actual models or

image reflected in amirror. No
pricing are available, but we'll

More colours, Sir? David Perry looks

keep you posted.

at expanding the palette of modern
displays

AVTech's monthly newsround with David Perry
SONOS UPDATES AGAIN
Those of you who have plumped for the Sonos
Digital Music System can now avail yourselves of
asoftware upgrade to version 1.2. New features
include adesktop controller for the Mac, support
for the latest Apple iTunes 4.9 release, as well
as for Podcasting and Windows Media Internet
radio stations. The company has also introduced
anew feature called Power Scrolling' while also
increasing its library index to 40,000 tracks and
increasing the pre-packaged Internet radio library
to more than 100 stations. Those not yet familiar
with the Sonos system may wish to check out the
excellent Flash demo at www.sonos.com.

II Increase in the system's library index capacity
from 30,000 tracks to 40,000 tracks
• Support cf volume normalization settings for
iTunes ( MP3, AAC files). Windows Media
Player ( WMA, MP3 files) and FLAC encoders
us:ng ReplayGain.
• Added ability to view tracks within playlists
• Support for additional sample rates, including•
48kHz, 32kHz, 24kHz, 22kHz, 16kHz, 11 kHz,
8kHz sample rate for both local files and
Internet radio streams
I New user preference settings, including line- in
level settings and adjustable backlighting
• Support for bitmap album art
Above: the latest enhancements to Sonos'

One of two new Cineos, HD- Ready

Digital Music System

Plasmas from Philips

LG 'WALL TYPE' PROJECTOR CORRECTION

more about HD, view the frequently asked questions

In our September issue we reported on the unique
'hang on awa:I' type projector from LG Electronics

Sky's HD service. The site also includes ajargon

page and register to receive further information on

and unfortunately, due to our Korean language

buster, information on buying aHD- Ready TV and

barrier, we were mistaken about one of its features.

details on what viewers can expect from Sky's HD

The A11110 DLP projector did indeed deliver

service when it launches in 2006.

'brilliant colours' when demonstrated at the recent
press launch but does not feature Texas Instruments'
BrilliantColor multi- primary enhancement as stated
in our news item.

PHILIPS GIVETH,
GIVETH AGAIN!

TAKETH

AWAY...AND

THEN

For reasons that are not entirely clear, Philips has
decided to drop the greatly anticipated ClearLCD

Sonos' new ' Power Scroll' feature provides a

BSKYB LAUNCHES HD WEB SITE

shortcut for scrolling through large music

Aptura technology from its 32PF9830 LCD TV that

BSky8 has launched its High Definition consumer

libraries via a ' scroll by letter' facility.

we reported on in the June issue. Nevertheless, this

website www.sky.comMd, where visitors can find out

unique scanning backlight technology is still due to
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Opinion

Philips' DVP9000S - DVD/SACD
player with DVI output
require the use of headphones, but the possibilities

'go live' through its new range of LCD TVs due for
launch in early 2006. Currently Philips is offering a

enabled by its flexibility will no doubt be of interest

new assortment of mid-range and ' budget' LCD and

to many market sectors.

plasma models including a42" PDP (42PF5520D)
at under £ 1500.

the UK, the system uses a number of proprietary

Jointly developed by Sharp in Japan and in

TVs with the addition of eight new flat panel sets

technologies that began life with 3D LCDs. This
latest version uses aparallax barrier superimposed

(four LCD and four plasma). The range extends

onto an ordinary TFT LCD, sending the backlight

from the 26/32/37PF5520D (£999, £ 1399 and

output into right and left directions.

Philips is enhancing its range of integrated digital

T

his issue of AVTech sees the wraps
finally come off SIM2's top secret,
three-chip DLP projector. Why the

£1699), the 32/42PF7520D (£ 1599 and £ 1899)
LCD TVs, together with the 42/50PF9967D (£2999

PIONEERING SIXTH GENERATION PLASMAS

and £3999) and 42PF5520D (£ 1499) Plasma TVs.
Aside from the entry-level 42PF5520D, all are HD

Pioneer has introduced its sixth-generation plasma

sense of anticipation? Quite simply, this is

display TVs featuring a completely new panel

the first truly compact three- chip design

Ready and include twin tuners, so you can watch

technology and associated electronics. The products

to hit the market and at a price, in its

an analogue programme while recording a digital

are at the heart of the company's ' Pure Digital

basic guise, that looks set to leave all

broadcast. Incidentally, the 26/32/37PF5520D LCD
sets are non-Pixel Plus variants of the 32PF7520D,

Home Theatre' concept which benefits from new
breakthroughs in plasma flat panel technology and

high-end single-chip projectors looking a

sharing the same XGA ( 1366 x 768) resolution,
features and slim design.

picture processing. The four new models are all HD
Ready with the 50" PDP-506XDE (£3800) and

page to discover quite how SIM2 has

PHILIPS 'HIGH-END' DVD

43" PDP436XDE (£2800) both including built-in
DTT's.

also packaging it into asleek and relatively
lightweight enclosure.
We reckon this is a significant step in

The
new
panel
structure features a

PLAYER
promising
Philips
is
HD picture and sound

'PureBlack

quality with the launch
of its most advanced

Crystal

- the £400 DVP9000S

halved the price of this technology while

the evolution of home cinema, but you
can judge for yourself in the AVTech room

Layer' that utilises a

at the Hi Fi & Home Entertainment Show

'crystal emissive layer'

in September where the C3X gets its first
public airing. If you want to keep up-to-

above each sub-pixel
plasma cell. The feature

DVD/SACD player to date

little red-faced. You'll need to turn the

speed with the latest AV gear, then you

of the panel's electro-

cannot afford to miss this public demo!
We also have another example of trickle-

chemical performance,

down technology this month in the form

improving

black

of Denon's new AVC-A 11XV AV amplifier.

of Faroudja's FLi2300. The latter offers DCDi and

level, contrast and efficiency. Pioneer's PureDrive

This is afar more manageable beast than

TrueLife de- interlacing and enhancement, upscaling
standard 576p DVD images to 720p or 1080i

picture processing has been updated to include

the huge AVC-AlXV amp we featured in

a plethora of sophisticated image enhancement
techniques including, but not limited to, noise

April, but it's no less highly specified.

enhances many aspects

— utilising acombination
of
its
own
video
processing

technology

6th-Generation HD- Ready PDP from Pioneer

and a tweaked' version

resolutions.
Additional processing power is provided by NSV
Precision Video, which utilises a 216MHz/12-bit
D/A video encoder to further reduce image noise.
Using modulation techniques, the video signal is
upsampled, moving picture noise outside the visible

its

And to demonstrate how the flat panel

reduction for analogue, digital and compressed

manufacturers are doing their best to keep

video sources, contrast, dynamic range and
gradation enhancements, colour management and

their displays up with the pace of these
new front-end technologies, David Perry

detail control and achoice of 72 Hz, 75Hz & 100Hz

takes us through the latest tricks of the
colour trade in this month's MasterClass.
The AVTech team will be on hand at the

frequency spectrum. Gamma and Chroma delay

modes. The PDPs are also compatible with 1080p
24Hz inputs.

properties can also be modified on the component
output. Internally the DVP9000S uses high-grade

calibrators will welcome the C3 dedicated calibration

seeing yod there.

components including Crystal CS4398 DACs,

modes that prevent users inadvertently changing

Happy viewing!

Analogue Devices ADi8066 ultra high bandwidth

calibrated settings. Naturally, the calibrator will

ISF ( Imaging Science Foundation) certified

low-noise op amps and Nichicon (
FG) fine gold

need to access the engineer's menu in order to

caps.

setup the display. All models are available now with

upcoming show, so we all look forward to

the flagship versions (XDE range) including the
SHARP DISPLAY PULLS DOUBLE DUTY
Sharp has begun production of a series of LCD
devices, including TVs, that are able
to display two distinct images at the
same time. The trick is that each
image can only be seen from an angle
either left or right of centre. So while
one viewer watches a TV broadcast,
the other could, for example, browse
the internet, play a computer game
or even watch another TV program
or DVD. Dual audio programs might

www.hifinews.co.uk

advanced media receiver, digital terrestrial tuners
and Home Gallery functions.

Mentioned in dispatches...
LG Electronics UK

www.lgelectronics.co.uk

0870 873 5454

Philips

www.philips.co.uk

0870 601 0101

Pioneer GB Ltd
Sharp UK

www.pioneer.co.uk

Sky

www.sky.com

Sky HDTV

www.sky.corn/hd

Sonos (Europe)

www.eu.sonos.com +31 (0) 35 62 57 214

Texas Instruments

(www.d1p.com)

www.sharp.co.uk

01753 789500
0161 205 2333
08702 40 40 40

Paul Miller, Editor, AVTech
Comprehensive Test Reports from the QC
Suite are available to download at
www milleraudioresearch.coftilavtech
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SIM2 C3X • DLP projector

Gen
The Ne
eration
xt
SIM2 C3X Three-Chi uDLP Pro'ector
PRICE

£ 11,500-£16,000

J

ust as subwoofer designers are endeavouring to squeeze a
quart of bass into apint-pot, so too are the engineers behind
our top-end projectors striving to reduce the bulk, heat and

cost of those voluminous three-chip solutions. SIM2 is
first across the finishing line and AVTech is also first to
greet its contender — the C3X. This is the world's first
truly compact three-chip digital light processing (DLP)
design, ahome cinema projector that aims to match or
exceed the performance of whoppers like the ScreenPlay
777 (
HFN Nov '04) and SIM2 HT500 (
HFN June '05) but
from acase design that's equivalent to Marantz's singlechip VP- 12S4 (
HFN Aug ' 05).
And the price? Well, that's not too far off either, with
the ' C3X lite' and its 150W lamp kicking off at —£ 11k
and brighter 200-250W versions expected at —£14k and
—£16k, the latter equipped with SIM2's Link hub to

80
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facilitate big custom installations. The projectors are
currently running with Faroudja's 8-bit de-interlacing
and scaling solution but, in the costlier models at least,
this will be upgraded to PixelWorks' 10-bit video DSP.
What we have here is something of an intermediate
model — a production 'Grand Cinema' case housing a
200-250W light engine and three of TI's HD2+ DarkChip3
DMD's tied to Faroudja's 8-bit processing. The native
1280x720 pixel resolution ensures the C3X is as HD
Ready as possible with one or two (depending on the
model) HDMI inputs ensuring compatibility with the
latest AV sources.
Setting up the C3X is child's play, with amulti-screen
menu that's highly intuitive. Motorised zoom and focus
is possible off the companion remote control, assisted
by pre-programmed test patterns, while a50% (manual)
lens shift is available alongside SIM2's digital keystone
correction. The latter should never be invoked on this,
or any other high quality application, unless you are in

www.hifinews.co.uk

AVTech Projector
SIM2's Secret: The double-folded 'Alpha Light Path Engine'

A significant barrier to the affordability of any DLP projector lies in the cost of
licensing, not only for TI's ubiquitous DMD chips but also for the light engine and
optics which, typically, are also obtained from a third- party supplier. Key to the
success of the C3X is SIM2's decision to return to basics and design its own,
in-house light engine. For athree- chip solution this means using a prism block to
split the white light from aUHP lamp into red, green and blue components that are
addressed to individual HD2+ DMD chips before the three images are converged on
the screen via the final lens assembly. In practice it's rather more complicated
because the optical path length needs to be as long as possible to guarantee both
colour and geometric accuracy in the final image — hence the bulky nature of your
typical three-chipper.
But SIM2 was starting from scratch and decided to implement afolded light path
within its engine, maintaining along path length by reflecting the light up and down
the barrel of the assembly. Thermal issues, light scattering and even the aberrations
introduced by the extra optics were all factored- in by SIM2's engineers in their
pursuit of agenuinely compact and lightweight three- chip solution. And, along the

State-of-the-art, three- chip
DIP projectors just got smaller

way, SIM2 even developed a proprietary filter that stretches the red gamut of the

C3X well beyond the deep- orange achieved by all the other three-chippers tested ia
AVTech. Setup and calibration on the production line is arguably more complex but
once this is cracked, SIM2 can put its pedal to the metal.

and more affordable, as
Paul Miller discovers...

dire logistical straits. Imight add. Standard brightness,
contrast, sharpness and aspect controls are offered
alongside SIM2's sophisticated ' Live Color Management'
regime that offers adjustment and a memory manager
for user-defined colour temperature and gamma profiles.
It's as simple as falling off alog.
PERFORMANCE
Frankly, even in this early production state, the C3X
looks superb. This test sample had some slight optical
aberrations in the bottom left corner visible through
0-SIRE (black) and a sub-pixel convergence error,
neither of which were obvious unless we got up and
stood about afoot from the screen. Back on the sofa, the
lack of rainbow effects could not be over-stated. Detail
resolution is as good as anything we've seen, although
the black rendition (particularly with the lower 200W
lamp setting) is better still. Colours have real punch,
while an enhanced midtone brightness also brings

www. hifinews.co.uk

This is the world's first truly
compact, three- chip DIP design...
Setting up the C3X is child's play
subdued-looking images to life. Motion is handled
exceptionally well with very little contouring — what
remains are minute MPEG artefacts present on the
DVD(s) themselves. Greater (say 12-bit) processing
might reduce these artefacts still further thanks to the
dithering effect, but if you can deliver a 720p digital
feed direct from ahigh quality player like Denon's DVDAl XV, then there's no scaling and minimal processing
between SIM2's HDMI input and the screen image.
Under these idealised conditions colours are
exceptional: natural and yet vibrant even with deeply
saturated animations. Reds and cyans (aquamarines)
are gloriously deep while greens are pushed slightly
into the yellow (see On the Bench). Even the dreary
office scenes near the beginning of The incredibles have
ajaw-dropping array of pastel hues without appearing

Hi-FiNews OCTOBER 2005
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Two lens options are offered from
1.5-2:1 and 2-3:1, delivering
an image size from 50in to
300in diagonal at arespectable
distance from the screen

The menu can be

over-hyped or unrealistically lit. With some systems

navigated from

you might be tempted to crank up the colour; here you
get complex subtle shading revealed in mid-tones that

the rear panel ( in
addit ,on to the
remote) just as the
C3X is controllable
by awired RS232.
The USB 1.1 socket
(far left) is for
software updates

can often seem bland or lacking in depth and subtlety.
And subtlety is what the C3X offers in depth. Watch
further into The Incredibles and while the green jungle
foliage might not look quite as deep or verdant as it
might, the tonal balance and brightness (the gamma) of
these midtones looks more natural and detailed and full
of textural detail. Reds, as we've said, are far richer. The
red ' dot' on Mr Incredible's old tunic looks positively

11And

the colours! Blues and greens,
while not over- hyped, bring a
subtlety and depth to water...

if

vermilion in hue, reaching out from the cyan-blue of
the fabric like a beacon, albeit one that's perfectly
integrated into the scene as awhole. Colours are strong
but they stay rigidly in place. The lava scenes that

follow glow with ared and orange heat that we've not
experienced before, a radiance that reflects off the
central characters and that casts a myriad subtle
shadows that ripple up the rock walls in the cavern.
These scenes come alive, bubbling with avibrancy that
belies the bog-standard DVD resolution. Look at the
lava: this has a translucent, almost jelly-like quality
rather than the flatter red that's delivered by adisplay
where the colour gamut is clipped in the red.
While the C3X does fire especially well, so too does it
convey the liquid quality of moving water. As Dash
speeds over the surface of the lake, the refracted light
coming from below brings aseries of teasing highlights
to the rendering of its ripples and waves radiating out
across the surface. This surface almost looks gel-like.
And the colours! Blues and greens, while lot overhyped, bring asubtlety and depth to the water that adds
to the almost three-dimensional quality of the images.
Neither does the C3X take any prisoners. Look at the
opening scene from Harry Potter and the Prisoner of
Azkaban and the fuzzy MPEG noise radiating from the
moonlit grass is impossible to ignore here, as it is in the
artificially lit night sky. Nevertheless, even the subdued
ambience of the Knight Bus could not spoil the subtle

Analogue
composite, S- video
and component
(with 11V Sync)
inputs are provided
with digital video
carried through an
HDMI input. Why
HDMF and not
DVI-D? Well, the
C3X also iicludes
an optical digital
audio output to
deliver a
two- channel audio
or bitstream from
this WWI port.
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AVTech Projector
On the Bench with AVTech
SIM2's proprietary Live Color Management' software allows the projector's white
point to be adjusted across a36- point grid that spans anotional 6500K- 10,000K.
Points situated on the'far right of the grid are closer to the notional 6500K reference
with position ' 29' providing a colour temperature of 6290K and the adjacent
position ' 22' offering ahigher and bluer 6750K. We opted for the former although,
as you can see from the CIE Chart ( Fig 1), this white point is still right on top of the
black body curve ( as it should be). The white colour

triangle' reinforces the

suggestion of our viewers that the C3X's colour gamut was skewed slightly clockwise,
promoting powerful yellows and reds but reducing the saturation of greens. SIM2
has subsequently confirmed our measurements and its prism coatings are being
refined' to brings its greens into line. No issues with its brightness, however, as the
C3X delivers a full 20FL output across a 10' diagonal screen with a mere 200W
lamp setting. Increase this to 250W and some 25.7FL at 6170K is possible. Our
measurements put the full screen, full on/off contrast at over 2000:1 which is as
high as we've seen with current limitations in black level resolution.

Fig 1: CIE Chart
yellow lighting that adds real tension and atmosphere
within. The film has had very little noise reduction
applied, possibly to retain a more filmic appearance,
but this does increase the bit rate for any subsequent
processing, particularly when dealing with images
packed with detail like the choral scene from Hogwarts.
Nevertheless the C3X relishes the architectural
splendour of the venue and the complex light and
shadows east by the hundreds of dancing candles.
With atrue HD source, the C3X just steps up a gear.
Driven from aPC-based HD server, the C3X's corner and
geometric linearity proved to be spot-on (without digital
keystone correction). The 360 line white/black (vertical)
and 640 line (horizontal) patterns were perfectly
resolved, as they should be with a 720p device.
Similarly, the finest line/dot patterns failed to trip the
projector into displaying any moiré patterns, ripples,
waves or wisps — just rock-solid black white patterns,
however fine their structure. HD trailers for Kingdom of
Heaven and Batman Begins gave us a taste of future
Fig 2: Spectral Purity

home cinema for those lucky, lucky owners of the C3X,
as the detail resolution in the massed hordes of
crusaders or clouds of bats, respectively, lit up the
screen with ajaw-dropping realism.
AVTECH SAYS...
Though half the price of the current competition the
C3X is hardly beer-budget stuff. But be warned.
Experience it and you'll be sorely tempted to forego that
new car. See it first at the HiFi and AV Expo in
September in the AVTech cinema. Just remember to
bring your own popcorn. And ablack AmEx. •

60nm

SIM2 UK
01825 750859
www.sim2.co.uk

Hi-FiNews verdict
At last: ahigh brightness, high ccntrast, three- chip performance from
aprojector that doesn't require its own room cr at least some major
structural reinforcement of your existing ceiling Its price/performance
is except onal and is set to improve further with promised updates.

www.hifinews.co.uk

700nm

750nm

AVTech 's Recommended Settings for the SIM2 C3X Projector
Keystone
Lamp Powei
Brightness
Contrast
Sharpness
Sharpness Mode
Aspect
Color Temp
Gamma

o
200
45
63
6
Video
Pixel to Pixel
29
Sil
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AVTech Update

JON THOMPSON'S

VIEW FROM THE INSIDE

D

igital Cinema is now big news, even though
companies like Sony have been pushing

the concept since the early ' 80s. Now it's

becoming a reality, thanks to the Arts Alliance
and the UK
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Film Council deploying digital

systems in the UK. This trend was reflected by
the latest Cinema Expo in Amsterdam which, for
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six years, has promoted digital cinema from
technical demonstrations to practical execution.
This year, the hot topic at Cine Expo was
something we reported acouple of months ago the use of 3-D in digital cinema systems. One of
the major announcements was Dolby's support
of Disney's upcoming film Chicken Little.
Industrial Light and Magic is working on turning
the computer-animated film into a3-D version
and Dolby has done adeal with Disney to provide
the servers. Ironically, the Dolby MPEG digital
cinema server does not support multiple picture
streams even though other servers on the market
are capable of dual picture output from a single server. In an
uncharacteristic Heath Robinson' style, Dolby has overcome the

Back at the Cinema Expo, one of the major sponsors of
digital cinema was Texas Instruments who took the

problem by supplying two servers that are synchronised together.
Digital cinema servers were at the centre of many
demonstrations. Kodak showed afilm about Johnny Cash called

opportunity to announce asystem called ' Brilliance Color'
for its consumer DLP applications. As far as Ican see,
this appears to be adevelopment for the home market of
its professional P7V2 colour processing, or what TI calls

Walking the Line, but this ( MPEG) screening had both sound and

lb

a
s,/.
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'proprietary digital cinema colour processing'. P7V2 effectively
extends the colour triangle (the CIE chart that accompanies

At Cinema

days of home cinema when picture and sound sync was ahotly
discussed topic, with many manufacturers rushing out firmware

AVTech's plasma and projector reviews) into a colour hexagon,

Amsterdam the

fixes to solve the issue of lip-sync errors in their DVD players.
Ultimately, MPEG is not the final solution for digital cinema.

expanding the cyan, magenta and yellow parts of the spectrum.
Expanding the yellow primary helps to reproduce difficult

chat in bars was of

colours such as gold, which is areflective and highly distinctive

systems

picture drifting wildly out of sync. It reminded me of the early

HOLLYWOOD RAISES THE BAR
Icould never understand why people assumed abroadcast format
that was designed for 24 to 32 inch widescreen televisions would
ever be good enough for demanding filmmakers. The argument
was put forward that the quality was better than your local
multiplex. This is rather lazy, suggesting that all we need to do is
copy, or slightly better, the lowest common denominator. In the
end Hollywood has stuck to its guns and demanded a better,

Expo in

digital cinema

yellow. In side- by-side comparisons of agold object on film, a

11

Idon't understand why people
assumed abroadcast format for
32in TVs would be good for films

more filmic format. It finally settled on aJPEG 2000 solution
that is frame- based, capable of full bandwidth colour and able to

P7V2 digital projection more closely matches the realistic- looking

support numerous colour- encoding systems. MPEG uses acolour
difference system, familiar to AV fans as component videoNUV.

gold that real film can reproduce. It's even possible to reproduce

This can only support the one colour profile whereas JPEG 000
can support true red, green and blue colour profiles with no

will be interesting to see how effectively Brilliance Color is

limitations in the colour bandwidth. Perhaps the support for

going to require much higher bit-depth sources, that are also not
in YUV colour space, so the likes of plain vanilla DVD will prove

MPEG stems from the popular misconception that you cannot tell
the difference between 4:2:2 colour or 4:2:0 ( which MPEG 2
supports) and full-bandwidth 4:4:4 colour. It ranks alongside the
myth that CD represented perfect sound in the 1980s and why
we now have 192kHz DVD audio and SACD. The moral of this
tale is, never ask an engineer anything when it requires a
subjective opinion.

www.hifinews.co.uk

colours outside the gamut of traditional film using P7V2, so it
implemented in a home/domestic version. In the home we are

the limiting factor. Only with the launch of Blu-Ray and HD-DVD
will we have a better chance of realising the true potential of
these projection devices used in future home cinemas. And with
the introduction of Brilliance Color, home cinema projection will
soon be snapping at the heels of the professional and outlandishly
expensive digital cinema projection systems. •
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TAB- TENSIONED PERFORMANCE

SCREE11 Cleo
Compact Home Cinema Tensioned
Silent motor system
Aluminium extruded case
Smart design & easy to install
Universal mounting brackets for either
Ceiling or wall
5cm black side borders. 30cm black drop
Full Tensioning system

The Compact Home Cinema Tensioned screen offers a tensioning system that guarantees an
extra flat viewing surface. Designed exclusively for Home Cinema at a price you can afford.
Flot EICISIIC

Fr eed

frame

Major Tensioned

Compoct Electric

Tel: 0870 990 5671

AVM House

Hawley Lane

Farnborough Hampshire GIJ14 8EH

Call us now for more information or visit www.screenint.com

early hours eleanor mcevoy
e4

4,

"We think Early Hours on vinyl is our best
undertaking so far. We would thank the Hi Fi Audio
Community for huge support."
Mick O'Gorman MOSCODESIGN
EARLY HOURS (vinyl) MOSV 101 available through " VIVANTE" in The UK
and • MOBILE FIDELITY" in The USA

MSM51SACD12B
CIFIO CO - SAM • 5.1 SURROUND SA-CII
Early Hours the LP half- speed mastered at Metropolis
released by MOSCO
on 180 gram vinyl
(catalogue no. MOSYl01)

F..t.1<:1) 1,
1)1
Ifarker Slynarr Renenif (21512) AMU SA(1)113
AI, available on 180, .-. per vinyl
k, (2(702) y.A.102

vo.vbv.vivante.co.uk

Eleanor McEvoy Dates: 30th Sept - 16th Oct: Britain tour 1st - 8th Nov: Spain tour
'lth Nov. Brugges Festival (Belgium) 3rd Dec: Celtic Music Festival, Maassluis (Holland)
See :
mint,. eleanornicevoy. net for more information on forthcoming dates

:mum dean or tit ce voy. net
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Demon AVC-Al 1
XV • AV Amplifier

Smaller and cuter than the AVC-Al XV the
AVC-Al 1XV still has teeth, says Paul Miller
Denon AVC-A11XV
PRICE

£2500

A

chip off the old block it may be, but Denon's distilled and
generally saner version of its back- breaking AVC-A'LXV
ampl,fier (
AVTech April 2005) still ranks as one of the

most powerful and comprehensively equipped models
available. This is the £2500 AVC-AllXV, an amplifier that
offers a ' mere' seven channels of matched power amplification
(in place of the Al's 10 channels) together with enough DSP
horsepower to crunch all known multichannel decode modes,
including Dolby EX, DTS ES and 96/24. The box is THX Ultra
2specified, so THX Surround EX flavouring is also available
to peps-up your movies.
Like its bigger brother, the 'All' includes the MultEQ XT
room calibration and correction regime licensed by Denon
from Audyssey Labs. Running on TI's Aureus processors, this
multi-position, auto set-up facility estimates the size, phase,
distance, level and even the crossover frequency of your
multichannel speakers using the small, disc-shaped
microphone featured in our main photo (above). Those of us
who prefer to set-up manually will be glad to learn MultEQ is
an option, not apre-requisite to optimum performance.
Fortunately, Denon's OSD speaker configuration menu,
with its 10-point crossover, delay, level and size options, is
about as inclusive as you could wish. The package even
includes the same motion-activated remote that bursts into

www.hifinews.co.uk

life the moment you pick it up - it might eat batteries and is
best used outside of full sunlight, but it's still agreat toy!
Perhaps the All's greatest claim to fame is its comprehensive
HDMI switching and upconversian facility. Not only can you
connect three separate HDMI sources (which might include a
Sky HD box in the not-too-distant future) but it's also possible
to convert, HDCP-encrypt and piggy-back any composite, Svideo or component video input onto the digital video HDMI
output. HDMI, in this instance, adheres to the v1.1 standard,
supporting multichannel DVD-A but not the SACD bitstreams
levered into the HDMI v1.2 specification. Denon has asolution
with version 3 of its proprietary Denon Link which, after
some years of wrangling, has finally been ratified for use with
multichannel SACD. It's alittle untidy, granted, but the AVCAl 1XV remains at the apex of compatibility with all current
two and mutichannel standards.
PERFORMANCE
Denon rates its 7-channel amplifier very specifically at
140W+140W (front) and 140W (centre) etc, which is not the
same thing as claiming 7x140W. In practice, the AVC-AllXV
will deliver 2x190W/8ohm in stereo mode and up to 5x150W/
8olun in multichannel guise. Either way, it comfortably
exceeds its paper specification. You can download
comprehensive QC Suite Test Reports for this amplifier,
covering its analogue, digital and Dolby performance from
www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech.
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AVTech AV Amplifier
Including the inputs fitted around the
front of the AVC-A1 1XV, Denon is offering
atotal of 12 analogue inputs, one 8channel input cluster, 8digital inputs,
2iLink ( FireWire) inputs, 8composite
and S- Video inputs, 3component video
inputs, 3HDMI and one DVI-D input.
At the other end of the chain there is
one 8- channel preamp output, seven
fully assignable power amp channels
(supporting multichannel and multi- zone
applications), 3digital outputs, one HDMI
ee
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In practice, using the HDMI monitor output to feed a
plasma display or projector is a very attractive and
hassle-free option, but there was some slight compromise
in picture quality detected by our viewers with quality
projectors including the Marantz VP-12S3, the SIM2
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C3X and even Fujitsu's latest 55 inch plasma (see full
review next month). In practice, the A11' acts as an
HDMI repeater, stripping and then reapplying the HDCP
authentication in situ.
Our viewers described some compression of contrast
and a subjective crushing of the white level. So the
bright scenes filmed on the beaches of Troy look alittle
grainy via the HDMI loop, although the various reds
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amplifier is immediately obvious as the massed strings
bowl into the room, accompanied by some strident but
not overpowering hams. And yet, for all its scale, there's
some loss of fine detail, of subtlety and timbre that
brings aslight glaze to the orchestra as awhole. Decode
the same score externally (the DVD-AlXV does arather
good job) and audition via the AVC-All's multichannel
analogue inputs and the ensemble comes to life,

and blues of the tunics were judged to look ' slightly
more vivid and saturated' by way of recompense. Using
aseparate DVI feed to the projector and HDMI (audio)
revealing a rawness and sense of vigour you might
feed to the amp exacts the best AV performance, but
visualising the OSD becomes trickier and you'll need to
deal with the inevitable lip sync delay by invoking a
11
DSP band-aid in the amplifier (adelay equivalent to six
video frames is available).
The sound of the amplifier is impressively powerful
and uniform, even with movies like Troy where the
musical score, effects and central dialogue can easily
sound alittle disparate. The clarity of dialogue is very
impressive — voices are clean, clear and intelligible

Costner's rifle has aparticularly
deep recoil that's captured to
great effect by the AVC-Al 1XV

ordinarily associate with the very best audiophile
hardware. The AVC-AllXV really is that good.

while reinforcing the perceived acoustic of the images
on the screen. The ' All' delivers asound that's wholly
supportive of such cinematic images.
The permissive quality of the gunshots from Open

This is a fabulous-sounding movie amplifier with

Range has a breathtaking resonance with the AVC-

sufficient multichannel. multi-room and DSP-based

Al 1XV in the driving seat. Costner's rifle has a
particularly deep recoil that's captured to great effect

trickery to remain as future-proofed as it's possible to
get in a rapidly evolving market. Throw in the most
comprehensive Dolby, DTS and THX available with
HDMI switching by way of bonus and it's the most
compelling sub- 3k package on the AV planet. II

along

with

the

splintering

of wood

and

echoes

announced by the ricochets. It's worth bearing in mind
that the average recording level of this film is very low
indeed, an intention on the part of the producers to
yield plenty of uncompressed headroom to accommodate
those gun and rifle shots. Take care with the initial
volume level when watching this movie, because the
peaks required to fulfil the fireworks might just take
your speakers with them!
For reasons outlined before (
AVTech June 2005), the
AVC-Al 1 fares a little less successfully with music
driven down the HDMI pipe. Experience the latest John
Williams score that accompanies the Revenge of the

AVTECH SAYS...

ier
Denon UK
01753 888447
www.denon.co.uk

Hi-FiNews verdict
Representing the height of the AV game, the AVC-A11 XV is an
inclusive hub that can funne any input, digital or analogue, to
any output - including HDMI. Highly recommended!

Sith DVD trailer and the sweeping quality of this
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DIVA
MASTER CLASS
Rarely in the world of home cinema can you experience the level of video and audio reproduction these talented
divas can deliver.
The DV79 and AVR300 offer that elusive combination of afull feature set with the finest performance in its class.
DV79 highlights include an HDMI video output offering stunning digital video for use with the world's finest
displays as well as reference quality audio from movie and music sources.
The AVR300 features exceptional performance on both stereo and multi- channel playback. The massive
amplifier section delivers 100 watts per channel into all seven channels and 120 watts into two channels
with the kind of audiophile reproduction you'd expect from Arcam.
Book your front row seat at your nearest Arcam specialist to see and hear these exceptionally talented divas
for yourself.
For the inside story on the Arcam DiVA master class visit www.arcam.co.uk/diva

ARCAM
DIVA

Bringing music and movies to life.
Tel: 01223 203200 www.arcam.co.uk
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Is your TV as vivid as you think? David Perry turns his spotlight on
the next generation of multi- primary displays

A

are each sensitive to differing parts of this visible spectrum.

sk the average consumer if their TV suffers alack of colour
fidelity, and the answer would invariably be no' or at least

These roughly coincide with the long, medium and short

'I don't know'. In practice, we have become accustomed to

wavelengths we interpret as red, green and blue ( RGB).

the design compromises of everyday displays, particularly the
tug- o'-war between colour range and brightness. Typically, you

COMMISSION FOR COLOUR

get awide colour range or dazzling brightness, but rarely do you

As luck would have it, we can mix various amounts of Red, Green

get both from the same box.

and Blue light to create the range of colours that populate our TV

Colour affects our mood, our emotions, our physical well-being

screens. But here's the rub: by using only three components we

and, some might argue, even our spiritual well-being. It's such an

artificially restrict the total range of hues and irtensities. To

intrinsic and influential component of our lives, it seems almost

explain why and how the problem can be overcome we need to

profane to curtail and sully Mother Nature's abundant gamut of
hues and intens:ties. But that's exactly what happens even today,

examine the colourful, CIE chromaticity diagram ( Fig 2).

even with the most expensive cutting-edge consumer displays.

International Commission on Illumination. Founded in 1915,

CIE stands for Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage or

Fortunately, a number of pioneering companies will soon open

this professional organizat:on is devoted to the standardisation

our eyes to awhole new level of display performance, rivalling

and exchange of information on all matters relating to the science

that of the transition from black and white to Technicolor.

and art of lighting. Fig 2 shows the 1931 version of the
chromaticity diagram that enables any ( humanly) perceivable

COLOUR IS ASTATE OF MIND

colour to be defined as acoordinate within a ' colour space'.

Our perception of colour is all in the mind. Various wavelengths
of light energy cause sensations in the eyes which are then
interpreted by the brain as colour. The
vast spectral range of electromagnetic
radiation ( most of which emanates
from our Sun) contains a very small
segment we know as visible light.
Fig 1represents the spectral content
of the white light we can see, with
wavelengths

from

around

380nm

111

Two of the triangles illustrated

in

Fig 2 represent the

chromaticity coordinates of the three RGB colour primaries

Current colour spaces lack the
capability to render asizeable
portion of the visible spectrum

if

(nanometres) to 700nm. The retina is
composed of three key cell structures, called cone receptors, that

defined for NTSC broadcasts ( circa

1953) and

EBU

PAL

broadcasts ( circa 1967). The triangles enclose a ' colour space'
that defines all the hues that can be created using the RGB
primaries with the technology of the day. As you car see, neither
colour space comes anywhere near capturing the whole spectrum
of hues visible to the human eye. We could specify a larger
triangle and design adisplay capable of stretching the RGB limits
and their saturation, but only at the expense of its overall
brightness. And very slight increases in colour gamut can cause a

90

Fig 1illustrates the components of visible white light

very big drain in light output. Display technology today still

from — 380nrn ( violet) to — 700nm ( dark red)

struggles with obtaining useable brightness from more saturated
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AVTech Masterclass

0.9

-t

Y
515

0.8

520

wavelengths, magenta has blue and
red wavelengths while yellow has

525

red and green. By adding one or

530
- 535

1
CE Chrom icily Diagram 191

540

more

thus enclose afar greater portion of
the human colour gamut.

505

0.6

primaries,

space utilising up to six points and

545

0.7

complimentary

designers are able to plot acolour

Furthermore,

Deep
Yellow

Turquoise
500

can

avastly improved colour gamut, or
they could maintain the gamut but

575

0.5

designers

choose to maintain brightness with

improve brightness by up to 100%.

580
N.

Typically, ' multi- primary' displays
will enjoy atrade-off between the

585
590
3505
600
605 '
610
620
635
700

O

o:
3

two. Two companies are currently
prominent in multi- primary display
technology. The first is Genoa Color
Technologies

of

Herzlia,

(www.genoacolor.com)
ColorPeak
Color)

02

designs.

with

Israel
its

MPC ( Multi- Primary

technology
The

and

second

is

ASIC
Texas

Instruments (
www.ti.com) with the
recent ( May ' 05) unveiling of its

01

BrilliantColor
Violet

0.0
00

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

system

for

DLP

projection displays.
Texas Instruments has a new

0.5

0.6

07

X

0.8

colour wheel and processor design
that allows projector manufacturers
to combine up to six primaries into

Fig 2. This CIE chart reveals the full gamut of colours. The

their designs. Indeed, it is projectors that are the easiest to

triangles within show various broadcast colour spaces with the

modify to multi- primary status.

output from an LED ( backlight) for comparison

Key features of the CIE Chart
Ill The horseshoe shape defines the visible colour gamut.

In the case of a single chip DLP design, this represents a
relatively simple alteration to the colour wheel and the addition
of TI's BrilliantColor DDP3020 image processor.
Genoa, in particular, is keen to demonstrate the benefits of its

• The more spectrally pure the colour, the more saturated it

technology, how it can be successfully applied to most display

becomes and the closer to the edge of the horseshoe it is.

types and how, most importantly, it achieves areal and obvious

• A light source made up of amix of wavelengths ( that is,

benefit for all potential customers, not just to the highly-tuned

spectrally impure) would be plotted somewhere inside the

eye of the expert enthusiast ( see Fig 3). Whether it is Genoa's or

horseshoe gamut.

TI's slant on the idea, as theory becomes implemented in

III An even mix of Red, Green and Blue is represented by the

practice, it's something we can all get excited about!

•

'White Point' somewhere near the centre of the horseshoe.
MI The diagram represents the hue and saturation of the
colour not its brightness.

Fig 3. Insipid image with a
restricted colour gamut from an

RGB primaries, whether it's the phosphors of aplasma display or

RGB display ( left) and vivid

the filters of an LCD or DLP projector. Well-known, highly

image achieved by multi- primary

saturated and high brightness light sources we will see more of in

display ( below)

the future include lasers and LEDs, the latter being the more
practicable solution for the short term.
But no triangle is ever going to encompass the whole of the
human colour gamut. All the colour spaces defined for our
broadcast systems and video software, including HDTV, are
inherently lacking the capability to render asizable portion of the
visible spectrum. Colours such as deep yellow, crimson, turquoise
and violet in their true aid vibrant forms are lamentably missing
from the typical display.
MULTI- PRIMARY DISPLAYS
One solution to these compromises is to use more than three
colour primaries. The complimentary colours to RGB are CMY
(cyan, magenta and yellow). Cyan contains both blue and green

www.hifinews.co.uk
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3times award winner
Home Cinema Choice
"Best Multiroom
Installation"

Founcier Member
Intelligent Homes
in the Making

wwvv.musical-images.co.uk
London's premier centre
for the world's leading
hi-fi and AV brands:

Arcam
Art Acoustics
B&W
Bose
Chord Electronics
Crestron
Denon
KEF Reference
Linn

CELEBRATING 10 YEARS
of high- end excellence
Musical Images' award wi-ning
Covent Garder store is now
celebrating ten years as London
and the South East's premier centre
for high- end AV and hi-fi.
With five luxurious demonstration
suites, a choice of top brands, pius
product and installation expertise
that's second to none, if you're
looking for the best, look no further
than Musical Images.
We look forward to welcoming
you as we celebrate ten years
at the top!

Living Control
Meridian
Musical Fidelity
Pioneer
ProAc
and many more

1

Covent Garden branch, in the
heart of London's West End,
is just 5mins walk from
Covent Garden or
Leicester Square tube stations
Branches around the M25:
173 Station Road, Edgware,
Middlesex HA8 7.1X
Tel: 020 8952 5535

Musical Images, Covent Garden
18 Monmouth Street, Covent Garden, London, WC2H 9HB Tel: 020 7497 1346

126 High Street,
Beckenham, Kent BR3 1EB
Tel: 020 8663 3777

MUSICAL IMAGES IS AN A'JTHORISED MAIN DEALER FOR OVER 100 LEADING MANUFACTURERS
Audio Visual Lifestyle Ltd ria Musical Images. Please call for opening time details. E-mail: sales@musical-images.co.uk
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Technical insight

Opening the
Windows

In afollow-up to his article on lossless
compression utilities Keith Howard uncovers
more of the background details to Windows
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I lossless Leader' ( HFN May 2005) Iwas
critical of the lossless compression capability

in future releases, and 32- bit float support will be

same applies if conversion to lossless WMA is
accomplished using an audio editor such as

of Windows Media Encoder v9 ( WME) because

added (although perhaps not 32- bit integer, for
which Microsoft sees little justification).

it did not correctly encode the 48kHz, 96kHz,

In fact, when configured correctly, WME will

I92kHz, 24- bit, 32- bit or multi-channel Wave

losslessly compress Wave files of the seven
formats shown in the table (see below).

be accessed with care, and this will be so until
the error-trapping capabilities of the codec ( I

are closely involved with the company's audio

COMPLEX ENCODER
WME is acomplex encoder, offering awide

used v9.1 with Music Converter) are improved. A
losslessly encoded file must, by definition, have
the same format as the input file, so there is no

activities. As aresult Ican now clarify what file
types the Windows Media Audio lossless encoder

variety of video and audio encoding options. As a
result, Microsoft is keen to discourage its use for

correct format automatically from the file header

supports and why Iobtained the results Idid.
The problems Iencountered with WME have

general audio encoding purposes. Instead it

or for it not to alert the user if the input format is

two origins. First, it will attempt the lossless

suggests dBpowerAmp's Music Converter ( free to
download from www.dbpoweramp.com) as this is

unsupported. This is how WavPack et a/ operate,
and Iexpected WME to do the same.

encoding of audio files even when they are of an

dedicated to audio processing and hence easier

Microsoft also passed on news about the Kernel
Mixer which, for the reasons described in ' Lossless

files Iused for the testing. In response to my
criticisms Iwas contacted by Microsoft and spoke
at length to four members of Microsoft staff who

unsupported

format.

The

one

exception

I to use. Acodec plug-in is available from the

Fl.scovered is 32- bit float files, for which WME

Adobe Audition.
So WMA's lossless encoding capability has to

reason for a lossless encoder not to select the

same site which allows

does generate an error message. Crucially, WME

Music Converter to

does not support the lossless compression of
mono files whatever their sampling rate or bit

create Windows Media
Audio files ( lossless or

depth, so my test files — which, apart from the

otherwise). Music

Channels
2.0

Bit de . th
16

2.0

24

Sam din.
44.1

rate

44.1

multi-channel file, were exclusively mono — were

Converter is better than

2.0

24

48

all handled incorrectly, without the generation of
aly error message. WME actually encoded them

WME for lossless audio

2.0

24

88.2

as two-channel 16/44.1.

respect: it makes the

2.0

24

96

Secondly, even for supported file types WME
requires that the file format be specified manually.

supported file formats
manifest by requiring

5.1

24

48

5.1

24

96

If this is not done then the encoding may again be

the user to select which

eroneous, and again WME will not aler: the user

to use from adrop-down list. But Music

if this is the case. This explains why the multi-

Converter, because it is based on Microsoft's

Leader', has been a controversial feature of the
Windows operating system since Windows 2000.

channel test file was incorrectly handled.
Unfortunately, accessing the relevant setting is

WMA SDK ( software developer's kit), will also
process files inappropriately without generating

to be replaced by amore controllable regime that

quite involved and is bypassed if you take the

an error message, either because the source file

will still provide for the mixing of differently

'Convert a file' route that Iused. According to

is not supported or because the file format is

formatted audio streams but also allow automatic

Microsoft this errant behaviour will be corrected

incorrectly selected. So it is not foolproof. The

sample rate conversion to be disabled. 11
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encoding in one major

It will disappear from the next release of Windows,
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Opinion

A certain
rai..
..
0
Watering cans prompt talk of musical scales

D

uring a recent visit to a garden centre Iwitnessed a
customer who couldn't believe that a 10- litre plastic

watering can had twice the capacity of its 5- litre

neighbour. It was about aquarter as big again, and as a 26%
dimensional increase will ( by cubic proportion) double an
object's volume, this seemed OK. But he evidently suffered a
poor sense of ' volumetric awareness' and boldly claimed that the
labelling was at fault.
Only an hour previously I'd been compiling alist of frequency
ratios representing musical consonances, showing for a reader

Will brass sections

how these underpin the scale of just intonation', while also

go plastic once boys

listing the errors involved when that scale is modified by the

have learned to coax

imposition of equal-temperament ( ET). So when the watering

atune from these?

can episode arose this was still fresh in my mind. In particular,
the ratio for an ET major- 3rd is 1.26, which triggered amemory

semitones, so that the ideal intervallic template ceases to

that this figure is also the cube- root of two.

function correctly if one attempts to start ascale at other points

Thus Iwas well placed to help the perplexed customer, who
eventually grasped 3-dimensional reality and asked his son to

within its domain. Hence JS Bach's well tempered clavier, as
Just Intonation simply isn't workable on wide-ranging fixed- note

take charge of a 10- litre can ready for purchase. With aglint in

instruments, while ET provides viable if slightly imperfect tuning

his eye, the youngster then applied pursed lips to the device's

across all 24 keys. Departures from ' just' intervals never exceed

spout, and after a couple of minutes' experiment managed to

1.0% of the note frequency, which is one sixth of asemitone or
17 centi-semitones. Just and ET fractions are juxtaposed here

extract asimple tune, which an accumulating crowd of shoppers
duly applauded. But impressive though that was, it seems
unlikely that brass players will soon be switching to watering
cans, or that musicologically inclined gardening folk will find
themselves applying equal- temperament
horticultural problems.

tuning

to

other

for easy comparison, while a Decibel column provides steps
whose magnitudes equal the ET figures.
In the latter, the ubiquitous 1.26 could perhaps be chosen to
compensate for this month's distinctly non-sonic opening, being
in its audio role the cube- root of the very decibel quantity it

However, the 1.26 which had involved me in that little drama

represents. Think of it!

•

also has an audio function, joining its ET partners in signifying
an exact decibel level. This is because the relevant mathematics
dictates that the 12th- root- of-two which defines the semitone's
size within a2:1 frequency span equals a0.5dB step as set by
the decibel's 20th- root- of-ten within a2:1 voltage-cum- pressure
span. There's nothing new in this, but ever since the dB/ET link
was aired here in 1998 there's been astream of enquires, so I've
decided to present the data

in

tabular form.

Diatonic

The first column highlights the
classic

TTSTTTS

major

scale

contained within the adjacent 12note

chromatic

sequence.
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and

(see Cul .G lot values)
8.0

2.00

2.00

ZERO

ZERO

1.888

+0.89

+12

5.5

8flat

Minor - 7th

9:5
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-1.0

-17

5.0

A

Major - 8th

5:3
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+15

4.5

Aflat

Minor - 8th

815
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.14

4.0

Perfect - 5th

3:2

1.5
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.0.13

-2

3.5
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1.333

1.335

e
5

Fsharp

3

tones

Decibels

(cents)

1.675

of satisfactory scales based on other

placed

Eq Temp Errors

2:1

tonics. This is due to the small steps

and

Et( Tenip
Errors (%)

15:8

4

sized

Eq Temp
Fractions

Octave

flats fail to promote the emergence

in Col 4 comprising seven variously

Just
Fractions

Major -7th

at A, the five gap-filling sharps and

required to generate the pure ratios

lust
Ratios

7

suitably accessed, will also deliver
TSTTSTT minor scale commencing

Musical
Intervals

e

But

although those same white notes,

Scale in C

Sequence

A customer couldn't believe that a
10- litre watering can had twice the
capacity of its 5- litre neighbour "

2

+/-17

3.0

+0.15

+3

2.5

E

Major - 3rd

54

1.25

1.260

+0.8

+14

2.0

Eflat

Minor - 3rd

8:5

1.2

1.189

-0.92

-15

1.5

0

Major - Tone/Whole - Tone

9:8

1.125

1.122

-0.26

-4

1.0

Csharp

Minor - Tone/Semitone
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1.087

1.059

.0.75

-12

0.5

Unison

O

1.00

1.00

ZERO
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Double
Take
Biwiring has been with us for 20 years and most,
though not all, loudspeaker manufacturers now
provide for it. But it still gives rise to controversy,
as Keith Howard explains

T

his is where my sometimes hazy recollection of hi-fi history,
including that which I've lived through, lets me down. I
remember running early public demonstrations of hi-wiring,

using SD Acoustics SD2s, at one of the Last Drop
Village hi-fi shows in Bolton (remember them?) when
joarnalist-tumed-marketeer John Bamford and Iwere
at IiiFi Answers. That was 20-odd years ago and the
idea must then have been pretty new. But who first
proposed that passive speaker crossovers should be
split and each electrically isolated section individually
wired to the power amplifier, Ijust can't recall.
Whoever it was, the intervening two decades have
seen their brainchild graduate from being a left-field
tweak into accepted practice. Most high quality
loudspeaker manufacturers now provide for bi-wiring,
and audiophiles worldwide now regard it as afamiliar
part of the hi-fi canon.
But to say that bi-wiring is universally accepted
would be a misrepresentation. Some loudspeaker
manufacturers decline to incorporate split crossovers,
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not to save a few pennies on extra connectors but
because they wish their products to be used singlewired. There are also voices which decry bi-wiring as
having no theoretical basis, of being another example
of the hocus-pocus to which gullible audio subjectivists
are susceptible. Recently Istumbled across a heated
web forum thread on the subject, which just reinforces
the fact that, for some of you anyway, bi-wiring is still
very much alive issue.
This is one reason Ithought it no bad idea to revisit
this subject. A second is that down the years very little
has been published in the way of hard evidence
demonstrating why bi-wiring makes an audible
difference. In fact Iknow of only one example, and that
appeared within an AES paper whose subject was
actually not bi-wiring but multitone test signals. Jon
Risch, the author of that paper, has since written
extensively about bi-wiring on his website (
www.
geoeities.com/jonrisch/bi-wiring.htm) and I suggest
everyone interested in the subject read and absorb what

www.hifinews.co.uk

Feature
Bi wiring

(This reciprocal acoustic behaviour is fully analysed in
aneglected paper by the late Peter BaxandalP, if you
are interested, although in an altogether different
context). If the loudspeaker were connected directly to
the amplifier and the amplifier had negligible output
impedance, this microphonic behaviour would be of
no consequence. But the presence of finite impedance
upstream of the speaker means that, if the drivers and
their crossover filters share a common input, an
attenuated version of the signals generated by one
driver can appear across the other(s). Risch suggests
that drivers will act as microphones in response to
acoustic excitation from other sound sources, including

Very little hard evidence has
been published demonstrating
why bi-wiring makes adifference

_

-

1
-' 00

Fig 1. Spectrum of the split- band rnultitone test signal used by
Jon Risch to test for the effects of hi- wiring

TO LOUDSPEAKER

1k

100k
OUTPUT

0.01 < 0.01

A11797

I

FROM AMPLIFIE:2

Fig 2. Circuit diagram of the high- linearity current sensor used to
take the measurements here. The AD797's power supply,
distcrtion cancellation and decompensation components have
been omitted for clarity

he says there. His site also carries arepeat of the AES
paper measurements (
www.geocities.com/jonrisch/
page8.htm), so there is no need to shell out for acopy
of the original.
THE THEORIES
To paraphrase, Risch's explanation of bi-wiring's
beneficial effect on sound quality is this. As well as
acting as radiators of sound, speaker drive units also
act as microphones and therefore as signal sources
which inject voltages back into the crossover network.

www.hifinews.co.uk

the other drivers in aspeaker and other speaker(s) in a
system, and as aresult of internal resonances.
Writing in Studio Sound ayear before Risch's paper,
John Watkinson offered a different explanation, this
time without supporting measurements. His version
begins with the fact that loudspeaker drive units are all
inherently non-linear. As a result, the current the
drivers draw from the amplifier contains harmonic and
intermodulation products which are not present in the
amplifier's output voltage signal. Once again, if the
loudspeaker was connected directly to the amplifier
and the amplifier had negligible output impedance,
this would not matter. But the presence of finite
amplifier output impedance and finite speaker cable
impedance means that this distorted drive current
gives rise to a distorted voltage across the speaker's
input terminals. As a result, the nonlinearity of one
drive unit can modify the signal reaching another if
both are fed, via their crossover filters, from the same
input connectors.
In both the Risch and Watkinson models, the
undesirable effects are minimised by splitting the
crossover and providing separate cable runs for each
driver and its associated filtering back to the amplifier
output terminals, in order to eliminate the shared
impedance of asingle cable. In other words, by the use
of bi-wiring.
The concept sounds simple, it is simple. But what
evidence is there that these effects are significant in
practice? Actually, precious
little — and Isay that not as
bi-wiring sceptic but as
someone who has used and
advocated it for many
years. Jon Risch attempted
to provide evidence in his
AES paper, and so far
as I'm aware he is
the only person
ever to publish
such work.
For his tests Risch
used a split-band
multitone signal having

Hi FiNews

Bi wiring promises
better sound by
bypassing
aspeaker's
crossover, but
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where's the
evidence?
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At £ 775, the SDA 2175 Semi Digital Power Amplifier
offers:
200W / 8 ohms, 375W / 4ohms
Balanced and single- ended analogue inputs
Treble is sweet and accurate. Bass is tight and controlled
Complete lack of noise
Fully balanced design - all the way to the speaker terminals
75% less heat than class AB amps
Advanced protection circuits
No relays or fuses in signal path
High quality speaker terminals
Chassis made entirely from precision machined aluminium
Virtually immune to speaker back-emf
Vice- like control of speaker comes

"Supremely smooth and well balanced in every
respect, this amplifier starkly shows what other
solid-state does wrong. Brilliantly engineered,
it's nothing less than an epoch-making product.
VERDICT — Outstanding."
Hi Fi World, June 2005

At £ 1095, the SDAi 2175 Semi Digital Integrated Amplifier shares the same impressive
power engine as its brother and includes the following main features:
6 RCA inputs + 1XLR balanced input
Pre- amp output balanced and single- ended
Tape Out
User programmable attenuation for each input
Individual level and balance adjustment for each input with 0.1 dB steps
4step display dimmer with programmabe time-out
IR remote control
RS 232 connection for software upgrades

Performance and Value from TacT/Lyngdorf Audio?
Absolutely.

LYNG DORE
0870 9 100 100
www.tactaudio.co.uk
www.lyngdorfaudio.co.uk
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the spectrum shown in Fig 1. (Igenerated this as a24bit Wave file, so its inherent noise floor is over 30dB
lower than the - 140dB minimum of the graph. This
vertical scale is used for consistency with the graphs

interaction between the two drivers, as the Risch and
Watkinson models propose, then we might expect to
see higher levels of intermodulation distortion on this
signal when the speaker is operated in single-wire than
in bi-wire mode. Risch's published measurements,
which used a current transformer to measure signal
currents in the speaker cables, appeared to show that
this does indeed occur.
REPEATING THE EXPERIMENT
So why, as I'm about to, repeat that experiment here?
Two reasons. First, it is always agood maxim to take
nothing on trust. Even if the result is the same, repeating
an experiment is never wasted effort because it bolsters
faith in the result. Second and more specifically, Iwas
troubled from my first reading of the Risch paper by his
use of a single current transformer, which meant that
single-wire and bi-wire results could not be compared
directly. Instead the single-wire results were compared
with those obtained from separate measurements of the
current in each half of the bi-wire connection. The
problem with this methodology is that current
transformers are themselves nonlinear devices, so it is

the split- band test

-20

signal looped
through the

-40

measurement

that follow). As you can see, the signal comprises two
groups of five quite closely spaced tones, the first in the
range 100 to 182Hz and the second from 5 to 9.1kHz.
This signal commends itself to testing for the effect of
bi-wiring because in atwo-way speaker the lower set
will primarily excite the bass-mid driver — and includes
sufficient low frequency content to ensure that it
operates at significant diaphragm excursion — while the
upper set primarily excites the tweeter. If there is

Fig 3. Spectrum of

dBFS

-60

system, excluding
the current sensor.

-80

Note the very low
level of distortion

-100
-120
-140 -10

100

1k

frequency (Hz)

10k

20k

Analog Devices' ultra low distortion AD797 op-amp. By
setting the gain of the mixer at 100, the output voltage
becomes 1volt per amp of speaker current.
Output from this current sensor was recorded for
analysis as aWave file via the input stage of aLynx L22
sound card, whose ADC stage also has extremely low
inherent distortion. Connection from the sensor box to
the loudspeakers was by 5m lengths of identical cable,
each having a loop resistance of about 0.07 ohms
(calculated not measured). Meanwhile, connection from
the sensor box to the amplifier was via ashort (30cm)
length of the same cable.
Clearly the amplifier for this test must also have low
inherent distortion, so Iused Rotel's RA 1062 integrated
— an unusually fine performer in this respect. The test

11

Risch suggests drivers act as
microphones in response to
excitation from other drivers

possible that any observed difference is due to the
distortion behaviour of the sensor rather than the
signal, generated as aWave file, was replayed through
the RA 1062 via the DAC stage of the L22, whose
distortion performance — while not as exceptional as
the card's ADC — is still plenty good enough for this
purpose. Distortion and noise performance of the
combined L22 DAC, RA 1062 and L22 ADC on the
Risch split-band test signal is shown in the spectrum of
Fig 3, and the AD797 within the current sensor can be
expected to add very little to this. Noise from the current

distortion behaviour of the loudspeaker.
To sidestep this weakness requires a measurement
method that has high inherent linearity and can be
applied to both wires in the bi-wire connection at the
same time. So for my tests Ibuilt a bespoke current
sensor using the circuit illustrated in Fig 2. This
employs two low-value resistors (0.01 ohm, 1%) as the
current-sensing elements and combines their outputs
via aclassic shunt feedback mixer circuit, based around
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-80

-80
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k

frequency ( Hz)
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20k
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Fig 4. Overlaid spectra for CDM INT in hi- wire ( blue trace) and

Fig 5. As Fig 4 but this time using the B&W 805. Again there

single- wire ( red trace) modes. They are effectively identical

is no significant difference in the spectra
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sensor could be lowered 20dB by reducing the resistor
values in the mixer circuit by afactor of 100, probably
without much affecting the AD797's distortion (which
remains extremely low even into a600 ohm load), but
it's adequate as it is.
Using this set-up Ifirst measured the signal currents
flowing in aB&W CDM1NT in single-wire and bi-wire
mode, with the results shown in Fig 4. Two spectra are
overlaid here: the blue trace represents the bi-wire
result, beneath which the single-wire spectrum is
plotted in red. Although the increased level of distortion
within the speaker drive current is obvious in
comparison with Fig 3, the single-wire and bi-wire
traces virtually overlay one another. Ithen repeated the
measurements using aB&W 805, with the results shown
in Fig 5. Once again, the single-wire and bi-wire results
are effectively identical.
Whether Risch's very different results were indeed
caused by non-linear effects in his current sensor is
impossible to say, but this is at least adistinct possibility.
Whatever the reason, his findings are not verified here.
Moreover, if we accept Watkinson's explanation of the
bi-wiring effect, it is obvious from the spectra why this
test reveals no significant difference between the singlewire and bi-wire connections. Although the current
waveform is obviously distorted by nonlinearities in

Bp- wiring

dBFS

Fig 6. Spectrum
of the author's
revised splitband test signal
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Fig 7. Overlaid
spectra for the
B&W CDM1NT in
bi-wire ( blue
trace) and
single-wire (red
trace) modes on
the revised test
signal
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Again, the single- wire
and hi- wire results were
effectively identical
the two drivers, the bass-mid unit's distortion falls
away quite rapidly above 300Hz in both the tested
loudspeakers, so the signal voltage across the tweeter
input is not significantly affected by it. No wonder,
then, that the single-wire and bi-wire connections have
indistinguishable performance.

-140
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frequency ( Hz)

10k

20k

d8FS

Fig 8: As Fig 7
but for the B&W
805 speaker
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TIME FOR A RETRY
With this in mind, I attempted to construct a
better-adapted test signal. Low frequency components
are essential to ensure that the bass-mid driver operates
with significant nonlinearity, so the lower set of five
tones was retained. To ensure that harmonic and IM
products in the bass-mid unit's current appear at
sufficiently high frequency to affect the tweeter, anew
set of five tones was added straddling the crossover
frequency (4kHz in both speakers). Lastly the upper set
of tones was shifted up an octave, to separate them from
the new set. This resulted in the triband test signal
whose spectrum is shown in Fig 6.
Subjecting the CDM1NT and 805 to this modified test
signal produced the results shown in Figs 7 and 8,
where the current spectra for the single-wire and biwire connection are overlaid as before. Despite the
change in signal, the result is the same as before: there
is no significant difference between the single-wire and
bi-wire results for either speaker. (Although, on another
tack, the clearly superior linearity of the 805's tweeter
maybe explains some of its superior sound quality.)
The conclusion pretty much writes itself. Although
the mechanisms described by Jon Risch and John

www.hifinews.co.uk
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frequency ( Hz)
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Watkinson to account for hi-wiring's superior
performance are valid in the sense that loudspeakers do
act as microphones and do draw distorted signal
current, the consequences of this appear at such alow
level that they are masked by other sources of distortion,
even in the high resolution tests described here.
Personal experience convinces me that hi-wiring can
and often does improve speaker sound quality, and
there must be ameasurable reason for this. But even 20
years on, that reason and the measurement which
validates it both remain elusive. •
References
1) Jon Risch, A New Class of In- Band Multitone Test Signals, Preprint
4803, Audio Engineering Society 105' Convention, ( 998 ( available via
www.aes.org)
2) Peter Baxandall, Loudspeakers as High- Quality Microphones,
Preprint 1593, Audio Engineering Society 65" Convention, 1980
(available via www.aes.org)
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ART Audio
ART Loudspeakers
Audio Analogue
Aurum Cantus
Audio Physic
Audionet
AV1
Bel Canso
Black Rhodium
Blue Note
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Custom Design
Croft
Eastern Electric
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JAS Audio
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we are so confident that you will love these Loudspeakers, we even give
you our peace of mind, unique 30-day money back guarantee*
When aproduct wins this many
awards in asingle year, you know to
expect something pretty special!
No matter what your expectations
are, nothing will prepare you for your
first encounter with the Hyperion 938
loudspeaker.
The beautiful piano high gloss finish
and attention to detail can hardly
fail to impress but its the noise this
speaker makes that will leave most
speechless. Listen to other speakers
and in most cases you'll find one
aspect, one area that you wish you
could change to create that perfect
loudspeaker. Listen to the Hyperion
938 and the first thing you'd ears
will tell you is just how balanced
the 938 is. You really cannot fault its
performance in any area.

Aduo-cabinet design has been created
for this full-range 3-way speaker. With
adedicated cabinet for the bass, two
8" S.V.F. woofers are used instead of
alarger size woofer for truly amazing
bass speed, resolution, coherence
and impact The New HPS-938 is
your answer to anew level of audio
experience.
The piano high gloss black version sells
for £3,750 and birds-eye maple version
for £4,500. Reviewers/customers are
comparing the Hyperion 938 to speakers
costing three or four times the pnce.
This high-efficenc-y loudspeaker (90db)
can be driven by both valve and solidstate amplifiers with ease. Contact
Shadow Audio for more information
and to arrange an audition of these next
generation loudspeakers!
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for the best free advice and 30-day money back guarantee* on IsoTek mains
conditioning products...
IsoTek Special Offers

Gill Solus

On the following IsoTek mains filtration systems:
NOVA (new)
Titan (new)
GII Minisub
GII Solus

£1495
£1425
£495
£295

Gill Minisub

FREE delivery, FREE IsoTek mains cable worth
£49 and a30-day money back guarantees.

NEW IsoTek NOVA
(shown on the right)
Following the renowned -titan mains conditioner,
comes the new NOVA.
Similarly styled to the Titan, the NOVA is
intended primarily for lower power source
components. Llice the Titan it has high current
capability (3860 watts). This makes it suitable to
run complete modestly sized systems. Each of
the six outlets has individual filtering. Adaptive
Gating senses opmponents power requirements
and adjiists filiering and power to suit.
*conditions apply

Best Part- Exchange Prices
For full details of our extremely comprehensive range of products, our extensive
used listing, links to reviews, technical information and much more, visit www.
shadowaudio.co.uk
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...speak to Shadow Audio!
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A NO RISK 30- DAY MONEY
BACK OPTION*

tel: 0I592 744 779
fax: 01592 744 710

*(CONDITIONS APPLY)

Dealer enquires very welcome

info@shadowdistribution.co.uk
www.shadowdistribution.co.uk

JAS Audio
where beauty and sound reside in total harmony with one another

%%wadi
Introduction
Combining exceptional workmanship and the
highest quality components, JAS Audio brings
to the world the 2- way speaker Orsa and Orior.
Both the Orsa and Orior are designed to
deliver precise acoustic and vocal as well as
rich tonal balance. The deep soundstage and
extended frequency response are excellent for
the enjoyment of HDCD and SACD.
Every model is handcrafted with quality and
details that are seldom found in speakers at
any price. For instance, inside the cabinet, pure
natural wool is used for efficient damping/
tonal signature and top grade heavy gauge
silver interconnecting wire is used for signal
fidelity. The authentic wood veneer and 14
coats of piano lacquer finish simply gives aJAS
speaker the elegant look to match its exquisite
timbre.
Most of all, its price/performance ratio is
without peer hence our no risk 30-day money
back guarantee.
Call us today to arrange ano- risk audition.

This 2-way speaker has adistinct twin cabinet
design. This vertically vented speaker has venting
ports between the upper and lower cabinets,
which produces a360 degree sound field that
give rise to excellent 3-D soundstage.
Description
Frequency Response
Dynamic Range
Impedance
Nominal Power
Sensitivity
Drive Units
Crossover Frequency
Dimensions (cm)
Weight
Finishes

For additional information please visit
www.jas-audio.com.
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Orior ( f2,299.00)

2way vented, twin cabinet,
2units
40 - 60 kHz
10W-200W
8fl
150W
88c18
5"twin ribbon tweeter
6" DPC cone midrange/bass
2400Hz
W23 xH 42 xD34
Ilkg/pc
—
variety of 14 coat piano
lacquer finishes

Smooth, precise and powerful! Never has a2-way
speaker sounded so big and with such details in
its sonic reproduction. The quick and agile bass
region goes below 30Hz, easily outshining many
large floor standing speakers at any price range.
Description

2way vented, 2units

Frequency Response
Dynamic Range
Impedance
Nominal Power
Sensitivity
Drive Units
Crossover Frequency
Dimensions (cm)
Weight
Finishes

29 Hz - 60 kHz
10W- 200W
80
130W
88dB
5"twin ribbon tweeter
7"ceramic cone midrange/bass
i2200Hz
W 24.5 xH 39.5 xD 35.5
14kg/pc
variety of 14 coat piano '
lacquer finishes
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great things can indeed come in small boxes...
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Minimax M520 Valve

Minimax Valve

Minimax Valve

Minimax Valve

Minimax HDCD

Integrated Amp
(WxLxH)412x415x185mm

Pre Amp
(WxLxH) 316x145x115mm

Phono Pre Amp
(WxLxH) 316x215x127mm

Power Amplifier
(WxLxH) 316x205x150mm

Valve CD Player
(WxLxH) 316x338x95mm

£1,399.00

£699.00

£999.00

£849.00

£799.00

A Brief Introduction
Eastern Electric is ajoint venture between
US- based Bill O'Connell and Hong Kongbased electrical engineer Alex Yeung
which began when O'Connell metYeung in the
cyber world and eventually ordered one of his 5wpc
MA- Iamps with RGN2504 rectifier and 6L6 output
tubes.
The test as they say, is history
and the results
speak for themselves. A range of products that
set new standards and alevel of performance way
beyond its price-point.
Eastern Electric has received world-wide acclaim,
awards and praise from reviewers and listeners alike.
Visit www.easternelectic.co.uk for more
information.

FINESSE,ADAPTABILITY & BUILD
QUALITY: Minimax Pre- amp

FATIGUE FREE HIGH RESOLUTION
MUSICALITY: Minimax Tube CD Player

TRANSPARENCY & LOW-LEVEL
DYNAMICS: Minimax Pre-amp

ULTIMATE AFFORDABLETUBE SYSTEM:
Minimax CD Player, Pre- amp, Power Amp

"Put more succinctly yet,
MiniMax is for music lovers,
not theoreticians, critics and
other cold-blooded experts."

"Without endless money and
asaint's patience for costly
mistakes, you're far better
off with something like the
MiniMax."

"Within seconds it was
obvious that the MiniMax was
painting abig, very full and
rich sonic picture."

"Known as agolden ear in
Hong Kong, designer Alex
Yeung voices all of his valved
components to do justice to
music's innate beauty. Music
first, test tones ninth."

"Yet another example of atrue
value product that's intelligently
packaged with just the right - and
some unexpected - features. My
hat's off to the golden ears in
Hong Kong."

"Pour yourself awarm bath
and settle back with aglass
of wine.You have just entered
the MiniMax zone, adomain
of luxuriant harmonic textures
that envelopes and caresses
the aural pleasure centers."

Franz Liszt performed by Yoram Ish-Hurwitz. recorded With cables from SI ILTECI-1

Music Reviews
Haitink's live Bruckner 8 Prokofiev's Romeo and Juliet on vinyl

Rock — David Gray & new Clapton material

Classical
BEETHOVEN
Symphony 2

BRUCKNER

Adagio ( spanning almost 3m more than with Karajan) is
profoundly telling.
Given the excellent sound it is hard to find anything to
criticize. Except the format: I
would have preferred the

85m 45s two discs SACD hybrid £special

Symphony 2
RCO/Ma riss Jansons

Recorded live last
LIVE

RCO 05002
71m 50s SACD hybrid ££
These two Second Symphonies

ROYAL CORCERTGEBOUW ORCHESTRA
BRUCKOER > SYMPHOOY no.8
BEROFIRD HAITIflK
COODUCTOR LAUREATE

in D major have been coupled on
disc before, with mono broadcast
tapes by Beecham ( BBC Legends),
but there is no special illumination
....•

Bolan, Buddy Holly and Pistols DVDs

Symphony 8
RCO/Bernard Haitink
RCO Live RCO 05003

BRAHMS

Jazz from

disc break to have come before rather than after the
slow movement. And why slavishly adhere to the two-

February, this is
Haitink's fourth
recorded Bruckner

disc split for the SACD/ 5.0 layering? ( BIS, for instance,

8, his third with the

Performance • •
Recording • •

Concertgebouw
Orchestra; the

has just transferred 17 CDs' worth of Bach organ music
to just five SACDs!) CB
• • •
• •

penultimate one
with the Vienna
Philharmonic is
MATTHIAS KR

Bohjass and Free Base

West- Eastern Divan Orchestra

now recou pled with
No.3 [ Philips 470
534-2]. Haitink remains loyal to the Haas edition. His
Bruckner has often been detrimentally compared with
tt

LIVE

/• -

ROYAL COOCERTGEBOUW ORCHESTRA
BEETHOUEO tSYMPHOOY no 2
JRnsons,CHIEF COCIDUCTOR
ORRHIIS sSYMPHOIW no 2

Karajan's ( Karajan's finest Eighth, live with the VP0 from
1988, is now reissued in the uniform livery of the
Penguin Rosette' Collection: 4761654) and to some
degree this new recording represents aconvergence of
thinking. Karajan's is more subjective, more sensuous,
and gloriously played. But Haitink's greater objectivity
and structural mastery strike me as entirely apt for a

in doing this. Naturally, the

symphony described by Hugo Wolf as excelling every

sound is far superior with these

other symphony of the Master in its spiritual dimensions,
richness and greatness'. The chasteness of the spacious

Concertgebouw live recordings;
and the orchestral execution
is excellent. Even so, both
performances leave me uneasy.
Anyone who admires Toscanini's
or Klemperer's Beethoven will
recognise the moral integrity they
shared; there is more than a
hint that with Jansons it is sheer
orchestral virtuosity that comes
Ratings Performance/Recording
Outstanding
Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor

profound. Ididn't learn anything
here other than that the RCO

leader makes so much noise shifting
about on his chair ( this is especially

Op.18 quartets with the Quartetto
Italian° ( Phtips 426 046-2). CB

noticeable with the first track). I
just
don't get on with their playing, even

Performances • • •
Recordings • • • •

though the quartet is completely

remains superbly responsive. CB

unanimous over phrasing and
intonation; they are simply too

Performances • • • •
Recordings • • • •

insistent both in accompanimental
figures and expression. Added to

works by Bach, Boccherini,

this, the studio is rather dry,

and Schubert

emphasising the forceful style. I'd
suggest paying alittle more for all six

Orchestra Sinfonica di Milano!
Riccardo Chailly

BEETHOVEN
and Op.18:4
Naïve E 8899
55m 32s £££
The Astrée recordings by Quatuor
Mosaïques excited rave reviews in
other publications but, during my

ROCK JOHNNY BLACK
AUDIOPHILE KEN KESSLER
Prices
LEE full price EE mid price £ budget price
Especial special price set or disc

time as music editor, different HFN
reviewers were never enthusiastic.
Inow find myself in the same boat
with this Beethoven coupling —
unlistenable on headphones, as the

Hi-FiNews

BERIO
Orchestral transcriptions of
Brahms, Mozart, Purcell

Decca 476 2830
74m 57s £££

Quatuor Mosaïques

CLASSICAL CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG
JAll BEN WATSON

OCTOBER 2005

Jansons's flexibility of tempi has
more to do with whipping up
excitement than anything more

String Quartets Op.18:1

Reviewers

104

first. Similarly, with the Brahms,

BERNARD HAITIAN

Use.,

1.4e. 6.era Ikren. her eldirlidbM

Orchestral transcriptIons

Luciano Berio, who called his 1993
Harvard lectures ' Remembering the
Future' was much drawn to reworking, elaborating or simply
transcribing music from earlier
periods. Chailly's latest CD
programmes six such commissions,

Or chestra

S1010114ra di

Idtkvio Giuseppe Verdi

two where agroup of composers was
involved: aPurcell adaptation with a
chic, impossibly long title, written for

www.hifinews.co.uk

Music Choice
•

Classical

Four Winds by Dick de Great, recorded with cables from SI urEcei

publisher Alfred Kalmus; short
variations on Papageno's ' Ein
Madchen ober Weibchen' aria where
the rules forbade actual quotation.
Also on the disc are Berio's
formidable orchestration of the last,
unfinished, Contrapunctus from

BRITTEN
Occasional Overture •
The Young Person's Guide
to the Orchestra •
Frank Bridge Variations •
Prelude and Fugue

middle section of the scherzo is
perhaps overdone. Iliked the way he
draws out the affinities between
Beethoven's Op.26 Funeral March

LSO, ECO/Steuart Bedford

and Chopin's. The trio is presented in
adirect sunny way, the march
returning fortissimo, softening

Bach's Art of Fugue fading on a
cluster of the notes B-A- C- H; four

Naxos 8557200
59m 50s £

towards the end. As in, say, the first
Étude, there is some slurring at taxing

superimposed transcriptions of

With one rarity ( the orchestral

alternate versions of Boccherini's
Rif/rata nottuma di Madrid; and

overture) and two very popular
Britten scores, this is one of the most

moments in the opening movement,
where Freire observes the repeat.
It is good to find two sections of

Rendering, the orchestration of three
symphonic fragments by Schubert, a

attractive of the Collins— Naxos
transfers— and it offers superb

Universal, Decca and DG,
duplicating works within afew

restoration [
sic] where ' the injuries
inflicted by time, the missing pieces,

sound, especially the two ECO strings

months: Grimaud's last disc (
HFN

items. Forget the comparable JVCXR CD at around six times the cost!

July) had this same sonata and the
Barcarolle, in very different
treatments. CB

are left visible' ( the translated booklet
note is fairly abstruse). Lastly, there is
Brahms's First Clarinet Sonata
orchestrated for the LAPO in 1986 —
which I
found quite grotesque: it
makes the Brahms—Schoenberg
Piano Quartet sound like a
masterpiece. Paradoxically, the less

Performances
Recordings •

This was recorded live in the Berlin

Performances • • • •
Recording • • • •

BRAHMS
Haydn Variations •
Sonata Op.34b

this series, very slightly disappoints
expectations in That — for ah the sheer
beauty of sound, he structural
ntegrity and consistency of approach
—much of the tragic weighl of
utterance is underplayed. Another
DG Sixth, theVF'O/Boulez, is perhaps

Philharmonie in mid- 2004 — Claudio
Abbado's first concerts there since
Sir Simon Rattle took over the
orchestra. It signifies achange in

version of the Prelude and fugue as a
test disc for string sound; the

01.1151,

reinstate the deleted third blow. This
sthe most memorable part of a
reading which, after the Third,
Seventh and Ninth Symphonies in

DG 477 5684
79m 37s two discs

For some years I
have been using the
admirable lona BrownNirgin Classics

Al c.110111

—we hear (and how!) the hammer010w twice, Abbado does not

BPO/Claudio Abbado

time. Adisc for the specialist. CB

I

SN ION ARAISI

In the finale — argJably Mahler's most
consummate symphonic movement

MAHLER
Symphony 6

SACD hybrid £special

SÜSSMAYR
REQ0 E

SACDs break between ( ii) and ( iii).

5555
• • • •

accessible pieces struck me as the
ones worth hearing, but they only
amount to about half the playing

MOZART
REQUIEM

asafer recommendation. The sound
is rather soft-focused and distant. CB
Performance
Recording

thinking about the sequence of the
middle movements: Abbado's

•

•

•

•

•

MOZART
Requiem
SÜSSMAYR
Requiem
Maria Jette, Jennifer Larmore,
James Taylor, Eric Owens, St Olaf
Choir, St Paul CO/Andreas Delfs,
Anton Armstrong

Emanuel Ax/Yefim Bronfman

Norwegian CO plays well but the ECO
more than have the edge, and the

Sony Classical SK 89868
59m 33s £££

sound of the double- basses as they
introduce the fugue is much more

earlier recordings, including a1967
live Vienna performance on
Frequenz, have the Scherzo placed

Brahms was not always sure of the
best form his early music should
take, and what finally became the

realistic. In characterisation,
Bedford's readings of YPG and the
Variations are as satisfyingas the

after the Andante, as printed in the
Critical Edition and as Mahler's own
first performances were given. Some

great Fminor Piano Quintet was first

composer's own. Abargain! CB
Performances
5555

conductors, Barbirolli and Rattle
included, have preferred the reverse

Avie AV0047

Recordings

order ( as here). You cannot

68m lis SACD hybrid £££

thought of in terms of the string
quintet; the version for two pianos

•

• S • •

followed but Clara Schumann

the orchestral or two- piano version of
the '
Haydn' Variations came first.
These amiable variations seem
to work better for the listener than
Op.34b, where the sweep of the
familiar string entries is sadly missed

CHOPIN
Etudes Op.10 • Piano
Sonata 2 • Barcarolle
Nelson Freire
Decca 475 6617
57m 03s SACD hybrid £special
Most instrumentalists are taken up

Mozart's unfinished Requiem is most

personal choice since these two

often heard in he completion by his
amanuensis Franz
Xaver Süssmayr (as
here), but we rarely

BEN EALOVEGAMEC

declared it ' in need of an orchestra'.
Writers have disagreed over whether

reprogramme the player for

hear more of his
original music. This
Avie coupling, the
Mozart recorded
ive, has an 18m

by the record companies when very

—some might say the Kontarsky
brothers ( avery fine DG analogue
recording from 1979) were more

young, often then to fall by the
wayside. Nelson Friere is an
interesting example of apianist with a

persuasive, but they were also
infuratingly finnicky in their phrasing.

low key ( pun not intended!) recording
career— his first Columbia LP

Both works are beautifully played by
Ax and Bronfman, with real

followed his NY debut recital in 1971,
when aged 27 — but signed to Decca

excitement generated in the Sonata's

at nearly 60. This third Decca disc

more managable
some of the repeated

scherzo. The more expressive

complements the Op.25 Etudes/

German text stanzas

phrasing on this disc comes from the

Sonata 3coupling on 470 288-2; it

have been cut but

pianist on the left: presumably Ax ( we

was produced last year at Snape

they are printed in

are not told).
The sound is well balanced but just

Maltings. The sound is superb.
Something of afirebrand when

the booklet;

alittle shallow. CB
Performances • •

young, Freire has mellowed; his

Bruno has also used

account of the Sonata is free in terms
of tempo changes— the rubato in the

the Agnus Dei
setting, without

Recording

•

• S •

www.hifinews.co.uk

•

edited version of a
Requiem Mass for
choir and orchestra
unperformed for 200
years— to make it

producer Malcolm

HI-FiNews
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words, both as an orchestral overture
and apostlude. Süssmayr's
instrLmentation comprises strings
without violas, organ continuo and
two natural horns (for which bassett
horns are substituted).
Süssmayr's Requiem is entirely
conventional; the note suggests that
it serves as asharp reminder of the
musical ' norm' for 1791. The
downside of this issue — beautifully
sung, clear within aspacious
acoustic — is that the Mozart
performance is sensitive and well
crafted but lacking in tne requisite
kind of dramatic focus you get with,
say, Britten orMackerras.
Conductorsof the stature of Giulini,
Bohm and Karajan have produced
dul readings of this work and Delfs
certainly has afine soprano soloist in
Maria Jette. So: an interesting and
fair'y enjoyable release, although not
alibrary choice for the Mozart. CB
Performance (Mozart) • •
(Süssrnayr) • • •
Recordings • • • •
MUSSORGSKY
Pictures at an Exhibition
RESPIGHl
Pines of Rome
BBC SO/Leonard Slatkin,
BBC NOW/Tadaaki Otaka
Warner 2564 61954 2
58m 19s LET
Ravers orchestration of Mussorgsky's
Pictures at an Exhibition by no means
deterred other arrangers; by the time
Leonard Slatkin decided to make a
second ' patcnwork quir ( he'd
conducted his first at the 1991
Proms) he was acquainted with
around 30 passible scores. For this
secondversion, recorded at last
year's Proms. he has devised a
different sequence from 15 sources,
only using the Ravel fry 'Cum mortuis
in lingua morlua'. It begins, as with
Britten's Young Person's Guide, with
percussion anda quotation from
Purcell ( Byrwec Ellison); we then
hear, variously, Wood, Stokowski,
Goehr, Ashkenazy, Caillet
(Ormandy's Philadelphia clarinettist)

106
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SILTECH

‘°2 and others,
culminating in
a1968 'Great
Gate of Kiev'
with bells and
male chorus
set by Douglas
Gamley. The
most
interesting
options are
perhaps Sir
Henry Wood's
elaborate version of the ' Two Polish
Jews' and, with piano obbligato,
Emile Naoumoff's 'The Old Castle'.
Of course, our mental blueprint of the
Ravel generates afeeling of 'wrong
colours/wrong instruments' for much
of the time— the Pictures don't so
much evolve as jump from one
palette to another. But it's an
entertaining novelty.
lam less certain that one would
want to hear the BBC NOW coupling
more than cnce, well played though it
is. Otaka's is the lush kind of reading
that plays right into the hands of
those who disparage Respighi's
'Hollywood' scoring, yet the 2004
Prom audience evidently loved it. I
quite liked the way the recorded
nightingales in ' Pines of the
Janiculum' float into the ample space
of the Albert Hall, but for real 'class'
go, if you can, to Karajan's
Philharmonia recording, engineered
by Robert Gooch in 1958.1t should
have figured in last month's
remastered Karajan/EM I
series but it
didn't. CB
Performance ( Slatkin) • • •
(Otaka)
•
•
Recordings • • • •

PROKOFI EV
Romeo and Juliet —
PRCIKOFIEV
Suites 1 and 2
ROMEO ANC) JULIET
Minneapolis SO/
FIALLE r e JrrEs 1 AND 2
BTANIBLAW SKROWACZEWS.
Stanislaw Scrowaczewski
MINNICAPOIJII BYMPHONY
Speakers Corner Mercury 90315
180gm LP £special
There are two recordings of suites from
Prokofiev's ballet Romeo and Juliet
which have stood the test of time:
Ancerl's 1959 Supra phon version with
the Czech PO ( now on SU 3676-2) and
this 1962 Mercury, first issued here as aPhilips LP ( SAL 3463) and yet to
reappear as an SACD hybrid — the deleted 1990 CD transfer had Dorati's
LSO Night on Bald Mountain as filler. But the analogue is unquestionably
the one to have: it still sounds fantastic, although whether Speakers
Corner's transfer is better than the old Phil ps pressing, or truer to Mercury's
original tapes, is open to debate ( you would have to consider Philips's
superb cutting techniques during the early—mid 1960s; different plastics
used for the pressings; ageing of the master-tapes, over 40+ years). I
happen to think that SAL 3463, at
matched levels, is slightly more
natural sounding; but there's
more bass on this new LP, which
offers tremendous dynamics,
impact and transients — try the
'Death of Tybalt' tor orchestral
attack! Either way, synchronise
the CD and it just sounds s- 1-o-we- r. There is one cddity, and I
wonder how many readers have
noticed it before. You can hear,
briefly, what sounds like a
woman's voice at 2m 19s into
'Romeo and Juliet' in the First
Suite! A ' must have' reissue for
vinyl enthusiasts. CB
Performance • • • • •
Recording • • • • •
-

TALUS

4105

SPEM IN ALIUM
TALL IS
Spem in alium •
Missa Salve intemerata
Oxford Ca rraerata/
JeremySummerly
Naxos 8.557770
77m 19s with
61m 28s bonus CD £
Two early choral pieces deserve a
place in anyone's music library:
Allegri's Miserere and the 40- part
lattis Spem in alium which, Jeremy
Summenly explains, is full of
numerical ccdings. With this new
issue, also issued in both SACD and
DVD-A formats, you get two discs for
the priceof one and both of these
pieces, since Naxos — as part of its
18th anniversary ( an odd number to
celebrate although it coincides with
the mixed-voce group's 21st) —
adds a13-track bonus disc mostly
of Oxford Camerata tracks, across-

HI-F1News
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section of its early music catalogue.
On the new disc there's an
expansive motet from the late 1520s
(a Sanctus and Agnus Dei) and
three English settings of religious
texts. These are all sung and
balanced with exemplary clarity.
However, it is probably better not to
listen to the whole progra me at one
sitting as Tallis's trick of introducing
soaring soprano parts can become
wearing! CB
Performances • • • •
Recordings • • • •

TCHAIKOVSKY
Symphony 5
SIBELIUS
Valse triste
VERDI
The Force of Destiny
West- Eastern Divan Orchestra/
Daniel Barenboim
Warner 2564 62190 5
58m 35s I- documentary DVD
This is the first recording by the
extraordinary orchestra trained by
Daniel Barenboim and drawn from
opposite sides of the Arab/Israeli
politcal divide; it was made live at
Victoria HaM Geneva in 2004. A
filmed version of the concert is
duplicated on the DVD (with DIS 5:1
option) but omitting Valse triste.
Regrettably, the CD edits out any
audience response — the film shows
that applause overlapped the ending
of the Verdi overture.
Also on the DVD are a33m
documentary on the founding of the
orchestra, ' Lessons in Harmony', and

www.hifinews.co.uk

Amy
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Music Choice
Classical

The Boston Symphony Orchestra, remastered with cables from SILTECI1

82m of conversations between

Philips' live recording from the 1998

Barenboim and his close friend, the
late Edward Said — themselves
representatives of that seemingly

Salzburg Festival [462905-2 — HFN
June'99] with artwork to match the
two SACDs of Symphonies 4and 6.

unbridgable divide. Topics include
background to the project; Wagner

typography as ' nightmarish'; however

and antisemitism; Fürtwangler; and
the very nature of music, as opposed
to sound. ( These obviously prompted
the later Carnegie Hall public
discussions, available in transcripts
now published as aBloomsbury
paperback, ISBN 07475 6385 3.)
Barenboim, Said and Yo-Yo Ma
had set up the 1999 Weimar music
workshops which led to the formation
of the West- East Divan Orchestra: on
the strength of their Tchaikovsky a

At the time I
described the booklet
it did contain arevealing interview
with Gergiev, dropped here in favour

agreeable measure of ambience —
who neeed multi-channel?

1930 BBC commission. Walton's
Crown Imperial sounds somewhat

Immaculate pressing quality. CB
Performances
5555

odd in military band (as opposed to
the original large orchestral) scoring;

Recordings

and although Fennell uses the

•

•

•

•

BRITISH BAND CLASSICS

Eastman Theatre organ and there are
some realistic tubular bells at the

Music by Hoist, Jacob

end, the overall effect is somewhat

of ashort, bland uncredited note: the

and Walton

baby thrown out with the bath water.
The sound is slightly more focused
with this re- pressing. This is a

Eastmann Wind Ensemble/
Frederick Fennell

charismatic readingalthough the
Kempe and Mravinsky recordings
deserve precedence. CB
Performance ( No.6) • • • • •
Recording • • • • •
Performance ( No.5) • 5 • •
• S • •

Speakers Corner Mercury 90197
180gm LP £special
Speakers Corner's superb repro
sleeve and audiophile transfer ( from
a1958 tape) are persuasive but there
are one or two reservations here. The
whole of the ' A' side is given over to

remarkable ensemble, with good
strings and especially fine principal
clarinet and oboe players. You can

Recording

hear the solo horn relax into his key
passage at the start of ( ii). This is,
however, arather old-fashioned'

Symphony 6 — Allegro e
Salve Regina
DUPRE

firdIWAIR BYRD

reading with more than ample
ritardandos and atendency to ( not

Prelude and fugue Op.7 e

510WIIIIIPERK MARCti
FREIRRICR FER NEIL
WIWI WIND
EMILE

WIDOR

too small-scaled. Sir Adrian Boult's

SW' E IRt

quicker tempo ( LPO/EM I1977) is
much more exciting. CB
Performances • • •
Recordings • • • •

KEEPING SCORE
The making of a
performance of
Tchaikovsky's Fourth
Symphony
San Francisco SO/
Michael TilsonThomas

Cab__

BRITISH BAND
CLASSICS

SFSO Media 21936 008 9
121m DVD £££
One of the innovations made by
Michael Tilson Thomas when he was
principal conductor of the LSO was to

MS14ffil PRELUDE MO SCHERIC

inapt) portamento string playing. Do

Triptyque Op.51
Marcel Dupre

watch the performance: the

Speakers Corner Mercury 90169

large-scale work with an exploration

enthusiasm of these young musicians
is deeplyaffecting; and you can see
when Barenboim entrusts control to
them and briefly stops conducting. CB
Performances • • •
Recordings • • • •

180gm LP £special
You don't come across many organ
LPs in the charity shops, so this
remastered Mercury recording

of its genesis and structure, with a
large screen over the stage for visual

TCHAIKOVSKY
Symphony 6' Pathétique'
VPONalery Gergiev
Philips 475 6197

represents something of an analogue
oasis in adigital desert. In this 1957

MARCEL DUPRE

ORGAN RECITAL

MUSIC BY WIDOR and DUPRE
MARCEL DUPRE
at ST THOMAS CHURCH ,N.Y, Yu,.

combine amusical performance of a

Gordon Jacob's suite from virginal
pieces by Byrd: undemanding music
of no real consequence. The last
track, ' The Bells', has some well

instruction and the orchestra
prepared for sound examples.
This San Francisco DVD has a
filmed complete performance but

recorded chimes; the full

preceding documentary chapters
about Tchaikovsky's Fourth

orchestration, with plenty of cymbal
clashes, might present an end-of-

Symphony ( there is also adull history

side tracking test but should

of the work and ashort profile of the

reproduce entirely cleanly.

Orchestra) which balance musical

Symphony 5

The low brass sounds at the start of
Hoist's Hammersmith Prelude and

VPONaleryGergiev

44m 02s SACD hybrid £special

insights with those on how an

Scherzo are dubious, although this is

orchestra functions— the timpanist
soaking skins ( preferred to plastic) in

Philips 475 6718

more aquestion of appropriate

his shower tray; the oboist preparing

46m 19s £££
This live Pathétique was in
preparation when news broke of the

timbre than intonation. There's a
more acceptable Reference

reeds from bamboo; the copyist
transferring MTT's score markings

Recordings alternative by the Dallas
Wind Symphony [ RR-39CD] but the

into the separate parts; conductor
and principals working out expressive

overall reading there is reticent;
Fennell's scores on impact — this was

options at the piano, before the
general rehearsals.
This is a ' feel good' movie ( although

Beslan hostage-taking one year ago
and this undoubtedly fuelled
Gergiev's performance— he had

recital the French organist Marcel
Dupré plays the then newly
constructed 8905- pipe Aeolian-

recorded the symphony with his own
Mariinsky Orchestra in 1995 ( Philips

Skinner instrument at St Thomas's
Church New York, designed to suit

456 580-2) when tempi were more

the widest range of organ music. The
reproduction sleeve gives afull

moderate. Most reviewers have
preferred the older account, coupling

its premiere recording. Hoist himself
never heard aperformance of this

you don't have to be very cynical to
think it's all agloriously indulgent
promo for the SES) with lifestyle and

specification. Widor's Allegro is one

back-stage glimpses and some

the Fantasy-Overture Romeo and

of the standard party- pieces and well

footage of children being introduced

Juliet, but its fine nuances can seem

represented in the catalogue,
however, as Dupré was aWidor pupil,

to classical music —Tilson Thomas is a

mannered — lamina minority in
preferring the passion and electric
charge of this superbly played Vienna
alternative, even though the marchscherzo sounds perilously about to
derail at any moment. In the

interesting, I
thought, the Salve

remember his earlier Manfred,
Orchestral Suites and ballet

Regina was alate addition to Widor's
Second Symphony: achorale based

last bar of the work Gergiev holds the
lower strings' pppp for an eternity.

on aGregorian melody.
If Dupré's own works are ( to anonexpert ear) no great shakes musically

Outstanding Philips engineering from
the Musikverein, but with hardly a
gap between movements.
The Fifth is is arepackaging of

then the recorded sound certainly is —
you can feel the low registers in your
own room floor structure. The stereo
image itself is nicely spaced with an

www.hifinews.co.uk

great communicator. He is also a
good lyrical Tchaikovsky conductor:

his interpretation has authority. More

recordings for Sony. He's lost none
of his podium dazzle either: still the
same sweeping circular gestures

MICHAEL TILSON THOMAS

from the hips, the non-aggressive
jabbing the stick at the players. CB
Performance • • •
Documentary • • •
Recordings
• SS •
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Music Choice
sacd

ri//

More than a song by Witness, recorded with cables front SILTECH

Jazz
KAHIL ELZABAR'S
RITUAL TRIO
Live At The River
East Art Center
Delmark DE566
61m 19s £££
Recorded live on 18 December
2004, the intimate and relaxed vibe
of percussionist El'Zabar's trio ( Ani
Brown on tenor and Yosef Ben Israel
on bass) seduces the ear, while guest
Billy Bang on electric violin brings in
atoothsome spike and excitement.
When El'Zabar plays marimba
and Bang plucks his strings, the
pentatonic mode evokes an African
thumb piano (though the rhythmic
base is jazzily progressive rather than
cyclical). When Bang bows the violin,
he's closer to the post-Trane violinism
of Leroy Jenkins and Jean-Luc Ponty
than Stuff Smith, but he retains a
quirky charm all his own. Bang defies
any attempt to separate modernist
abstraction from the blues,
scrubbing up awe-inspiring scratch
crises which are simultaneously
improvised gesture and hokum- band
exuberance. Brown's romantic sax
flurries brings the music into the orbit
of the best Loft Jazz, while Israel's
bass confers amajestic solidity on
the whole. Judging by his spokenword track, El'Zabar is doubtless an
overbearing prophet- in- his-owndashiki, but he can convene the
most soulful and subtle musicians in
contemporary jazz. Bravo! BW
Performances • • • • •
Recording • • • •
TRIO SOWARI
Three Dances
Potlatch P105
52m lls £££
It's great when you slide in a
CD and you're suddenly swept
away by sounds which could
come from ahotel cistern, the
Fantastic Voyagesoundtrack or
ascientific reconstruction of a
midge's experience suspended
in acobweb in the bell of Lester
Young's saxophone. Now that any
noise is deemed suitable for artistic
pummeling, Potlatch provides a
crucial service: finding the musicians
who know how to get way from
'music' and serve us up experience,
bloody and raw and smelling of the
braincells burnt up by mobile phone
masts. Phil Durrant (sampler, synth),
Bertrand Denzler ( tenor sax) and
Burkhard Beins ( percussion) admit
what instruments they're playing, but

www.hifinews.co.uk

FREE BASE
The Ins And Outs
Emanem 4116
71m 53s £££
In the CD insert, saxophonist Alan Wilkinson
discusses the difficulty of translating live
improvisations to the recorded form. At gigs,
his trio plays long, 45m sets, confident that
the audience will enjoy alengthy testing
of potential before the music 'gels'. Such
extravagance doesn't suit the low-key
situation of home listening. For this recording
at Gateway Studios by Steve Lowe, the trio
recorded 100m of material, and selected
the best takes. They all worked out between
13m and 5m in length. As you'd expect with
Wilkinson in the company of Ma rcio Mallos
(bass) and Steve Noble ( percussion) the
music is heavy, funny, spiky and gorgeous.
Musicians are all ears as they construct
introductions from chance notes and lightning
ripostes, waxing grandiloquent and expansive
as they decide on amusical form. Here jazz
fervency and improv flexibility have found a
new level of compatibility. BW
Performances • • • •
Recording • • •

you couldn't guess. Nothing quite
so intimate and with the erotics of
abraded sound has emerged since
Polwechsel. BW
Performances • • • •
Recording
•
•
WARD/BARLOW/FELU
NOBLE
Help Point
Copepdo Records PODO2
66m 08s £££
Alex Ward plays alto sax and electric
guitar, but here chooses to play
clarinet. For this studio date recorded
on 3September 2003, he's got on
board the premier UK rhythm section
of Simon Fell ( bass) and Steve Noble
(drums). His secret weapon is Luke
Barlow on analogue synth, adept at
creating the hovering weightlessness
of out-cat '60s Blue Note. The music
skips along with requisite ebulliance
and fury and you can't help but notice
the superb musicianship. However,
something doesn't quite work.
Perhaps it's because Ward's desire
to create agenre groove mean that
his Trad-to-toddler clarinet antics
aren't dealt with seriously by the
group. Although recognisably his,
his licks become irksome. Applying
the techniques of1m prov to more
predictable musics is not easy. This
critic's ears hear the difficulties rather
than the pleasures. BW
Performances • • •
Recording • • •

BOHJASS
High Street 3070
PB006
34m 30s Especial
Tim Piedger's Melbourne-Pd5ed
band Bohjass is like an updated Soft
Machine: driving, intelligent jazz rock
with nods to Minimalismand Techno.
Pledger ( sax) and his sextet (Cam
McAllister trumpet; Belinda Woods
flute; Ned Collette guitar; Alastair
Watts bass; Michael Ponley drums)
playas if they've taught themselves
to play th.s music. Bohjass have an
ensemble warmth and quirkiness
which signal somethingimportant.
The opener here — ' The Rusty Roof'
—uses Debussyesque flute to great
effect. These repetitive slabs of sound
don't have the corn poserly ambition
of the last Bohjass release ENFNMay
2004], but asa document of aunique
band which has stuck togetner for six
years it's rather special. BW
Performances
• I • •
Recording • • • •

attempt to unite blacks and whites
with aradical politics. ' Disco Poet'
Khan Bprovides an excellent,
angry talkover at tne startand the
ensemble is extraordinarilytight,
lean and sinewy. The rhythm section
comprises pianist Justin Dillard,
bassists Josh Abrhams and Ha rnson
Bankhead, with Isaiah Spencer
on drums. The horns are Corey
Wilkes (trumpet), Norman Palm Ill

ERNEST DAWKINS'
CHICAGO 12
Misconceptions Of A
Delusion Shades Of A
Charade
Sons d'Hiver
79m £spec'al
Dedicated to trie 35th Anniversary
of the Cnicago 7trial, this package
including an essay by the leader
memorialising the 1960s and its

(trombone), Greg Ward (alto), Kevin
Nabors ( tenor) and Aaron Gets:Jg
(baritone). It's staggering, really, that
the tradition of Duke and Mingus
lives on: the expla nation is because
Ernest Dawkins is concerned
with community activism ratne,
than corporate sell. This unit is an
explosive aggregation ot talent. BW
Performances
• III
Recording • • • •
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Pietro Antonio Locatelli performed by Eandrine Cantoreggi, recorded with zabres from SI LT EC 14

siletà

DAVID GRAY
Life In Slow Motion
Atlantic 5046797662

SINEAD O'CONNOR

45m £££
last album seemed to find him in

Throw Down Your Arms
That's Why There's Chocolate
And Vanilla [ advance copy]

son'tething of adip, but Gray has pulled out all
the sp,s for this one, and it may be his best

47m 25s £££
Sinead's seventh studio album,

album àjar. There's adepth, richness and
variety to the sound here that moves Gray into

consisting of adozen reggae covers

awhole new dimension. The first single, 'The
One ILove', is the most imrrlediately catchy
• raid, as is typical of the album, there's

recorded at the legendary Tuff Gong
studios in Jamaica, might come as
asurprise to some, but she's loved

flore to athan is immediately obvious. What

reggae ever since she moved to
London at the age of 17 and has been

could easily* mistaken for just another love
song is act uofty about the dying thoughts of
,a shooting victim. Crier standouts, like 'Ain't
ittio Love and Frorreiere You Can Almost See

planning this project for more than
five years. The album also reflects her
current immersion in Rastafarianism.
Produced by the legendary reggae
rhythm section of Sly Dunbar and

l

*le Sea, confirm ti-et Gray's songwriting is
as powe -ful as ever Whafs more, the songs
have been subtly shaded with orchestration,
electrorcs and adventurous arrangements

Robbie Shakespeare it features a
bunch of Burning Spear classics
including ' Marcus Garvey' and the

that Dning them to life in ways his previous ,
lo-fi
necarcir gs muld never have achieved JB

title track, plus distinctively Sineadian
re- interpretations of songs by Bob
Marley, Peter Tosh, Buju Banton,

Perfirmances • • • k
Recordings • • • • •

Israel Vibration, The Abyssians,
Lee Perry and others. It's decidedly
odd, to begin with, to hear Sinead's
unique diction and phrasing floating
atop roots reggae backings but once
the initial shock is over, the album is
eminently enjoyable, with Lee Perry's
'Curly Locks' and Spear's ' He Prayed'
emerging as stand outs. JB
Performances • • • •
Recordings

•

•

•

Simon Climie. It works well, but

the same intense mood is sustained

doesn't seem to present him with any

throughout, with only acoupe of
tracks delivered at much more than

of the challenges that might Kok him
into making better albums. JR
Performances • •
Recordings • •

•
•

TRACY CHAPMAN
Where You Live

hear this stuff, but there's no denying
that Neck know what they're doing,
and they do iT with gusto. JB
Performances • • • •

asnail's pace. For those who can
take this sort of emotional turmoil,
the jazzy, almost Gershwin like
Dwell' is one of the loveliest melodies
Chapman has come up with andthe

Recordings

•

•

•

•

LES PAUL

closing'Be And Be Not Afraid' offeFs
an empowering philosqphy for those

Les Paul And Friends
Capitol 334064 2
65m 33s £C£

ERIC CLAPTON

Elektra

Back Home
Reprise/Duck 936249395 2

46m 56s £££
Depending entirely on your point

who feel downtrodden. JR

60m 17s £££
As you'd expect with any Clapton

of view, Tracy Chapman is either
adeeply depressingdo-gooder

Recordings

album, the man's playing remains
superb, sharp and stinging. His

era courageous champion of the
underdogs. Whatever your take,

NECK
Sod ' Em And Begorrah

surgeons set his arm permanently

vocals too seem to improve as the
years go by, but there's much more

there's no way to deny that she has

Hibernian RiBER03

pick the strirgs. Having already

aquite unique voice, acurious
trembling tone which suggests

49m 22s EE£
If The Clash had been born in the
Emerald Isle, they might have ended
up sounding like this. Neck, based

invented the first solid- bodied guitar
and poneerad multi-track recording,
he went on to revolutionise pop music

in North London are probably the
punkiest of all the ranting Celic

he had abrain aneurysm — he simply
learned how to play guitar again.

punk bands, and they certainly
kick up asplendid racket on their

he influenced turn up here, and the

to making agreat album than just
musical virtuosity, and Back Home
falls seriously short when it comes to
subject matter.
Eric, you see, is now ahappily
married man, and he's decided to

7567 838 032

probably tear their hair out when they

fragility but somehow also conveys
reserves of quiet strength.
Her severth album demands to be
heard in ts entirety ( if at all), oecause

Performances

In 1948 Les Paul's right arm was
shattered in acar crash. Ins:ead of

II • • •
•

•

•

•

giving up guitar playing, he had the
into aposition from which hecould

and didn't even give up in 1980 when

Many of the superstar musicians

write about how much he loves his
wife, how tired he gets because the

second album, shot through with

babies keep him up all night, and
how much he likes being at home.

strangulated wo,f-like howls and
unearthly shrieks that'd probably pun

Being the supreme craftsman that he

the wind up Terry Wogan.

is, he does it all with great panache,
delivering atasty reggae riff for
'Revolution' and apowerful slow
blues for ' Lost And Found', but the
subject matter is so humdrum, it's

It would only take acoupe of
tracks— I'd suggest ' Every Day's St.
Patrick's Day' or ' The F'sycho-Ceilidh
Mayhem Set' — strategically played at
your next party once everyone's half-

now 90-year-old and partia'fy-deaf
Les stil more than holds his own.
Fittingly, given Les's pioneer.ng spirit,
the album even includes acouple of
historic Sam Cooke vocal recordings
from he RCA tape vaults enhanced
by newly recorded contributions
from Jeff Beck, Eric Clapton and
Les himself All Star albums are

he seems to have slipped into an all-

cut, to kick the right into high gear or,
equally likely, spontaneous outbreaks
of bare-knucklefist fighting. Fans of

usually disappointing, but this is an
excedion to the rule. JR
Performances • • • • •

too-cosy partnership with producer

The Chieftains and The Dublinerswill

Recordings

hard to get excited.
Along with marital contentment,

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Music Choice

Audiophile LPs
The Chopin Ballades & Scherzos by Rubenstein. remastered with cables from SILTECH

BUDDY HOLLY & THE
CRICKETS
The Definitive Story
Universal 0602489274491
90m plus extras 16:9 Dolby
2.0 Especial
At last, aquality documentary DVD
(with bonus hits CD) to complement
the various TV specials made over
the years. Given the shameful
paucity of surviving footage— less
than six minutes from the Ed
Sullivan Show appearances, plus a
couple of other snippets— this 90
minute feature, like Robert Johnson
documentaries, makes do with
interviews and still photos. They've
managed to include every surviving
member of the Crickets, friends,
family, business associates and
fellow musicians, to assemble what
must be the most thorough
documentary yet. Hardcore
cognoscenti will find afew flaws,
but, aside from no Maria Elena —
Buddy's widow— it's agem. KK
Performance • • • •
Recording • • •

PAUL McCARTNEY
In Red Square
Warner 5050467-8314-2-1
153m 42s 4:3 Dolby 5.1/DTS
Especial
While it seems at times as if Macca
releases alive DVD amonth, this
one is rather special as he'd waited
decades to play Russia. The vibe is
palpable, and the crowds at Red
Square and St Petersburg, just love
the man to bits. Agreat souvenir:
now-expected runs through the
Beatles and solo catalogues, two
short documentaries and backing
by the best band he's played with
since, well, you know who. KK
Performances • • • • •
Recording • • • •

www.hifinews.co.uk

MARC BOLAN/T REX
Born To Boogie
Sanctuary SVE4016
325m two discs 16:9
multi angle Dolby DIS
£special
Oh, man, the glitterati are gonna
love this: this Bolanfest contains
not just the Ringo Starr- produced
feature film but two whole
concerts, documentaries, a
restoration feature, outtakes,
interviews, trailers and so much
more that you're lookingat over five
hours' worth of material. The
remastering is sublime, with sound
of reference quality. Bolan,
worshipped by ascarily devoted
fan base, wasn't quite the genius
they'd have you believe, but he was
never less than fun, and made
some pretty fine singles. This
two-disc set captures the spirit to a
'T'. Er, Rex. KK
Performances • • • •
Recordings • • • • •

THE MAMAS & THE
PAPAS
California Dreamin'
Hip- 0 B0004218-09
90m 4:3, stereo Especial
Expanded version of an American
public broadcasting special, this
disc — subtitled ' The Songs Of The
Mamas & The Papas' — tells their
story by interspersing TV footage
with interviews and voiceovers. As
they were so huge, there was no
shortage of TV spots to access,
including most of the major
American variety shows of the
1960s. Apoignant reminder of just
how sublime was this pioneering
'soft- pop', it proves that without
them there would have been no
Abbe and no Carpenters. If
harmonising moves your soul,
expect to be transported. KK
Performances • • • •
Recording
•
•
NRBQ
One In A Million
MVD DR-4409
40m 4:3, Dolby 5.1 Especial
Straight-ahead concert DVD from
America's most straight-ahead
band. NRBQ's been the
quintessential bar band for a
generation, but this finds their
definitive line-up in 1989 ploughing
through nine of the standard
rock ' n' roll mini-classics. It won't
win converts— they're way past
expecting that to happen — but the
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faithful will embrace this
wholeheartedly. KK
Performances • • •
Recording

•

SSS

THE SEX PISTOLS
The Great Rock'n'Roll
Swindle
Shout! Factory/
Sony BMG 2028859
100m lOs 4:3 Dolby 5.1
Especial
It's easy to write off the Pistols for the
useless load of swill that they were,
but their historical importance
cannot be denied. True, they were
the rock equivalent of the Plague,
and their wholly detrimental
influence on the genre (and British
society) is still with us, but this 1980
'docu-feature' ranks as one of the
most important records we have of
the late 1970s music scene.
Loathesome, inept, but funnyas
hell, especially that moron Sid. KK
Performance • • • •
Recording • • •
PAUL WILLIAMS
I'm Going Back There
Someday
AIX Records AIX84031
210m 4:3 16:9 Dolby 5.1/
DTS,96/24 5.1 and stereo
Especial
Williams's career in seriously dumb
films has overshadowed atrack
record for writing sublime ballads;
this two-disc package goes some

way to restoring respect. ADVD and
adual disc give you plenty of
documentary material, interviews,
stuoio and live material, guests
including Willie Nelson and Melissa
Manchester, and those songs:
'Rainy Days And Mondays', 'We've
Only Just Begun', ' An Old
Fashioned Love Song'. Maybe it's
mole Paul Williams than you need,
bi..t isn't it time we forgot about
Smokey& The Bandit3? KK
Performances • • • •
Recording • • • •
BRIAN WILSON
Presents Smile
Warner/Rhino 0349 70415-2
250m two discs16:9, Dolby
5.1, linear PCM stereo £ spec al
Nobody disputes that the Beach
Boys' Smile is the greatest ' lost LP'
in rock's history, so you can forgive
the industry that's grown up around
it. This, though, must be the final
manifestation: adisc of
documentary material and — best of
all — the historical live performance
of t'-eentire work at the Royal
Festival Hall, backed by the
estimable Wondermints. The music
is timeless, the treatment sublime
both sonically and visually, and you
wiithave tears in your eyes when
you see rock's greatest recluse
delivering'Good Vibrations'. And to
hear Wilson playing Gershwin... KK
Performances • • • • •
Recording • • • • •
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essential hi-fi
bu er's shortlist
Welcome to the Hot 100 - Hi Fi
News'

vital

buying guide section

that lists the finest hi-fi components
that

we've

reviewed,

updated

every

month. The emphasis here is on real value
for money - which doesn't always mean the lowest- cost options
- but we've also highlighted those more expensive components that
genuinely justify their sometimes frightening price tags, by offering a
true advance in sound quality for the audiophile. Listed are the issue
date ( month/ year) where you can track down the original review, and
the author's initials. To track down the full-length review call our
Stunning looks: Inca Tech's Katana CD player

Back Issues service on 01733 370800, go to www.mags-uk.com, or
check out our review reprints service at www.hi-finews.co.uk.

CD PLAYERS
Make/model

Price

Tested How we rate it

Arcam CD33

£1300

08/03
AH

An improvement on the CD23, but now using multiple Wolfson DACs. Strengths are detail, insight and agood grip on rhythm. While multi-format
machines struggle to be ajack of all trades - this player is master of one.

Arcam Diva CD73

£399

03/01
TB

with acomfortable, smooth and civilised sound . Silky highs and wonderful female vocals, even if treble is slightly rounded off.

Cambridge
C340CAzur

£250

09/04
AH

challenging of discs. Cosmetic match for the 640A amp, with which it works well in small rooms and with modestsized lcudspeakers.

Chord DAC 64

£1960

07/07
AH

Chord's now fully sorted 96kHz-ca pa ble DAC features abuffer memory and reclocking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH concluded, ' It's
not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way that it treads the route of musicality and natural timing.'

Creek CD50

£700

07/03
DB

We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This one wipes the floor with most budget players and some with much higher price tags, extracting
incredible precision from recordings. Compare it with some expensive players and you'll ask, why pay more?

dCSPurcell/
Delius

£5000/
£6500

12/99
AH

Purcell is aD/D converter that ' upsa moles' to 24/96 or 24/192, for analogue conversion by Delius. An impressive input aday, upgradable firmware,
pro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sound wholly believable at last. Provision for DSD conversion via proprietary use of FireWire link

Inca Tech Kata na
SE

£995

12/04
DA

Stunning looks, sturdy build and balanced outputs to boot, this player deserves to make waves at its price- point thanks to thrilling vocals and a
dexterity and mere that truly brings music to life. Single-ended output version available for £600. Both players amust- listen concluded DA.

Musical Fidelity
308CR

£2000

07/03
DA

DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24-bit upsampling player. It is all solid-state, but comes so close to matching its Nu-Vista sibling's sound
quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equation somewhere: ' natural' and ' unforced'.

Musical Fidelity
X-RayV3

£899

08/04
DA

Aplayer punching well above its weight, the V3 puts the emphasis firmly on the music with awell proportioned presentation that gives areal

£7050

10/03
MC

Top- of the- range two- box CD replay from Naim. Physically unassuming but sonically arival for any other player - high-resolution format or otherwise

Naim CDS3
Nairn CDS'

£825

Perpetual P- 1A/
P- 3A

$1100/
$800

Rotel RCD-02

£380

Unison Research
Unico

£1100

2004

The replacement of the Burr Brown DAC used in previous players with aWM8740 multi- bit sigma delta design from Microelectronics pays off here
Mechanically quiet and flawless in operation this high-performance machine boasts aclean, detailed sound and was rarely upset by even the most

impression of depth and power. Vocals sound fully fleshed and separation of instruments is good. Comes into its own used asa digital transport.
-according to Martin Colloms. Sweeter treble, blacker backgrounds and greater all-round ability than its predecessor the worthy CDS2.
Naim's most affordable player excels in the areas for which the British brand has become justifiably famous: pace, rhythm and timing. For many
listeners this translates into excitement and involvement with the music, especially when it comes to modern pop and rock material.

I
1/01
DA

Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P - 3A) units that do something special. The combination transforms CD, communicating the illusion of real
musicians. The P- IA is the killer, used as an interpolating upsampler, but with capability for room or speaker EQ correction. Mail order only in UK.
Rotel has long been respected for its UK-designed, Far East- built budget players. Although the company now makes DVD players and AV receivers, it
hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If you're on atight budget this one is well worth auditioning.
Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aims to combine the best of both worlds, with asound, as KK noted, that comes ' scarily close to
resembling adecent moving-coil, playing mint vinyl through atube phono stage.'

DVD-VIDEO, DVD-AUDIO & SACD PLAYERS
Make/model

Pri ,e

Arcam DV88 Plus

£1000

Arcam DV29

£1600

CambridgeAudio
DVD57

£200

Denon DVD-2900

£850

MarantzSA-11S1

£2000

Pioneer DV868AVI

£1000

Sony XA9000ES

£2400
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Tested
02/03
AG
03/05
PM
10/03
PM
09/03
PM

How we ratr
Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player features painstaking audio circuit design: separate clocks and power supplies for audio and video,
dual Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716 DACs.Excellent picture quality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equalling Arcam's Alpha 7SE.
Dubious features are abandoned here in favour of purist engineering that benefits both video and audio quality. The Arcam DV29 is awolf in sheep's
clothing and is adesirable alternative to its gadget- strewn competition. Buy with confidence.
Made an excellent impression against some heavyweight contenders in our DVD-A player Group Test. Elegant styling and an extremely competent
performance for not alot of cash. Don't expect the Earth at this price, but this player is thoroughly musical with abit of bite t00.
Smooth and natural-sounding on both DVD-A and SACD, this universal player gives seamless multichannel sound plus excellent video performance.
Lacking the proprietary Denon digital link of the DV-Al , it remains afine all-rounder, aworthy competitor to Pioneer's universals.

05/05
BK

Abenchmark with SACO replay thanks to exceptional transparency, speed and resolution, plus deep bass and an uncannily natural mid band. With
CD-only replay this player can sound rich, lush and incredibly euphonic thanks to the proprietary user-selectable filters on board.

02/04

Despite prosaic looks, technology on board makes this player the very first of athoroughly new generation. Stunning pictures, with DDPD scaler
providing tighter, noise-free and contrasting images. Sonically, lighter touch of more affordable DV-668AV proved more satisfying.

PM
05/04
PM

Sony's current flagship for the SACO format is also aDVD video player ( not DVD-A!). It offers an extended, transparent and wholly unforced sound with
the vast majority of rival DVD and CD players sounding artifice' by comparison. If DVD leaves you cold then buy the Sony, said PM.
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RECOMMENDED TURNTABLE
Michell Orbe NC £ 2413 ( HFN Jan ' 05)
original AC- powered unit yet retains the
greater realism and naturalness gained by

and much- loved

the DC unit which preceded the Controller

Michell Orbe turntable

has received an effective revamp courtesy

NC. And if you already have an Orbe with

of anew Controller NC (' Never Connected')

VC power supply, it can be upgraded to

DC

comparisons

the new spec: the cost is £ 235 ( for decks

offers the

which already have a DC motor) or £ 835

best of both worlds - it brings you the pace

(where an AC synchronous motor has to

and toe- tapping timing of the company's

be replaced).

power supply.

Careful

Price

Tested
02/04

Avid Diva

£1100

Clearaudio
'Champion

from
£1020

03/01

Linn LP12

from
£1015

10/97

Michell Orbe SE/
NC power supply

£2413

Pro-Ject Debut
Mk11

£120

Pro-Ject RPM 9X

£1000

91
AH

How we rate it
Versatile enough to accept arms of up to 12in effective length and even to carry two arms, this intelligently designed skeletal turntable is true to the
engineering concepts or Avid's bigger models, and the sound is not far behind them either.
Arich. colo_Mul sound and excellent 3D image stability, the mid alittle recessed; but afine rhythmic 'groove' and pace. with black acrylic base and
translucen. platter ( rro dust cover), the outboard AC motor has astepped pulley; manual speed change to 45.

Kit
01/05
AH
07/0C
B
wing
1
9

',Iass,c three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and Ariston models but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves room for
i
rn prcvernent with better power supplies; now only available with Lingo power supply, and with either Akito or Ekos tonearms.
eva mpfor flagship deck courtesy of anew power supply that offers the best of both worlds in that it brings the pace and toe- tapping timing of the
,)mpany's

AC- powered unit yet retains the greater realism and naturalness gained by the DC unit.

SImpe but effective:pnce includes tonearm and Ortofon m- m cartridge. ' No nasty top or flaccid bass, just clean, rather crisp and lively sound,'
commented TB. If you need aphono stage, go for Debut Phono or Debut Phono SB (with fine speed control, 8160).
Pro-Ject favourite receires arevamp courtesy of an acrylic platter. Result is apresentation having greater flow, air and lucidity with improved definition
,. ,
.//een leading edges of instrument s. Less surface noise compared with original model along with complete banishment of grain.

£3180

07/SL
DA

thingof the past. Ablack granite base looks great but costs extra.

£3580

12/99
Kit

',r.the greatness of aralogue replay via vinyl... The Model 10 let's you hear the music and nothing else'.

Rega P2

£198

200a

Roskan Radius 5

£850

i
ii0 ,
3 Price quobd includes the Nima tonearm. This Roksan deck offers a ' listen-all-day character that plays music guilelessly'. Expect ' real dynamic
contrast and timbra! colouring, with naturally- sounding frequency response without treble lift or heavy bass'. An absolute bargain)
AH

Oracle Delphi
Mk V
SME Model 10

TUNERS
Make/model

Price

Arcam DT81

£650

Creek 143

£406

Magnum Dynalab
MD106

£3750

Marantz ST- 17

£600

PURE Digital
DRX-702ES

£330

Basic design is 25 years old but according to DA, the Mk Vcan still show some very costly decks athing or two, and suspension tuning problems are a
.ncequoted includes asimplified version of the classic Series Vtonearm. ' So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, ' one of the best ambassadors yet

Back in the 1970s, Rega's original Planar 2was the usual choice for those who couldn't afford aLinn. Design principles are unchanged ( there's still no
subchassis) but the P2 remains agood buy if your sonic priorities are rhythm and drive rather than subtlety.

Tested How we rate it
01 /0/
AH
09/t1
ill

Wi:h better controlsthan previous models, the DT81 is arguably superior to the more expensive FMJ DT26. Comprehensive user features include
engineering mode for interested enthusiasts. Its clear, distinct way of opening up abroadcast makes this arelatively impartial but accurate receiver.
Asimple fuss- free tuner with excellent FM sound quality, with atotal of 64 presets for FM. MW and LW. Signal strength and multi- path distortion are
dispayed. IH found it l.ad ' afull-bodied sound that's nicely articulated and stable... excellent value.'
Old-'ashioned analogue tuner rather than adigital synthesiser type, meticulously designed and built with atriode valve output stage. Expensive, for
sure, but now sets the standard of excellence. After all, as AG put it, on aRadio 3concert, 'the orchestra colours practically glowed.'

09/01
011

ui ,,,
Al'

three wavebands and RDS; for I
Hthe sound was 'detailed and solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image' if alittle bright.
It lacks independent remote control but 'sounds superb, makes the best of weak signals and exudes aquiet confidence'.
Winner of-our three- way group test, this model brings you DAB, yet has ausable FM tuner in the same package. USB connectivity for upgrading via a
PC; dark, attractive. contoured presentation and the controls are simplicity themselves — atop-drawer product.

RECOMMENDED AMPS Naim
NAC 202/NAP 200
£1400/£1385 ( HEN Dec ' 04)
If you've cnly ever dreamed of owning a NaIrn pre-/ power
amplifier, take a look at this under-£ 3000 pairing. A
well- executed

design

boasting

excellent

musical

and

rhythmic abilities. Though imaging is vague, the boogie
factor more than compensates, ensuring that music is both
involving and hugely enjoyable. Bomb-proof build and offers
plenty of user-friendly features.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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o
Tspo Lis s,Jahq !pp iepasse

is now

Engineering's top deck

showed that the new version

Make/model

o

sounding better than ever. The long- running

Michell

TURNTABLES

I

T
HE C
LASSIC D
OUBLE A
LBUM
REMASTERED, RE-PACKAGED AND RE-RELEASED
ON HYBRID SUPER AUDIO CD!
Breathtaking STEREO and 5.1 SURROUND SOUND*
REMASTERF.D VERSIONS of the original double album,
PLUS deluxe packaging with expanded 48 page booklet
including new artwork, sleevenotes and content

Also available

LIMITED EDITION 7DISC COLLECTOR'S R(JXSET

• The original double album stunningly mixed in stereo and 5.1 Surround Sound*.
• 1Cl) of the best remixes 1979-2005, including never before heard material from
RICHARD BURTON, P1111 LYNOTE DAVID ESSEX and JUSTIN HAYWARD.
• In-depth DVD ' making or documentary featuring NEW interviews
with JEFF WAYNE, PLUS never before seen CGI footage.
• Deluxe packaging with 80 page full colour collector's
presentation hook.

SONY

con %
NA

Come and visit us at

SNIG

www.thewaroftheworlds.com

ihbrid Snpvi Audio 1:1›, in de.igned for uni • in
high C.11-roinpaiihle anti Soper . 1inlio
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AMPLIFIERS
Make model

Arcairm FI111 A32

Price

£1100

Arcam A85

Tested

How we rate it

03/02
AG

This top-of-the-range integrated offers 100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power supply. AG found it sounding confidently in charge, making the most of

05/01
AH

Remote-control 85W/ch amplifier, using bi-polar output devices ( not MOSFETs). Its clean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music.
Microprocessor-controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facility ( to equalise source levels). Finest integrated amplifier at the price.

speakers it was used with, reproducing the life and vitality of aperformance. It also offers tone controls.

£4000

03/03
DB

With eight 6550 output tubes (four per channel in push-pull pairs) this higher- power version of the VS50 gives the sound of classic valves in spades.

Audio Research
Ref Two

£10,000

03/00
MC

Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab- handled design, sound quality was top notch as well. ' It comes close to being astate-of-the-art

AS Passion
Ultimate

£1300

08/01
MC

controlled shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rivalling active pre-amps that cost four times as much.

BAT VK-50S1/
VK-60

£6125

07/00
AG

finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.

Bryston 3B-SST

£1125

10/03
DA

David Allcock was already an owner of apair of 14B-SST power amps, this model's big brothers, when he reviewed this one so it was interesting to see

£4040

01/99
AH

Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fully- balanced SP M1200C uses aswitched- mode power supply, yet sounds dynamic and transparent. ' Has

Conrad-Johnson
Pranier LS2

£5000

07/04
MC

Conrad-Johnson
350

£8000

09/04
MC

First solid-state Premier series amp turns out to be amassively powerful stereo chassis at ahighly competitive price. Offers the well-balanced, fluid

£350

02/00
KK

Classic hard-wired pre-amp, true to the minimalist ideal: 'vintage' in its warmth and preclusion of edginess and grain, yet big, palpable and

£1500

01/00
KA

Aphonoinclusive pre-amplifier to satisfy audiophiles and studio professionals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation offers

£3950

09/04
KK

This gorgeous-looking valve integrated combines real pride of ownership with aperformance set to re-write the rules in the sub-£4000 market thanks

0
^

UK-designed, Chinese built, with two pairs of EL34 pentode valves for aclaimed 40W/ch, or 19W when run in sweeter-sounding triode mode. TB liked

£3900

10/01
AK

A300W/ch integrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found it ' produced the very best soundlhave ever heard from the

Krell KAV4l0Oxi

£2698

06/04
DB

This ' entry-level' 200W model doesn't use Krell's Plateau Biasing but does offer balanced inputs. DB found it thoroughly I
istenable, with punch drama

Music First Audio
Passive

£1498

10/04
AH

Utilitarian looks belie aproduct boasting the the finest balance of virtues of any pre-amp AH had heard to date. If you can live without added features
from apre-amp then this passive device can stand alongside active units at over three times the price. Strongly recommended.

Musical Fidelity
A3.2

£1000

05/03
DA

speaker. Concluded DA, 'At this price point I
can think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'

Musical Fidelity
kW 500

£4000

10/04
DB

Musical Fidelity does it again with aneutral-sounding high-powered ( 500W!) integrated that manages to offer ahigh degree of transparency with no

Musical Fidelity
X-150

£800

06/04
DA

Compact at 218 x98 x377mm (whd), yet pleasingly substantial in build, the X-150 delivers 80W/ch into 8ohms ( 160W into 4ohms!) along with

Nagra VPA

£9350

04/99
KK

Built around apair of 845 output tubes, this push-pull monoblock power-amp is rated at 50W into 4, 8or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative feedback.

Naim NAC 202/
NAP 200

Awell-executed design boasting excellent musical and rhythmic abilities. Though imaging is vague, the boogie factor more than compensates,

£1385

I
1/04
TB

Nan RAC 552

£11,750

06/03
1G

This is Naim's current flagship pre-amplifier and according toJonathan Gorse, ' it gets closer, by adramatic margin, to that " live" experience than any

03/02
AH

This 150W combination delivers the ' Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of that unnatural glare and haze that afflicts
products that try to give too much in terms of detail and clarity' ( AH). Difficult to trump for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction.

Chord CPA 3200/
SPNI 1200C

Croft Vitale
EAR 864
GRAAF GM5OB
Icon Audio Stereo
40
Krell KAV-30011_

£990

Na im NAC 112/
NAP 150

DB reported 'warmth, texture, muscularity and deep bass aplenty... brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.

piece of audio engineering,' said MC.
Remote-control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via optical linkage, asingle Vishay resistor leading to lightFull remote control pre-amp and 60W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combine the dynamics and load tolerance of solid-state with the

if he rated 150W/ch (8ohms) model so highly- he did! Fantastic sonic balance and stereo imaging, along with lashings of controlled power.
the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease,' said AH, with 'transparency to music's inner workings.'
Purist triode pre-amplifier offers full-on audiophile sound at acompetitive price. More 'different' than ' better' than the long-lived original LS2, detail
was reference class while stereo .
mage scale, width and depth were all to avery high standard. Midrange was exceptionally pure.
midrange of tube amps with the dynamic range. grip and slam of the best solid-state designs. The answer to an audiophile's dreams.
commanding. With some low-level noise and fuzziness, it's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre-amp.

improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually noise- free operation.
to its seamless, sweet and open sound. Despite having no phono stage it boasts areal affinity with vinyl. Remote control, too.

its impeccable finish and solid build as well as its ability to produce natural-sounding music.
Scintillas... I
would take the KAV-300iL over any solid-state amplcan name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.
and speed. It's not at all laid-back, so if you want awarm, distant or soft sound, then look elsewhere.

DA felt that the 3.2 pre-amp offered sound quality well beyond its price tag, and the 130W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any domestic

loss of musicality. It's powerful, yet never forceful, and boasts asilent electronic background. Sound from LP was stunning.

transparency, refinement and excellent soundstaging. There's built-in m- m phono input of very adequate quality too.

KK praised its commanding and authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream.
ensuring that music is both involving and hugely enjoyable. Bomb- proof build and offers plenty of user-friendly features.

other amplifier'. Don't expect it to make music sound comfortable', instead you get ' bombastic majesty and delicate beauty'. Awesome!

Rated at only 30W (we measured 36W), but adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble notes and harmonics, an easy-going amp

Naim NUT 5

£800

0
9/01
AH

that didn't fatigue after continued listening. Stereo detail not as explicit as some, rhythm and timing its real strengths.

Pass Labs X350

£9950

02/00
AG

warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it among the finest at any price.

Pathos IT RR

£3250

08/99
KK

about 5ohm ' make it cry', said KK, who still called this one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.

Primare A30 1

£1500

06/99
AG

volume control is afine 100-step- ladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.

Quad QC 24/
1l forty

£4000

11/00
ISK

Retro recreation of the classic Quad 22/11 valve pre-/power combination, using KT88s to give twice the power (40W/ch) of the KT-66 original. Pre-amp

£250/

04/03
TB

Quality needn't break the banic Rotel's remote-control RA-02 and otherwise-identical RA-01 share the same 40W/ch (8ohm) output, six line inputs,

£3195

08/04
DA/AH

Adigital pre-amplifier with very powerful room-correction built in, used in conjunction with aPC to idealise the system's response at the listening

Rotel RA-01/
RA-02
TacT Audio RCS
2.2X

www. hif inews.co.uk

Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs very
MOSFET output stage fed by asingle-ended, zero NFB tube driver stage: downside is relative inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads below

Primare's A30.1 bi-polar amplifier, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful, looks like amillion dollars, and is remote-controllable. The

lacks the 22's filters, but is also free of noise, and has anew smoothness and precision
and asound that TB called ' smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but you will be pleasantly surprised.
position. If you're thinking of upgrading, but the real limitation is the room, try this before spending on other components.
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LOUDSPEAKERS
Make/model

Price

Tested

Avantgarde Uno

£7350

sil

Avalon EidoIon

£23,000

02/08
MC

Alandmark achievment in the evolution of speaker design, the Eidolon marries the speed and transient definition of top class electrostatics with the
tailored directivity and fine dynamics of amoving-coil design. Build and technology are of the highest quality.

B&W DM603 S3

£600

12/01
AG

An excellent general purpose speaker that is sensitive enough to work with any half-decent amplifier and sounds pleasing with most types of music in

B&W DM303

£180

12/0
AG

when pushed. Overall, it hava tight, fast and slightly overdamped sound that makes it keep control at higher volumes.

B&W Nautilus
802

£6000

09/0:
AH

won't. First class stereo imaging, bass, midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks.

Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3

£730

07/02
TB

TB described the Stirling 3's predecessor, Severn 2, as 'detailed but gentlemanly': the Stirling 3builds on these strengths and gives greater vividness
and more precise imaging. Afine speaker and worthy winner of a2002 Editors' Choice Award. (
Special finishes availa bleat extra cost.)

Dynaudio Contour
T25

£2460

08/01,
10(

The Contour T2.5 put KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 1970s, but with far greater power handling and speed. Has the capacity
to sound huge, but with holographic imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.

Energy Encore 2

£750

08/01
AG

Satellites use aluminium dome tweeters and synthetic cone bass/mids, the sub a150W amp and 200mm reflex- loaded driver. Well able to reproduce
subtle solo instrumental playing or full-scale orchestra at realistic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find.

Epos M12

£500

Harbeth Compact
7ES

£1300

Mm.

Jamo D830

£1500

05/02
AG

Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell- braced cabinet provide crisp, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with little strain even
when pushed. Bass is competent and extended, although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.

£11,000

)2/04
AG

With ahigh sensitivity (90dB/1W) this big 1200mm-tall floorstander needs careful positioning but can deliver an extraordinary sense of depth and
scale, yet its unusually smooth treble makes it difficult to coax the Alto Be into sounding oppressive even when loud.

Leema Acoustics
Xavier

£1995

.71/05
DA

One to dominate aroom physically though the Xavier thankfully proved unfussy when it came to positioning and rewarding with ahighly natural and
transparent sound. Needs careful matching with sources otherwise excellent resolving abilities of treble can prove fatiguing.

Linn Katan

£635

1/01
AH

Ma din Logan
Prodigy

£6970

08/00
MC

Abig hybrid electrostatic, and arguably ML's most successful, musically. MC found it had 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy... exceptional spatial
qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter more than impact, this MartinLogan may be the one for you.

MartinLogan
Clarity

£2500

08/03
DA

This is another ML hydrid, capable of running in pure electrostatic mode, but also featuring arear- mounted 25mm tweeter - for better off-axis sound
dispersion - and a200mm aluminium bass driver. Needs careful amp matching buta fantastic loudspeaker!

PMC DB1+

£625

111/04
KK

Unburstable 'transmission-line' standmounter with aroom-filling sound that belies its compact size. Superb mid band with warm rich vocals reveals
BBC pedigree, but no shortage of snap either. Upgrade kit available foi-owners of DB1. Aclass winner at the price.

PMC GB1

£995

1.1/04
liA

PMC builds on the success of the 0131 with afloorstander compact enough to suit the average UK living room yet which offers few compromises when
it comes to bass extension, image height and size of soundstage. Definitely one to audition.

£4000

0
,
/
/00
10(

Larger, wider-bandwidth take on the ESL-63 electrostatic (which itself replaced the classic ' 57') with an additional bass panel. Audiophile

Oti/02

Compact bookshelf speaker, an easy 8ohm load and reasonably sensitive (86dB), and aclean and neutral sound: amildly laid-back presentation,
but one that many prefer for long-term comfort, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open midband.

linlab Utopia
Alto Be

Quad ESL- 989

How we rate it
Avantgarde's smallest loudspeaker at 44cm high, has horn- loaded midrange and tweeter, and aself- powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system
sensitivity of 100dB/W. SH said it gave immediacy, impact, emotional communication, without the coloration that spoils other horn loudspeakers.

most situations. Not the most exciting ride, but balanced and sure not to disappoint. Rear ports come with foam tuning bungs.
In AG's group test of £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore 'grown-up' quality than the rest. Treble can get harder
One of B&W's finest ever loudspeakers, it carries the authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but will work in room spaces where the 801 simply

An enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple
crossover. With an open, lively and exciting sound, this is avery fine speaker for the money.
'Compact' only by barn-door standards, the thin-wall enclosure is viscoelastically damped to BBC standards using composite counterlayers, with the
boundaries between main shell and screwed on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparent sounds; easy to recommend.

Versatile descendant of Kan and Tukan features non- parallel sides to reduce standing waves and clever lock-down crossover board which, when
reversed, switches to bi-wire-/bi-amp-ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with unusual (
for Linn) '
airy' audiophile quality to boot.

components and more rigid construction. Speaker needs room to breathe, but still does the 'disappearing act' so beloved of the originals.

Ruark Etude

£500

Sonus Faber
Cremona

£5000

9/00
AG

Another beautiful 'boat-tailed' floorstander from the Italian masters. The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' as we said in our 2002 Awards issue.

Sonus Faber
Stradivari

£22,000

NO2
10(

Dur Hot 100 doesn't encompass hi-fi for millionaires, but this £20k design has to be included. Aculmination of the dedication, skill and artistry of
Sonus Faber's founder, Franco Serblin, it will reward its lucky purchaser with years of listening bliss.

Spendor S6e

£1495

Tannoy
Dimension TD12

£6500

Totem Arro

£840

041V01
fvC

Thin enough to slip into the smallest listening room, the Arro has an outstanding ability to cast astereo image across, behind and around the speakers.

Wharfedale
Diamond 8.1

£120

}719
All

An opinion divider. KK found 'asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'. AG and his
panel thought its 'strengths subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probably best suited to lowish volumes in smaller rooms.

Wharfedale
EVO 10

£320

II, '03
A.1

Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anon-square box, and the icing on the cake is the excellent sound — weighty bass, open midband and
smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the best at the price.

10/09

High-tech carbon- loaded WB Tactic drivers replace the Scan drivers used by the otherwise similar ACT One. Listening results suggested arather

ilson Benesch
CT 2
ilson MT/
uppy System 7

118

£9000
£22,500

OCTOBER 2005

You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the even more expensive Amati, but this speaker is extraordinarily good.

Admirably well voiced floorstanding speaker with low coloration and good transparency to allow the boxes to disappear. Midrange performance was
especially impressive and the speaker could play easily at higher levels. Another winner from Spendor.
MC

AG

12/02

With a12in ( 305mm) Dual Concentric ( horn- loaded dome tweeter built into the centre of the main bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has Tannoy's
Supertweeter mounted on top. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expression, and high sound levels.

Integration between the two small drivers is excellent, the seamlessness helping draw the listener into the fluid midband.

°right balance with superb articulation and class- leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical and controlled to afault.
Even compared with the excellent System 6, the re-engineered System 7was thought substantially more transparent, with faster and more dynamic
bass. The '6was afairly tough load, and the '
7is alittle more demanding still, so avery good amplifier is anecessity.
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In a world where so much looks the same,
we take pride in being different!
Densen Audio Technologies

ulhorised dealers:
coustic Arts, Watford, Tel. 01923 245250 - Adams & Jaroett, East Sussex, Tel. 01 424 437165 - Glasgow Audlo, Glasgow, Tel. 01413 324707 - HI-FI Studios.
oncaster, Tel. 01302 725550 - Holburn HiFi. Aberdeen, Tel. 0$224 585713 - Kevin Galloway Audio, Kilnarnkik, Tel. 01563 574185 - Midland Audio Exchange,
albroughton, Tel. 01562 7311100 - Mike Manning, Taunton, Te. 01823 326688 - Mike Manning, Yeovil, Tel. 01935 479361- New Audio Frontiers, Lougeborough,
01509 264002 - Phonography, Ringwood, Tel 01425 461230 - Practical H1-E, Lancaster, Tel. 01524 39657 - Practical HiFi, Manchester, Tel. 01618 398869,
ractical Hi- F1, Warrington, Tel. 01925 632179, Sound Seduction, Sevenoaks, Tel 01732 456573 - Videolech, Huddersfielid, Tel, 01484 516670

>ensen products are in a minimalist Scandinavian design, which
Ire made of 100% non-magnetic aluminium, making the casing
im and sexy like none other. No visible screws make the cabiet look like one slab of aluminium.
his focus on perfection also continues inside oL.r products, as
hey are produced with extreme precision to ensure outstanling mechanical and electrical performance. As an example,.
)11 components are mounted by robot, to a precision of more
han 0,02 mm (!) using silver solder, and soldered in an artificial
Itmosphere of nitrogen to avoid oxidation of the soldering.

Though design is important, music is what is really close to our
heart. Our philosophy is that music must be engaging to listen
to, and we are not satisfied until you feel like standing up,
playing the Air- Guitar and forgetting ALL about HiFi. After all a
good hi-fi system is a tool to enjoy and discover music l
Having taken so much care in designing and producing our
products, we naturally back it up with a decent warranty, so we
give a lifelong warranty to the first owner. As we believe audio
equipment should be a worthwhile investment, we try to design
our products so that they can easily be upgraded in the future.
Densen products are ready for the future. For example you can

The absolute reference or simply an exceptionally transparent electronics.

upgrade the CD players and add external power supplies to
pre-amps and the tuner. Upgrade your system from being a

>piMons differ, but results endure: a profound respect for the modulating

dedicated stereo system to a high- end surround system.

ignal and the musical message which should delight the most sharpened

Upgrade the power and integrated amplifiers with electronic

Dar"'

crossovers for active systems. Our own Denlink system provides

vlANUFACTURE - 5out of 5stars

multiroom capability, and even the possibility to dim the lights in

v1USICALITY - 5out of 5stars

your room.

DUALITY/PRICE - 5out of 5stars
2eveiw of the B-250 pre amp

r.•
W TIL

3y Haute-Fidelite (France)
G9LD

uncarez

1111811111111111111111

ILA TI
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Densen - Lundevej 10 - 6705 Esbjerg 0 - Denmark - Phone: (+ 45) 75 18 12 14 - E-mail: mail@densen.dk - www.densen.com

Accessories Club

SOLID FOUNDATIONS

EXCLUSIVE TO HI-FI NEWS
HFN 001 FLUXDUMPER ' Magic Brick for valve amps
HFN 002 TEST LP ' The Producer's Cut'
HFN 004 BLACKHEAD Moving- coil transformer

The history of turntables over
the last 30 years has been
riddled with arcane myths and
legends. Set up procedures that
can only be undertaken by
robed supplicantson certain
nights of the year and
engineering tolerances that
would shame rocket scientists
have all added to the mystique,
and yet at the base of alarge
percentage of those turntables
I
ies a bit of hardboard' that
resonates like billy-oh, and
flexes almost at will!
SRM Tech, whose Turntable
Covers we offered earlier in the
year, have been givingthe
matter of improving such bases
some considerable thought.
Their solution now appears in
the shape of the ' Silent Base' a
lOmm Black Acrylic platform,
specifically designed for a
whole range of turntables
incorporatingthree point
adjustable, damped, spiked

HFN 005 SPIKE SET 8 xM6 spikes for wood/steel
HFN 012 STACK STORAGE Black MDF 465mm-wide
LP Store: 120- LP, 2- divider, 360(h) x340(d)
CD Store: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165(d)
CD Base: 160- CD, 4- shelf. 720(h) o 165(d)
HFN 017 WALLNUT II Wall- mounting 2- shelf table

feet with various cut-outs for
access to motor and
suspension tuning. The
engineering is impressive,
refined polished edges in solid
black acrylic complementing
the various timber plinth
finishes most elegantly!
The effect on sound quality
isfar from subtle, customers
reporting asolidity not heard
before, allowing for the retrieval
of more fine detail, increased
precision and an overall
improvement in clarity, plus
the mechanical convenience of
beingable to simply and easily
adjust the turntable to achieve
optimum level.

VALVES AND VALVE ACCESSORIES

£8
£8
£12
£15
£18
£16.50
£13

EL34WXT
6L6WXT
GZ34
EL84M
EF86

SOVTEK/EH ECC81/12AT7
SOVTEK/EH ECC82/12AU7
SOVTEK/EH ECC83/12AX7
SOVTEK/EH ECC88/6922
PEARL COOLER for small signal tubes, with damper
PEARL COOLER for output tube

£12
£12
£13
£15
£7
£9

HFN 028 SOFTSHOES Isolation feet, pack of 12
£ 18
HFN 030 4MM BANANA PLUGS Set of 4
£ 10
HEN 031 IEC LINE SOCKET

The SRM Tech Silent Base is
being manufactured to suite all
models of Thorensturntable,
and all Linn LP12s. Further
designs to suit other makes will
be available soon.
The cost of the Si lent Base is
£98.00 inclusive of shipping
within the UK. As with all
purchases from the Accessories
Club, it comes with our no
quibble 28 day returns
agreement. When ordering,
specify the make and model of
the turntable to be fitted.

£ 98 L

MICHELL 4min banana plugs per 4
MICHELL Tenderfeet, Small, per 3
MICHELL Tenderfeet, Large, per 3
FERRITE RF BLOCK Cable clamps, 6rrm, per pair
FERRITE RF BLOCK Cable clamps. 6mm, per pair

0

KONTAK Contact cleaner
DE- 0X11 Contact cleaner

D
D
O

PRO-GOLD Gold contact preservative
ROCKBASE V2 Rock Music Database CD
FM ANTENNA Powered indoor antenna
ROTHWELL Attenuator, per pair

D
0
Cl
D
D

£12
£10
£14
£12
£14
£15
£14
£14
£39

D
D
0
D
D
D
D

£25 D
£39 El

AUDIO ONE XLR/phono adaptor ( specify in or out), per pair
GRYPHON EXORCIST System Demagnetiser

£45 D
£100 O

BOOKS
FOR THE FULL LIST of audiophile books available (well over 50
titles) contact the Accessories Club by phone or email or
justvisit www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com

www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com - email orders welcome

accessories club order form
Name
Address

Post code

LP INNER SLEEVES Paper, per 100

£ 12 0

LP INNER SLEEVES Poly/paper, per 100
LP INNER SLEEVES Nagaoka style, per 50
LP STORAGE BAGS 12in sealed, per 100
DECCA 2+21 Record- cleaning brush
SHURE SFG-2 Stylus pressure gauge

£ 15
£ 10
£ 10
£ 13
£24

D
O
O
O
O

RECORD- CLEANING
RECORD- CLEANING
RECORD- CLEANING
RECORD- CLEANING
RECORD- CLEANING
RECORD- CLEANING

MACHINE Mk I
£ 400
MACHINE Mk IKit
£ 225
MACHINE Mk II
£450
MACHINE Mk II Kit
£255
MACHINE Mk II Pro
£ 500
FLUID 1 litre
£ 17.50

MOTH RECORD•CLEANING FLUJO 5 litres
RINGMAT 330 Mk II XLR Ringmat
RINGMAT Anniversary Ringmat

CI
O

0
ID
O
0

£35 O
£ 50 O
£ 70 O

RINGMAT LP Blue Statmat/Statcap £45
RINGMAT LP support system foil spacer set, blue £ 145
NAO PP- 2 Phono stage, in-m/m-c
£ 50
LAST Power clean LP cleaner
£27.50
LAST LP preservative
£27.50
LAST Record cleaner
£ 15

O
O
0
ID
O
O

LAST Stylast stylus treatment
£ 27.50 0
LAST Stylus cleaner
£ 15 CI
GRYPHON EXORCIST Cartridge Demagnetiser £ 100 D
CARDAS Sweep LP

£ 25

D

ZEROSTAT Antistatic pistol
£ 37.50 O
MICHELL Tecnoweight ( Rega)
£ 67.50 O
MICHELL VTA adjuster ( Regal
£25 O
MICHELL Unicover ( universal
KAB Speedstrobe, includes LED light source
INCOGNITO
INCOGNITO
INCOGNITO
INCOGNITO

£44 O

£75 O

ARM REWIRE LOOM ( Regal 1.2m
ARM REWIRE LOOM ( universal) 1.2m
VTA ADJUSTER ( Rega)
CARTRIDGE TAGS per 4, gold

£ 125
£ 180
£30
£ 18

O
O
O
D

O

INCOGNITO ARM WIRE 5colours, per mete
£25
INCOGNITO ARM PLUG JLS 5-pin
£ 12
INCOGNITO ACRYLIC PLATTER ( Regal
£45
SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT (Regal
£30
SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT ( Linn)
£35
SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT (Thorens) £48

D
O
O
O
O

SRM
SRM
SRM
SRM
SRM
SRM

O
D
O
O
O
O

TURNTABLE TUNING KIT ( Roksan)
£48
TURNTABLE TUNING KIT ( Manticore) £43
FELT TURNTABLE MAT
£9
SILICONE TURNTABLE MAT
£ 25
TURNTABLE SPIRIT LEVEL
£ 15
PRO CARTRIDGE MOUNTING KIT
£6

£40 0

CD/DVD CARE & PROTECTION

Cheque/postal order enclosed for
Accessories Club'

VINYL CARE & PROTECTION
LP OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC. per 50
£ 20 D
LP GATEFOLD OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per 25 £ 20 O

mFsi. GEODISC cartridge alignment gauge

Tel ephone

'HFN

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES
THE FULL RANGE of Ben Duncan's mains conditioners, wiring
and other products. is available: call for more details.

MOTH
MOTH
MOTH
MOTH
MOTH
MOTH

SRM Tech Silent Base
Turntable support

£8

HFN 032 SORBOTHANE FEET 40mm hemispheres ( each) £4
Blue ( Soft) 0-4kg per set of 3
£ 12
Red ( Medium) 5-8kg per set of 3
£ 12
Black ( Hard) 9-12kg per set of 3
17)2

CARTRIDGE MAN Digital stylus balance, 0.002g £ 220 O
CARTRIDGE MAN Digital turntable level
£220 0

MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES

£200 D
£35
£25
£25
£12 D

SOVTEK 6SN7GT
SOVTEK EL34

•Visit

£85
£ 99
£ 99
£85

HFN 022 SORBOTHANE Damping sheet 150x150x3mm £ 13
HFN 026 LP DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed
£ 12
HFN 027 CD DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed
£ 12

SOVTEK/EH 300B Triode matched pan
SOVTEK KT88
SOVTEK 6550 WE
SOVTEK KT66
SOVTEK 5881

SOVTEK
SOVTEK
SOVTEK
SOVTEK
SOVTEK

£30
£25
£140 1
11
£12

or

£

CD JEWEL' CASES

( pounds sterling) made payable to:

Standard Sin complete, pack of 10
Maxi- single slimline, pack of 10
Slim double, pack of 5

please charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex ( delete)*

Card Number

£6.50
£6.50
£ 6.50

Standard double, pack of 3
£6.50
5in PVC protective sleeves, pack of 30
£6.50
DENSEN DMAGIC CD demagnetiser £ 10

Expires ( date)

DENSER DMAGIC DVD demagnetiser £ 25
AYRE System Enhancement Disc
£ 16
CHESKY ULTIMATE Test CD
£ 15

Signature

TO ORDER Please send completed order form (or aphotocopy) to:
HFN Accessories Club & CD Service
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH, UK
OR Fax your order form to: 01234 742028

CHESKY ULTIMATE DVD 5.1 setup disc

£22

ULTIMATE Stereo Hearing & Equipment Refresher £ 15
STEREOPHILE Test CD1/2/3, set of 3
£30

UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices

XLO/REFERENCE Test and burn- in CD

£ 24

include postage and packing for all items, whatever their size.
anywhere in the United Kingdom.

BIB CD CARE KIT Lens cleaner and CD restorer £ 12.50
BIB DVD CARE KIT Lens cleaner kit
£ 15

OR Telephone: 01234 741152

EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome. Where

SID Sound Improvement Disc

applicable they

OR E-mail: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com

be

OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com

us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.

SID Sound Improvement Disc
£ 18
BEDINI CD Treatment System ( handheld) £ 70
RINGMAT Statmat Mk II CDi
£ 18.45

will

be free of

subject to additional

VAT ( Sales

shipping at cost.

Taz),

but

will

Please contact

RINGMAT Statmat CDi, blue
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£ 18

£37.50
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VISION

SU MER EVENT
EXTENDED UNTIL 24TH SEPTEMBER 2005

ABERDEEN

PIONEER

BEDFORD
BIRMINGHAM

PDP435XDE

BRIGHTON
BRISTOL

43" Plasma TV

BROMLEY

From

CAMBRIDGE
CARDIFF

£2399

PDP505XDE

CHELSEA

SCREENP AY

50" Plasma TV

CHELTENHAM ,

From

CRAWLEY
CROYDON

5135700 DLP Projector

£3599

£1499

SAVE £s

EALING

FACTORY REFURBISHED UNIT

EDINBURGH,

INCLUDES 3 YEAR GOLD PLUS WARRANTY

PRICES EXCLUDE SPEAKERS

EPSOM

(NICWA00)*

(MICINA00) •

EXETER

SAVE £ 500

GLASGOW
GUILDFORD

DENON

HOLBORN
HULL

DVD3910 DVD Player

IPSWICH

£719

KINGSTON

SAVE

£30

AVR3805 AV Receiver

LEICESTER

£799

LEEDS

SAVE

£50

LINCOLN
MAIDSTONE
MANCHESTER
NEWCASTLE
NORWICH
NOTTINGHAM
OXFORD
PETERBOROUGH
PLYMOUTH

REL SUBWOOFERS
Quake

f299

Stampede £ 499
Strata 5 £ 624

SAVE
SAVE
SAVE

f50

MONITOR AUDIO

£50
£75

Bronze B2 Speakers

£179

ALL MODELS BRITTEX BLACK FINISH ONLY

INICWA00) •

(NICWA001'

POOLE
PRESTON
READING
SEVENOAKS

eQED Cables

SHEFF'ELD
SOLIHULL
SOUTHAMPTON
SOUTHGATE
STAINES
SWINDON
SWISS COTTAGE
TUNBRIDGE WELLS

CLAI

FREE QED SPEAKER OR INTERCONNECT CABLES

WORTH AT LEAST £ 50
WHEN lr OU PURCHASE SELECTED
SPEAKERS OR CD/AMPLIFIER COMBINATIONS

QFP

Ash in-store for details. ( NICWA00)*

VVA— FORD
WEvBRIDGE
WITH AM ( ESSEX)

MORE SUMMER EVENT OFFERS ON PAGE 6

WOLVERHAMPTON

Some products/brands are not available at all % cores. Please call to confirm

YEOVIL ( OPENING SOON)

or see the brand locator on our website before travelling.
'Added Value Offers - From range available in-store.
Not in conjunction with any other offer ( NICINA00).

49 STORES NATIONWIDE

.
e•

Advert valid until at least 24/09/2005, E&OE.

11

SAVE

£20

SEVEN0a<S

cialist hi-fi
Co temporary hi-fi is constantly s ting new standards in sound
reproduction and design. Whatever yo listen to, be it Robbie Williams
or Rachmaninov, Sevenoaks can recom
nd separate components that
will bring your music collection to life and complement your home.
We're enthusiasts and experts, passionate about helping you build ( or
upgrade) asystem that will delight for years to come.

'
J.

See,

a

)

Rote!

III

lb

Rotel is truly unique afamily-owned, specialist Japanese company whose passionate
interest in music led them to manufacture audio components of uncompromised quality.

Arcam

The 02 Series is Rotel's entry-level range. The RCD-02 CD player combined with either
an RA-01, RA-02 or RA-03 integrated amplifier represents true audiophile performance
at an affordable price. For increased high-end performance, the RC-03/RB-3 pre/power

(Co

st,

Arcam has spent more

amplifiers are available. The RT-02 tuner completes the range.

00

thar a generation

02 SERIES

building some of the
•ea.ao

finest high-fidelity
prooucts the world has
ever seen. Whether

ea•

OLO ALL-IN-ONE MUSIC SYSTEM

ROTEL RA-03 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

RA-02 AMPLIFIER

"The Rotel is simply the bestsounding amp here, and one
of the cheapest - if you're after an amp, you must icar it

RCD-02 CD PLAYER
RI-02 TUNER
10 SERIES

soLce. A sleek, easy-to-

two- channel or a
complete multiArcam DIVA series

RA-01 AMPLIFIER
RA-03 AMPLIFIER

ARCA'

you' -e interested in

channel AV system, the

••

E2M1
****

felit

operate system. Featuring
an audiophile CD player,
a50 WPC amplifier
combined with aDAB digital radio
and- high quality FM tuner, the SOLO
music system will captivate all who listen.

RA-1062 AMPLIFIER
RCD-1072 CD PLAYER

°Hens the music and
movie lover the most

DIVA SERIES INCLUDES

Project

A65 PLUS AMP_IFIER

161 TUNER
DT91 DAB TUNER

A80 AMPLIFIER
A90 AMPLIFIER

DV78 DVD PLAYER
DV79 DVD PLAYER

solutions from any

CD73T CD PLAYER

AVR250 AN RECEIVER

suppliers of turntables, with arange of models

specialist manufacturer.

CD192 CD PLAYER

AVR300 AN RECEIVER

designed to satisfy all levels of expectation

complete range of
high-performance
home entertainment

Project is currently one of the world's leading

and budget. The range is simple to
use, maintenance free and will
function for alifetime

Cyrus

DEBUT III TURNTABLE WITH OMSE CARTRIDGE
2XPERIENCE TURNTABLE ( PICTURED RIGHT)

If you've enjoyed listening to music before, try
listening to it through aCyrus system. With every
product tuned by ear, Cyrus represents aquality of

B&W

sound, which is rare at any price. Invest in aCyrus
system and you'll be rewarded with awealth of
sound you wouldn't have thought possible.

Since the outset, the focus of Bowers and Wilkins Loudspeakers
has always been to offer the best possible musical experience

RANGE INCLUDES

With acombination of the latest R&D techniques and apassion

CD6 & CD8X CD PLAYERS
6VS & 8VS AMPLIFIERS PRE X VS PREAMPLIFIER

for music, B&W produces adiverse range of products befitting
the largest audio manufacturer in the UK.

DAC-X DAC & FM X TUNER

600 SERIES INCLUDES
DM601 53 & DM602 53

UNKSERVER SOLO [-

WHAT2ISEI?

entitr Men?

AVO.011.04

M.. 2004

A Cyrus CD P!ayer with
built in 80Gb hard disk
drive. Keep all your
favourite music instantly
accessible in asingle, easy
to operate component.

SUMMER EVENT
PRICING
POLICY
We akivays try to ensure our

e

I.

- :

411

700 SERIES INCLUDES
705 & 703

•

FPM SERIES INCLUDES
PV1 SUBWOOFER

At least 10% off our normal selling prices on awide range
of products. For our latest prices call your local store or visit www.ssay.com

0%

ESSENTIAL
ACCESSORIES

prices are highly competitive.

The right accessories can make
or break your system.

In the event yiou can find the same
products anc excellent service at a
lower once, please bring it to our
store managers' attention.

Our catefully selected range,
including QED, Soundstyle and
Grado, will ensune you get the very
best performance from your system.

FINANCE
OPTION'

Spread the cost of buying.
0% finance option' is available on
the majority of products we stock.
'Written details on request Unstated credit
brokers. tainerean balance £400. Sub¡ect to statu,

2

PLEASE NOTE
Some products/brands are not available
at all stores. Please call to confirm or
see the brand locator on our website
before travelling.
'Added Value Offers

front range available

in-store Not in conjunction with any other offer ( NICWA00)
ADVERT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 24/09/2005, E&OE.

At least 10% off our normal selling prices on awide range of
products. For our latest prices call your local store or visit www.ssay.com

su

MMER EVENT

EXTENDED UNTIL 24TH SEPTEMBER 2005
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Monitor Axii(

ef

Roksan

1111111111111111111111

Since ' 972 Monitor Audio has been developing and
perfecing the implementation of metal drivers,

Roksan designs and

innovative crossovers, and exemplary speaker cabinet

manufactures some of

•

constniction and finish to further the ideal of achieving

the most acclaimed hi-fi

sound which is to the original " as close as it gets".

eq•xipment currently
avaireole

»M.. 2004
•••••.•••••••
Wee.

All Roksan

The range includes - Gold, New Silver RS, Bronze and

prodJcts are carefully

Kandy

Radius, aseriously compact system bringing true hi-fi

evaluated by experienced engineers at every

performance to both music and movies at home.

stage of the design process with tie emplasis on
performance and bung quality.

KA1 MKIII AMPUUR
KD1 MKIII CD FLAYER

mi •

Caspian MSERIES

•••••

veto.
to c!:,-

CD PLAYER

.11111111inim

AMPLIFIER
FREAMPLIFIER
STEREO POWER

BRONZE B2, B2 AV, B4 AV
SILVER RS1, RS6, RS8
GOLD REFERENCE 10 8, 60

MONOBLOC POWER

-BRONZE 82
gal

Acoustic
Energy -

Digital Radio
Harman Kardon

Established in 1987,

f200 price tag would suggest. In fact, they
sound superb... In the competitive world of budget hi-fi,
speakers don't get much better than the B2s."

Wharfedale

11.1970 DAB/ANALOGUE TUNER

Acoustic Energy is one o'

With Digi:al Auoio Broadcasting ( DAB) capability, this high-quality

B
-itain's premier loudspeaker

tuner delivers more stations and offers pure, distortion-free, CD-

manufacturers offering cne

like sound, while providing useful •adio and data services.

of :he most targetec range

AD.

Monitor Audio's Bronze B2s sound
much more expensive than their

DIAMOND 9.1 SPEAKERS
"The overall balance ot
the speakers is their
finest characteristic.

of hi-fi and home cinema
loudspeaker systems on the

Thanks to near-perfect

marke: today

sounds wonderfully

driver integration, music

Pure

AEUTE THREE

elar•fil
t_
? Mar Men
Mau«

.04

The legendary AE1 lives on
ir this groundbreaking new
version... It sets anew
standard for smaJ speakers."

LUDES
CD5400 CD PLAYER
PM4400 AMPLIFIER
PM7200 AMPLIFIER

,
--11111

ST4000 TUNER

•

CD5400 '
This saremarkable CD player 'or the

selected Speakers over f200.
..Ask in-store for detairs. rroorimoot•
FREE QED IN FERCONNECr CABLE
worth at least £ 50 when you
purchase selected CD and

(MCWAC01

money, with superb sound, looks and feel - A very
solid buy and alot o' fun."

SR4500 NV RECEIVER
SR5500 AN RECEIVER

technologies from one
of the oldest hi-fi names.

rounded in 1938, Quad's histo.y isoie of audio
t
,
xcellence. Today's range includes ooth electronics
and speaker systems.

r
-

PRODUCTS INCLUDE •
99 CD PREAMPLIFIER
L ', PEAKERS

DV4500 DVD PLAYER

KEF

The Latest evolution of the acclaimed Q Series
demonstrates how the benefits of KEF technology
cascade down from the Reference Series to more
affordable ranges. New Q features all the inherent
advantages of KEF UNIQ5technology and are

Amplifier combinations.

speakers at the budget

The Maranta ' Range Series' offers flexible

o 0 ti 0

at least £ 50 when you purchase

are ridiculously good

system building options for every fifestyle.
RANGE

FREE QED SPEAKER CABLE worth

'rom Wharfedale: these

price level." digital

•

DRX7OZES DAB/ANALOGUE TUNER

Marantz

Free
QED
Cables

Ask in-store for details

"

• •

natural and transparent.
This is abar-raising effort

available in avariety of Finishes.

.

Musical Fidelit

Y

Musical Fidelity's X-Series combires execeptional bu r
d
auality with value for money.
X SERIES

X-80 & X150 AMPLIFIER
X-RAY" CD PLAYER

AS SERIES AS AMPLIFIER & CD PLAYER

COMPACT BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS
Q4 Fi_OORSTANDING SPEAKERS
Q7 AV SPEAKER PACKAGE

3
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ecialist home cinema
T e recent growth of DVD has led to a huge rise in demand for
home cinema equipment. The prices of DVD players, AV receivers,
projectors and plasma screens continue to fall but, with so many
options, it's not easy to know which ones will suit your needs.
Indeed, in the face of this quickly evolving and often bemusing
array of products, we aim to assist you in assembling a home
cinema system to be proud of — one that achieves outstanding
picture and sound quality.
I

DENON DVD-AlXV"
"An astonishing piece
of kit that has no
equals. Prepare
to be astounded."

HOME CINEMA CHOICE • AWARDS 2005

Pioneer

Denon

Yamaha

MODELS INCLUDE

MODELS INCLUDE

Yamaha is recognised as a

DSP-AX757SE & DSP-29

hi-fi and home cinema products, winning numerous

A/V AMPLIFIER VSA-AX10A1

world leader in the fields

AN RECEIVERS

awards and accolades over the years. Its stylish systems

A/V RECEIVERS VSX-D814 • VSX-2014i • VSX-AX5A1

of musical instruments and

RX-V557 & RX-V1500

have succeeded in becoming the benchmark by which

UNIVERSAL DVD PLAYERS DV668Av • DVB68Avi

audio equipment, and in

DVD PLAYERS

all other are judged.

more recent years, home

DVD-S557 & DVD-S1500

:1111411E

Denon, Japan's oldest audio company, has established

AN AMPLIFIERS

an enviable reputation for the performance of both its

MODELS INCLUDE

cinema. New models for
1i
gmammm—

dii....iii
.., —_—„.
iimi
----

A/V RECEIVERS
AVR-1905 • AVR-2105 • AVR-2805 • AVR-3805

2005 include upgraded
AN receivers, amplifers,

A/V AMPLIFIER AVC-A1XV

and DVD players plus
DV-575A "For outstanding all-round ability ;:here are
few players that can match Pioneers DV- 575A."

DVD PLAYERS DVD-1710 • DVD-1910

the innovative YSP-1
virtual surround speaker

ï,

(pictured right).

i•

UNIVERSAL DVD PLAYERS
DVD-2910 • DVD-3910 • DVD-A11
DVD-AlXV

NEW YSP 1
Digital Sound Projector

DVD SYSTEMS
DHT-500SD • DHT-550SD

r

_deli

4+44 •
ti•

aims

'

01

_

3

rsigel27.

VSX-AX5Ai lweakeu version of the Award-winning

«111.11r• "2004

c-ont

2803 finally meets its match in the shape of
this storming successor from Denon."

VSX-AX5i with adcitional sound-processing modes.

vegatt
Qt°,..°
ege-es

AVR-2805 "Last year's Award-winning AVR-

Arcam

DHT-50051)
"The Denon DHT-500SD is the best home cinema
system you can find in one box. If you're not
confident that separates are the answer for you -

Whether you're interested in two-channel or acomolete multi-channel AV system, Arcam offers the

too complex or too expensive - then the Denon

music and movie lover the most complete range of nigh-performance home entertainment solutions

provides the ideal solution."

from any specialist manufacturer.

'

e

—

DUO PLAYERS DV78, DV79
FM1 DV29
AN R-:CTIVERS AVR250, AVR300
PRFJPROCESSOR AV8, AVP700
MULTICHANNEL POWER

•

P7, P1000

MI/

SUMMER EVENT
L

At least 10% off our normal selling prices on awide range
of products. For our latest prices call your local store or visit www.ssay.com

0

ESSENTIAL
ACCESSORIES

IL POLICY

%

FINANCE
OPTION'

We always try to ensure our
prices are highly competitive.

7..

In the event you can find the same

range,
_ including QED, Soundstyle ami

the majority of products we stock.

Grado, will ensure you get the very
: best performance frorr your sys-Oem.

Written details on request Licensed credit
bnsiters. M IMMIUM1 balance ( 400. Subject to status.

products and excellent service at a
lower prce., please bring it to our
store managers' attention.

The right accessories can make
or break your system.

Spread the cost of buying.

rOur carefully selected

0% finance option' is available on

PLEASE NOTE
Some products/brands are not available
at all stores. Please call to confirm or
see the brand locator on our website
before travelling.
'Added Sate Offers

From range available

1n- store Not In conjuneton with any other offer ( NICWA00)

4

ADVERT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 24/09/2005, E&OE.

At least 10% off our normal selling prices on awide range of
products. For our latest prices call your local store or visit www.ssay.com
le

SUMMER EVENT

* te, wow 0,

•

EXTENDED UNTIL 24TH SEPTEMBER 2005

REL
Subwoofers

DVD Recorders
tee,

Although making digital recordings of TV broadcasts isn't
new, the choice, versatility and quality of recorders keep

In amarket packed with subwoofer: claiming to

getting better. Our product selection includes both DVD

deliver the ultimate bass experience, only one brand

only recorders and hybrid DVD/hard-disk models.

Panasonic
Pioneer

DVD RECORDERS
NEW DMR-ESIO ( MULTI- FORMAT)

111

of sub-bass system can prove its supremacy. With a
record of review success stretching back over a
decade and featuring no fewer than nine cf the
coveted What HiFi? Awards, REL is acknowledged as
the leading provider of deep, clean basl. frecpencies.

HARD-DISK MODELS (
HDD)
NEW DMR-EH50 80GB ( MULTI-FORMAT) DMR-E500 400GB

RECORDERS ( DVD-RW)
DVR-220 • DVD-320
HARD- DISK MODELS (
HDD/DVD-RW)
• -120H 80GB • E/VR-520H 80GB
DVR 720H 160GB • DVR-920H 250GB
"In all, the Pioneer DVR-720H is afine machine with
some nifty features and superb performance... Superb."
WHAT VIDEO AND VVIDESCREEN 1V • AUGUST 2000

S.1.00.

KEF KHT

1
7
=23
rene
% 2003

t

The Kef Home Theatre ( KHT) series brings
audiophile sound quality to affordable
home entertainment - it's been breaking
new ground ever since it was first
introduced. As its many awards and 5-star

"A flawless
performance
from the REL
Stampede

Q SERIES
Quake • Q150E • Q201E • Q400E
Sir SERIES
Stampede • Strata 5• Storm 5

leaves little
room for
criticism."

ratings prove, the original outperformed
every conventional system in its class.
MODELS INCLUDE
KHT1005 • KHT2005 2

KHT2005.2 "KEF has done it. This is the new best system in its dass...

KHT5005 • KHT9000AC E

The K-1T2005.2 is the new top surround dog. KEF should be very proud."

rim'Mtn'
AWARDS 2004

KEF

KIT1 00
Home Cinema System
"Why take five speakers into the living room when
you can use just two? Creating avirtual surround
sound experience has never been s.moler or more
effective, thanks to this two speakers plus
subwooter concoction from KEF."

Mordaunt
Short @a
Genie

Mission

Elegante e82

"Performance with style If you're looking for a

Acoustic Energy

speaker package without

"Distinctive looks, practical to use,

sonic sacrifices, then

first-class socks from the sats and

look no further than

the sub - it adds up to awinning
cinema set-up... For seamless

the Elegantes."

integration of soJnd, impressive

Established in 1987, Acoustic Energy

one of

offering arguably The most targeted range of hi-fi
and home cinema loudspeaker systems on the

'"••7,( 7

integrity of build and all-round

is

Britain's premier loudspeaker manufacturers

mancet today.

covetability, the Mordaunt-Short
Genie package ihard to beat - and

The multi-award winning AEGIS EVO' Ser -es is a

it looks rather splendid, too."

budget separates range for hi-fi and hone cinema

M-Cube
Elegante
Colour Options Available

enthusiasts alike, offering exquisite transparency,
detail arid clarity, coupled with awesome

"Mission has shaken

bass and dynamics.

up this market with
an innovative,

0

AEGIS EVO SERIES INC_UDE',

desireable product

EVO One • EVO Three • EVO Centime & Sub

of rare ability -

AELITE SERIES INC_UDF

audition today."

Aelite Two • Aelite Three • Aelite Centne & Sub

5
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Sim2 DLP Projectors

EVENT

Free QE
Cables . ezz

HT300 [- Link
£7999 SAVE £3000
HT300 E- volution
£5999 SAVE £2000

CLAIM FREE QED

Domino 18 £1999 SAVE £300

SPEAKER OR

FOR OUR LATEST PRICES AND OFFERS
CALL YOUR NEAREST STORE OR VISIT

INTERCONNECT CABLES
WORTH AT LEAST £ 50

vvvvvv.ssay.corn

Monitor Audio
GR10 Speakers
£599 SAVE £200

CD PLAYERS

(NICINA00)•

Marantz CD5400

£119.95

CD RECORDERS
Yamaha c
DR- HD1500

£449.95

(NICWA00)•

Arcam Solo / Alto
Roksan Kandy

AMPLIFIERS
Denon PMA355
Mararitr PM4400
Marantz PM7200
Yamaha AX396

MKIII CD & Amplifier
£999 CLAIM FREE

£159.95
£139.95
£239.95
£169.95

KEF KHT2005.2

£199.95
£229.95
£549.95
£799.95
£399.95
£499.95
£749.95
£1799.95
£399.95
£149.95
£299.95

A/V SPEAKERS & PACKAGES
Acoustic Energy Evo 38
KEF KHT1005

£679.95
£299.95

SUB WOOFERS

7.777-11iMirgil

SPEAKER STANDS WORTH £80
;

(1111101VA00).

£299.95
£499.
£624.

PLASMA
Panasonic TH37PV500 OA/al)
Panasonic TH42PV500 (Wal)
Pioneer PDP435XDE 43" ( Ex
Pioneer PDP435XDE 43"
Pioneer PDP505XDE 50" (Ex
Pioneer PDP505XDE 50"

Denon
DHT-50DSD

o
•

••

eeeeeeeeee • • • •

51 DVD System
£429 SAVE £20

el

Arcam DIVA

Yamaha

DV79 DVD Player
AVR300 AV Receiver

YSP-1
Sound Projector Speaker System
£799 CLAIM FREE

£2299 CLAIM £400
TOWARDS THE SPEAKERS OF YOUR CHOICE

QED INTERCONNECT CABLE WORTH £80

(NOO/KAMM).

REL Suake Brittex Black
REL Stampede ( Br-Inez Black)
REL Strata 5 (Brittex Black)

37"
42"
Display)
FROM

Display)
FROM

£1999.
£2299.
£2199.
£2399.
£3299.
£3599.

(NIC1N8100).

KEF KIT100

DRX-702E5
DAB/Analogue Tuner

WHEN PURCHASED WITH ANY PLASMA OR
LCD TV OVER £2000

£219 SAVE £ee

110P

£999.
£899

Toshiba 32WL56

PROJECTORS
ScreenPlay SP5700
ScreenPlay SP7205

(
Factory Refurbished)
(
New tower Free)

(NICINA00).

Pure Digita!

Home Cinema System
£999 SAVE £200

LCD TV
LG RZ32LZ50 32"
Sharp Aquos LC32GA5 32"

32" LCD HD Ready TV
£999 SAVE £50

£1499.
ECAL

ScreenP

,
e
. •••
la

5.1 Speaker Package
99 CLAIM FREE

A/V AMPLIFIERS
RECEIVERS & PROCESSORS
Denon AVR1705 A/V Receiver
Denon AVR1905 AN Receiver
Denon AVR2805 AN Receiver
Denon AVR3805 AN Receiver
Pioneer VSX-1014s AN Receiver
Pioneer VSX-2014i AN Receiver
Pioneer VSX-AX5Ai AN Receiver
Pioneer VSA-AX10Ai AN Amplifier .
Yamaha DSP-AX757SE NV Amplifier
Yamaha RX-V357 AN Receiver
Yamaha RX-V557 AN Receiver

(RIICVIA00).

;i011111

DVD PLAYERS
£499.95
£719.95

QED CABLE WORTH £ 100

(NICINIA00)•

£119.95
£229.95
£179.95.

Denon DVD-2910 Un
iiMuv Region)
Denon DVD-3910 Unnnsai multi Region)

Hi Fi System
£1399 CLAIM FREE

QED CABLE WORTH £ 100

SPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo One
Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo Three
Monitor Aaudio Bronze B2

Ask in-store for details. ( NICINA00).

(NICINA00).

INIGIVA00).

(NlaNA00).

MMONA00 - RIOT is CONJUNCTION WITH AMY 011.MR OHMS OR PROMOTION

SUMMER EVENT

At least 10% off our normal selling prices on awide range
of products. For our latest prices call your local store or visit www.ssay.com

Ea PRICING
JIG POLICY

ESSENTIAL
ACCESSORIES

We always try to ensure our

The right accessories can make

prices are highly competitive.

or break your system.

0

0/0 FINANCE
OPTION'

Spread the cost of buying.

In the event you can find the same
products and excellent service at a

Our carefully selected range,

0% finance option is available on

including QED, Souncistyle and

the majority of products we stock.

lower price, please bring it to our

Gr ado, will ensure you get the very
best performance from your system.

*Written details on request. Licensed credit

store managers' attention.

brokers Minimum balers* f400. Subject to status
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PLEASE NOTE
Some products/brands are not available
at all stores. Please call to confirm or
see the brand locator on our website
before travelling.
•
Added Value Offers

From range available

in•store Not in conjunction with any other offer ( NICWA00)
ADVERT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 24/09/2005, E&OE.

At least 10% off our normal selling prices on awide range of
products. For our latest prices call your local store or visit www.ssay.com

SUMMER EVENT
EXTENDED UNTIL 24TH SEPTEMBER 2005

Who are Sevenoaks?
Established as Sevenoaks Hi Fi in 1972, we have grown steadily onto one of the leading
independent home entertainment specialists in the UK, earning a reputation for
outstanding service, choice and value for money. In 1995, reflecting our commitment to the
emergent new technologies in home cinema, our name was changed to Sevenoaks Sound
& Vision. We now have 49 stores across the land stocking abroad range of exceptional
equipment and accessories.

ABERDEEN 01224 252797

MAIDSTONE 01622 686366

•57 CROWN STREET

•96

Of« SUNDAY

BEDFORD 01234 272779
sIPETERS STREET

How to shop ai Sevenoaks
When it comes to making big decisions about what to buy, there's no substitute for actually
road-testing your prospective purchases - seeing, hearing and experiencing the products in
action, with the benefit of our expert knowledge and guidance to help you choose. To get
the most from your Sevenoaks Sound & Vision experience, simply follow this checklist:

WEEK STREET

MANCHESTER 0/61 831 7969
•
,
CENTRE

•ESTABLISH YOUR AIMS - Are you tweaking an existing system to improve sound or

BIRMINGHAM 0121 233 2977
-112, UVERY STREET

NEWCASTLE 0191 221 2320
•19 NEWGATE STREET

picture quality, or are you looking for amore fundamental and comprehensive upgrade?

BRIGHTON 01273 733338

NORWICH 01603 767605

•BRING YOUR FAVOURITE DISCS WITH YOU - To ensure you get the most from the

•57 WESTERN ROAD, HOVE

•29-29A ST GILES STREE 1

BRISTOL 0117 974 3727

NOTTINGHAM 0115 911 2121

•928 WHITELADIES ROAD. CLIFTON

•597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD

BROMLEY 020 8290 1988

OXFORD 01865 241773

•39A EAST STREET

•41 ST CLEMENTS STREET

CAMBRIDGE 01223 304770

PETERBOROUGH 01733 897697

•17 BURLEIGH STREET

•36-38 PARK ROAD

CARDIFF 029 2047 2899
•104106 ALBANY ROAD

PLYMOUTH 01752 226011
•C7 CORNWALL STREE

CHELSEA 020 7352 9466

POOLE 01202 671677

•403 KINGS ROAD

music and movies in your collection, it pays to test equipment using those very same discs
or records, That way you can readily compare levels of performance. However, if you prefer,

•JUST ASK - If you are unsure of any aspect of the products or technologies available, or
would like more information about installation options, simply let us know and our staff will
be happy to help you out.
•TAKE YOUR TIME - We want you to be as happy as possible with your choices, so please
take as much time as you need to determine which products are right for you.

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION

LATIMER HOUSE, 44-2E IiIGH STREET

CHELTENHAM 01242 241171
•13 PITIVII LE STREET

PRESTON 01772 825777

CRAWLEY 01293 510777

READING 0118 959 7768

•12 THE BOULEVARD

•3-4 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENTRE

OPEN sway

•40-41 LUNE STREET

at your nearest Sevenoaks Sound & Vision
store or order acopy via our Website. The
brochure will be posted to you (UK mainland
addresses only) free of charge.

OPENSWIDAY

SEVENOAKS 01732 459555

•369-373 LONDON ROAD

•109-113 LONDON ROAD

EALING 020 8579 8777

SHEFFIELD 0114 255 5861

•24 THE GREEN

•635 QUEENS ROAD, I-IEELEY

°POMMY

SOLIHULL 0121 733 3727

EPSOM 01372 720720
•-2UPPER HIGH STREET OPENS/AMY

SOUTHAMPTON 023 8033 7770

EXETER 01392 218895

SOUTHGATE 020 8886 2777

•28 COVV1CK STREET

•79-81 CHASE SIDE

• 38 GREAT WESTERN

ROAD

Custom Installation

OPOISMAY

EDINBURGH 0131 229 7267
• THE GRASSMARKE -

GLASGOW 0141 332 9655

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision's Custom Installation Service enables the
integration of ahome cinema or hi-fi system into your home as neatly and
seamlessly as possible. All
electronics can be hidden away,
speakers discreetly mounted
either in the wall or ceiling and
the complete system operated via
remote control.

•149-151 STRATFORD ROAD

•33 LONDON ROAD

Our installation experts are fully
trained to the highest standards
in all areas and provide a
prompt, reliable and professional
service. Whether you're looking for amulti-room system, adedicated
home cinema installation with aretractable screen and built-in speakers or
an integrated control or lighting
system, Sevenoaks Sound & Vision has
adiverse range of products available to
cater for all your requirements.

STAINES 01784 460777
•4 THAMES

STREET

OPENSIAM

GUILDFORD 01483 536666

SWINDON 01793 610992

• 738 NORTH STREET

•8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD

HOLBORN 020 7837 7540

SWISS COTTAGE 020 7722 9777

•144-148 GRAYS INN ROAD

•21 NORTH WAYS POE. FINCHLEY RD

HULL 01482 587171
•1SAVILE ROW, SAVILE STREET

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 01892 531543

IPSWICH 01473 286977

WATFORD 01923 213533

•12-14 DOGS HEAD STREET

•478 ST ALBANS ROAD

«UMW

•28-30 ST JOHNS ROAD

KINGSTON 020 8547 0717

WEYBRIDGE 01932 828525

•43 FIFE ROAD

•43 CHURCH STREET THE QUADRANT

OPEN SeillY

LEEDS 0113 245 2775
OPEN SDVDAY

WOLVERHAMPTON 01902 312225

LINCOLN 01522 527397

YEOVIL 01935 700078

•20-22 CORPORATION STREET

•14 SILVER STREET

OPIUM HOURS: PLEASE TELEPHONE OR VT% OUR VVEBSCI

FREE
CUSTOM INSTALLATION BROCHURE
available now from your nearest store
or via our website.

WITHAM (
ESSEX) 01376 501733
•1THE GROVE CENTRE

LEICESTER 0116 253 6567
•10 LOSEBY LANE
(
OFF 810157REE1)

Hi Fi & Home Cinema
Guide - 2005 Edition
Pick-up acopy of our New 72 Page Guide

CROYDON 020 8665 1203

•62 NORTH STREET

we can supply aselection of demo discs - current mainstream entertainment that serves to
highlight the capabilities of the equipment.

Sevenoaks Website
The Sevenoaks Sound & Vision website has news and nformation on the Sevenoaks group
and detailed pages to help you locate your nearest sto e. In addition, there are hundreds of
SPECIAL OFFERS and STOCK CLEARANCE items available from our stores nationwide many with savings of up to 50%. To view our regularly updated product lists, visit

•29-30 CLEVELAND STREET
'
OPENING SOON

SIM-ter To LEG« COMPLETION

www.ssay.com and click on special offers

E-MAIL: [ insert store loceoonermar• rr

www.ssav.com
7
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t: 0141 333 9700

mon-fri: 9 - 6pm

e : info@audiosalon.co.uk

sat: 9 - 1pm

w : www.audiosalon.co.uk

audio salon

4 park circus, glasgow, g3 6ax, scotland

pere FIRST AMONG EQUALS
A ), r
The Audio Salon is
proud to represent
Symmetry in
Scotland. Offering
our customers the best
portfolio of audiophile
products, the best postsales support, and the
most ethical pricing policy.
It is hardly surprising that Ayre Acoustics has joined the
portfolio and this advertisement celebrates Ayre's stunning
achievements as best we can, with ten reasons why we sell
Ayre Acoustics.
I. Only Ayre has the services of Mr Hansen.
Ayre Acoustics, from Boulder Colorado, is the creation of
Charles Hansen:a motivated, visionary and sincere man
untainted by the materialistic and marketing ethic which
unfortunately does succeed in audio and most other
industries.To summarise Mr Hansen's views, he has never
lost the core values ( musical involvement) and is equally
comfortable with very high-technology and very traditional
means which play equal parts in his designs. For more details
you should read his recent press interview.
2. The evolution series
is the third generation
of his audio designs. The
xsertes was the previous
level; thus, anew product like
the C5 universal player is designated C5-xe, but adefinitive
product like the KIpre-amp became KI
- xand is now
KI-xe since its launch ( nearly ten years ago). Upgrades to
products can be done; please enquire for details.
3. Each of Ayre's three product series
competes with rivals at least one price level up.
For example, the KI-xe is atwo-box pre-amp selling for
only £4,995 (£ 5,995 with its legendary fully- balanced phono
stage) including VAT in the UK. It may sound different to
rivals at £ l5k, but not inferior.
4. The same may be said
about the VI - xe power
amplifier: £6.495 buys adevice
that competes with the very best
valve and transistor amplifiers that cost many times the
price. Reviewers have said so; more convincingly, we can let
you be the judge. Five minutes are enough!
5. On a lower budget? It is wise to spend as little as
possible to achieve your required performance level. But
it is foolish to buy used and abused, obsolete in the sense
that it was never good value, equipment correctly rejected
by previous owners! Enter the K5-xe preamp, astoundingly
now £ 1.995 including VAT How can they do it, don't hang
around, and don't judge audio by its price tag? The series- 5
amplifier is the V5-xe, and the UK price with the present
low dollar is not £ 3,995, but £ 2,995,1 had to take asecond
glance at the new price list!) At last, UK audiophiles can buy
state of the art for High Street domestic products which

/

F 111111 /
AX-7e Integrated Amplifier

are mass-produced and bear huge
marketing on costs that you pay for and
don't recover upon resale.You may have
to look further than the High Street for
products like Ayr e; now you know why!
6. If you want to pay f5k for
your system, Ayre can present
you with the legendary CX7xe CD player, now just £ 2,195
(under Path Premier it was £ 2,995 only
two years ago). It can be confidently
asserted that the CX-7 performs by huge margins above
rivals up to and beyond twice the price. Introduce the
integrated amplifier AX- 7at £ 1,995 (formerly £ 2.995) and
your choice of loudspeakers, and no one in-the- know can
complain that true high-end is unaffordable.
7. If you are avinyl lover
1111111•1
and own satisfactory
amplifiers, the
astonishing K Iphono
stage has inspired the stand-alone P5-xe
single- ended and fully- balanced phono amp.
Again, staring at the new price list in disbelief: £ 1,695
because this device is not atwo grand phono stage; it's a
top level piece of kit that brings analogue to its full potential.
Consult the reviews, then come and hear it, and/ or Ayre's
phono leads which seriously revise anything you are using
with these new dedicated low-level cables.
8. Digital has been evolving fast but has always
seemed acompromise, and we have despised
all universal players we have heard as seriously
flawed; but as stated above,Ayre have acquired traditional
and cutting edge techniques. Perhaps we should have
expected their universal player to rewrite the book. Price
is less than HALF the expected ten grand at £ 4.495, and
performance on all formats is user-friendly and musically a
revelation. It is one of the greatest hi-fi products ever made.
At its price it is the nobramer CD Player to buy, which also
happens to—not just play—optimise the huge benefits of
SACD, and DVD in its various versatile sub-formats.
9. Ayre Acoustics has the same reputation
in video and home theatre circles with its
multi- channel amplifiers and DVD players. If
you want to integrate without compromise you have one
manufacturer at the top of your list.
I
O. Ayre Accessories. If you are an
impecunious, sceptical, or loaded with
appalling part-exchanges no one wants,
get ataste of Ayre's refreshing value
and performance; buy aset of Myrtle
wood equipment feet £ 11.50 including VAT and postage;
the enhancer CD £ 17.95; or Signature cables ( prices on
request).
Every journey begins with afirst step, and this could
take you right to the place you startect the desire
for musical involvement not disappoititn
iiL
es

F
CX-7xe CD Player

C5-xe Universal CD Player

DX-7e DVD Transport

D- I
xe DVD/CD Player
F
P-5xe Phono Stage

KI-xe Pre Amplifier

K-5xe Pre Amplifier

Excellence is our
only compromise
KJ West One,
customers.

like any responsive business, is shaped to an extent by its

A distinction we appreciate, this being because our discerning

clientele continue to expect only the best!

With this in mind, we have bee

working hard to create an ' aural declaration' of the absolute finest audio
components available today.

Once again we are so pleased to be working and collaborating with our friends the UK's
most distinguished distributor ' Absolute Sounds:

We are presently jointly

celebrating 50 years of involvement in the pursuit of audio excellence.

Both of our

Companies are grounded in the love of music and between us we have made it
possible to offer asensitive expertise. and uncompromised demonstration facilities
which will enable you to complete your search for musical purity and authenticity.

Absolute Sounds have continued to provide us with ' State of the Art' audio
components which exceed all of our expectations.

Right now we are seeing the

introduction of a wide range of innovative and extremely exciting super audio
flagship products from several renowned manufacturers, each emphatically
demonstrating advances in sound reproduction. KJ West One are proud to be able to
invite you to enjoy an ' audition' at anytime convenient to you. Simply call us on
020 7486 8262/3 or email us on info@kjwestone.com, we look forward to
meeting you again here at New Cavendish Street.

Perfection is infuriatingly elusive,
if we were to achieve it what objectives would remain?

26 New Cavendish Street London W 1G 8TY
42 Cowgate

Peterborough PEI INA

T: 020 7486 8262/3

T: 01733 341 755

www.kjwestone.com

F: 020 7487 3452

F: 01733 358 141

"The best tonearm I've
heard"

HI FI WORLD

W inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component
of 2004 award

‘‘A

new benchmark for musical communication"

STEREOTIMES
NEW SOVEREIGN DECK

"

One of the truly special products I,ve reviewed in the past 18 years STEREOPHILE

Ultimate performance
for your system
(C

T he best musical results of any turntable
I've ever heard, regardless of price.

The new generation of toneams from Origin Live have won admiration
and rave reviews across the world for good reason - these arms better
the best by a significant margin. Whatever your current arm, you
can at last treat yourself to aserious upgrade. Why not arrange for a
demonstration now.

Since I've been listening to turntables professionally for 32 years and
am aware of the pitfalls of ultimate proclamations, Ihesitate somewhat
to make this statement. Nevertheless, it is true. The level of musical
communication available from the Illustrious/Aurora Gold is in aclass by
itself. It sets anew reference."
STEREO TIMES on the Aurora gold turntable 8c illustrious tonearm

Demonstrably better

MAZLEMERE

Tonearm Models
Conqueror - £2500
Illustrious - £1570
Encounter - £ 70
Silver - £599
OL1 from - £124

DIO

SP ECIALISTHI-FI OEM FRSINCE1989 - NOW IN OU R16TH YE
AR

SUMMER SALE NOW ON

NAG RA
PL- LTUBE PRE-AMP

•DIGITAL
IIITUNERS
ACCUPHASE
FANFARE
DCS
BPOWER SUPPL1
METRONOME
ACCUPHAS E
NAGRA
ISOL-8
ORAC LE
VE RTEX AQ_
RESOUJI
TON AUDK)
III SPEAKERS
A.
R.
T
•AMPLIFICATION
PEAK CONS ULT
ACCUPHASE
PENAUDIO
AYRE ACOUSTICS
REF 3A
DNM
THIEL
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VERITY AU DIO
NAGRA
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•CABL ES
RENAI SSANCE
HARMONI C
RESOLUTION AUDK)
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SPECTRAL
VERTEXAQ_
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AVI D
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•HEADPHON1
STAX

•BASED IN HI
GH W YCOMBE • EXPERT, FRI ENDLY & UN- BIASED
ADVICE . DEMONSTRATION SBY APPOINTMENT ONLY
•EVENING DEMONSTRATI ONSUPON REQUEST
•COMFORTABLE LI STENING ROOMS .HOMEDEMONSTRATIONS
(M ON-SAT) 9AM-6PM (
TEL) 01494 865 829
INFOeHAZLEM EREAUDI
O.
CO.
UK VVWW.HAZLEMEREAUDI O.CO.UK
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Full information on web site

cartridges
lyra
ortofon
sumiko
>cables
chord company
nordost

BRAN DS IN CLUDE:

P
EAK CONSULT
THE E
MPRESS SPEAKER

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877
E-mail: info@originlive.com

'headphones
akg
beyer
grado
StaX
-hardware
atC
audio pro
cabasse
creek
epos
harbeth
harman/kardon

www.originlive.com

open
îo:ta
Ardis

lexicon
michell
m+ k
naim audio
neat acoustics
nottingham
parasound
primare
sme
something solid —
spendor
trichord

Hfi for grown-ups
( 0 1

473)

65

fax ( 01473) 655172
emall:enq9signal-s—\
signals
bucklesham
Ipswic -h'efolk
lPio.oDY
w w w.sIgna
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uk
c o m
www.hifinews.co.uk

Small is Best
Ihave worked from home as aHi -Fi Consultant for at

11(4

least 15 years. and have added Home Cinema to my portfolio

eo _onsuitents

21 - 22
Cadham Centre
Glenrothes
KY7 6RU
Scotland

tel: 01592 744 779
fax: 01592 744 710
infoPshadowaudio.co.uk
unvw.shadowaudio.co.uk

over the last 5years. as that had largely taken over.
Everything seems to go in cycles however, and there does
seem to be aswing back to hi-fi, especially vinyl.
Ihave always tended to use equipment from the smaller
manufacturers, such as AVI. ATC. Ruark. Sugden etc
as they do seem to produce products that sound better.
but to identify which, takes atot of time and listening
Not having ashop to run, gives me that time and the ability to
visit customers houses, and hear exactly what their problem is.
Customers don't always know!
They know they aren't enjoying it as they should.
but not why . That is where Ican help. and you always deal
with me not some assistant
With realistically priced equipment from AVI. including amps.
CD. and speakers ( see www.avihifi.com). it is easy to put together
asuperb system, and in addition we now have the
superb Nola speakers from the USA
(see www nolaspeakers com)
including the little Napolean satellite/subwoofer system
We specialise in projector/screen setups and with projectors
from Sim2. Infocus, JVC and Sanyo. we can sort out most
peoples requirements. so please do give us aring, and let us
prove that small really is best

sheer performance it's easy
to recommend the KIMBER Select
KS3038... This is atrue reference
grade cable design combining

Analogue

accuracy and neutrality with the
musical message."
HiFi News, Jan 02

Loudspeakers

icvhifi@yahoo.co.uk
0117 6986005

Phone UK Local Rate
(quote: ANEWS)

0845 345 1550

and request aFREE Select catalogue or order online at

www.russandrews.com
Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd,
28 Moreland Court, Westmorland Business Park,
She Road, Kenda1,159 UNS, UK.
Tel: + 44 1539 797300 Fax: +44 1539 797325

www.hifinews.co.uk

Solutions for better music & movies

u

Shanling CDT-300 Omega Drive, boxed unused (f4000)
Gryphon Tabu (f3800)
EAD DSP 9000 Pro S3 DAC pre
Wadia 302 CD player (14000)
Meridian 566 24bit DAC
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista CD Player
DCSVerdi latest spec
Audio Analogue MeastroCD player
Wadia 270 Transport, current spec
DCSVerdi La Scala Transport (19499)
Shanling CDT-100 (3D accoustics UK model) - £1600
Audio Analogue Paganini (1950)
Musical Fidel,/ A308CD player
Roksan Kandy MKIII silver/black ex-dem
Audio Analogue Paganini
Audio Analogue MeastroCD player
Musical Fidelity Nu Vista CD
AVI 52000M mono blocks (f2000)
Spectral DhIC 30SL Studio Reference Pre amplifier 119000)
Quad II Forty valve propower system (14000)
Copland CIA 305 and CIA 520 pre/power combination 112997)
Boulder 1012 DACpre (112950)
Musical Fidelity A3 CR pre-amp (11000)
Musical Fidelity X-80 v3
ART Diavolo Power Amplifier (15402)
Pathos Classic One midi :(11400)
Shanling STP-80 integrated valve amplifier
Pathos Logos Integrated
Audio Synthesis Passion Ultimate passive pre
Moon iS integrated amplifier (12695)
Plinius SA 100 MK3
Plinius M1 6P (with phono stage)
Classe CA-401 power amplifier
Classe CP 47.5 reference pre amp
Musical Fidelity P270.2 power amplifier
QtM• II-forty systam,preemp+2 mere blocks
Plinius CD LADbalanceid pre-amp
Audio Analogue Meastro
Chord SPM 800power amplifier
Krell KAV 300i
ES Lab DXS4 digital amplifier
Mark Levinson 28 pre-amplifier
Mart Levinson 27.5 power amplifier
Croft TS1 with Epoch Pre (130(X))
Roksan Caspian M Series pre+monoblocks
ART Conductor Pre-amp
Conrad Johnson 16LS pre-amp118000)
Audio Analogue PucaniiSettanta (1950)
Musical Fidelity A3cr per amp
Sugden Masterclass Mono blocks (16600)
Sugden Masterclass Pre-amplifier (f2300)
Audio Note Soro SE + built in phono stage
Musical Fidelity X-150 v3 (f799)
Hovland HP100 pm-I-built in phstagef£5350)
Hovland Radia Power amplifier 117995)
Hovland HP200 + phono stage 117325)
Audio Analogue New Maestro (11750)
Audio Analogue Primo Setanta
Unison Research SR 1
Musical Fidelity A308 Power amplifier
Musical Fidelity A308 Pre amplifier
Roksan Kandy MKIII (silver or black)
Audio Note AN-ED speakers
Mission 780 SE, boxed
Living Voice Avatar It, finished in cherry 1E2700)
Nola (Alon) Elite Signature speakers (18000)
Living Voice Auditorium rnkll speakers111900)
Diapason Karis II speakers + matching stands
Ref 3a Dacapo i, maple (12700)
LivingVoice Avatar II speakers in Maple (f2700)
JM Lab Cobalt 816s (1999)
Triangle Heliade, Champagne finish 11595)
ATC SCM-50ASL,Yew(17947)
Wilson Benesch ARC'S with stands 112500)
Soundlab Millenium M3+oplionalTonnidalTransformers+bi-wire (£1010
Triangle Australeiin chern,(13300)
Living Voice Avatar OBXà2 in Cherry
Wilson Benesch Discovery (15700)
Quad 989 ESL Vintage, new £5000
Quad 988 ESL in Nouveau, cost new £3750
Audio Physic Spark3, Cherry or light maple
Audio Physic Tempo 3i, Cherry or light maple
Audio Physic Tempo3i SE, Cherry/light maple
Audio Phi,sic Virgo III, Cherry
Wilson Benesch ACT 1, Cherry
Linn LP12, Naim Amo tor:rearm, Armageddon PSU, Cirkus
bearing, excellent coud /E4000+1
SME 10, boxed AS NEW (12800)
Audio Synthesis Passion Plionu stage MM/MC
Linn LP12 + Wok LVII and Valhalla PSU
SME 20/2a + SME Vtonearm (15695)
Wilson Benesch Full Circle+Ply Cart (f2100)
Musical Fidelity M1 turntable, boxed as new
Pro-ject 2.9 wood + Ortofon 510 cartridge
Michell Orbe SE boxed as new
SME 10A, boxed
Nottingham Analogue Spacedec
EAR 834P de-luxe phono stage
Ortofon Jubilee - very low hours
Trichord Dino - silver front
Isol8 Powerstation PS200 ultimate mains regeneration
Stax SRS-4040 tube system
ISOL-8 2k Qube2 mains conditioner (11500)
Townshénd Super Tweeters in Titanium matt
Stax SRS 4040 tube system - boxed unused with Stax stand+cover

£P0A
£1795
£1495
£2995
£450
£1695
£3595
£795
£3950
£6595
£990
£795
£995
£450
£475
£950
£1695
£695
£5495
£2495
£1595
£6595
£395
£265
£1995
£950
£895
£1695
£650
£1695
£1695
£1195
£2995
£1295
£495
£2495
£495
£895
f895
£995
£1295
£995
£1995
£1995
£2295
£995
£3750
£790
£475
£3695
£1299
£1195
£650
£3595
£4995
£4995
£1255
£395
£895
£995
£995
£450
£695
£195
£1595
£3595
£895
£1095
£1650
£1850
£595
£395
£4995
£1699
£3595
£1995
£2695
£3895
£3600
£2999
£1250
£1395
£1799
£2895
£3595
£1595
£1895
£795
£795
£3695
£1495
£1990
£350
£1595
£2495
£695
£250
£795
£199
£895
£595
£795
£650
£795

Call 01592 744 779 for the best
Part Exchange prices!
Hi-FiNews
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UNIVERSAL MOTOR UPGRADE

TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM

"Nothing less than total dynamite"

Upgrades & replaces
motors & power supplies for ALL
belt drive turntables

1-41-F1 WORLD

If you are the proud owner of any Rega tonearm, you are now in the
enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of
super arms with our modifications. The OL structural modification
at r will enable your Rega to perform at alevel exceeding that of
some arms costing over £1000! High performance rewiring with
high grade litz wire is also offered at an additional £70 and external
rewiring is also £70 further increasing the performance.

5

"The single most important upgrade you can
ever make to any record deck concerns the motor
drive...nothing can karepare you for the shock of going DC. In .1
word, gobsmacking.'
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE
"WSvalue is nothing short of tremendous. -

LISTENER MAGAZINE

"The LP12 remains aclassic ... but .. upgrade kits by Origin Live
can bring avast improvement to it's performance"
HI FI NEWS
"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm
into areal giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of
the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have
great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge."
HI FI WORLD ON STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION
Structural modification awarded 5star rating by

WHAT HI- Fl?
SOU. MOO VISION

Structural Modification - £75
*****
Internal Rewiring - £70
External Rewiring - £70
High conductivity phono plugs £20
Slotted arm tube - £85
If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL1 arm ( manufactured
by Rega) £ 124

Universal turntable motor kit
The Cinderella of

- largely overlooked and dismissed, but capable of

outperforming a £ 1100 cartridge upgrade. No one would blame you for being
sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially one that
improves on the best of other power supplies costing over 4times as much or
your money back. Ir is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement
attained by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000
times! Our DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of Linn
Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of adrop
in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2speed control box. Why not
order now? - see web site or phone.

Standard dc Motor Kit - £. 199
Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877
E-mail: infoeoriginlive.com

Upgrade Transformer - £175

Arm modifications normally returned within 1 - 3days

are

Upgrade DC 200 motor -£ 129 with kit

www.originlive.com

omfortabl
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l
oudspeakers
tel/fax +44 ( 0)1292 319 416
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LAT

INTERNATIONAL

-USA

Power, Analogue, Tonearm, Digital,
Video interconnects and single and
biwire speaker cable.
Limited time offer

NEW FOR 2005

free MC Cartridge

IC 300 Analog and Dl- 30 Digital
Interconnects, AC-2 MKII Power

worth £ 300 to
£800 with certain

cord, SS800 and SS1000 MKII
Speaker cables.

TT / tonearm
combinations

WTB 213 Tonearm
shown with Shelter 901
MC Cartridge

ACOUSTIC SOLID small

LAT AC-2MKII
Power cord
compare with

Royal Turntable hand polished aluminium

.
inish

with 60cm aluminium platter,topped with a6mm acrylic platter and leather
nat. Features a near zero tolerance bearing. Nylon thread belt - weight 25kg,
;hown withType Two stand. Pictured are two of ten turntables made by Acoustic

products costing
ten times as
much, then
decide

Solid, Germany
Acoustic Solid
One to One turntable with
resin cast base.
TT shown with Hadcock
242 Tonearm

IC-200 MKII Interconnect
even better than before,

AUDUSA EUPEN
The world's only true Ferrite
technology cables - ahigh
quality ferrite is extruded over
the conductor strands. Power
Cords - GNLM 5/2.5 ( CSA 2.5)
and GNLM 05/04 From £48 for
alm cord terminated with an IEC
and MK tough
plug. Also available are the CMS
Analog, Digital
and Video Interconnects with
RCA, XLR or
BNC connectors

\ie

available with Jack, XLR,
Phono, Din
tors
and as atonea
co
rm
nnlead

AUDUSA 00M

products include

ceramic speaker cable isolators from the USA,
and USA Plugs with silver plated contacts.
Locking banana and RCA connectors with
silver lated pins. New in stock are 13 amp
v
e
cap

LAT International

Maintenance prod-

ucts - Contact Cleaner, Record Cleaning solution,
CD/DVD disk cleaning solution Enhancement
products - Vibra Killers, C Diamond. Once &
Done and Green Line

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020

8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

The Guide

call 0208 726 8323 to advertise

MUSIC MATTERS

Our extensive range of products includes
•Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
•Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
•Chapter Audio • Chord Company
•Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • Infocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • Mj Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
•Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
•Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham B17 8DL
012. 429 2811
SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands 892 141_
0121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Screet
West Midlands DY8 IAB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Boldmere Road
West Midlands 873 STD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HAS 4HR
020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON
17 Coniscliffe Road
County Durham DL3 7EE
01325 481418

OPEN TUES - SAT 10.00 - 5.30
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of

SOLHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL'6 30PM

complete systems integrating hi-fi,

Interest free credit ors selected items • 0% APR

MUSIC
MATTERS

V
A?
THESPECIAUDIO
ALISTS

Written cetaili on request • Licensed credit broker

home cinema, multi- room and
lighting. Home trials are available

BADA

for many products

www.musicmatters.co.uk

•
gm
O'Brien Hi-Ft

MARTIN
LOGAN

•

Est. 1966

•AU • ARCAYDIS • AUDIS RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • AVID • PETER • CABLETALK • CHORD CABLE, • CREEK • CUSTONt DESIGN • DEN N• DEICiEN • DIAPASON • DYNAVECTOF • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL • GRADO
•GRAM • GOLDRING • GUTWIRE CABLES • JADIS * AMNON • NE • MICHELL • MORINO • MOON • MORSAS • MAD • NAPA • OPERA • DWG • °MIN LIVE • OPTIMUM • PATRON • PRIMA LUNA • PROJECT • OED
•RESOLUTION • ROAN • SENNHEIS(R • SME • SONNETEER • BONUS FABER • STANDS • UNIQUE • SPECTRAL • SWUM • TEX • THORNS TRANSPARENT CABLES • TRIANGLE • UN'tON RESEARD. • WATERFALL • WILSON

0

•

0

kCDEN A2ISE

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service • Repair facilities • 5 rnins walk Reynes Park SP
•29 mins Waterloo • 5 miss from A3 , Raynes Park B282 HIS) • 25 mino M25 Junc 10 • Clearance
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Audio Arbil ue Doman stereo Power Amp ( s/s)
Audio Ancloçue Puccini Sr ( ca-dew)
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Sulden
masterclass
CD
( ow)
Sudden
Soinateer
Alabaster
amp
(
sew) dam)
SL04111 Masterclass
Beau
systemamplifier(ex
Mew,

££2700
1200 £2700
£
595
£2647 £ 1650

COPLAND

Theta Data 11 CD ( new mach)

£3150
£1500 £2750
£a00
£299 £249
Tr nstarent MusicLink Plu, ( 1m: oew
Unsoo Unmo ( new)
£ 1195
f945
tkloene DD10 sub(ex-dem) £2000 £ 1095
£1499 £ 1199
Wrertall Mu, . new)
Waterfall H
, ew)
7299
£2 25
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60 Durham Rd. West Wimbledon. London SW20 OTW Open 9.30-5 30 TuesSat Tel 020 8946 1528/0331 Web: www obrienhifi.co.uk E-mail shop@obrienhiii.com
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> devons audio specialists
Sbckists of Audia, Audio
Physic, Auclibn, Avid, Ayre, Bel

;

Mike&Caroline

Canto, Chapter Aud o. Cairn,
Chord, Dali, Exposure, Grand
Prix Audio, Inca Design, 'sot
8, Lexicon, McIntosh, Monitor
Audio. Moon, Musical Fidelity,
Parasound, Primare :Project,
Rel, Roksan, Ruark, Stas,
Tannoy Prestige, Thiel, Tivoli,
Totem Acoustics and many
more.
>Free Advice in arelaxed
and friendly atmosplere
>0% Finance Available
>2Demonstration Rooms
>Childs Play Area
>Out of Hours Appointments
>Home Demonstrations
>Open mort - sat : 9am - 5pm
Call 01884 243 584

McIntosh

•
Lockwood Aud
io

VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED
Spares and repairs
See the TANYOZ Cones
Hotline at

www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk
Call for appointment to visit us at Ruislip on
+44(0) 90 8864 8008
IC

or Fax + 44(0) 20 8864 30M
2:
sales@leckwoodaudio.co.uk

e. -to

3100
1400

PATHOS LOGOS

1950

MARANTZ SA- 12

(
unused

KRELL KPS-25sc

(
latest)

1500
POA

A-A MAESTRO 192/24 CD

1300

TRANSPARENT CABLE

Call

Tel: Plnewood Music 01460 54322
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
Mobile: 07860 351113

or EX 33.1,1

Shunyata
The Old School
School Road. Bracon Ash

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

sound cinergy
'immense, in bon. onterfentnern

AE, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Harman Kardon,
Infinity, Linn, Marantx, Mordaunt Short,
PIAD, Project, Pure, REL, Rolcsan, Tricherd
37 High Street, Aldridge
OCTOBER

KRELL SACD Standard
KRELL KAV-250a

Mike 8. Caro -,
ne look forevard
to seeing you soon'

webaite.. www.audiodestination.co.uk
email. mail@audiodestination CC uk
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HIGH END SALE

2005

01922 457926
Hi-FiNews

t i Near Norwich, Norfolk
Ir

Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Naim,
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,
Stax, Teac, and others

www.basicallysound.com

Research

The Guide

call 0208 726 8323 to advertise
Cables

Sttnkrst, . 1. 1RCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE

•Mit ROMEGA • HAIM AUDIO • NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•ROTE/ • SHAHINIAN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

HIFI

Limited

SYSYTEMS

Celebrating a Decode of Sound

n iueiityY

For friendly advice or to °mange your demonstration of some of the
World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN BLEAKLEY on
LEEDS ( 0113) 204 9458 (
evening calls welcome).
Generous port exchange allowance always available

High End Cable

indecently good hi-fi

Your friendly cable store

9High Street, Hampton Wick. Kingston upon Thames.
Surrey KTI 4DA Tel: 020 8943 3530
Open Tues - Sat loam - spm

Upgrade your

[Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man ,"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,
Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.

Agencies include ATC • Audionet • AVI • Bryston • Chord
•Gamut • Nordost • Primare Systems • tEL • Wilson Benesch
•The Professional Monitor Co • Wadia and many more.

or AV system with quality new cables
and power accessories from

Chord Company - Full range

Stereovox - Studio and Reference

Wac)ia _ lea')

Nordost UK
Black Rhodium - Deep Cryogenic Treatment
Tannoy
van den Hul - Full range

Ortofon -

Plus cartridge re-tipping service

moving coil

benesch

Firm« LEEDS ( 0113) 204 9458 Fm: LEEDS ( 0113) 253 3098

ISOL - 8
Stan earspeakers - Full range

`CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'

eta infoCiioudioreflections.co.uk

yorkshire
. rm. www.auclioreflertion8.ro.uk

cartridges

Acoustic Zen
Turbosound personal headphones
Ayre CD
and many more

wen site: www.cartridgeman.com
Email'

AudiOreflections

REAL

Free delivery wortdwide on all interconnects.
For many more money saving offers call Dave Jackson

thecartridgemangbtinternet.com

020 8688 6565

01775 761880 or better still

etc
cabasse
creek
epos
harbeth
harman/kardon

visit

www.highendcable.co.uk

lexicon
m+k
A V INTERNATIONAL LTD

For all Hi Fi repairs please visit;

AVIS NEW LABORATORY SERIES
HIFI CHOICE "EDITORS CHOICE"
"PRODUCT OF THE YEAR"
What HiFi 5 star and best buy

naim audio
neat acoustics
nottingham

www.servicesound.com

urne

Prima'''.

or phone Geoff on 01424 216245

To find out more quickly

spendor
trichord

Specialists in Valve and

www.avihifi.com

signals
hi-fi for grown '

IpSWiC

reel to reel tape recorders

TEL:01453 752656

NI*

michell

fa.‘ ( 0, 173)

( o1473) '
65171

55172

ail enqQ-1 ,,lynal, uk

www.signa

uk.ro

MAIL ORDER - WORLDWIDE
90%, ot- Imonth home trial" customers keep our valve amplifiers.
Money back guarantee ( less £ 30 UK or £ 100 overseas, within 30 days) that you
prefer £ 650 or £ 1,400 " Triode Connection" amplifier to most £200 to £ 200.000
amplifiers ( integrated,pre.power,monoblocks,power supply) (transistor,valve.digital)
with silver wire + polypropylene capacitor + Himalayan volume control + snake oil
Transformers are very important. Most of our customer prefer our amplifier
to ? unbeatable? budget valve amplifiers and most ?high?end? valve
amplifier / monoblock because our £ 350 or £ 650 transformers are bigger
2 You do not have to muck about with a separate power supply,
if you put a huge transformer + choke regulation into the amplifier.
3. The " heart" of a " typical" £ 3,000 preamplifier is £ 0.50 " Op amp" or £ 10 valve.
About £2,800 is gross profit, VAT, labour and the cost of the pretty box.
How can these ? high?end? components improve the sound of our £ 100 300B
valve or £ 40 KT88 valve ( matched by our computerised valve tester) ?
There is a difference between -High Price" and " High End"
and " King's New Clothes" sensationalized by magazines to sell magazines.
A magazine gave a rave review to £ 3.000 valve amp. whilst another magazine
described it as " slightly bright" and should be used with "warm sounding" speakers.
Which magazine do you believe ? Believe YOUR OWN EARS and audition
any £3,000 pre / power/ monoblock against our £ 650 " Triode Connection"

HUGE expensive " High End"
"potted" transformers

are

valves

• huge

transformers

ç
ei

Amer ican ,
5670
f

tn.\ i.ra

,valves

expensive
non-magnetic —
stainless .
steel
•
Ultra Linear
chassis £ 1,050 £ 1,150

huge
transformer
'

Triode
Connection
£1,250 £1,400
KT88 valves
are more
expensive
, than
6550
valves

Larger
transformer

4
American
5670 valves

Ultra Linear
£650 £ 750

'huge
transformer

Triode
Connection
£ 850 £ 1.000

Distortion matched
famous Russian
Svetalana
EL34 valves
40 watts
40 watts

Telephone 01634 268662 anytime
2 years guarantee on amplifier
& valves.
8times longer than
"typical" 90 days guarantee for
most valves of ? high?end? amps

expensive
than 6550

Unbelievably

•.''
;
Most 5" or 6" drive units struggle with 10 watts of bass and produce a lot of
2 or 6
distortion ( 1% to 3%).
Why do Hi Fi magazines recommend 100 watts amplifiers pieces
for 5" or 6" drive units ?
Has any Hi Fi magazine measured the huge distortion of silver
capacitors
and audible compression of 100 watts of bass into a 5" or 6" drive unit ?
Larger
Even our " standar
Shop prices are expensive
transformers
ansforrner

because of rent, rates, wages
Buy direct & save US,
Free UK delivery

KT88 valves
are more

Upgradeable
to £ 1,000 an
KT88 Triode Connection
+ £ 50 for carriage
+ £ 50 for used valves
Ht-FiNe\m,

Ultra Linear
£600 £700
OCTOBER 2005
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HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

SAL.E
POA
MICHELL ORBE
POA
MICHELL ORBE SE
POA
MICHELL GYRODEC
POA
MICHELL GYRO SE
£340
TECNO ARM "A"
£175
DENON DL304
£270
SHURE V1 5VXMR
£800
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
£585
TRANSFIGURATION ARIA
£1900
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
£1900
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER W
£800
KOETSU BLACK
£1300
KOETSU RED T
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION LEVEL 2 £1 700
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION
£700
EPOA
GRAHAM TONEARMS
£1050
RESON LEXE
£475
DECCA SUPER GOLD + POD

£250
TRICHORD DINO
POA
TRICHORD DELPHINI
TRICHORD DINO/DINO+
£425
POA
WHEST AUDIO
POA
GRAHAM SLEE
POA
JAN ALLAERTS
POA
ZYX
POA
VAN DEN HUL
GRADO RS1
£ 625
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD
£ 490
SUMIKO BPS EVO III
£ 190
SUMIKO PEARWOOD SIGNATURE £ 845
KOETSU RED K SIGNATURE £ 1975
KOETSU THE SIGNATURE £ 3300
TOM EVANS GROOVE
£ 1500
TOM EVANS VIBE
£ 2200
TOM EVANS MICROGROOVE
f350
TOM EVANS MICROGROOVE+ £ 625

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE 8. AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW &BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO ES- OEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES.
ESTABLISHED 1986
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 600
TEL: 01283 702875 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

Absolute Analogue®

Arfist

high perfomance audio systems

Your access to musical truth

TacT-Lyngdorf Audio Digital Amplification
and Room Correction Systems

Set Music Free!

Nordic ,Conee01
whit
• . ¡means:

It is not necessary to have great hi-fi
equipment in order to listen to MUSie...

"Few Exhibits, indeed, could con-pete
with the TacT system for revealing
both the true timbres and the
original acoustics."

1

The Absolute Sound April/May 2005

I'Iiiij tin
(D101

To audition these revolutionary products.

(Unites
Leisure 3SE

Iarum

...hut it helpN.

please contact Formula One Audio

Get it right!

Tel 020 8480 3333
Mob 079 1802 2870

, ondon. NM 6 7

Fax 087 1243 2003

Tel / Fax: +44 (0)20 8459 8113
Absolute_Analoguera emailmsn.com

Web www.formulaoneaudio.com
Email info@formulaoneaudio.com

Dynavector's SuperStereo
The only multi-channel for music lovers and audiophiles.

AUDIO EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
020 8255 0572
07973 43613 w

Simply add a Dynavector SuperStereo Adapter to your system and 2 small speakers.

Improvements to the overall sense of realism were quite startling..." Hi-Fi News
"Superb" Hi-Fl World
"Produces astonishing results" Hi-Fi +
"Extraordinarily convincing" Hi-Fi Choice
"Indespensable for listening to music" Stereo Sound, Japan
Make the most of your LP's, CD's, SACD's & DVD's with an Adp-2 (£ 895) or Adp-3 (£ 1,495).
Info & sales direct from: Dynavector SuperStereo

(
0)1202) 767873. E-mail: dynavectorgonetel.com

Tel/fax: 44 +

Web: http://web.onetel.com/—dynavector

Mi+d
SOUND PRINCIPLES

Marshall Choong Audio
info@ mcaudio.co.uk
+44 ( 0)20 8670 3770

Audiomeca Mephisto 11 CD transport

£2750

Audio Note AN/J spks & stands

£1099

£399

Charlo Academy 3. 51t. solid Italian walnut spks.

£8000

£2995

Charlo Academy Millennium 1 & Yards

£1650

£750

£995

£500

Crimson CS6I0 pre/C5630 monotlocks

£I250

£525

EAR 859 pwr amp

£1800

£599

Jadis J11_ pre

£4300

£1295

Jamo Concert 8piano black L'E

£1800
£495

£750

Linn Kolektor pre, ric
McIntosh MC7010 CD payer

£3500

£1199

Meridian 0600 Active spks

£2500

£995

Musical Fidelity A370 Mk 11 pwr asp

£2500

£695

Fink Triangle Decapo 1307 chip

£I550

£495

Rogue Audio M120 valve monoblock,
Sonic Frontiers power 2valve amp 110 watts

£3000

£1600

£5000

£1995

v/c. bal & sie

£5000

£1995

Talon Raven 2002 spks

£7500

£3500

Conrad Johnson DV I
OM. pre

£1195

£150

Sonic Frontiers Line 3,2 box valve pre-anp,

DIPOLE LOUDSPEAKERS

Yamaha CT7000 Tuner Box - Rare

www.mcaudio.co.uk

£495

All above equipment in good working order.
Everything must go, all reasonable offers considered.

Distributors and dealers for

CARDAS

COMPONENT PARTS

rhodium & gold

plated copper phono sockets

LAID-BACK AUDIO LTD

phono plugs banana plugs spade terminals
speaker terminals biwire jumpers solder
cartridge leads naim converter boxes
tone arm wire contact conditioner

For the sweet sound from asingle-ended
valve amplifier made by hand.

ACOUSTIC ELEGANCE subwoofer drivers
BG planar drivers
CLARITY CAP crossover capacitors
EICHMANN bullet bayonet and cablepod
RYTHMIK AUDIO subwoofer plate amps
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For more information

Call for an audition in our
listening room in London

mail@laidbackaudio.co.uk
www.laidback-audio.co.uk
Phone 01905 640028 • Fax 01905 641596
www.hifinews.co.uk

The Guide

call 0208 726 8323 to advertise

Nairn Audio Specialist

Hertfordshire

UK Wide

thesoundpractIce
simaudiO moon

the largest selection of mint, pre- loved
Na

ents on the planet.
2 month guaran

• credit/debit cards
• dem facilities
• naail order
• men 7 days
• products tested
• help & advice
• see website for stock

1•••••10.4 Cµ,

e1.1911iA

seas
Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

r71
k1
:11se: Ze‘N% Skauning
%
gee
Loudspeakers

Fostex

DIEFLIM
ACOUSTIC PANELS

morel°

'peerless
Vita c

accuphase

AUDIO

arcam
cyrus
dynaudio

LOUDSPEAKER SPECIALISTS

NOÉDOST

focal jm lab

.Ranee of replacement drive units from Seas, Volt,
Vita, Scanspeak, Peerless and Morel., for use in AR,
Gale, Heybronk, IMF, KEF, Mission, ProAc, Rogers Fostex
TDL plus many others.
.Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors
(Supersound, SCR & Hovland MusiCap),
cables, damping and grille materials
. UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers all tri demomtration.

50

HIGHEST QUALITY

At.1-2/‘

WILMSLOW

FOSTEX Orne Undo
now available. including
the FE lull range series
with cabinet plans
available on request

PROVIDES SPEAKER

PARTS AND ADVICE.

stalbans: 01727 893 928
www.thesoundpractice.com

Teh 01727 893928
www.tomtomaudio.com

M ADISOUND

LlUILDERS WITH THE

47 laboratory
avid
shahiman
lavardm
electrofluidics
living voice
border patrol
neat acoustics
isoblue
resolution audio
tom evans audio
dnm/reson
ltd audio
audio physic
slinkylinks

linn
nagra
naim audio
peak consult
proac
siltech

scan-spOIK

spectral
spendor

Phone today for your FREE
FULL COLOUR Catalogue
zr check out our website.

•MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS INC
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283
MADISON. WI 53744-4283 U.S A

the audio room

2 george

street, hedon, hull,

HU128JH

1,1 01482 891375
www.theauclioroom.co.uk

Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605
Websi:e: www.wilmslowaudio.com

TEL 608-831-3433 FAX 608.831.3771
email info@imaOisound coin
Web Page http / www madisound corn

open inon-sat 9a m.-6p m.

HEATHCOTE AUDIO
TEL:

01992-653999

MOBILE

07860 511111

WEB:

www.hcathcoteaucho.co.uk

E-MAIL: FkathCOtEALIC110©0101.00
COMPACT DISC
SONY SCD-1/TAE-1/TAN-1
MINT/BOXED
BARCLAY DIGITAL F-1
ECLT
'NADIA8TRANSPORT
EXCLT
MOON AUDIO ECLIPSE 2BOX CO (£5000+)
AS NEW
MARANTZ CD- 11 LE
BOXED
TECHNICS SLP-2000 (£ 1000 TRICHORD MODS)
MINT
MICROMEGA C.ASSIC SOLO ( NEW MECH)
VGC/BOXED
AVI 2000 CD PLAYER
GC
ALCH1MIST NEXUS CO
EXCLT
PRIMARE V-25 OVO (£ 1000)
EX DISPLAYBOXED
ARCAM DIVA DV88+ DVD/HDCD ....... MINT/BOXED
ALCHTMIST FORSETTI TRANSPORT
& FORSETTI DAC/REMOTE VOL.
MINT'BOXED
'TECHNICS Z-1000/)(1000 TRANS/DAC
BOXED
THETA CARMAN CO/OVO TRANSPORT
MINT'BOXED
THETA GEN III DAC ST GLASS ETC (£6000+)
MINT'BOXED
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX-2 FIDCD/BAUETC
MINT'BOXED
AUDIGMECA DAMNATION TRANSPORT
EXCLT
CHORD 1500E 96/192 kHZ (£6800)
MINT'BOXED
EAD-1300 SERIES-3DAC ST GLASS HDCD
EXCLT
PERP. TECH PA-1DSP
BRAND NEW
PERP TECH/MOIDWRIGHT SIG-2PA-3
BRAND NEW
PERP TECH/MODWRIGHT SIG -2PSU
BRAND NEW
MONRIO 18B DAC/PSU
EXCLT
MSB LINK DAC-3 24/96Khz
MINTfBOXED
ZSYSTEMS Z3src UPSAMPLER (£ 1450)
MINT'BOXED
TEAC P-500 TRANSPORT
MINT
REGA PLANET/REMOTE
MINTI3OXED

RING
RING
£1495
£2795
£895
£995
£895
£395
£375
£595
£575
£1795
£1995
£1695
£1495
£1195
£575
£2850
£995
£895
£795
£495
£375
£375
£495
£325
£295

SOLID STATE
SONY TAE-1/TAN-1/SCD-1
NAIM42.5/140;NAT 101/SNAPS
THE ALCHEMIST PRE AMP
THE ALCHEMIST POWER AMP
THE ALCHEMIST'MONOBLOCS (4)
GRYPHON SONATA ALLEGRO PRE
GRYPHON S-100 POWER AMP
CLASSE CP-602 BOX REM.PRE
ELECROCOMPANIET EC 4.7 PRE
ELECROCOMPANIET ASW 220 POWER
MUSICAL FIDELITY F-22/F-15/FCO
MUSICAL FIDELITY A-300
MUSICAL FID. A3cr PRE/ A3crPOWER
MUSICAL FIDEITY A-370 MK2
ARCAM A-85 .
THORENS 20013 PRE PHONO/POWER AMPS
AVI M-2000S PPE/SYSTEM REMOTE
AVI 2000M MONOBLOCS

www.hifinews.co.uk

MINT/BOXED
MINT/BOXED
EXCLT
EXCLT
EXCLT
MINT/BOXED
M NT
M,NT
NEW/BOXED
NEW/BOXED
BOXED
MINT/BOXED
MINT
MINT
MINT
MINT
MINT/BOXED
MINT/BOXED

RING
£995
£3750
£2750
RING
£5995
£2895
£1695
£1095
£1095
£2450
£895
£1195
£1250
£495
£695
£395
£695

AVI STEREO POWER AMP
BARTOLAMEO TRANSPARENZA
OPA 50S PRE/POWER/CABLES
PLINIUS SA- 102 POWER AMP
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL-5B
GRYPHON SONATA-ALLEGRO PRE
C. JOHNSON PER.REMOTE PRE .
ALOIA PST 11.01 PRE/PSU

MINT... £425
VGC.. £795
MINT/BOXED.. £1254
MINT.. £2795
EXCLT.. £2795
MINT/BOXED.. £6495
MINT/BOXED.. £1795
EXCLT.. £1395

vim

FORSELL AIR FORCE-1/FLYWHEEL/ARM
BOXED £7500
NOTTS ANA.S.DECK/GRAPHITE. DLAT
MINT/BOXED £950
CLEARAUDIO CHAMP LEV. 18, UNIFY ARM . (20 HRS/BOXED) £1695
OLASAR TURNTABLE ULTRA RARE
EXCLT £1250
ROKSAWRI:GA COGNOCENTI/PSU
MINT/BOXED £795
THE SOURCE T/TABLE ORIGIN LIVE PSU
EXCLT . £750
LEHMAN BLACK CUBE SE (£650‘
BRAND NEW . £450
McCORMACK MICRODRIVE PHONO STAGE .
NEW/BOXED. £395
AUDIO ALCHEMY VAC IN THE BRX
EXCLT. £150
SYRYNX PU 2TONE ARM
BOXED . £225
ADC ALT- 1TONEARM
£150

VALVE

Amps

LUMLEY Mr- 120 MONOBLOCS ( CHROME)
A. INV.1000 MKIII MONO'S B.PATROL MOD.
UNISON RESEARCH S-845 INTEGRATED
ALDIONOTE ZERO PRE & MONO'S
TUBE TECH.SYNERGY NO .1
JADIS JPS-2 (WAS £8000)
JADIS DEFY-7POWER AMP
UNISON RESEARCH C5P PRE/PHONO
MICHAaSON CHRONOS 4BOX
AUDIO RESEARCH VT-150SE MONO'S
TAPE/TUNERS
NAI<AMICHI DRAGON
NAKAMICHI DR-2
NAKAMICH1 DR-3
SONY i00ES 3HEAD
LYNX THETA TUNER
LEAK T'LINE 3STEREO
NAIM KAT 101
SONY 777ES DAB/FM/AM

MINT/BOXED
MINT/BOXED
MINT/BOXED
MINT/BOXED
MINT
EXCLT
EXCLT
EXCLT
MINT
EXCLT

£1695
£1250
£1595
£850
£3450
£2995
£2965
£595
£3965
. TEA

EXCLT
MINT/BOXED
MINT/BOXED
MINT
VGC

£850
£325
£225
£299
£275
£1 i5
TEA
£395

MINT/BOXED
AS NEW/BOXED

LOUDSPEAKERS
S. FAN REXTREMAS/STANDS
TANNOY SUPER TWEETERS/LEADS
A.R.T PRECISION-2PIANO BLACK
LOIN SARA'S
INFINITY S.GMAS
DYNAUDIO CRAFFT/STANDS ( RARE)

THE BEST
AS NEW/BOXED
MINT/BOXED
MINT/BOXED
EXCLT
MINT/BOXED

giNg
£795
£3250
£495
£3750
£1595

RED ROSE SPIRIT MONITORS ( RIBBON)
MINT £750
CELESTION A-1 CHERRYWOOD
MINT/BOXED £495
EPOS ES- 14 & STANDS
MINT . £375
TRIANGLE TITUS
BOXED . £275
PROAC RESPONSE-3
BOXED £1595
PROAC STUDIO 150 ( YEW)
EXCLT . £995
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS 0/WOOD
BRAND NEW/BOXED £1195
CURA CA-30 MAPLE
MINT/BOXED . £895
BOXED . £750
KELLY KT-3 (96 DB SENSITIVE)
APOGEE CALIPERS RE-FINISHED
EXCLT/BOXED £1195
APOGEE CALIPERS COM. RE BUILD
£2250
MIRAGE M1si
TBA
MIRAGE BPS-20 SUB
TBA
SNELL CMKIV
EXCLT £1250
AUDIONOTE ANE ROSEWOOD
GC. . £795
CASTLE AVON
EXCLT . £375
CASTLE HOWARD-2BEECH
EXCLT . £650
REGA XEL ROSEWOOD
EXCLT . f495
REL STORM
GC . £395
A.ENERGY.ASW FB110 SUB
NEW/BOXED . £350
CELESTION A-6 SUB
NEW/BOXED £295

CABLE/IIITERCOIMECT
TOO MANY CABLES IN STOCK TO LIST HERE PLEASE
RING/SEE WEBSITE
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF. 3.5 METRE XLR
£ 1450
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF 1.5 METRE RCA
£650
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF.1 METRE RCA
£495
SILVER ARROW 1METRE XLR (£ 1200(
£495
XL0 3METRE PAIR EX.DEM/NEW
£225
AUDIOQUEST DIAMOND 2METRE RCA
£ 450
AUDIOOUEST LAPIS 4METRE PAIR
£ 395
HOVLAND 1M XLR
£ 275

STAEIDS
HNE 5TIER STAND
SONUS ELITE 4SHELF
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 105
SOUNDSTYLE XS-250 CD
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 105
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 100
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 105
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 100
TARGET R-2 SILVER
TARGET R-2 BLACK
ATACAMA R-274
ATACAMA R-274
SONUS(TARGET) R-4

RED.GRANITE £ 795
MINT £295
EX OEM £149
EX.DEM £149
NEW £195
NEW £195
NEW £275
NEW £250
£225
£225
SILVER £149
MINT/BLACK £195
MINT £195

HI-FINews OCTOBER 2005
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PA NT RA

Almelo

Specialist
Su hers
pp
of Audio
Accessories

PRICES INC P&P FOR UK DELIVERY 1-10 DAYS
SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL PRODUCT RANGE AND
SHIPPING CHARGES TO EU AND WORLDWIDE

GRADO HEADPHONE SPECIAL OFFERS

CARTRIDGES

Prestige

£ 75

Audio

£ 90

Technica AT OC 9ML

SR- 125

£ 140

Electra

SR- 225

£ 175

Goldring

SR- 325

£ 265

SR- 60
SR- 80

EXCHANGE

AT 110E

£ 28

N/A

£ 330 £ 295

£ 17

EX

N/A

£ 33

£ 28

GEX

£ 24

1006

£ 76

£ 62

GEX

£ 52

COMPONENTS

1012 GX

£ 95

£ 76

GEX

£ 67
£ 86

SOLEN Polvprop) lene capacitors. 0.1 mFd. to I
011mEd.
NEW Values:- 3.0m Ed 400v 5% & 9.1mFd 250v 2.5%
Polyester and Polyearbonate Film Capacitors. 0.1mFd. to 10mFd.
ALCAP Reversible Electrolytic Capacitors (Non- Polar);
50v, 100v & Low Loss. 2mfd. to 600mFd.
FALCON Custom- wound Inductors.
FERRITE:- Standard. High Power. Super Power, Super- Super Power
AI
RCORED 0.56 - I.25mm wire;
IRON DUST. 1mm wire
TAPPED INDUCTORS:- 0-10mH in 1mH steps & 0-ImH in OA mH step,
AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS
Back year sets of Speaker Budder. Audio Amateur & Glass Audio,
plus the Audio Anthology Set.
Altogether 50+ books and Audio Amateur's magazine year sets.
2001 to 2004 year sets on CD- R only

£ 635

1022 GX

£ 124 £ 100

GEX

RS- 2

£ 450

1042

£ 143 £ 114

GEX £ 100

OED SWITCHING AND CONTROL UNITS
Full range of QED Switch Boxes,

N/A

CARTRIDGES
Denon

Sumiko

Eroica LX/H

£ 133 £ 109

GEX

Elite

£ 232 £ 190

GEX

Blue Point Special £ 235 £ 200

EX

N/A

EX

N/A

Blackbird

See website for details.
STYLUS

£ 585 £ 500

N/A

HIFI ACCESSORIES

Focal Unit Range

DL 110

£ 79

N/A

Goldring PA1 Phono Amplifier

DL 160

£ 95

N/A

Goldring Super Exstatic Brush

£ 13

DL 304

£ 210

N/A

Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge

£ 24

£ 27

Milty Pixall II Roller plus Refill

£ 16

Prestige Black £ 40
Prestige Gold £ 110

£ 73

Milty Zerostat Neutralising Gun

Shure

M97 XE

£ 58

Bib Universal Standard Headshell

£ 15

QED J2P Mini Phono Interconnect

£ 22

V 15 VxMR £ 304 £ 213
V 15 V MR

N/A £ 158

Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

Price List & Unit Specs FREE on Web site - available in . pdf format

£60

Grado

£ 98

A range of Falcon Designed and Manufactured
Units coming later this year.
inch - 15 inch12 inch and 15 inch on Die-cast Magnesium Chassis.
SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE SINCE 1972
Send for our FREE pnce list PL32: Just send alarge SAE.
((7p stamp) or USE3 bill overseas, Europe USS2 bill, 2 or 3
International Reply Coupons ( lRC) to:- ( Dept HEN) Falcon Components
Ltd Unit 12 Damgate Industrial Estate, Damgate Lane, ACLE,
Norwich, Norfolk. NRI3 311)1 Tel 1011493 751100 Fax ( 0)1493 751155

£ 38

EX - Exchange price for MC from above companies
GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type

To advertise in this
section
Call 020 8726 8323

MANTRA AUDIO (
HFN), 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD,
VISA

r

w

:

ID

SELBY NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP
Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652

Cd players, dacs
.•.u. ..... ...A.. -. - .. -., iCD. board

660
ANALOGUE' PAGANINI 14K1 CD black bored
375
7 NOTE DAG 1lx [lac
500
1 NOTE COO with border patrol psi,
1250
60* 700
1RESEARCH DAC 129 bd . cost 3000
SYNTHESIS nodded Kreatura transpon
700
"SYNTHESIS DAX DECADE DAG.
1250
. :oo co player
350
'55 4IDGE AUDIO DAC MAGIC 2
log
YERPOINT DA10,11A1 Itransporida:
800
5. DAD3 boxed
gory
3' 0007 boxed
400
KPS25S bored 25000
7000
DTIO referent& honI Iadng transport
2500
_KPS2OT cd trospon
- .. REFERENCE 64 nvo box dac. 19000 new!..
3000
•.fi KARIK nce oid versronnol aKARIK 3, just serked 500
'.N KARIK TRANSPORT ONLY old but nice & boxed
400
MARANTZ CD12 LE, 2box Rhein, boxed..
1150
MERITIATI 200 transport
ow
MERIDIAN 206 cd daYer
350
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3CD . boxed
bog
MUSICAL FIDELITY M3CR nunstor cd player
i606
MUSICAL FIDELITY X-DAC , boxed
170
NAIR CD 3.5 pist serked by Nam. boxed
600
67
NUM COI, boxed
5
PASS LABS DIG Idac
2500
PINK TRIANGLE LITAURAL cd player.
750
QUAD 66 CD
ow
ROKSAN CASPIAN CD save
500
SHANLING CDTBO new on stock
SHANLING COT100 secondhand boxed
900
SHANLING 001300 LE ostock
TEAC 01 Oa:
200
TEAC OROS 10 CD PLAYER BOXED
350
THETA UNIVERSAL DATA transpon.
050
THETA PROGENIE da cboxed
600
.

Turntables/arms/cartridges
, ...3,..3.
Li& r
LuNf. nun xpi,,,derlx
-ONO VOTIONS 800mc transformer
• . rRmc orpm wrth 3 pria ce choices
iiiERPOINT HEAD AMP MC lo MM
.
..II DLIO3 mc nov boxed
'.AVECTORDI/10X NEW huh or low outpul
', AJECTOR AXIL just rekped, boxed
5
1
03 transformer
. • ,ARD 301 on hard wood phnth voth VMS 3009 arm
•• - AM SLEE PHONOSTAGES NOW IN STOCK
:O.K GH242 SE vd hull solver va red new
•
5,1 ONYX
- . YPHONOAMP SYSTEM
'... ARKIV reasonable lore left
'.1, LP12 black. long:, 483000 Nam Aro boxed
.1412 039000 ITTOK LVII clean
1
'.1.P12.0 79000. bored LINGO
'... -3NEARM CABLE UPGRADE
- , 5EL1KON SL mrni boued
• , PARNASSUS OCT lust retc c
,1
,-ITAN new In box half or :•
• ' -in GYRO SE 01C09,1110 rf
NO Aarm UK 00
• ' ,AULIC REFEREK •

1. SAO
120
350
500
500
700
550
1000
350
1600
600
750
800
850

BE

019
1

ctronics

littnewww.plcon-acoustics.co.iik

Last and Etcal cietails cr. Lamb Sit,
fRI\ I INITS: by FOCAL & seas, and a pick of
best from other manufacturers.
100+ CROSSOVER NETWORKS: Active & Passive, Components, Accessories,
New LS3/5A type Crossovers & Components
PLUS P.AJProfessional Sound Equipment
Speaker Repairs also available - Contact for details.
Dedshete hack in stock

STYLUS

Reference RS- 1

Cables & Interconnects available

Falcon

www.mantra-audio.co.uk

MICHELL ODYSSEY rn stock
MING DA valve phono slage
•
MUSICAL FIDELI TY XLP rime: phonostage ... .... . 120
MUSICAL FIDELITY %IRS 3box versron .. . ... .400
MUSICAL FIDELITY ALPS v3 phoncotage .. ......... .. .. 225
NOTTS ANALOGUE OMEGA POINT umplvol en__ ...... 175
ORIGIN LIVE SOVEREIGN deck & CONQUEROR EX OEM ...4000
ORIGIN LIVE SILVER MK1 boxed
.400
°NT°F°N GPO SNIND° MODIFIED Dem------ '''''' " Pm
ORTOFON KONTRAPUNKT Anew boxed 500
aso
DOTARON 120 mk 2mc step up transformer. ........ ... 150
ORTOFON 130 step up transformer ....... . . 250
PINK TRIANGLE ANNIVERSARY with battery psu
1303
PINK TRIANGLE LPT gh van rega arm excellent condition 350
REGA COUNTERWEIGHT MODIFICATION KIT In brass . .. 50
REGA fono mc stage . . . .... ........ .. . . . 25
1-REGA PUWAR 3.rb300 boxed230

Maestro

Solid state amps

Loudspeakers

Valve amps

AECuPtiASE ? LIU preornp 25 ¡
ears Oi C bd .
,lo.11,

k.-21.J5T:.5 P,i;,,IALI
:, ,:see.,:i boorstanders
250
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI 'nth pIllar stands
500
ADAM MONITOR S2A actwe speakers wrIb nbbon tweeters.
boxed aS new .. ................... . 1250
ALPHASON ORPHEUS nbbon hybnd speakers
50
ANALYSIS EPSILON full range nbbons. boxed . . .. 100
41 0
ATC SCM20A-PRO anise wth onrry cases .... .. . 1750
AUDIO CLASSICS type Ceftment minfflorblors.
excellent wrth valves 1500
500
AUDIO NOTE AN). black boxed
400
BEAUHORN 82 & wbraplane plinths. metak due . . 2000
BEAUHORN VIRTUO REFERENCE wilb dal ...... ................. X00
&K 107 12 bbo hybrid wooden sides boxed .......... 1000
B
E
1111 • D
D
s'
•
OSE 901 rnkIV wnh stands & mkV ect al new drive unds ...500
,„
'''"
CARVER AL3 obbon hybnds. boxed 2800... .. ---- ADD°
CASTLE HARLECHS, mld floorstanders , 960
400
CELESTION KINGSTON mill sends.
1250
CHARIO ACADEMY 1sold walnut 1400.....
775
CARA 10 speakers stand moot . .
500
DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 3. .
parr 1500
300

AUDIO INNOVATIONS 2nd Audio MONOBLOCKS. 80XED
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 800 ANNIVERSARY.
power amp slier pcb boards etc boxed ...................
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 1000 mid 50 wad nonoblOCIAS.....
AUDIO NOTE M. ZERO ire Preamp
AUDIO NOTE M 61/6 valves, upgraded caps. bOXPPl.......
AUDIO NOTE P2
AUDIO RESEARCH VT60 Wind
AUDIO RESEARCH BL1 balanced ins convenor
AUDIO RESEARCH LS15 boxed
AUDIO RESEARCH LOA mkt hie pre . black front boxed
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1
AUDIO RESEARCH SP8, wrth pliono boxed
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 upgraded to MK3. boxed

2,,
nn‘
RI-DADDY BO monobinas. 9d1forded EPEPT 1111 .we
,r.,
ALCHEMIST GENESIS monoblocks
600
ARCAM ALPHA 10 amp
., 7,
MC ce preamp. boxed mk2 .. ... ',,,',
AUDIO ANALOGUE BELLINI mk2 DONIZETn nonos
AUDIO ANALOGUE PUCCINI SE. boxed...
AUDIO ELECTRONIC SUPPLYAE2 pre with
SE MOSFET power amp
AUDIOLAB 8000c /pgradate preipower.
AUDIO RESEARCH 159 pre .........................
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE DECADE potrer amp Mixed
AV PRE».IP 2000
AVI INTEGRATED amp
BOW TECHNOLOGY WAZOO XL
CASASSE POLARIS »01000 mmoblocks
CLASSE MODEL 30 preamp.

15°P

900
500
7C(I
650

7,
6
-7
1350
325
400
1250
1250
500

1000
..7C0
.. 500
550

ice

400
1400
800
500
850
1000

AUDION APOLLOS single ended
ad edition mood:locks. 25 watts............
2500 Po
AUDION STIRLING phOn0 Stage, bond --.
350
BAT W60 power amp witb spare valves._
CADENCE Iowan monoblocla .
CANARY CA601 MK2 . preamp boxed ......... 1200
CANARY CA 303 SE SIGNATURE monoblocks .....3500
COPLAND 0514 hybrid integrated amp
600
CONRAD JOHNSON MV55. boxed
COUNTERPOINT HC808E preampf surround with remote....250
CONRAD JOHNSON 16/75 power amo
.450
EPOS ES14 teak .......... ...... . .
ox, CONRAD JOHNSON PVIOAL 1000
CYRUS THREE .. ... .... ...............
Hyp£ R10N Hp5,53,fi nst e
3'
75
'
0
" CONSONANCE M500 300b monoblocks1250
COPLAND 301 valve vamp ivrth oho ,o
DENSEN BEAT 810) Integrated amp..........
B50 IMPULSE HI, new bass and treble One unds Idled.
,,,,, COPLAND CTA401 integrated .
fane amp vid1 phono 30 watts---750
DENSEN BEAT B300 power amp, boxed ........... . 500 horn loaded midrange
°5"
,
CR DEVELOPMENTS CALYPSO 12 wans Integrated amp ...... 150
DPA 200 pre
100 JAI LABS 905 speakers boxed
750
CROFT SERIES V. chrome
. 575
750 CROFT APPARITION OTL. boxed
DYNAVECTOR L200 pre with mm phono, boxed
800 KEF REF 1walnut
GAMMA GEMINI Integrated amp
375
KHARMA
CERAMIOUE
0E3.0
champagne
finish
4550
..
.
2000
ELECTROCOMPANIET ono dass Aprelpoweramp
400
1200
KLIPSCH KLF2Ohoms.boxe0
711 GAMMA SPACE REFERENCE Integrated 3005 amp
LENTEK Integrated
450
450
KLIPSCHORNS 20 years old
2500 GOLDEN TUBE AUDIO SE40 power amp
LFD LS1 hne promo 1000 ................... ,,,,.,
2250
",,‘•":, RHEUM prance robe speakers. boxed
700 GRA» 9.1 100TL boxed
ICON AUDIO 10E125 mil few months use 300b pp.
LED PAO. sweet sounchng paver amp .......... `" LINN SAROS walnui. wrth new loam covers
300
mont boxed.
1000
500
LINN ISOBARIKS rosewood DMS senali 005502,
LEAK STEREO 20 fully winced 400-- see also vintage sechon
1050
MAGNUM 250 pre/power boxed
400 LOWTHER ACOUSTAS uth pea
- 4.00 Pk LUMLEY LV1.5 LINE PRE & ST70 POWER chrome
I1300 paon upgraded cape sever Orne
MAGNUM SE CLASS AIntegrated
500 LOWTHER ¡ Pl kb pm3c
1400
1000
MERIDIAN 605 monoblocks
706 MAGNEPLANAR SMGa pan with oatmeal milk cloth, boned 250 LUMLEY LVI fine preamp & 5170 power amp
PATIFOS CLASSIC ONE Integrated arnp. as new
850
METAXAS CHARISMA PREAMP chrome Ion, 1525
425 MISSION 774 el' ree''Dx'D
.
250
Tuners. Cassette Decks,
QUAD
IIS
rebudt
parr
me
k166
VALVES
.
600
MISSION 752 cherry.
.275
MICHEL ARGO/HERA
,„
-""'"`" MONITOR AUDIO SILVER 5small floorstanders, besad . 250 ROGUE AUDIO 99 PREAMP WOO anon°,
Reel-to-Reel, Headphones etc
MUSICAL FIDELITY PRE 8 & FAA65 0500 Amonoblocks......675
1250
MONITOR AUDIO SIMAR 9i floorstanders, boxed
500 remote and boxed 1600
SHAKING MONOBLOCKS 40 watts with
amo,,„.,
-------MONOPULSE 32A ex darn ......... ... .
emote volume control. new
2000 parr
, ,, :
. 4 : ". " . " .. '''''
ERGO 1neariptones .......- -----BD
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 Integrated amp..................................450 NEAT PET., . , , GRAVE, ".b "" "."
FANFARE FTI tuner, excellent on poor receptron areas
SHINDO LABS UK- RING FOR DETAILS OF NEW PRODUCTS
,,,,,„
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3cr PRE/POWER amps ...................... 12W boxed 2350
f°1717 SONIC FRONTIERS phonostage. adjustable mc loacfing etc.
with remote controP . .. ... .. . .
575
WOO
GRAHAM SLEE SOLO headphone amp
.630 MUSICAL FIDELITY F25 pre/ F15 power amp..... .. ....... 1500 PROAC MINI-TOWERS... .. ... ........................ ............250 cost 2500 boxed
PROAC
RESPONSE
1
or
tablette
cabs
well
external
crossovers
.300
TRILOGY
902/ 948 pre power combo. chrome boxed
1600
MUSICAL
FIDELITY
0370
upgraded
to
mk2
go
HEIL AIRMOTION headphones, AMT
UNISON SIMPLY 4Integrated amp
600
OSAD ESL 57 excellent pan seMcd by Quad.
1500
rather goon
take poweramp
....
output
100 MUSIC FIRST AUDIO PASSIVE MAGNETIC pre
6: new treble panels in 1993...................... .. .. .... . -„ .„„..„ 700 UNICO RESEARCH UNI CO mk2 Integrated amp
LEAK TROUGHLINE III STEREO
VIVA AUDiO. rtahan vahee amps QUAD
L
57
mst
Pentad
by
one
thmg
audd
With
ES
ed
try
OneTh
legendary tuner cbecked oser by ourselves.
12 °
NAIM NAC 72fNAP 140 boxed later style
750 OUAD es1 63 lust servicing
Stands 1000 stump sound ono fOr den,h and ademo
MICROMEGA STAGE TUNER
200
NAIR NAIT 3Integrated amp. Ime only...
250 and,,,,, black dohs
1250 Cables, POWS, Conditioners
1000 REFERENCE 3A DA CAPO ROYAL VIRTUOSO new boxed ... WOO ISM we have finally found amains filter that works.
NAKAMICHI DR2. dr10 , 0166.
.................................... 300 EA0N PASS ALEPH 3poweramp 30 walls class A
4000 ROGERS STUDIO 1. black.250 Amp for ahome demo
PIONEER CT9la cassette..................................
...........250 PASS X0 preamp 3box
3500 pa rr F0650111ROK 1Standmounts ........................................... _ 375 'LIMBER SILVER STREAK 0.5m parr intercooneetS......... .. 7i.
. . 200 PASS ALEPH 0monoblocks
PIONEER CTF1000 cassette.
205.
350 MIT DIGITAL REFERENCE IM INTERCONNECT................. .
OUAD F004 brown/ grey
200d50 FERROUS 21301 remote rntegrated amp
1000 ROYO ABBOTT
MIT TERMINATOR 3DIGITAL INTERCONNECT ..............
7'.•
RUARK SLIO boxed
450
150
ptitilUS 8100 Integrated amp. Go
ere,
850
MIT TERMINATOR 4km speaker cable
205
RUARK CC ROSEWOOD
,„,
REVOX 877 MO 75/ .
3.7 .
ps
GOAD 44 /405 mkl don sockets
400
i
SHINDO ARM CABLE 1M vnth sdver bullet dugs...J._
40.
2TRACK Froth nab adaptors and 2reels of Ike.
450
RUARK TALISMANS 800
Er,
i".' SILTEC lo a3 elverpold lm du interconnect cost 350
I 'QUAD 77 CD me 707 power carbon Vl Mr emote ,,,,,,
15''''
SNELL Jspeakers sennced bass one,
ICI hoe 5m opk cable
600 st cannel damage
ROTEL RT940AX remote tuner
125 SIM AUDIO CELESTE PW4000 integrated amp
. 275 Parr YAM URA MILLENIUM 6000 lm digrtal ae&ebu cable
I
1230 "ANNOY GRF repro cabs ralli 15 .MOndOr told
STAX LAMBDA NOVA REfF•' 1.(i• :. m ...-• •.
PN SONOCRAENE 250 mepo WU
3500 on- , Eb1 ,1P1/IPE 5L• ,...• ncsMe
TEAC 0.1000R reel to fi.•
y SONL.... 1 • , MUSICS excellent •,.. . ••• • ' 1,1 WISDOM AUDIO ADRENALINE DIPOLE 75
77 ' " • "
DEMDX 0290 Iii "Mble

" 1111 B
4m11411mElcm0 arm- 260
ROKSAN COGNOSCENTI ( piano black xenes)
with tnpod stand, SHE 309
1050
SHINDO LABS meursall rI773 12' toreare .
PUA
SHINDO LABS mod fed ORTOFON SPU.A..
BOA
SHINDO LABS »OWE MC step up transformer
1>°A
SHURE V15XMR In stock 275 new boxed.
also avarlable tor borne dem
SME WS__ ... ............. .. .. .
140
SYSTEMDECK II the beam Oahu bank arm boxed mth lid 175
TALK ELECTRONICS BREEZE 1phonostage
150
TECHNICS SPIS In bean technics phnth. any any noce
600
THORENS 10124 mk2 excellent example
wren nce wooden plinth
350
TOWNSEND ELITE ROCK vnth ALPHASON XENON arm
400
TOWNSEND ROCK MOO Il bell In pneumatic base
Sale arm Le oa. ..
Ho
TRICFLORD SINO mnVmc phono stage ex dem
250
TRICHORD DIABLO with NEVER CONNECTED
psu new AVAILABLE FOR HOME OEM
TEMPI MC STEP UP ....................... .. .
150
VAN DEN HUI LF003 WI nisi rebudt unused
500 i750
-- - •
2000
.
line new

K.

su
"

we

" "..c.

-

"

EMPORIUMNEW AND USED HIFI SPECIALIST Open 10am-5pm Mon-Sat, MAIL ORDER AND EXPORT Email emporium@modomail.com
Webs/to www.emporiumhifi.com Telephone 01379 870873. Demos by appointment
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KRYSTAL
KABLES
P URE

4

6

SOUND .

STRATOS solid silver
power cord 1metre.
Outstanding performance
for only £ 135.00

We are delighted to announce
four new models in our range:
,stereo GO
KT88 integrated 2x 60w rms. Four years in development, our
acclaimed Stereo 401 is a hard act to follow, but the Stereo 60
will not disappoint those who need more power. Designed to get
the best out of the KT88. Using an ALL TRIODE Push-pull driver
stage, this will drive almost any speaker. The highly praised
triode mode delivers 2x 30 watts. Choke regulated power supply.
Remote control is Included. Custom wound transformers deliver

GALAXY solid silver
balanced interconnect.
1 metre - £ 135.00

sumptuous quality with warmth and precision. Stunning Looks.
Amazing price!

Sterec» 300
Full no quibble money back
promise with every cable sold
POWER CORDS

MAINS BLOCKS •

INTERCONNECTS

SPEAKER CABLES 4
, MAINS FILTERS •
FtWorld &

ACCESSORIES

The 300b has a beguiling sound, but modern speakers often
demand more power. Our integrated all triode Stereo 300
delivers a full 2x 30w rms. enough " valve watts" for many
speakers. Also included: Remote control. ALL TRIODE Push-pull
driver stage. Choke regulated power supply. Custom wound
output transformers. Heavenly liquid sound. Stunning looks.
Amazing price!

de

F GhoiLe reviewed power cords

WWW.KRYSTAL-KABLES.COM

Line pre-amjp

Our new line pre-amp has everything: Valve rectification. Twin
choke smoothing. All triode design. Remote control. Tape loop.
DC heaters. Low imp output. Stunning looks. Amazing price!

Tel: 01579 349295

J:»*

1=e124:71t1C0

High output, with level control.
Will drive most power amps!

The new High Performance Phono Amplifier
from Trichord Research - fully adjustable
for any cartridge

WARN. PLAAA0 MAPLE IER

ismiammeno\

All valve, all triode. no feedback
passive RIAA. Custom moving
coil TX option. Choke regulated
smoothing. Separate power
supply. Only £ 399.95!

•

Designed in Leicester UK

•

Wide choice of valves: inc. Mullard, IL EH, Svetlana. Sovtek

•

Four inputs. Tape loop, for recording. Home Cinema etc

•

Each amp carefully commissioned & tested in Leicester

•

All supplied with beautiful valve covers

•

Part Exchange facility for your old equipment, ask us!

We regret that the Stereo 60 and the I'S Iphono stage ha ‘e taken
so long to develop. It's not difficult to build a valve amplifier, but
much harder to get it right! Those familiar with our Stereo 40i will
know that it is a hard act to follow, but we are sure that wait is
worth it. We think that only an "all valve" phono stage can bring
lair

the warmth out of vinyl and the PSI phono stage does this very'

lîoud

well. The LA4 is an upgrade on our LA3 after listening to your
feedback. We regret deadlines did not allow photos or prices.
These are on our website or available in leaflets on request. We
look forward to seeing you in the
Features: Hand built Point to Point Aihno. No printed circuit board ALPS Volume control. Gold
plated terminals. Audiophile components by Solen, Rubycon, Silver audio cable. Steel & alloy plate
construction. Soft start Unique HT delay Comprehensive manual supplied DIY valve change info.

Buy with confidence. 100s sold at home and abroad. Proven reliability.
Moving Coil, Moving Magnet, Switchable Gain, Switchable Loading,
Super Regulators, Dual- mono construction, Various Power Supply Options

Ne
Paevair-Connected

1`1‘...V

,
...1

LA-V
I 111,-.L...‘S...ü

4 1114

1...

11 ,./1...),

reduction technology ava labl ,
e
,rthis product.

Ask for an illustrated Leaflet

Fax: + 44 ( 0)1.6N4 311928
www.trichordni ieiarch.com

Auditions by appointment.

See us at the IFE 711 Show 23-25
1
.
00111. I I ' inn .,Ri211

1

TRichoRd REsEARch

Tel: +44 ( 0)1684 311600
sales@trIchordresearch.com

Unbeatable advice Cback up service. Try for 311days. refund if not delighted*

11

,

s

lillt:i

Visit our new website at toww.iconaudio.co.uk
Phone 07787 158791 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
LC_CFPIL
s

47.
il
1"ZLCII0- 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE28TA

'Conditions apply

Visa and MasterCard accepted
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Chantry Audio
"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"
A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

elinc

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
And, lato, PrimaLuna (valve),

Audio Research,
Sarros

Faber,

Krell, Mortin lcgan, *eta, Copeland,

B&W speakers int Nautilus 800 Series, Skr, Projection,

D.N.M. Crimson, Wilson Audio, Monitor Audio, Myryad,
Michell, S.M.E, Rotel, Denon,

CHANTRY AUDIO SALE

New

Now

cherry, boxed (ex den) £2,500 £ 1,695
B&W 805 Signature, boxed,
mint, red tiger eye
leo dem) £2,500 £1,750
Meridian DSP 5000, rosewood, boxed
leo dem) £4,540 £2,295
Meridian 5000 centre, boxed (ex demi £2,150 £1,195
Acustat Speakers, sub and
electron active xover
is/h) £4,350 £ 1,250
Linn Classik, block, boxed
leo dem) £1,000 £685
Rote) RSX 1055 AV amp, silver, boxed
leo-dem) £ 1,195 £795
Rotel RSP1066 AV Proc/pre, silver, boxed
leu-dem) £995 £695
Please contact us for afull list of codera equipment.
To see our full up to date listings go to www.chontryoudio.corn
B&W 804 Speakers, red

NB. All Ex Dan Nuns ere os new, unmarked, and boxed and include the
full manufoctures guarantee! Offering a minimum of 2 years and up to 5
years, depending upon the product.
Mail Order Available

EASY ACCESS

• 47 LAB 4700/4706/4707
•AUDIOSTATIC

Amplifiers
Now £2395

The Inca" of high-end hi-fi? Were £3,800

Loudspeakers

Full range, no-compromise electrostatic elegance. Indulge

Mint £3495

yourself in unadulterated music! (£5,C00)

BAT VK-51SE

Preamp

Fantastic musical insights, especially with the new
VK-150SE power amps. Words simply aren't enough!

Now £ 3995

I'm tempted to keep it. New £ 7,995

BAT VK-150 Valve monoblock power-amps
Authority with subtlety a giant leap for the high end.
Bought new in late summer 2004,

and absolutely

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

CARY 300B SE

Now £8995

Facsimile

Monoblocks

(
017771 870437

CARDAS Golden Reference

1mtr RCA

Some accentuate ' hi-fi', these deliver the music.

CONRAD JOHNSON PV- 14L

Does This Seem Familiar?

0 0 0
Loud

Too Loud

with

pre/power

problems

Attenuators.
or

of

integrated

excess

gain

They can be used
and

to

cure

bring

the

sonic

benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.

The cost is only

£39

per p.m-delivered. To

order, call

Rothwell: 01204 366133

or

CUTLOOSE AUDIO

Preamp

See the excellent reviews in Hi Fi Choice, Hi -Fi World,
Plus and on the web at wswetnt-audio.com

Battery Power-amp

Production quality prototype, 15 smocooth watts per channel.
Amazing 12 hours per chame, or run on mains direct.

'
Ibis one £995

Production models will be iro £4000.

HORNING Agathon

Loudspeakers

On permanent demonstration beatuse Iwon't part with mine!

New £8,300

\kit httpewwwhominghybrid.com

HORNING Perikles

Loudspeakers

Slightly smaller than the Agathon, for smaller rooms.
Majestic sound, valve friendly load ( E4400)

KR AUDIO 300B

Er

845

Now £2495

Valves

Our new reference in output valves. A perfect balance of
New 300B: £ 178
New 300B Balloon: £ 190
New 845: £224

detail and dynamics. Now in stock.

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk
HiFi

Now only £ 1,395

Ex-dem and mint. ( New £2250)

Upgraded (caps/silver) with phono stage ( E2700) £ 1795

Way too Loud

amps

£595

Pre Amp

CROFT Charisma 'X Spec'

It's a common problem. The usable range on the
volume control is Ill down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In-Line

£1995

Special edition in gold/chrome. New valves

FREE PARKING

I6 18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 0111
Telephone ( 01777) 870372

www.audiolincs.com

unblemished. Oh, so tempting! ( E15,500)

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.

s

KR AUDIO ICronzilla DM

Monoblocks

Magnificent 42wpc single-ended power amps from the
valve manufacturers themselves.

Staggering scale with

New £ 11,995

incomparable finesse. Our reference.

LAVARDIN IT

Integrated Amp

The gent killer Effoitlessly dynamic and tirelessy entertaining.

New £3,495

Can't think of anything to match it at the price.

LFD Mistrale LE

Integrated Amp
Just £495

Quite lovely, outstanding value.

LINN SONDEICIP12 (11-Eunpolin)

Complete

with Origin Live Ultra DC motor drive, new Illustrious ant,

CHOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases Over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

COMPONENTS
LACCESSORIES
giiTuBEs
Coll, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 862-4870 • fox (
215) 862-4871

r

Visit our website at:

http:llwww.fatwyre.com
email: totwyrefflotwyre.com

cant&
company
THE

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
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new Transfiguration Esprit cartridge

Mint: £2,995

LUMLEY Reference Stereo

Power amp

Magic! Authoritatively musical.

ORIGIN LIVE

Amazing for £795

llirntables/Arms/L1p-grades

All products plus the complete professional service! Please ask

PAPWORTH M200

Monoblocks
Mint £2995

Demonstrably world class. Were £4995

REFERENCE 3a Dulcet

Loudspeakers
New £ 1895

At Last! Musical miniatures.

REVEL Performa M20

Loudspeakers
Only £ 1195

Beautiful, complete with stands.

UNISON S2K

Integrated

Valves again, highly reviewed Italian beauty

USHER P303

Only £895

Pre-amp

Exceptionally detailed and has the real benefit of tone
controls! Separate power supply. Boxed

XTC Prel (Remote control)

Rare: £395

Pre-amp

Incredible value with a performance far above its price
point - even when new!

Simply unbeatable at £495

XTC CDT1LE

CD Transport

High-end performance standards in all respects from
the Orelle/XTC stable! Remote, boxed.

GRANTHAM (Al) LINCOLNSHIRE
DEMO'S BY APPOINTMENT

As new: £545

HsIN
F.

Tel: 078 2192 5851 WANTED
01476 591090 CASH, P/X
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

HIGH- END REPAIRS AND SERVICE

or
COMMISION
SALES

HICAM

WAS NOW
PATHOS LOGOS INTERGRATED AMP 110 WPo
2750
AUDIO ANALOUGUE PAGANINI 24/96 CD PLAYER MINT
900
395
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO CD PLAYER
1195
995
ALPHASON AKROS 2 SPEAKER STANDS BOXED MINT
60
30
AUDIO ANALOGUE BELLINI PRE AMP mernic REMOTE
625
395
ACCUSTICS ARTS POWER 1INTERGRATED AMP 130WPC
3690 3200
MONRIO ASTY CO PLAYER 24/96
895
595
GAMUT CD' MK2 24/96 CD PLAYER MINT
2950 2500
AUDIO ANALOGUE DONIZETI MONOBLOCKS MINT
1150
595
ACCUSTICS ARTS PRE AMP 1INC REMOTE CONTROL...
2350
AUDIO ANALOGUE PRIMO SETTANTA INT AMP 70 WPC
425
GRANE VENICINOUE INT AMP
2300 1500
AUDIO VALVE EKLISPE PRE AMP BALANCED
2100
AUDIO VALVE ASSISANT 20S INTERGRATED AMP
1500
AUDIO VALVE BALDUR 704 70WPC
3100 2700
AUDIO VALVE AVALON MONO POWER AMPS
2450
CLEAR AUDIO SYMPHONO PHONO STAGE WC
770
ACCUSTICS ARTS DAC 132/384KHZ D/A CONVERTER
2900 2400
EXIMUS SI POWER AMP 200WPC RCA/XLR INPUT
2531
ACCUSTICS ARTS PLAYER 124/96
2895 2400
AVI LAB SERIES NEW POWER AMP 200WPC
1299
AUDUSA EUPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE
POA
AVI NEW LAB SERIES PRE AMP OPTIONAL PHONO/DAC
1499
AVI LAB SERIES CD PLAYER SUPERB NEW
1469
KIMBERKABLE HERO 1MTR INTERCONNECT
130
70
AVI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP 200 WPC EX OEM
1499 1200
ATC CA2 PRE AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION/RC/BOXED
750
525
BLUENOTE BORROMED TONE ARM
999
THRESHOLD S300 POWER AMP
4000 1200
WHARFENDALE AIREDALE SPEAKERS IN NEED TLC
CFFEF6
BOSENDOFER AC7 LOUDSPEAKERS
4745
BOSENDOFER VC7 LOUDSPEAKERS
FROM 5820
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 2MTR PAIR
150
90
ACOUSTIC SOLID ONE TURNTABLE
2825
MONRIO MP2 POWER AMP 135 WPC
1095
795
BLACK RHODIUM POLAR ORATORIO 2 IMTR PR
697
CROFT VITA PRE AMP EX DEMO
990
695
CROFT TWIN STAR POWER AMPS EX DEM
1500
995
CROFT DAKSHINI ALL VALVE POWER AMP NEW
3600
CROFT GCI INTERGRATED AMP 40WPC NEW
1250
NEW BLACK RHODIUM DCT HARMONY 2 1MTR PR
160
ACOUSTIC SOLID ROYAL TURNTABLE
6400
NEW BLACK RHODIUM POLAR CONCERTO 1MTR PR
225
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION TURNTABLE
810
ACOUSTIC SOLID SMALL WITH RB250
1270
CLEARAUDIO MICRO BASIC PHONO STAGE MM/MC
230
EAR 324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
2400
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO DUAL MONO POWER AMP
2000 1395
EAR 834 INT AMP BOXED NEW
2440
TRESHOLD STASIS R 3 PRE AMP
2750
EAR 834P mwmc PHONOSTAGE NEW
715
EAR 890 POWER AMP 70 WPC CLASSA
3075 2600
EAR 899 INT/PRE AMP 70 WPC CLASS A
3250 2600
EAR 8L6 INTRERGRATED/PRE/MAIN AMP NEW
2690
EAR HEADPHONE AMP HP4 NEW
2275
EAR 864 PRE AMP
1850 1475
ELAC CL 310.2 JET SPEAKERS NEW
799
ELAC 203 ESP ACTIVE SUBWOOFER NEW
799
625
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO DUAL MONO POWER AMP
599
ELAC CL 330/JET INC STANDS NEW
2499
GAMUT 1MTR TEFLON COATED INTERCONECTS RCA/XLR
195
ELAC F20 CINEMA SPEAKERS FREESTANDING/GLASS BASE
499
GAMUT 03 PRE AMP BALANCED IN/OUT
3430
GAMUT D200 MK3 POWER AMP NEW 200WPC
3990
GAMUT M200 MONOBLOCKS 200WPC
6100
GRADO RS 1HEADPHONES NEW
600
RUSS ANDREWS 8 PLUG MAINS PURFIER/CABLE
325
250
KIMBERKABLE SELECT IMTR INTERCONNECT
1200
600
HALCRO MCA70 7CHANNEL POWER AMP,
5100
LYRA ARGO MC CARTRIDGE
795
695
LYRA HELIKON MC CARTRIDGE NEW
1145
LYRA HELIKON SL MC CARTRIDGE NEW
1249
LYRA DORIAN MC CARTRIDGE NEW
495
MICHELL HR PSU DC MOTOR NEW
315
EX1MUS DPI DAC/PRE 24/192 BALANCED CLASS A
2531
MICHELL GYRO SE/R8300 ARM
1128
MICHELL ORBE SME BOARD NEW
2413
CLEARAUDIO BLUEMOTION TURNTABLE 3YEARS WARRANTY
BOB
CLEARAUDIO EMOTION TURNTABLE 3YEARS WARRANTY
855
MICHELL TECNODEC WITH RB 300 ARM NEW
700
GOLDRING GRI TURNTABLE CW ARM AND MM CARTRIDGE
140
CABASSE PIANOSA SPEAKERS CHERRY FINISH NEW
595 . 450
TRANSFIGURATION ARIA MC CARTRIDGE 0.36 MV
690
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER MC CARTRIDGE 0.38 MV
2250
CABASSE X05 5WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM INC SUB NEW
895
595
STELLO P200 PRE AMP RCA/BALANCED
1195
950
STELLO A1320 INTERGRATED AMP
1685
STELLO DP 200 DAC/PRE AMP RCA/BALANCED
1495
STELLO S200 STEREO POWER AMP 200WPC EX OEM
1495 1200
GRASP GM 50 INTERGRATED AMP 50WPC
3950
VIRTUAL DYNAMICS POWER 3CABLE 6 FT LONG
125
AUDIO ANALOGUE ARIA MM/MC PHONOSTAGE
495
OPERA CALLAS SPEAKERS
1595 . 1295
BASIS OVATION TURNTABLE
4000. 1200
PATHOS CLASSIC ONE INTERGRATED AMP 70 WPC
1325
THRESHOLD STASIS 7 POWER AMP
5800
THRESHOLD S/7000E MONOBLOCKS 600WPC
4900 PAIR
KIMBERKABLE TAK (AGI TURNTABLE INTERCONNECT SME
600 . 300
ORIGIN LIVE ENCOUNTER TONE ARM NEW
970 . 970
ORIGIN LIVE ILLUSTRIOUS TONE ARM NEW
1570 . 1570
ORIGIN LIVE RESOLUTION TURNTABLE NEW
1970 1970
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 MONOBLOCKS
3750
PLINIUS P8 POWER AMP 200WPCO8OHMS
2250
PLINIUS MS PRE AMP INC REMOTE CONTROL
2250
PRIMARE AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED
275
PSB ALPHA 6 ACTIVE SUBWOOFER AS NEW
500 .. 225
STANDS UNIQUE AV 1SPEAKERS BEECH FINISH AS NEW
399 .. 250
ATC CA2 PRE AMP BALANCED/BOXED
750 .. 525
RUARK VITA 120 5.1 SYSTEM NEW
1695 . 995
RUARK PRELUDE 11 NEW
900 . 550
RUARK VITA 120 ACTIVE SUB NEW
625. 395
KIMBERKABLE MONOCLE XL SPK CABLE 1X4.1X2 ISMS
1400 .. 600
RUARK PROLOGUE It LOUDSPEAKERS NEW
1250 .. 750
SENNHEISER RS85 WIRELESS HEADPHONES NEW
159
SME MODEL 10 TURNTABLE NEW
2643
SME SERIES IV ARM BOXED UNUSED
1126 . 1000
SME SERIES V ARM NEVER USED MINT
1615 . 1400
SME 2012A TURNTABLE INC SERIES V ARM
5273
WIREWORLD ECLIPSE REFFERENCE INT 1MTR NEW
499
W1REWORLD ALANTIS 51 IATR INTERCONNECTS NEW
149
SOUND ORGANISATION FULL RANGE
POA
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5FOR NAIM OWNERS DIN/DIN
109
STAX SR 007.SRM007 EARSPEAKERS NEW
2495
STAX SRS 2020 MK2 EARSPEAKERS NEW
349
STAX SRS 4040 SYSTEM SIGNITURE 2 NEW
995
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD MC CARTRIDGE NEW
589
SUMIKO PEARL MM CARTRIDGE NEW
65
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW
TrA 24/192 CD PLAYER AMAZING NEW
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL evo 111 MC NEW
239
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 51 MTR INTERCONNECT NEW.
69
W1REWORLD FULL RANGE OF AWARD WINNING CABLES .
KIMBERKABLE THE REFERENCE 1MTR INTERCONNECT...
165
90
W1REWORLD EQUINOX 5 1/2 METRE INTERCONNECT
159
120
THRESHOLD 0300 POWER AMP
4000 1200
TRICHORD DINO PSU NEW
299
NEW TRICHORD DIABLO PHONO AMP M/MC INLINE PSU
699
AS ABOVE WITH THE NEVER CONNECED PSU
1198
OED SI DISCSAVER CONVERTS LINE LEVEL TO ACCEPT MM
35
SHURE FULL RANGE
POA
BLACK RHODIUM SUPER MAINS 13 1.25 MIRS NEW
45
35
KOESTU URUSHI BLACK MC CARTRIDGE VERY LOW HOURS, 2700. 1200
MISSION RANGE OF SPEAKERS AVAILABLE
POA
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5SPK CABLE AWARD WINNER
FROM £ 132
WIREWORLD EQUINOS 5INTERCONNECT 1MTR PR
219
WIREWORLD RAINBOW 5INTERCONNECT
149
AGENTS FOR, EAR, LAUGHLIN°, AUDIONOTE. MICHELL, All. STAX. LAT. ELAC. ROAM.
ONE. MARIUS. RACK RHODIUM. LYRA. SUM«. 0E0. GAMUT, ORIGIN LIVE. MLLE.
WIREWORLD.TRANSFIGURATION. BURON CANTUS. ACOUSTICS ARTS. HALM. STELLO.
CLEARAUDIO, ALOIS, SHUN NOOK. CROFT AUDIOVALVE. VIRTUAL DYNAMICS,
THRESHOLD. ACOUSTIC SOLID. BOSENDORFER....PHONE FOR REST PRICES

Open
9

Mon- Sot 9am

a".

6pm Now in Northampton 2 minutes off A508
For further details

01604 842379
07973 233380
PATRICK@HICAM.CO.UK
HICAM.CO.UK
www. hifinews.co. uk

The HiFi Company's

Trading
Station
•Vinyl
ACOUSTIC Research EB101
DUAL ( SUDS- 1Silver
GOLDMUND StudiofT3F Arm/PLO Servo
LINN Axis / Akito / K9
LINN Axis Black
LINN Batik Turntable
LINN Itlok II Black
LINN LPI 2Alr / Lingo Akito Ex- Demo
LINN LP12/11fok II
LUXMAN P0282 Rosewood
MICHELL GYRO SE ( No Ann) Ex- Demo
NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE Mentor
ORACLE Alexandria
REGA Planar 1
ROCKPORT Cabello II No Arm
ROKSAN Xerxes / Morph Arm / AT 0(5
SME30 / VAnn / Micro Benz Ref. Cart
SME 10A Ex- Demo
SME 20/2A Ex- Demo
TIL A VIO Integrated 0/Table Ex Demo
THORENS TD125/SME3009 Fixed ( SME Plinth)
THOREN5 TDI SO Rare
THORNS 10165 / Shure VI 5Ill
THORENS 10280 Mk II
TRICHORD Dino phono
WILSON BENESCH Full Circle Ex- Demo

Retell ()Her
£175 £ 148
£150 £ 65
£10,000 £ 2,398
£795 £335
£595 £ 295
£600 £165
f800 £395
£2,900 £ 1,994
£1800 £696
£595 £315
£1,065 £876
£1495 £ 795
£1,500 £495
£325 £ 178
£10,000 £3,496
£2,000 £ 798
L16,500 £9,198
£3,581 £ 2,954
£5,537 £ 4,568
£4,000 £3,196
n/a £ 495
£300 £ 145
£300 £ 128
£350 £ 115
£299 £ 225
£2,000 f1,496

• Digital Sources
ARCAM Alpha 6CD Player
ARCAM Alpha 8CD Player
SECAM Alpha One CD Player
ARCAM Delta 250 Transport
AUDIOLAB 8000 ( DM
AUDIO ANALOGUE Paganini
AUDIO RESEARCH CD?
AUDIO RESEARCH DAC-5 Ex- Demo
CANDEIAS DA(
CRUS Dad» CO Player
CRUS DVD6 DOD Player
CYRUS CD8 Silver
(UPLAND CDA288
DPA The PDM One Series 2
DCS Purcell Upsompler
DENON DCDS•10 II
18000 LO / CD Transpon
HELIOS Storgate CD Ployer
KINSHAW Perception DUC
KRELL KPS25sc
KRELL Kits 28c CD Player Ex- Demo
LINN Rank
LINN Rank CD Player
UNS Numeric
UNS Numerik DAC

Retail
Offer
£329 £ 145
£450 £ 185
£300
LI 15
£695 £ 225
£1100 £598
£950 £495
£3750 £ 1255
£2,335 £ 1,297
£3000 £ 796
£895 £375
£1,000 £595
£1000 £ 698
£2000 £ 995
£1300 £ 75
£4,500 £ 1,395
£1,300 £ 528
£3,950 £698
£2995 £ 1798
, £378
£24,998 £ 11,998
£8,998 £5,996
£1850 £595
£1,850 £896
£1500 £695
£1,500 £ 796

The leading reseller of carefully used
and mint condition hi-fi components
and systems.
Buy, sell, exchange. Commission Sales.

www.hifitradingstation.com

WE HAVE CASH READY
FOR VINYL - INTERESTED?
GIVE US ACALL

The Trading Station
35Conate Peterborough PEI 1LZ
Tel: 0870 608 8211

email: info@hifitradingstation.com

QUALITY HI-FI WANTED
Cash ... Trade-in ... Commission Sales

BUSINESS HOURS: Tues - Sat: 10am - 5.30pm - CLOSED MONDAYS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTEVISEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILARIPCOMPETITIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR PERSONAL CALLERS

LINN Nurnerik Rank Transport
MANE.
/CD17 CD Player
MANE/ CD85 CD Player
MERIDIAN 100 Transpon
MERIDIAN 207 CD Player
MERIDIAN 501 CD Transport
MERIDIAN S65/A(3
MERIDIAN 596 DOD APlayer
MERIDIAN 506 ( 18 bit) CD Player
MERIDIAN 091 INIDVD Er Demo
MERIDIAN G98DH DOD Tram En Demo
MERIDIAN 103 DUC
MERIDIAN 206 CD Player
MERIDIAN 163 DUC
MERIDIAN 500 CD Transport
MERIDIAN 506 24 Bit CD
MERIDIAN 507 CD
MICROMEGA Duo DUC
MICROMEGA Stage 1
MICROMEGA Stage 3
MICROMEGA T-DAC
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2 CD
MUSICAL FIDELITY E60 CD Player
NAD 5440 CD Player
NAIM CDi CD Player
PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGIES P- 3A SAC Ex- demo
PHILIPS DVD1010
PHILIPS CDR- 880 CD Rec
PIONEER PDR 04 CD Recorder
PIONEER DVR-7000 Ref DOD Recorder Ex- Demo
PIONEER DVR-3100 DOD Recorder Ex- Demo
QUAD 66 CD Player
QUAD 77 CD Player ( Bus)
REAR Jupiter CD Player Ex- Demo
ROTEL RCD 965 CD Player
ROTEL RCD 991 CD Player
SONY CDP 970 CD Player
SONY DVP-NS 905V DOD Player
SONY iAUDIO SYNTHESIS Transcend Trans
SONY NS900V
SONY SCDX940 SACD Player
TUC VRDSIO CD Player
TEA( VDRS7 CD
THETA Basic 11 Transport
THETA Carmen DVD, CD Player
THETA Data Basic 1Transport
THETA Progency DUC
TRICHORD Pulsor, Series IDAC
WADIA WT3200 Transport
WOODSIDE WS1 CD Player

£3,350 £ 1,726
£895 £395
f450 £ 195
£695 £ 225
0700 £ 225
£1200 £598
f3300
0595
£1,500 £ 1,296
01,295 £ 495
£3,895 f3,116
£3,350 £ 1,686
£595 £ 198
£500 £ 295
£500 £ 245
£1200 £ 598
£1200 £698
£1295 £ 798
£499 £ 146
£600 £ 196
£750 £ 198
f1,000 £375
£1000 £698
£300 £ 165
£150
E75
£1,999 £ 595
£795 £ 596
£650 £ 248
£200
L75
£1,000
E396
£1,299 (596
£450 £ 394
£800 £ 396
£600 £ 298
£995 £ 694
£400 £ 145
£799 £ 296
0495 £ 148
£250 £95
£1,000 £336
£450 £ 228
£290 £ 145
£700 £346
£600 £ 195
£1800
f898
£4,000 ( 1,726
£1,800 £648
£1,396 £676
£1,900 £ 748
£4000 £ 796
£1,000 £ 298

Amplifiers solid state
ADVANTAGE A300 Power Amp
ARUM Delta 120.2 Power
ARCAM Alpha 6Plus Int. Amp
ARCAM Alpha 8
ARUM Alpha AV50 Amp
ARUM Delta 110 Dig Pre
ARUM Delta 290p
ARCAM FEU A11 ! Dare Module
ARCAM Diva A90 Ex- Demo
AUDIO ANALOGUE Bellini Pre
AUDIO ANALOGUE Donizetti

Retail
Offer
£2,699 £1,495
£300 £ 125
£350 £ 115
£450 £ 188
£700 £245
£700 £ 248
f450 £ 145
£1,850 £675
L850 £684
£595 £ 265
£650 ( 346

AUDIOLAB 8000A
£600
AUDIOLAB 8000C
£600
£600
AUDIOLAB 8000C Pre
AUDIOLAB 8000SX Power
£650
BURMEISTER 850 Mono blocks
£2,500
CHORD SPM900
£1500
CHORD ( PA1800 ( Black)
£2500
CHORD CP81800 Pre Amplifier
£2500
CHORD SPM 1200 Power Amp
£3750
CRUS Two Integrated
£275
CYRUS 2Int. Grey
£395
£500
CYRUS 3Integrated Amp
£500
CYRUS 5Integrated
L800
CYRUS Pre
CYRUS PSX Grey
£400
DENON 000•2800 AV Amp
£800
DIIM Pm • 3PSU
£2,000
DNM Pre 0 / FUI Pre BPower
£2,800
ELECTOR MR Pre- Amplifier
£500
EXPOSURE 19 Pre- Amplifier
£950
£400
JOHN SHEARNE Phase 3Power
KRELL FPE1700 ta
£14,998
KRELL KAVISOA
L2200
KRELL KCT Pre-Amplifier Ex- Demo
£9,998
£1,950
LINN 2250 5th Power Ex- Demo
£3,185
LINN AV5103 AV Pre/Proressor Ex- Demo
£2,000
LINN Classic 'Movie' AVRec Ex- Demo
LINN Wakondo Pre-Amp Ex- Demo
0995
LINN Kahn
£1750
LINN Koim Pre- Amplifier
£1,750
LINN LROEOi Sparks RS.
f1,100
MARK LEVINSON ML9
£ 4000
McINTOSH MA6900
L4999
McINTOSH MC7108 8x50 wan Power Ex- Demo (1,449
MARANTE PMI7 Integrated ( blb)
£995
MARK LEVINSON 331 Power
(5,500
McINTOSH MC1201 ( 1200 wan Mono's) ( 15,000
McINTOSH ( 200 ( 2box Pre)
£7,995
£900
MERIDIAN /05 Monos
£895
MERIDIAN 555 Stereo Power
MERIDIAN 561
£2995
MERIDIAN 561 Pre
£1,150
MERIDIAN 5623E2 AV Pre
£1,295
MERIDIAN 603 Pre Amplifier
£1,500
£1,995
MERIDIAN 507 Power Amp Ex Demo
MERIDIAN 002 Pre Ex Demo
£1,750
MICHELL Argo / Electro Mono's
E2,495
MICROMEGA Tempo 1Integrated
£600
MUSE Monoblaks ( 300 watts)
f4,500
MUSICAL FIDELITY Ell Integrated
£350
£350
MUSICAL FIDELITY ' THE' Pre Amp
MUSICAL FIDELITY 30 Pre
£375
MUSICAL FIDELITY 5308 Integrated
£2000
£350
NAD C352 Amp
£660
NAIM NAC111 Pre
NAIM NAPI50
£795
NAIM 41 Pre Amplifier
£400
OPERA Aida Integrated
£795
PUNIUS 9200 Integrated
01,500
PS AUDIO LCC Pre
£249
QUAD 303 Power
£250
QUAD 77 Int
(700
QUAD 77 Power Amp
0595
£899
QUAD 909 Power
QUAD 33 Pre Amplifier
£175
QUAD 34 Pre Amplifier
£395
RED ROSE ' Spirit' Integrated
£1,295
ROGERS Ravensbrook Integrated
£150
REGA Cursa Pre Amplifier Ex- Demo
0545

£295
£225
£185
£228
£998
0596
£1198
£1798
El 798
£95
fl 78
£325
£395
£3S8
0178
£195
£378
£678
£118
£298
£228
f8,998
£1398
£6,996
£1,194
£1,994
f1,296
f494
£898
£896
£528
£1998
E.3756
£1,496
£525
£2,295
£8,028
f3,998
£495
£596
£696
£698
£596
£515
£1,596
£1,406
£1,126
£145
£1,998
£118
£75
£175
£1198
£245
£398
£498
£95
£445
£1,596
£98
£126
f298
(196
£495
£75
f198
£696
(55
(344

SANSUI 9094 Receiver ( Classic)
SONY VA333ES AV Amplifier
SPHINX Project 11 mono's
SPHINX Project 2Pre Amplifier
TAG McCLAREN 93 Prazor Amplifier
TALK ELECTRONICS ' Storm' Int
TESSERA( Pre Amplifier
THE MOD SQUAD Line Drive Std

£600 £ 298
£799 £375
£3,000 E1,128
£1,600 £598
£1,500
f488
£650
0285
£1,500 £378
£300
L145

• Amplifiers valve
Retell
Offer
ART AUDIO Concerto Int.
L1200 £698
AUDIO INNOVATIONS Series 800 Mono's
£1,200 £ 448
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 5800 Power
£1,200 £ 518
AUDIO RESEARCH Classic 60 Power
£3,300 f1,346
£2798 £ 1395
AUDIO RESEARCH LS?
AUDIO RESEARCH LOP Silver
L1400
0898
AUDIO RESEARCH LOIS Pre- Amp
[3,000 f1,498
AUDIO RESEARCH LS16
£3000 £ 1,495
AUDIO RESEARCH 914
£3000 £ 1298
AUDIO RESEARCH SPIS)? box) Pre
06,000 £ 1,498
AUDIO RESEARCH VSI 10 Ex Demo
£3999 £ 2996
AUDIO RESEARCH 0555 Ex Demo
f2699 £ 2026
AUDIO RESEARCH 00100 Mk 1Power £5,500 £ 2,246
AUDIO RESEARCH V1200:2 Power Ex- Demo £ 11,981 06,997
AUDIO RESEARCH VT60 Power
£ 2645 £ 1195
AUDIO RESEARCH Ref 2Pm Ex- Demo £ 10,500 £ 5,997
AUDIOS Sterling 300E lot.
£ 1,100 ( E76
AUDIOS Sterling 6550 lot.
£ 850 £ 298
BEARD 101 - 100 watt Mono's
£ 3,600 £ 1,298
BEARD BBI 00 Integrated £ 1,200 ( 525
CONRAD JOHNSON Premier IE Dual Mono Pre £ 10,000 £ 5,298
CONRAD JOHNSON Premier EA Mono's £ 16,000 £ 6,996
CONRAD JOHNSON PV10AL Pre
01,400 £505
CONRAD JOHNSON PV11 Pre
£ 1,950 ( 748
CONRAD JOHNSON PV12t Pre
£ 2,000 ( 1,195
COPLAND CTA501 Int.
£1995 £ 996
HOVLAND HP100/MC Phono Pre
£5,750 £ 2,626
NORA halm 90 Hybrid Amp
£695
f495
£4,000 £ 1,998
LAMM EL/
MANLEY Ref 1/IL 275 won mono's
£6,000 £ 2,698
McINTOSH MC2000 ( Anniversay LE.)
£12,500 £9.998
McINTOSH MC210 Pre- Amplifier
£5,500 £ 1,698
NAGRA PLP Pre- Amplifier Ex- Demo
£6,995 £ 4,996
PATHOS Twin Tower mt.
£3250 £ 2128
PM COMPONENTS 845 Monos
£3000 £ 1175
£4,000 £ 3,196
T & AVIO Integrated Amp Ex Demo
TRILOGY 901 Pre
£1,950 £ 896
TRILOGY Vii Integrated
(2,500 f1,048
UNISON Simply 845 Int.
£4000 fI798

II Tuner Tape mis(
ARCAM Alpha 5Tuner
ARCAM DABIO Digital Tuner
ARUM Delta SO Ahl/FM Tuner
ARUM Diva T61 FM AM Tuner
AUDIOLAB 80001 Tuner
CYRUS Tuner
DENON UDR- F10 Cassell°

Retell
£295
£800
£300
£230
£1000
£500
£200

Offer
£128
£195
£148
£164
£598
(148
(95

DENON UTU-F10 AM/FM Tuner
LOWTHER PM1C Drive Units
LUXAIAN 50 Tuner
LUXMAN ST50 Tuner
MARANTZ STS4000 Tuner
MERIDIAN 504
NAKAMICHI BX115E
NORDOST SPM Sm hi- wire
NYTECH CIA 106 ( rare classic)
PIONEER F656 am/fm Toner
PURIST AUDIO Dominus SE I
m I/C
QUAD 77 Tuner ( Bus)
REVOX 677 10" reel to reel
SONOS FABER ' stonewood' stands
SONY S800 AV System Mel speaken
SOUNDSTYLE 5Shelf Stand ( Green)
STANDS UNIQUE ' Ref' 5shelf support
STAX 3030 Basic electrostatic phones
VAX Omega electrostatic phones
TEAC A33405 4track 10" reel to reel
TECHNICS EAH80E/EAM/101 Headphones
TRANSPARENT ' Ref' (
0.75m) Speaker

£200
f95
£400 £ 175
£600 £ 195
£900 £295
f120 £58
£795 £475
DM £ 178
£4,500 £ 2,996
£300 £ 98
£150 £ 75
£4,000 £1,469
£599 £ 248
£750 £ 288
£480
f195
£900 £ 446
f200 £ 913
£1,000 £398
£550 £ 286
£2,000 £996
£900
0295
£150 £ 78
£1,250 £ 1,495

•

• Loudspeakers
ACOUSTAT Spectra 1100
ARISION QNR Monitor:
ATC 5CM10
AUDIO- STATIC DCI (White)
AUDIO- STATIC E5300
AUDIOPLAN Kontrast 11
ARIEL ACOUSTICS Model 8's Rosewood
FUSSY PE
ROSE 901
CHORD LS35, 12A
CELESTION AVF302
UM Time Windows ( collectors items)
DYNAUDIO 3.3 ( Rosewood)
ENSEMBLE Prima Donna
GALE 401 Inc. Stands
GALE 401 ( Chrome)
HEYBROOK ' Halos'
HEYBROOK Heystack
IMPULSE 47 ( horn- loaded)
JIA LABS Utopia
JPW AP3
REF Cube ( EQ. box)
REF Ref 104.2
KEF 035
KEF 055
REF Ref Model 1.1
REF X01 Ex- Demo
REF X01 stands
REF 005
KRELL Resolution 2Ex Demo
KRELL Resolution 3Ex Demo

Retail
Offer
£1,500 £ 438
£1,100 £ 275
£950 £518
£3,500 £ 1,198
£1,500
L375
£3,000
0746
£5,679 £ 1,996
£1,000 £ 295
01700 £ 898
£1,995 £ 1,088
£600 £ 245
£600 £ 185
£4,500 £ 2,298
£10,000 £ 2,246
£750 £395
L595
L298
0450 £ 2013
£500 £ 146
f1,100
0.338
£7950 £ 3996
0295 £ 95
£700 £ 145
£600 £ 295
£350
f198
£500 £ 296
£1,500
f678
£999 £644
£299
f1
84
(1,999 £ 1,294
£6497 L4876
(3200 ( 2406

KRELL Resolution Centre Ex Demo
LEAK Mini Sandwich
LINN Kober
LINN Kaiser Aktiv Xover
LINN Keilidh
LINN Ekwell ( centre) Ex- Demo
LINN Sizmik 10.15
LOCKWOOD Studio 15
McINTOSH 1.5.320 Ex Demo
hicINTOSH 15340 Ex Demo
MAGNA PLANAR lc Imp
MAGNA PLANAR 2.5
MARTIN LOGAN Aerius I
MARTIN LOGAN CISII
MERIDIAN D60 Rosewood
MERIDIAN DSP33C Dig centre Ex- Demo
MERIDIAN DSP5000C Dig. Centre
MERIDIAN DSP5000 Rose
MERIDIAN DSP7000 Silver Ex Demo
MIRAGE M-Isi Block
MISSION 753 Freedom ( Black)
MISSION 770S Speakers/Stands
MISSION 760
MISSION 771
MISSION 774
MISSION 781
MONITOR AUDIO Silver 5
MONITOR AUDIO R652MD
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 14
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 12
MORDAUNT SHORT Avont 51
MOREL Bass Masters
MUSE 15 15" Active Sub
MAIM DEL
PROAC Studio 1
PROAC Super Towers
PROAC Tablette 1000
QUAD ESL57 ( Mint)
REGS EL8 Black
REGS Naos
EEL Stadium Sub
REL Strata Sub
REVOX Elegance bookshelf
ROGERS LS33/AB33
RUARK Sceptre
SNELL Type K
SONOS FABER Amati
SONLIS FABER Concerto
SONUS FABER Elena Amator II - Stnds
SONUSFABER Signum
SOUNDLAB AI ( full range)
SPENDOR SE Cherry Ex- Demo
SPENDOR SE
TANNOY Buckingham
TANNOY DC1000
TUN NOR TI 25
TANNOY T225
TDL Nucleus II
TDL Studio 1
TOWNSEND RIBBON
TRIANGLE Icare
TRIANGLE Celius Ex- Demo
TRIANGLE Titus 102
WHARFEDALE PPX-1/PPS-1
WILSON BENESCH Actor Cherry
WILSON BENESCH Orator Ex- Demo
WILSON Sophia
YAMAHA NSIDOM
EINGALI Colosseum sub/sots

£2980 £ 2236
UN £ 78
£2,500 £ 748
Roe £378
£1,000
0288
£795 £ 454
f995 £554
£1,500 £578
£1790
f996
L4590 £ 1496
£1,400 £ 445
C2,950 £ 788
£2,100 £ 1,125
£6,700 £ 2,145
02500 £ 795
£1,425 £ 1,146
£1,995 £ 1,344
£3,500 £ 1,798
£17350 £ 12996
£2000 £ 895
0800 £ 475
f495 £ 195
£100 £ 58
£350 £ 145
£500 £ 255
£250
f98
£450 £ 174
C500
f148
£900 £ 226
£1,200 £ 446
f1,150 £698
£1,600
f445
£5,000 £ 1,998
10750
3996
£795 £376
f1,000
L445
£649 £375
f598
£300 £ 145
0998
f594
£700 £ 395
0500
£450
f895
0700

£ 295
£ 286
( 39S
£ 118

£395 £ 298
£11800 £8996
£995 £ 596
£1400 £ 1598
£1300 £ 795
£13,500 f6,668
£1,700 £ 1,195
£1800 £ 1198
£5,000 £ 1,875
£195 £ 178
£395 £ 165
£130 £ 75
£1,000 £ 295
£1,295 £ 495
£1,500 £ 155
£1,095 £896
£34S
0276
£300 £ 95
£4000 £ 1998
£3,000 £ 1,714
£11,950 £ 9,596
f300 £ 1/5
£770
f418

QUALITY USED
EQUIPMENT.
BOUGHT. SOLD.
PART EXCHANGED

THE MIDLANDS BEST USED
EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST

TEL/FAX

0121 747 4246
Nal

Nob.]

Also agents for
Advantage • Acoustic Zen
•B AT • Boulder • Hovland
Kharma • Lumley • Pass labs
•SME • Sound lab

CURRENT INVENTORY
RRP
NOW
2000... 795
5000.. 2195
4000.. 1295
2000... 595
7500.. 3995
N/A... 395

AUDIO RESEARCH D130
AUDIO RESERCH VT100 MK11
AUDIO RESEARCH V70
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2
ACCUPHASE DP75V
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE1 MK11 ROSEMAHOG
ATC C2 SUB
AVI S2000MC REFERENCE CD
BAT VKD5SE
BAT VK51SE 6 MONTHS OLD
BOULDER 1012 PRE DAC EX DEM
BOULDER 1010 PRE EX DEM
BOULDER 1060 POWER EX DEM
BRYSTON 3BSST
BRYSTON BP25 PRE
BRYSTON BP20 PRE
CHORD CPM3300 SILVER WITH LEGS
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION LEVEL 2 + UNIFY ARM
EAR V20
GRYPHON ADAGIO CD PLAYER
HOVLAND HP200 WITH PHONO EX DEM
HOVLAND SAPPHIRE
KRELL KPS2OIL
KRELL KAV280P
KRELL KAV2250
KRELL KRC-HR KPE PHONO
KRELL FPB 400CX
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENT I3 MONTHS OLD

1600... 895
1395... 395
5495.. 2495
7950.. 3995
12950.. 7995
9450.. 6495
16500.. 9995
2200.. 1395
1500... 595
1800.. 895
6500..
3000..
3500 ..
5000..
7325.
7000..
12000..
3299 ..
4490..
7639..

MERIDIAN M60C BLACK
MUSICAL FIDELITY TRI VISTA SACD
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 CD
NAIM 500 sin 179450/177734
NAIM NBL BEECH s/n 159946
NAIM 252 s/n193419
NAIM S/CAP2 s/n196744
NAIM CDX2 s/n206916
NAIM XPS 2 s/n206247
NAIM CDX2 s/n209469
NAIM CDS s/n185901
NAIM FLATCAP 2s/n214209
NAIM 82 s/n 102930
NAIM SBL BLACK s/n 097689
NAIM SNAXO 3-6 S/n 187399
PATHOS LOGOS 3 MONTHS OLD

3495
1395
1495
2295
4995
3495
2795
1995
2695
2495

12000 .. 5995
4333.. 2995
1000.. . 495
4000.. 2495
800... 395
12350 .. 7995
7500.. 3795
4265..
2885..
2800..
2465..

2995
1995
1995
1795

2800.. 1995
1200... 650
535... 350
2600 .. 1195
2700 .. 595
829.. 350

REL STAMPEDE BLACK 2 MONTHS OLD
REGA MAIA 3
REGA EXON 3

2850.. 1795
550... 395
549... 365
1195... 795

SPECTRAL MIT 350 MK11 IMTR RCA
TANNOY DIMENSION 8

1500... 695
4000.. 1995

TARA LABS DECADE 2MTR BALANCED
T AND A TALLIS 5.1 NEW UNUSED
VPI TNT HRX 12.5 ARM NEW

2300... 395
2200.. . 995

VERITY AUDIO FIDELIO PIANO BLACK
WADIA 850
WILSON WATT/PUPPY 3.2

8000.. 3495

9250.. 5995
5000.. 1995
16000.. 3495

PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWELL
COLLECT AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.
KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE . TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XL0 • MICHELL • SME
ATC • STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA
McINTOSH • ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc

brighto
excha

01424 201 157
07734 436 180
ifiguy.co.uk

we are the south
coasts leading
stockists of quality
new, used and
ex-dem Hi -Fi
equipment.
we will travel
anywhere in
country to pick
or deliver your

NEW Hyperion
938\N Sp2akern

just In
AUDIO ARTISTRY DVORAK SPEAKERS
BORDER PATROL SE300 AMP
CYRUS PRE X/MONO BLOCKS/PSX
ELITE ROCK/EXCAUBUR/MERLIN
FIARBETH COMPACT 7SPEAKERS
JM LAB MINI UTOPIA
MCINTOSH MC2000
MERIDIAN DSP 5000 SPEAKERS 96/24[LATTEST
NAGRA 845 MONOBLOCKS
NAIM 01 TUNER
PASS LABS X350
PROAC DIS SPEAKERS
ROVVLAND CONCENTRA 2
TALON KHORUS X MK II SPEAKERS
WADIA 270/27IX DAC TRANSPORTRATTEST MODEL]

£2,995
£2,700
£1,400
£600
£800

£3,500
£7,000
£1,900
£5,995
£995
£3,750
it 1,100
£3,500
£9,000
£7,995

£6,500
£4,995
£3,700
ÉN/A
£1,800
£7,500
£14,000
(4,750
£ 10.000
(N/A
£7,500
£2,000
£7.500
£18.000

£18.000

Current
AIRTIGHT ATM-2 [SUPERB AMPLIFIER]
AUDIO NOTE ANE-SP [ EBONY FINNISH]
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 120 MONOBLOCKS
AUDIO RESEARCH VT I
50 MONOBLOCKS
AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE 600 MONOBLOCKS
AUDIO RESEARCH LS25 MK2
AUDIO RESEARCH LSI6ink2
AUDIO STATIC 5s [new]
AUDIO STATIC 4s ELECTROSTATICS
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX DECADE[DAC PRE]
AUDIO VALVE BALDUR 70 MONOBLOCKS
B&VV NAUTILUS 80Is
BAT V1(31 PREAMP WITH REMOTE
BAT VK 60
BEARD P35 MK2 POVVERAMP
BEARD CA35 PREAMP
CADENCE ANINA SPEAK ERS[NEW]
CANARY AUDIO CA303 MONOBLOCKS
CARY CAD300 SIGNITURE SE AMPS
CARY SLP 50 PREAMP
CLEARAUDIO MASTER REFERENCE/MASTER TQ IARM
CONRAD JOHNSON I
6LS PREAMP
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 8A MONOS
GAMUT CD?
INNERSOUND M300 POVVERAMP
JM LABS COBALT 807 SPEAKERS
JEFF ROVVLAND CONCENTRA MK2[BOXED AS NEW]
LINN SONDE< LP12/EKOS2AJNGO 2/ARKIVICIRCUS,TRANVOUN
LINN SONDEK LPI 2JAKITO/CIRCUS/TRAMPOLIN/K9
LINN SONDEK LPI2/BASIK PLUS
LUMLEY ST70 VALVE POVVERAMP
MARANTZ CD23[VERY RARE]
MARANTZ MA23 MONOBLOCKS @PRE[BOXEDAS NEW]
MARANTZ MA24 MONOBLOCKS
MARANTZ CD 12
MARK LEVINSON 383 INTEGRATED
MARK LEVINSON ML380 PREAMP
MC 1NTOSH MA 6850 INTEGRATED
MERIDIAN 604 TUNER
MERIDIAN DSP5000C [CENTRE]
MERIDIAN 500 TRANSPORT
MUSE 18 SUBVVOOFER[with active cards]
.MUSICAL FIDELITY DVD 1
MUSICAL FIDELITY M250 MONOS
NAIM NAP9O/NAC62K PRE/POWER
NAIM NAIT 3INTERGRATED
NAIM 10I/SNAPS FSU
NAIM 01 TUNER[2 BOX]
PASS LABS XI50 POVVERAMP
PS AUDIO CLASSIC 250 POVVERAMP
QUAD 989
SME 20/SME V
SONIC FRONTIERS CD ITRANSPORT
SONUS FABER MUSICA INTERGRATED AMP
TANNOY CANTERBURY'S
TOM EVANS THE VIBE/PULSE PSU
TRANSPARENT ULTRA 6M PAIR
TOVVNSHEND ROCK/EXCALIBER/MERLIN
WADIA 7&9 CD TRANS AND DAC[4 BOX PLAYER]
WILSON AUDIO WATT/PUPPY 5.1s

£3,250
£1,400
£2,400
£2,995
£9,995
£2,700
£1,503
£3,250
£1,500
£1,100
£2,400
£3,750
£900
£1,700
£450
£300
£1,900
f2,950
£1,900
£700
£6,000
£2,850
£7,995
£
£ 1,500

1,500

£350
3,500
£1,700
£550
£450
£650
£1,900
£1,500
£1,200
£I, 200
£2,995
£1,700
£1,500
£500
POA
£

£450
£1,500
450

£8,000
£,800
£3,000
CI 4,000
£38,000
£ 5,995
£3.750
£5.550
£1,000
£3.000
£ 3.100
£8.500
L2.300
(4.500
LN/A
( N/A
£4.500
£8.000
£ 5,500
L2.500
L14.000
£8.000
£ I6.000
£3.000
£3,500
L700
£ 7.500
(LOADS
( N/A
(N/A
£2.450
£ 5.000
£ 3,500
£ 2.800
( N/A
£ 5.995
£4,500
£ 3.500
£ 1,800

(N/A
£ 900
£3.500

£1.500

£750
£295
£325
£495
£995
£1,800
£1,800
£2,995
£2,500
£2,500
£1,500
£4500

£ 1300
£ 1,200

£3,250

£4,800

£

1,000
£750
£5,995
£5,500

(N/A

LN/A
( NM
£ 3,750
£ 4.500
£ 5.500
£6.000
£ 7,000
£ 2.995
£9500
£3.200
(NIA
(24.000
£ 18.000

Tel: 0121 747 4246
5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6.
Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website:
E-mail:

142

www.centralaudio.co.uk
tony@centralaudio.co.uk
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Acousoc

en 1Audence rAudioValve

Borde -Patrol IBoulder ICabbase IC.A.T IC
Clear Audio
Gamut IGraham IHalcro IHovland IHyperbn
Lavardin
Oracle IPass Labs IPlinius IPS Audio IReference 3A
Rogue Audio IS.P.J Record Players ITransfiguration IVincen:

www.hifinews.co uk

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
hi-fi

by

enthusiasts

Below is just a small selectior of
some of the exciting new products we offer:
Consonance produce awide range of
ampiifiers but the
Cyber- 10 Signature
is are of our absolute
faaourites. li uses a
parr of 2A2. '
elves ri
push pen configuration per channel to
produce 11 wads. 1.1ct
only does it have the
magic that only ,iiiecey healed triode amplifiers can produce
but it also combines it with the functionality of remote mina'.
All this comes il , apuce of just £ 1. ,50.

The £2.300 Korato Renaissance moncbleck amplifiers use
tour 6CA7 ( EL.14: valves per channel to produce arobust 5C
watts Korato al.so produce the remarkable KVA-15i tie
grated amplifier far the bargain price of juU £ 750.

Heatherdate
Oaudio limited

DRIVERS:

202. Findon Road, Worthing ILV 14 OEJ

> AUDAX

> ATC

¡'reun 'lied equipment atwilable

> ETON

u-iii, guarantee

> FOSTEX

Export facilities atwilable
list! our Web Page wietebill-stereacont

> LPG

Main dealer for
"'Moon. Prestige Speakers

The Conqueror is aclassic Audio Note design which uses a
zero feedback 300E3 output stage A copper chassi.., pape in
ail capacitors and a valve rectified, choke smoothed pewee
.upply. The result is an amplifier that sounds tenally accurate
with great dynamics 3nd refinement for pit £2003.
The Shanling
SP-80C monoblocks use EL34
output valves in
push pull configuration and pro
duce 40 watts
per channel
making them
suitable for all
but the most
inefficient
speakers.
Great looks ano fancrionality combine with asound that is both
is pacy and detailed: £ 2.000 pair.
The Audion
Silver Night
range is a
superb series
of single
ended 1008
zeo feedback
amplifiers
starting from
just £ 2.250
for apower
amp oi
£2 500 for the
line level integrated ..ersion. The awesome lee/parallel
single ended monobocks ( pictured aboie) are also readable for £ 3.500 which offer aperformance that we he leve .s
umnatched at this price point
Audion also produce a range of great pre amplifiers anc
phono stages starling from just £630.

99CDP CD player.99 pre Amp,

> VIFA

£1750

SPEAKERS

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND

Thiel 2.2 speakers (superb cond.)
£ 750
Thiel CS 2.3 speaker
£ 1495
ATC Active 20/2 speakers
£2750
Audio Physics Tempo Speakers
£795
B&W Silver Signature 30 Speakers
(very rare, retail £7,000)
£3,995
Spica TC-50 Speakers
£275
Orchid LWO Speakers
£2,795
Thiel CS6 Speakers Rosewood finish
(superb condition, retails £8,500)
£4,495
Klipschorn Speakers medium oak finish
(retails £5,700)
£2,950
Tannoy 15" HPD drivers with cross overs
£395
Genesis 350 SE Speakers 10 months old
(retails £35,000)
£ 16,995

INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS
Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

PRE- AMPS

flee

CD PLAYERS

Tel: 01296 422224
www noteworthyaudio.co.uk.

www. hIf In evvF_

llk

% SOLEN
4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel 450.656.2759
Fax: 450.4434949
Email. solen@solen.ca
Web www.solen.ca

£1,795
£ 1,395
£ 1,995
£8,995
£ 1,595
£ 5,495

£3,995

Audiogram MB2- Integrated Amplifier

C74500

Audiogram MB1. Amplifier

£15,000
£2,950
£ 1,495

& TRANSPORTS
£ 1675
£ 1995
£ 1695
£3,995

Et'

Audio research 150.2 - Class T
Audio research 150.M5- Class T

F4850.00

iimPlitier

;
94
,,o..
9.
00
0000

c
h digitalm
aplifier F4025.00

Copland CSA301 MCI - Valve Preamplifier
CSA303 - Hybrid Pre...opiate,
'Qr.;Copland
Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplilter
o Copland CVA 535- 5 X125W amplifier
Jadis Orchestra
ID

11099.0
£ 1700.00

CD Player

£899.00

Krell KAV250P - Preamplifier

1.1.199.00

Krell KPS 255c-Preamplifier/CD player CAST2

MISCELLANEOUS

TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES 6, TONEARES
Blue Pearl (the prototype) with gold plated SME V . £9995
Zyx Airey Cryogenic copper cables
(as new, retails £ 1,500)
£995
Project 6.9 Turntable (no cartridge fitted)
(as new, retails £600)
£425
Audio Tekne Cartridge with step transformer
(as new)
£2,995
My Sonic Eminent Cartridge (as new)
£2,750
Dynavector DV-DRT XV1S cartridge
(as new, retails £2,900)
£ 1,995
Project 9c S carbon fibre arm with silver wires
(as new, retails £550)
£375
Project RPM9 Turntable ( no cartridge fitted)
(as new, retails £ 1,000)
£700
RS Laboratory RS-Al with rotary headshell
(as new, retails £850)
£595
Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years*
'On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

Tel:

Evenings

heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

£ 219.00

o Audio research VT100 MKIII - Valve Amplifier

£895

PS Audio Powerplant mains conditioner
£ 1695
Nakamichi ZXL1000 Gold plated Ltd edition
Cassette deck
£3495
Krell Home Theatre Standard Processor £2995
CZ gel Balanced interconnects
£250
Shunyata Aries Interconnects Im pair (ex demo) .. £450
Shunyata Aries Interconnects 2m pair (ex demo)
£695
Zerodust Stylus tip cleaner gel ( retails £35)
£25
Zerodust CD & lens cleaning cloths ( retails £25) .. £ 17.50
Selection of AudioTekne Tables and accessories
at unbeatable prices ..
Phone for details

Email:

Absolute Demos

£4,995
£345

Meridian 508 CD Player
Sony SCD1 CD / SACD player
Gamut CD / IR CD player
Lab 47 Flat Fish Transport, Progression DAC &
Power Dumpty PSU
Roksan Attessa CD Transport with
ROC DAI and ROK DS4 PSU

.-..

t.

e

AMPLIFIERS
Sirius ( Gamut 2) power amp upgraded
to latest spec
Perreaux 200ip integrated amp
Krell 250a/3 3-channel Amp
Mackintosh MC2000 limited edition
Amp Boxed/Mint/Rare
Parasound HCA 1206 6 Channel Amp
Audio Note Nero Mono Blocks
Spectral DMC 12 line Pre Amp,
DMA 90 Power Amp with MIT Speaker Cable
and Interconnect ( boxed, mint)
Parasound HCA 1000a Power Amp
Mark Levinson ML 336 Power Amp
(cost new £9,995)
Audio Note Kegon Mono Blocks
(silver transformers, western electrics 300b's.
Brand new ( retails 628,000)
Accuphase A20V class A amp
(as new, retails £4.000)
Advantage Integrated Amp

NOTEWORTHY A UDIO
5.30 Tuesday to Sat arda y

> VISATON

> VOLT

36 Buckingham Street. Aylesbury, Bucks, IH,D20 2L H
Open 9.30

> SEAS

> SILVER FLUTE

Mark Levinson 28 with phonostage
£ 1195
ATC SCA2 pre Amp Mint
£ 2795
Mark Levinson ML32 Ref. Pre Amp with phono
£8500
Exposure II & 12 Pre Amp & PSU
£595
Nairn NAC 92 Pre Amp & Naim NAP
90/3 Power Amp
£595
Toft LBPA-5 Line level Pre Amp
£495
Audio Note M8 Pre amp with phonostage
(brand new, retails £ 19,500)
£12,500
Audio Research SP14 Pre-amp
£ 1,495
Proceed PAV Pre Amp
£ 1,395
Verdier are perhaps best known for their turntables, but they
.ilso produce arange- of valve amplifiers The Control B
pre- amplifier shown here has a superb phone stage suitable
tor both MM and MC cartridges (toe latter via high quality
internal transformers). It costs £ 1.200 and can even be
upgraded by connecting an external valve regulated power
supply (£ 1.075 extral

> PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK

QUAD SYSTEM
909 power Amp Boxed 8i Mint

> MAX FIDELITY

> MOREL

£ 1:80
990
5. 00
00

Krell KSL - Preaplifier
m
+

Martin Logan Odyssey Electrostatic Loudspeakers £4700.00

•

Martin Logan Ouest - Electrostatic Loudspeakers £2400.00

E

Martin Logan Script - Electrosatic Loudspeakers £ 1225.00

o

McIntosh C200 - 2 chassis Preamplifier

O

McIntosh MC2CIFJO -

£ 4200.00

Ltd. edition Valve Amplifier £ 9004100

McIntosh CR16 - Multdone control system
.12

£ 2299.00

McIntosh MC58 - Amplifier

£ 1719.00

McIntosh MC202 - Amplifier

£ 1999.00

McIntosh MHT100 - Home theatre processor
•

PS Audio Ultralink II

=

£ 3199.00

DAC£ 989.00

PS Audio Reference Link - Digital Prearnp

£ 1999.00

2

Sax's Faber Concertino Home Loudspeakers

IC

Theta Digital David II - CD/DVD Drive

z Wilson Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Silver
i

M.Wilson Audio CUB II w/stands Black

£399.00

£ 2999.00

£ 2900.00
£ 5499.00

o
• Wilson Audio System 6 - Loudspeakers Cashmere £ 12500.00
Cr Wilson Audio Witt II Loudspeakers Black
Z Systems RD01- Transparent 11111a1Equalcer

£ 5400.00
£ 1850.00

no grey imports - all equipment comes
with 1 year full warranty

Premier Audio
'Room

Now dernnoeiretire
Dize Eiger. Purcell & Verdi Transport. Plinius ('D lad &
250 Pow, Verity Fidelo & Soma Faber Speakers, Siltech

00Ill 2 Cobbs, Ise& Sub Station, RDA Equipment Stands
Audio Amu, Audio Synthilia, 'Cora Pre & Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Phyiici Speakers,
Arcici Equipment Stand, bola Sub Station PiS
Audio Synthisis - Audio Physics - Audio Aern. Absolute sounds
XS • Kura - Plinius SlItech - Ardo - BDA • Pink I
mingle
Avid Turntables - Project - Orldon • Van den I
lull • Mirage
IVX weeny

gem efimonstration

goodufecrititt of !Waist.

We ire 10mIns J39 • 1411
10mlns J30 MU
Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grundy
OCTOBER 2005
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Award Winning Retailers...

tAijiÔIt

Aia

o

(We

kers HI-FI

'

Cyiiis
KU -

The North of England Hi Fi Specialists

Mar nit?
K/1,q (
I
I, .11
M.I

Quality Hi Fi separates from £ 100 to £ 10,000

Monk) ,

Widest choice in the area

r1oi r t.
Moi

LW)

NA I
')

Over 35yrs experience.

NI
MO,

Comfortable dem rooms

01,,
01

tqin

Independent advice

Consumers Choice Gold Award Winners

Main road location
Li

Superb showrooms

Major car parks nearby

Insurance estimates

Or t . 1, at •

Qualified staff

Service Dept.

Up to 3 years Interest Free Credit*

only 20% deposit

Carriage Free Mail Order ( inc. credit) * subject to status
Prinhri ,‘

Delivery & installation

Pro-Ac

Part Exchange

Project

Open 10:30am - 5:30pm

QUAD

Visa, Access. Switch etc.

6 days: Mon. to Sat.

Roksan
Shafting
SME

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7E0
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

Sugden
Tannoy
— EAC
— richori

Unison R
Van Don
Wharie

alists in high fidelity sound reproduction - since 1967

Yamaha

•

01273 608331

01273 3 5901

Distributors Of Quality HiFi
.41111•1.MIN

consomance audio products
"Reference

"Droplet

Series"

Series"

CD Players,

CDP 5.0

SACD PLayers

Custom Choke

Tuners

Super-Clock

Pre-Amps

Balanced Output

Power Amps

6H30 Valves

Integrated's

24/192 Upsampling

"Cyber

"CYBER

Signature

SERIES"

Series"

Monoblocks

Integrated Amplifiers

6CA7 (78wpc) P/P

300E (22wpc) P/P
2A3 ( 11 wpc) P/P
6550 (50wpc) P/P
Remote Control,
for Input/Volume

cA ell ,
(À

dio

g

zoilliie _
e)

E- Mail
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HI-FINews

211 ( 16wpc) Set
300B (9wpc) Set
300B ( 18wpc) Set

Quality Hand-Built Italian Loudspeakers,
High Efficiency 92dB-94dB Sensitivity, Stand- Mount, and Floor-Standing Designs

sales@aliumaudio.com

OCTOBER 2005

845 (28wpc) Set

Website www.aliumaudio.com
www.hifinews.co.uk

...what are you up for?
Digital - CD, OVO etc

Advantage
AH! Nme Tioeb
AH! Njoe Tioeb
Arcam
Arcam
Arcam
Arcam
Arcam
Audio Analogue
Audiolab
Audiolab
Audio Synthesis
Audio Note
AVI
SPA
Marantz
Maranta
Marantz
Marantz
Meridian
Mendias
Meridian
Micromega
Micromega
Micromega
Micromega
Micromega
MYTYact
NAD
NVA
Pass Labs
Philips
Pioneer
Quad
Quad
Resolution Audio
Roksan
Roksan
Rotel
SAT
Sony
Sony
TEAC
Wadia

COIS- ni mint boxed
CD400CSTO - ex, boxed remote, 6months old c/w de mat
99 - ex. Marantz based tube player
Alpha 1 - or mist, remote
CD82T - nr mint boxed
Alpha 9-nr min!, remote
Alpha ISE - nr mint boxed, due in
CD72T nr mint. remote
Pagarnos
8000DAC - ex. boxed
MO Transport aril DAG - es, remote
DIX 2 - nr mint boxed
DAr its
52000Reterence - ex. boxed
Renaissance - hr mint. boxed
008Q- ex. boxed fantastic 800 heavyweight
CD46 - on. remote
004100 OSE - nr mint remote, boxed
0017 KI - rr mint due in
208 - ex. with built in preamp stage and 209 remote
200 transport - ex. excellent
508/20 - nr mint remote
Stade 1 - ex, smooth sound on abudget
5tage 3 - nr mite superb cd player
T-drive and Tdac vgc. remete, superb sound. £ 100Ou new
Duo CO3/552 - nr mint. fifth,boxed, beautiful sight arm sound
Optic - or mot, budget intro to the delights of Micromega
T20 - black, nr mint. ivied, remote. bargain!
C5411- nr mint, boxed with remote
The Transparent Statement - vgc. crated, ... ultimate MO
01 DAG - rave den at $5000 due in
CD100 - ex. Lte first player!
PS-9904 - ex, boxed, stable platter rnech
99CDP - nr mibt, boxed. remote
67CD - nr mmi, c/w remote
Opus 21 - nr mint crated 2boxer beautiful
Cagan original - ex remote, just serviced
Cas9ian Msedes - we dens, save £350! 1!
RCD991AE - nr mint boxed
CD& - or mint, boxed, dedicated remote, superb
MDP850C nr mint. laserdisc VCD, CO, PAL. NSTC
XA2OES - ex, boxed. remote
0050 ex dealer dens SAVE OVER £2000!!!
CD3200T transport - ex, remote bargain entry to Wadia seed

Systems, cables and miscellaneous
Audio Analogue
Primo - CO and Amp. ex dens
AVI
2000 series - e, Ref CD, line preamp and pair monoblocks awesome!
Beyer
DT880 - ex dom
JPW
204/200/200 - 51Speaker package new bargain, save over n200!
QUAD
rr303/FM3 - nrennh Quad sleeve
QUAD
67/66/65606- ex, CD/TunerPrePower with system rnbite
QUAD
34/306 FM4 - es cute combo
TEAC
APDI/T1 - Amps revrewed in Hr-F7 World 0805 CD and Tune in nant

Speakers

Amplifiers
1199
299
199
99
399
379
Call
199
679
299
749
499
349
449
299
199
49
129
Call
349
249
699
179
279
799
899
129
249
199
1749
Call
149
199
699
479
1799
349
749
399
699
149
179
2399
649

649
1279
149
399
299
1449
499
449

Adcom
GIP5OCliPreTuder and GFe4511Power bargain!
AMC
2445 - et. well reviewed weighty poweramp
Arcam
A85 - nr mint
Arcam
475. - nr mint boxed
Arcam
AO 9pre 'power - nr 711X11 boxed, due in
Audio Analogue
PacintSettanta - ex dens as new
Audiolab
80005 ne mint
Audiolab
8000his - nr mint monobiocks
Audiolab
8C3OP nr mint boxed
Audiolab
80004 - ex. boxed. grey Mee
Audion
Silver Keels - Stunning bused valve monoblocks
Audio Research
LS7 - nr ¡nip(
AVI
S;:000 gc. integrated
AVI
52009MP ex. line level ire
AVI
52e00111M - ex. per monobtacks
AVI
S2000MAIMM e pre and Os mono combo as above
Creek
4330Mk2F - mintnt, remote. Fantastic lithe integrated
Crimson
510/520 - m noMt boxed, cute blast from the past
Crimson
6100/6380 - or mint pre and monos, ovo bee these to bits
Croft
Linestage - nr mint. Mere special. superb
Cyrus
- ex black. boxed
Cyrus
3 - ex. Wok boxed
Lumley Reference
070 - ur mint stereo valve power
Magnum
MP3ild/b1F125 x2 - ex. pre and rennoblocks
Magnum
ef4120 -en. integnited, bargain!
Maranta
P1.466Se KI Sig - nr mint, lovely amp
Meridian
e5s - ex, boxed pair mors blocks
Meridian
5055 - ex, boxed p.oir monbfocks
Meridian
205s - ex, pair monoblocits
Mission
Cyrus One - from
Musical Fidelity
Rairecey - nr mint pre with ohm stage
Musical Fidelity
Typhoon - nr mint poweL
Musical Fidelity
Rambowees belyphoon nr mint fah powerhouse
NAD
912 - goe, monblockable rereo power 2available)
NAD
C32f1BEE - nr mant remote
62114Cm mint, 1988 chrome bumper combo
NAIM
Plait 3 - ex. Dosed
NAIM
421 - nr mint integrated
Pnmare
405 - ex
Quad
33/303 - ni mint
Quad
500 good. pair monbior,ks
Quad
50 - et ore with sys,em corrteoller
Quad
77 - nr mint integrated
Quad
Brio - ex. great lithe integrated
Rega
Rega
Luna - ea. better more powerful brother of the Brio
Roksan
Caspian MSeneu - ne dem, pre and mormblocks - stunning
Caupiao imegrated - e, original, remote
Roksan
Roksan
Caspian Power - ex. original
Roksan
Kandy Molt - ex dens. remote, boxed etc
RCM - nr mint remote p2
Rotel
Rotel
50991 - ex. blackDowerhouse
Phase 2 - nr mint, boxed, blue marble styling
Sheame
MAr pro/power ex, black
Sugden
Andromeda - ex. US eloper bargain
Sumo
Andromeda Ill nr mint. hosed
Sumo
TagMclaren
nr mint boxed

395
195
415
245
Call
745
299
799
429
199
1199
699
349
279
699
899
249
199
599
499
429
229
699
599
149
199
799
899
599
70
115,
149
379
119
129
549
299
379
179
199
249
299
299
129
179
Call
299
299
479
249
225
279
499
299
399
449

Acoustic Energy
AEI - ex, black grilles
AE105 - ex, in red cherry
Acoustic Energy
AEI mk3 nr mint, our dom pair in Piano black
Acoustic Energy
Aerie 3 - vgc. dens pair in cherry .
Acoustic Energy
AE2 - ex. c/w dedicated stands
Acoustic Energy
4E505 - nr mint, boxed rosewood
Acoustic Energy
Xenon - nr mint boxed, Stuneng!
Amphion
580 - vgc, black floorstander
138W
602S3 nr mint boxed Sorrento
88. 11
1
80153 Mains ex, walnut
BAIE
Chester - good condition. manogany
Castle
Cehestion
5000 vgc ribbon standmount
MIS - vgc. light cherry. boxed
Epse
ES14 - rgc, walnut, dedicated stands
Epos
ES11 - boxed. stands
Epos
118100 - vgc. superb dm
Heerook
JPW
200 - new, baby bookshelf save....
204 - new, great floorstander save proverbial shedload
JPW
Reference 104/2 - ex, rosewood
XEF
010 - nr mint. boxed
XEF
Shea seater Hotrod - nr mint boxed
Meadowlark
Afsion
753 - nr mint, multidriver bargain!
Studio Centre - vgc. boxed
Monitor Audio
Monitor Audio
Silver SO- new sealed box
Monitor Audio
Silver S5 - new sealed boy
Silver 81- ex, cherry
Monitor Audio
58 - nr mint boxed, cherry, 4weeks old!
Monitor Audio
Mosdaunt Short
912 - ex display boxed
Petite Mkt - ex. boxed latest LP drivers tab monitor
NEAT
NEAT
Petite Mk3 nr mint, current model. stunning
OINT
VT2 - ex. piano black monster floorstand with sidefire bass driver
FBI - ex, cherry boxed
PVC
ESL63 - unused since coming back from Quad
DUAD
12L - nr mint, boxed, birds eye maple
OthID
QUAD
12L nr mint, boxed, ebony
11! - nr mint, boxed, birds eye maple
QUAD
111. - nr mint. boxed. yew
QUAD
11L - nr mint. boxed, piano black
011.0
050 - ex. black
REt
Rogers
Studio Monitor - Original vgc. with stands - suit valve amps
Templar - ex. boxed
Roark
Equinox ex, mahogany c/iiv integrated stands
Ruark
Tari4berg
Studio Monitor - Ex. large standmount
TOC
Studio 1 vqc. wood finish transmission line
Trangle
Titus 202 - good. boxed
Antal ES ex dem, in champagne beautiful well reviewed floorstander
Tragic.

399
119
Call
549
899
349
1299
149
249
1999
199
199
279
249
Call
79
79
269
599
89
999
349
199
599
349
349
499
149
249
399
449
799
1299
449
399
299
299
349
199
199
199
799
399
199
119
749

Tuners and Tape
Aram?
T61 nr mint boxed
Creole
4030 - ex. great FM quality on ashoestring!
Demon
DRS810 nr mint. boxed 3head drawer opener very cute and capable
Myriad
T30 - nr mint. boxed
Nakamichi
8X125 - ex. boxed
Quad
FM2 - vgc. just back from QUAD
66FM - nr mint
Quad

159
99
99
199
99
149
379

VISIT OUR WEBSITE, OR CALL 01325 241888T0 SPEAK TO A REAL PERSON TUESDAY TO SATURDAY 10 TO 5-ISH
Quality hifi equipment always required for cash. Call us before you trade in. Commission Sales too.
01325 241888 or news@2ndhandhifi.co.uk

turntableworld!
is THE place to make your next analogue choice
Our Dem facilities offer awide selection of all types of analogue equipment from all the best brands including...
Clearaudio, Dynavector, Tom Evans, Goldring, Grado, Hadcock, Lyra, Michell, Moth, Nottingham Analogue, Origin Live,
Ortofon, Project, Graham Slee, SME, Sumiko, Transfiguration, Trichord, Whest Audio and Wilson Benesch

...there is no better analogue decision
turntableworld! is at 30b Larchfield St, Darlington, DL3 7TE. Tel 01325 241888 or email news@turntableworld.co.uk

GRAND

Th

M25
AUDIOJUMBLE
SUNDAY

23 rd

Buyfi
Benefit from independence

OCTOBER 2005

10.30AM — 2.30PM
LEATHERHEAD LEISURE CENTRE
LEATHERHEAD M25 JUNCTION 9

Beauhom, Border Patrol, Clearaudio, Diapason,
EAR/ Yoshino, Experience, Filtration, Final,

LFD Audio,

ALL VINTAGE & MODERN HI—FI
PARAPHERNALIA
INCLUDING: VINYL, DISC ETC

Quadraspire, Transfiguration, SME, Shun
Mook, Unison Research, Vandersteen Audio.
Demonstrations by appointment

Alternative
AUDIO

FOR STALL BOOKINGS/DETAILS
CALL

)7731:3 134973}

Lyra, Music First Audio,

Nottingham Analogue, Opera, Pathos Acoustics,

t: 01984 624242
e: peter@alternativeaudio.co.uk

>e›:.

hrompton Ralph, Taunton, Sontenert

YOUR

SEA l< (

II

HAS

ENDED

THE CROFT ACOUSTIC HOLOGRAM

01634 880037
info@rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

"it bests the IS 3/5n quite nearly across the board"

30 High Street Rochester Kent ME 1 ILD

RANGE OF LOUDSPEAKERS ARE
THE PERFECT EXTENSION OF OUR
TRUE FIDELITY PHILOSOPHY • TO

ACOUSTIC
101

OGRAM

GET YOU STRAIGHT THROUGH TO
THE MUSIC. AND, LIKE CROFT
AMPLIFIERS, THEY DELIVER HIGH
END MUSICALITY AT LOW END
PRICES. FROM THE DIMINUTIVE
AHI STUDIO MINI MONITOR TO
THE COMPACT BUT MIGHTY AH4
FLOORSTANDER,

THE

FINEST

MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS
ARE

AH1

2- WAY MINI MONITOR / 03313-20k11/ / 1ST ORDER
CROSSOVER / INFNITE BAFFLE / 61-WIRE TERMINALS
CARSON FIBRE MIDIBASS FERROELUID TWEETER
BIRO1 PLY OR BLACK MEDITE
DIMENSIONS 10919 140W • 20301 • 16313

f700,, F
,
AH3

COMBINED

TO

CREATE

REMARKABLE INSTRUMENTS THAT
OFFER POINT- SOURCE ACCURACY,
HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING

AND

INCREDIBLE DYNAMICS.

2WA, FLOORSTANDER / 3014,201/14: / 1ST ORDER
CROSSOVER TUNIQUE TRANSMISSION LINE
61- WIRE TERMINALS 1CARBON TIER, MID/BASS
PERROSLUIOTWEETERI BIRCH PLY OR BLACK
MEDITE
DIMENSIC NS ( Am) 140W • 94011 • I921)

ADVANTGE, AEON, ATACAMA, AUDICA, AUDION, AUDIOPHILE BASE,
AVI, BAT, BOULDER, CAIRN, CLEARAUDIO, CYMBOL, FOCAL, JMLAB,
GAMUT, GOLDRING, GRADIENT, GRADO, GRAHAM SLEE, GRAVES AUDIO,
LINN CLASSIK, LOEWE, LUMLEY, MERLIN, MUSIC MAKER, MUSIC TOOLS,

HAR
THEM AT
AUDIOF LAIR
0208 201 9286

I500,
AH4

C R 0 .F1

3- WAY TLOORSTANDER / 3011x-10101.
1ST ORDER CROSSOVEA / SPECIAL
DUAL TRANSMISSION LINE / 61-WIRE
TERMINALS ICARBON FINLE MID/SASS
TE9ROTLUID TWEETER / BIRCH PLY OR
BLACK METATE
DIMENSIONS ImAI 140W • 1092H • 26713

I4

NAD, NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE, OPTIMUM, PARTINGTON, PURE,
QUADRASPIRE, STELLO, USHER, VINCENT

dio

www.eminentaudto.co.uk
Enunent Audio bunted • Trinity Cottage, Worlield, Budgnorth, WY15 5NT
Tel + 44 10)1146 116881 / 07 792 420266 Email: audiognostsleeminentaudio to.uk
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01376 521132
07709 260221
www.sound-stage.co.uk

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE- KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES. THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITI OI

www.sound-stage.co.uk
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definitive audio
Definitive Audio creates a quality of musical experience
that is peerless. Our service is bespoke, our philosophy
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New Western Electric 300B valves available from stock.

R

b

E
ZI.,:t7 (7:1 Ó E -c
Sale

Living Voice Avatar 1 - cherry

Cr)
4-4

es -...

is unique and our results are celebrated the world over.
We use a selection of the most artful and ingenious
creations, including the emotionally persuasive and
sublimely beautiful KSL Kondo amplifiers
and Living Voice loudspeakers.

Sale of part exchanged and ex-dom teins

0

jpseaudiosalon.co.uk

PRE- OWNED EQUIPMENT
MUSE MODEL THREE PRE AMPLIFIER BLACK BOXED SUPERB
£ 895
AUDIO ANALOGUE PUCCINI SE INTEGRATED PHONO BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB
£
399
CASTLE HARLECH CHERRY FLOORSTANDERS
£ 549
COUNTERPOINT SA100 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED
£595
CYRUS Illi INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER BOXED AND SUPERB
£249
DENON DVD5000 DVD PLAYER BLACK IMMACULATE (NEW £1600)
£499
EPOS ES12 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
f299
EPOS ES 14 BLACK SINGLE WIRE
£ 329
GARRARD 301/SME 300/SHURE MM CARTRIDGE ON HARDBOARD MOUNT
£ 599
KEF 103/3 ROSEWOOD WITH KEF KUBE EQUALISER AND INTEGRAL STANDS
£399
LFD PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP MARBLE FRONT LOVELY LOOKS AND SOUND
£ 649
LINN SONDEK LP12 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB
£ 1295
LINN KAIRN PRE AMP MMMC PHONO STAGE BOXED AND SUPERB
£ 695
LINN SARA 9BI-WIRE WALNUT BOXED AND STUNNING WITH STANDS
£ 499
LINN SONDEK LP12 VALHALLA BASIK K9 AFRO BOXED VGC
£ 499
LOEWE ACONDA 37 FLAT WIDESCREEN SILVER + LOEWE GLASS STAND
£ 995
MERIDIAN 606 DAC BLACK/GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£495
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS BOXED LOVELY CONDITION
£399
MERIDIAN 605 MONO AMPLIFIERS BLACK
£ 795
MICROMEGA STAGE 5CD PLAYER IMMACULATE
£349
NAIM SNAXO 362N IMMACULATE BOXED 2004 MODEL
£599
NAIM NAPV 175 3CHANNEL POWER AMPLIFIER LATE 2004 AS NEW
£975
NAIM NAP 135 x2BLACK FRONT 1988 LOVELY CONDITION BOXED
£1595
NAIM INTRO BLACH ASH BOXED AND SUPERB
£349
AUDIOLAB 8000A GREY CASE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
£ 179
PRIMARE 0.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER
£495
PROCEED AVP AUDIONIDEO PRE AMPLIFIER AC-3, DIS, THX,DPL (NEW £4700)
£1495
PROCEED MDT MODULAR OVO TRANSPORT (NEW £5500)
£2495
QUAD FM4 FM TUNER GREY CASE DIN SOCKET BOXED SUPERB
£279
ARCAM ALPHA CD PLAYER BOXED AND SUPERB
£129
QUAD 77CD BUS/77 PRE/77 TUNER CARBON BOXED AND IMMACUALATE £995
REGA PLANET CO PLAYER CAST CASE BOXED SUPERB
£199
REGA PLANAR 3BLACK, RB300, ROKSAN CORUS BLACK, REGA MOTOR UPGRADE £279
RUARK REFERENCE LOUDSPEAKER STANDS SILVER BUT DISCOLOURED HENCE
£229
ROKSAN CASPIAN TUNER BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB
£289
ROKSAN L1.5/DS1.5/S1.5 PRE/POWER SUPPLY/POWER AMP BLACK
£2295
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH ARTEMIZ LYRA CLAVIS D.C. VDH MODDED
£1495
RUARK TALISMAN II ROSEWOOD FLOORSTANDERS
£ 449
RUARK TEMPLAR 2CHERRY FULLY VENEERED LOUDSPEAKERS SUPERB
f349
THORENS TO 160 SUPER BLACK/SME 3009 IMPROVED
£259
THRESHOLD MODEL FET ONE 8 S/150 STASIS PRE/POWER AMPS SILVER
£695
TOTEM MODEL ONE SIGNATURE BLACK BOXED AND MINT MONTHS OLD
£1295
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT WITH REMOTE AND INSTRUCTIONS
£995

7, eiDE 1:3

New

ton. Tel: 0141 333 9700

Chelmsford, Essex

E-MAIL:
soundstagegnetlineuk.net

£ 1500 £ 2700

£150o

Living Voice Auditorium 1 - walnut

£ 700

Living Voice Auditorium 1 - cherry

£800 £ 1500

Living Voice Avatar OBX-R2 - walnut - new, cosmetic second
Border Patrol Control Unit - line pre-amp

£ 3200 £4000

£ 1000 £ 1700

Audio Note Japan M7 pre-amp - line only

£ 3000

Art Audio Quintet integrated - 6 months - hair- shin, single input joy
£ 2400 £ 3100
Art Audio PX25 - 5watts - Single ended flea power for the sensitive type £ 3000 £4000
Eastern Electric Mini Max pre- amp - new, boxed - compact, quality cube
AudioNote (
UK) Ltd P.Zero pre o monos - perfect condition

£400
£400

£ 800

Audio Reseach Reference 600 monos - absolute giveaway

£8000 £ 30000

Nottingham Analogue Interspace - dodgy bearing

£ 200

£ 650

Ruark Crusader II - black - OK condition - tweed jacket sty'.
£ 800 £ 1900
Sugden Masterclass integrated - nearly new
£ 2500 £ 3300
Helios Model 1CD player
£ 700 £ 1300
Benz Micro LP phono cartridge - 5 minutes use - perfect
£ 1400 £ 1900
AVI
2000 M1 integrated amp
£400 £ 1000
Border Patrol P21 - mahogany - integrated - 11 months
£ 3800 £4800
Audio Mecca Mephisto CD transport
Canary 608 ( blue) line integrated - great sound for low dough

£ 1200 £ 2500
£ 1900 £ 3000

Canary 3031110vj - new - fillet mignon
£3800 £ 720r
Canary 309 - very nearly new - beef wellington
£ 4800 £ 11 11' ,
Canary 8011110vj line pre- amp - lemon torte
Cyrus CD8 CD Player - 2 years old

£2500

Cyrus PSX - Black - 1month old - 2 pieces

T2

£600 £ 10u,

Cyrus DAC X - 1month old - perfect

£900 £ 1100
£ 300

£400

Monitor Audio Studio 15 in rosewood ( Sept 93)

£ 500

£ 700

Chord DAC 64 - spotless

each

£ 1100 £ 1900

Alois pre- amp - very new - very good condition - beautifully made - Of(
Thomas Sites turntables ( 80mm platter with 12" arm)
(50mm platter with 91 arm)
Sugden A21a - titanium - classic integrated
Audio Innovations 2nd Audio 2A3 Monos - a classic - tatty
Revolver 45 loudspeaker - cherry - unused

£ 900 £ 2800
ring for details
£600 £ 1050
£400

£500 £ 1200

Revolver 45 loudspeaker - grey o maple

£400

£900

Revolver 33 loudspeaker - grey + maple

£200

£ 600

£250

£ 500

rnber Select inter-connect - 0.75m - new

Tel: 0115 973 3222
internet: wwvv.definitiveaudio.co.uk

www. hifinews.co.uk

n elaborate plastic box

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shoutedefinitiveaudio.co.uk
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The Market

The place to buy and sell audio equipment and accessories

For sale

immaculate condition, original remote, power

VR5555 Support, five thick mahogany effect

cable, box, etc £ 1900 ono, Krell KRC3 ( 240V),

shelves £ 160, Music Works six-way mains block

Revox B77 stereo open reel tape recorder,

purchased new in UK ( original receipt), remote,

£115, Tel: 0117 9629725 [ JK14]

stunning, near mint condition throughout, has just

boxed, manual, immaculate condition £ 1900 ono,

been fully serviced! Detailed photos available or

Soundstyle 4- rack shelf, tubular black steel (gloss),

BAT Balanced Audio Technology VK51SE

can demonstrate, £495ono. Tel: 07813 960156

smoked glass shelves £ 75, Mana power amp

Reference tube pre-amp, 10 months old, little use,

or email: ob.mm@virgin.net [ HK17]

platform ( 20in x19in) black steel and smoked

boxed as new RR P £ 7950, sell for £3495 ovno, Tel:

glass £ 100, any demo welcome, pics available,

01638 731888 ( daytime), 01638 602319

Revox 877 parts and service offered, new&

email: david.woods@db.com

(evenings/weekends), Mob: 07956 222919,

selected used parts available, very competitive

Tel: 07768 773912 LIK291

email: steve-byrne@ntlworld.com EJL171

service rates, located in Bristol and Southampton
areas but can arrange courier. Tel: 07813 960156

Acoustic Zen Hologram II, bi-wire, 6ft pair £ 375

ProAc D100, stunning ebony finish, mint, boxed,

or e-mail ob.mm@virgin.net [ HK17]

ono, Tel: 020 8764 5458 [ JK14]

£11,750, the best British speaker ever made.

Audiolab 8000P power amp and 8000A integrated

Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista M3 integrated amplifier,

boxed, bought new from UK dealer, 10 months old

amplifier, black, boxed, first class condition,

mint condition, superb sound, original boxes and

£4150 ( RRP £ 6800), transferrable warranty

Gryphon Mikado highly acclaimed CDP, mint,

bargain at £325 for the pair. Contact Stuart on 020

manual, genuine reason for sale £ 1600 ovno. Tel:

arranged with Gryphon. email:

8443 5174 EFG141

07860 668334 [JK14]

JSpratt007@aol.com for references, photos etc.

Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace, white with new

Living Voice OBX-R2 (santos rosewood), just six

EKL171
Dynaudio Confidence 5 ( black) £2750, TAG

RB250 £900, Townsend Rock with RB250, good

months old, Al condition inc. boxes, cost new

condition, great sound, can demo, email pictures,

£4300, asking £ 2900, see www.definitiveaudio.

McLaren DVD32R £900, Audiophile Base

£500, Meridian 508.20 £850, call Philip ( Ealing)

co. ukfor the exceptional reviews. Tel: 01296

(5-tier BASE Ois & 02) £ 750, all boxed etc Chord

020 8991 2911. Turntables collection only.

437314 ( Aylesbury, Bucks) LIK141

Chorus lm £ 75 ( 6pairs), Townshend Isolda

Spendor S3e speakers, rosenut £485 (£ 795),

Blue Heaven interconnects, new, 0.5m, Eichmann

Samuel Johnson ppa 100 & pca 100 pre/power

RCA or gold-plated XLR £ 55, Blue Heaven REV- II

amplifiers £ 1695 the pair (£4700), Pathos IT

speaker cables, bi-wire, Z- plugs, 8m £ 520,

Meridian M20 rosewood active speakers, boxed vgc

integrated class Ahybrid amp with phono section

Transparent Reference Digital Cable, XLR, mint,

£400, Audio Research LS9 pre-amp, boxed, as

£1895 (£3250), Wadia 301 CD player £ 2250

£420. Tel: 020 8661 5329.

new, with manual and remote £ 650, great

(£3650) Tel: 01202 767873 ( Dorset) tHK171

email: zhuo_deng@hotmail.com UL171

combination, both items for £ 950, Tel: 01782

Spectral Audio DMC-30s pre, Spectral Audio DMA-

Unison Research S6 valve amp £900, 35W/ch,

speaker cable 3m pair terminated £ 150 Tel:
07973 916645 ( Sussex) LIK17J

397971 ( Staffs) LIL171
150- 2power amp, Accuphase DP- 75v CD, Jeff

Audio Innovations Series 400 valve amp £ 300

Experience Filtration six-way horizontal power

Rowland Model- 2power amp with battery power

12W/ch, Denon M31 CD receiver £ 100.

distribution unit ( white/silver) with integral 1.5

supply Wilson Audio Maxx series 1, serious

Tel: 01724 710547 ( NLincs) IJK141

power chord ( white/black) £ 150 (£345 new).
Tel: Shaun 07835 836565 ( Wiltshire) LIK141

enquiries only please phone or e-mail for prices and
details, Tel: Ian on 020 7584 5784 email:

Rega Planar CD player, silver £ 185, Rega Mira

ianbodill@btinternetcom [ JL221

amp, silver, £ 265, AVI FM tuner £ 155.

Nordost Valhalla speaker cables, 2metre bi-wire,

Tel: 01438 230496 EJ K141

all original Nordost banana plug terminations, an
astonishing cable, more important than source

Bryston 4BSST, black, 18 year warranty £ 1600,
REL Q400E £380, Cyrus ACA7.5 balanced pre-

Gamma Space Reference single-ended power amp,

upgrade, Tel: 01296 437314 ( Aylesbury, Bucks)

amp, black £380, Nordost Solar interconnects

upgraded Audio Note 300Bs, excellent condition

UL171

£40, speaker leads £ 140, everything mint, boxed,

£1750 ( new £8000), Anallysis Oval 8bi-wire 5

receipts, Essex.

metre speaker cable £ 595 ( new £ 1190) hardly

Bang and Olufsen Beosound 3200 system, Beolab

email: p_vantage@yahoo.co.uk ( GJ17]

used. Tel: Chris on 020 8993 2006 [JL17]

8000 speakers, beautiful speakers, beautiful

Rouge 120/99 mono pre, VTL mono 18/6/24

Linn CD12 £4750, Naim NATO1 tuner £800,

packing/documents, mint condition £3250 ono,

months old, all mint with manual and box, very

Naim NACDXPS power supply £ 800, Tom Evans

Tel: 01748 826372, email: mail@adamlever.info

little used £ 2000 mono pre limited edition with

Groove Export £850, Chord SPM 1203E £ 2000,

(Richmond, NYorks) EJL171

balanced out £ 1800 vtl £ 1700 Tel: 020 8357

Chord DAC64 £900, Tel: 07973 916645 all boxed

1264/07840 920419 [JK14]

with manuals ( Sussex) JL171

Mark Levinson No.39 CD player, Stereophile Class

Spendor SP2/2 bi-wire speakers, black, mint,

Arecommended component, mint condition,

original boxes and grills, previously owned by Glen

HiFi News, July 2005) £ 350 ono, HiFi News

boxed with manual, one very careful owner £ 1500

Croft £ 550. Tel: 07968 778616, email:

magazines from the 1960s, 1970s and 1990s,

(£5000 new), Tel: 01296 681547 (Aylesbury)

edd@reed.30.fsnet.co.uk ( eves)

offers? email: adavies95@aol.com for details or

[JK14)

Tel: 01934511938 ( Bristol) EKL141

Tel:01446792319 EJL171

Krell KSA 100S ( 240V), recent Absolute Sounds

Acoustic Energy AE1 speakers, Series 1, rosewood

Tube Technology Synergy valve integrated

£1000 rebuild ( all receipts) and guarantee,

finish with dedicated stands £495, Alphason

amplifier, very low hours £ 3295, Chord DAC64

system, best sound around, 4months old, original

Quad 77 CD player, pre- amp, amplifier and remote
control, carbon finish and boxed £ 950 ono, rare
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Quad 50E monoblock amplifiers, boxed, etc ( see

www.hifinews.co.uk

(silver) little use, both items mint with manuals and

low- density, concrete cabinets, reviewed as a

Linn K5 cartridge, six months old £ 100, no offers,

original packing, Atacama SE100 surround

'Sonic Revelation', excellent with Naim, Quad,

all in very good condition, can dem. Tel: 07956
438044 ( Bromley area) f
K131

speaker stands, 1m tall ( black), shot filled, good

Musical Fidelity, Linn etc, as new £ 795 ono, Tel:

condition £ 55, Tel: Mike 07711 688385 [ KL14]

01603 6322481.11_171

Marsh P2000 Class A, high resolution line

Chord CPM 2600 integrated amp (silver) stunning

10ft pair of Nordost SPM speaker cable and 4.5m
pair of Nordost Quattrofi Iinterconnect with RCAs

pre-amp ( 7inputs), remote control, boxed, manual,

sound and build with remote, genuine bargain

in mint condition, together for £ 1500 ( new price

vgc £ 500 (was £ 1040), Hovland Music Groove

£1950, Isotek Cleanline mains filter, can be

£5500) Call + 353 87 903 5751 or

phono cable, 1.5m, RCA, little used £ 525 ( was

upgraded to Gil or Substation spec £ 145.

+353 91 637745 (evenings). Eire numbers.

£725) Tel: 01737 248473 LIA171

Tel: Dave on 020 8641 3911 (evenings) [ KM17]

[MK17]

ATC SCM20 loudspeakers, rosewood £ 550,

Snell Type E3 speakers vgc, light oak, 93dB/W

CAT Signature Mk Ill full function pre-amp with

Primare V20 OVO player, multi- region £325,

£450 ovno, Naim CDX CD player, boxed with

superb phono section in like- new condition, full

Meridian 598 DP Progressive Scan £ 1400,

manuals £ 1150 ovno, Goldring 1042 m- m

packaging, includes new set of CAT tubes, used for

Meridian 555 £425, PS Audio Reference One pre -

cartridge, very little use £ 105 ono, Tel: 01492

only 300hrs ( typical life of 4000hrs) highly rated

amp and DAC, cost £000s, sell £400, email:

516875 [ KM171

worldwide, for £2800 ( new price £ 6500). Tel: +

wshaw@eircom.net EJK141

353 87 903 5751 or + 353 91 637745
Musical Fidelity very rare Nu-Vista set: pre-amp,

(evenings). Eire numbers. [ KM171

Myriad MT100 award-winning tuner, silver, boxed,

power amp, CD player; pre and power amps have

as new (£600) plus Hovland 1.5 metre Gen 3

matching serial numbers, power amp and CD player

AVI 2000 Reference CD £ 1000, as new, sell for

interconnect (£400) £400 the pair, Acoustic Zen

never unwrapped, pre-amp slightly used, £ 7500

£300, built to last, sounds like agood live band,

Hologram II 6ft bi-wire speaker cable as new £800

ono. Tel: Adam 07733 005857 [ K8]

bargain of the new century, Tel: Tom or Dave on

-accept £ 350. Tel: Chris on: 07753-742021

07782 272958/020 7223 3201 [ K8]

EKL141

Linn LK1 preamo, LK280 power, boxed with

Emperor loudspeakers by FaradaySound,

remote and instructions £350 ovno, Rogers LS2A2

Michell Argo/ISO/Hera, classic and highly

speakers £ 100, no offers, Goldring GR1 turntable,

acclaimed Tom Evans line- level pre-amp, also

)10>

Classifieds may be submitted by email. Send entries to: carole molloy@ipcmedia.com. For your security, do not include acredit card
number in any email. Please call our reader ad department on 020 8726 8321 with your credit card details or fax 020 8726 8399

Hi-FiNews

Private ad order form:
do not phone in ads

Rates: £ 8 ( inc VAT) per 30- word insertion for one Issue. For two months £ 14; three months £ 17. Additional words 50p each. Box numbers £ 3extra.
Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word ( eg, Pioneer A400 = two words)
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Please publish the above advertisement for
FOR SALE

-I

WANTED

insertions under the heading:

-I

Box number required

-Iyes

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

Address
-Ino

(pounds sterling) made payable to

IPC Media or please charge my Access/Visa/Amer Card Number

rniim

Expires (date)

Name

, J1LiErr

Signature

Daytime telephone number
Date of sending .

Send to. Classified Ads, Hi Fi News, IPC Media. Leon House. 233 High street. Croydon CR9 (HZ

*Please indicate which

al No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions
• We are not responsible for clerical errors

Hhfi News magazine, published by IPC Media. * Ill collect personal information to process your entry Would you hke to receive e
modo from lInfi News magazine and PC containing
news. special offers, and product and service I
nformafion and take part in our magazine research via e-mail? If yes.please tick here J. Hi Fi News magazine and IPC would like to contact
you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services. Tick here ot you prefer not to hear from us J. PC may occasionally pass your details to carefully
selected organosallons so they can contad you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their products and services Trck here if you prefer not to be contacted J
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matching Michell 's° moving-coil phono amp, each

3009/Shure V15 Ill, manuals £495, Klipsch

immaculate, little used £ 900, TEAC VR DS Ti

with separate Hera power supply, both in excellent

Heresy, 1967 vintage, awesome £ 525, Ring for

transport, excellent condition £ 150, Tel: 0116

condition, with original boxes and packaging £ 350

details, prefer buyer to collect in Kent.

2122584 ( Leicester)

(Argo), £ 250 Oso), or £ 500 both, areal bargain.

Tel: 01303 264 879 ( evenings) [ K321

email: finlay.clements@ntlworld.com [ K8]

Tel: 01923 855235 ( Herts) [ KU
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300 power amplifier, 2

JMIab mint pair of Micro Utopia Be speakers that

Chord SPM 1200C power amplifier, black wood

chassis, separate PSU, mint, boxed £ 2199 ono,

are 6months old,lam relocating so moving to a

sides, cost £4670, 4years old £ 2200, boxed,

Tel: Jeremy Willcocks on 01481 232439/711556

smaller place therefore selling some of my kit,

£4000, 3years old £ 2000, boxed, any test, both

Oracle Turntable and SME tonearm and extras

044254 with offers EKC341

perfect. Tel: John 07958 492243 EKL161

£2000 ono, Naim Audio amp, NAC 32, offers, Tel:

please email: zijaffereyahoo.co.uk or Tel: 07921

Chord CPA 3200E pre-amp, black wood sides, cost

01792 425220 [ K8]

Linn Sondek LPI2 and Grace G707 arm and Supex
cartridge £400, London, buyer collects.

Meridian 596 MSR £ 1200, EARNoshino 8L6 50W
rms tube, excellent £ 1950, Exposure 2010 CD

DNM Reson 1turntable with DNM Reson turntable

silver, blue text, remote £ 375, Quad 909 sealed

stand £400, EAR 834P phono stage with volume

Tel: 07779 663696 [ K8]

box £879, Quad CDP2 sealed box £ 979 Tel:

control, as new never used £450, Helios Model One

Musical Fidelity Tri Vista 300, two sets PSU leads,

01206 510392 [ KM171

CD player £400, all boxed, mint condition. Tel:

m-m/m-c, remote, number 156/500, mint

Davidson on 07748 874916 ( London, SE14)

condition £ 2350, Pro-Ject Phono Box SE,

Perpetual Technologies P- 1A, P- 3A, Monolithic P3

[K11]

m-m/m-c, 100-220 ohm switchable, little use
£50, Tel: 01278 793886 EKL141

PSU, Modwright level 1, all boxed and mint, £900
ono Tel: Newbury 01635 248076 daytime, or

ATC SCM7 loudspeakers, premium rosewood

email: njjbailey@hotmail.com [ K8]

finish, as new, boxed, £350, Meridian 506/16 CD

Linn Classic, silver £ 500, REL Stampede, black

player, boxed, £ 250. Tel: 01661 871010 [ K8]

£380, Cambridge DAB 500 £90, all 10 months
old. Tel:01777711386 [ K81

Sony SCD 1, very good condition, box and manuals,
Isotek Titan, as new, unused in box, Musical

PS Audio P300 Power Plant £ 700 (£ 1850),

Fidelity kW 750 pre/power, new unused in transport

Meridian 500 Mk 2with Audiocom Clock 3 / power

Audio Research VTM200 monoblocks ( silver), 13

boxes, Tel 01793 776515 ( work), Tel 01633

supply (£400 mod) £ 650 (£ 1750), PS Audio

months old, perfect, boxed, manuals £8750

895059 ( home) [ K81

Lambda transport £400 (£ 2500), TacT 2.2xAAA

(£16,000), can demonstrate in your own system if

£2000, Tel: 01314 663330/07900 694404,

genuinely interested. Tel: 01925 656990 (eves)

email: s.hussain@ed.sac.ac.uk [ KM171

email: nemall@aol.com EKM171

Krell KPS 25sc and FPB 700cx, both in absolutely
mint condition, very latest specification and
cosmetics ( not upgraded units) £ 14,850 for the

Audio Research PH3SE black £ 1250, ATC SCM12

Linn Kairn and Klout, pre and power amps, pre -

pair (£40,000), may split.

cherry £650, both boxed, mint, one year old,

amp with m-c/m-m phono stage, formerly

Tel: Akis 07971 795214 ( Norwich) [ KM17]

Marantz CD10, mint, boxed £350, Quad ESL57s,

top-of- range Linn kit, 160W into 452 power amp,

very late black pair, excellent, unmolested, Quad

with boxes and manuals, £950 each ono, Tel:

Musical Fidelity X- P100 and AS100, 100 watts per

serviced £ 750, Quad FM2 excellent, Quad serviced

07973 795608 ( SLondon), email:

channel pre/power amp £895 with remote and

£125.

harry@setthecontrols.demon.co.uk

boxes, Tel: Mick after 7pm on 01344 486667 [ K8]

Tel: Leeds 0113 257 779311(8]

Stax 4040 Signature set-up, with optional extras,

Spectral DMA- 150 Series 2high resolution power

2.5 metre phone extension, headphone stand,

amplifier, 150W rms into 8ohm, intrinsic

Sonus Faber Grand Piano original Mark 1version,

cover, ten months young, used twice, returned to

bandwidth from DC to almost 5Mhz, 60A peak

must be walnut and like- new condition.

boxes, mint £ 1170, sell £ 700, Marantz CD 7300,

current, mint and boxed, used with MIT only, as

Tel: 07791 361620 EJL171

5months old, upgraded £350, sell £ 180, mint,

new £4995 ono (£8495),

boxed, live alone, all cherished, call Derek on

Tel: 07776 301106 [ K8]

Wanted

Technics SLI 0or SL7 direct-drive auto record
turntable in full working order please.

01382 552072 [ K15501
ProAc Response Five floorstanding speakers, yew

Tel: Mike Rodway on 01202 481386 ( will pay

Koetsu, black, as new ( Ohrs) use, still in wooden

finish, very good condition, superb sound, £3750,

carriage or collect) [JL 171

box, RRP £ 1200 sell £ 775, email:

buyer collects ( Somerset)

alan395shona@btinternet.com [ K8]

Tel: 01460 55970 ( office) or 01460 57071 eves

Manual audio cassette re-winder.

and weekends [ KL14]

Contact JForshaw on 01744 24528]K8]

Quad 34 pre-amp, FM4 beige DIN, 405-2 power
amp, Quad rack and stand, walnut £ 625, prefer

Sonus Faber Electa Amator Mk 1and ironwood

Quadropod stands for the ESL 63s; these are the

buyer collects Tel: Peter on 01775 760604 [ KL14]

stands £ 1300, T+A V10 integrated amplifier

stands that Quad produced themselves for the 63s.

£1800, Advantage integrated amplifier £ 1000,

Will pay way over the market rate for mint condition

McIntosh MR71 tuner, rare European version,

REL Stampede subwoofer £ 325, NHT speakers M6

ones, email: zijafferji@yahoo.co.uk or Tel: 07921

£875, Welborne Labs Laurel IIX 300B

Monitors new £ 500, NHT Al amplifiers 250W

044254 [ KM171

monoblocks, beautiful £850, Audio Innovations

monoblocks £400, Nordost Blue Heaven 3metre

passive pre-amp £80, Conrad-Johnson PV10 Line

bi-wire Rev- 11 £300,

Tenoral T2001 cartridge with or without stylus.

pre-amp, boxed, manual, £475, QUAD I
I/22/FM2,

Tel: 020 8531 59791KM171

Please write quoting price and postage to

Musical Fidelity Tri Vista 21 DAC, boxed,

Southampton, Hampshire S015 8PX [ KL141

Mr JRParr, 94A Imperial Avenue, Shirley,

manual, spare valves, agood set £ 650, QUAD 44,
boxed, manual £ 175, Garrard 301/SME
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Choice
hi-fi
Choice HiFi & The HiFi Exchange - The only place to Buy, Sell
and exchange used high end HiFi from leading manufacturers
Krell, Linn, Naim, Mark levinson. Audio Research,
Wilson Audio and may more.
Unique when we first started it in 1994. copied but never
bettered until now. Choice HiFi data base driven system will
automatic match customers HiFi sales and wants.
Wether Buying or selling, used high end HiFi, list the items with
us on the Hif 1Exchange for afast efficient and safe service.
The key to online trading is security, as abuyer or seller one is
always relyant on the integrity and honesty of the other party.
Choice HiFi has been brockering deals between fellow
audiophiles for over adecade.
Our ability and willingness to take part exchange when selling
your item means that we attract many more buyers.
The key benefits to you are:
1. Complete peace of mind in the knowledge that athird party
(Choice HiFi) has veted both the equipment and the
buyer/sefler.
2. Products tried tested and sold with guarantee
3. No lead times on adverts
4. One stop shop, from long standing and trusted dealer.
5. No more home dews, no more strangers through your door,
no more staying in for people who do not show, no nusance
calls, no low balling.
6. Active, HiFi sales and wants matching service
7. Worldwide exposure to your HiFi requirement
8. HiFi equipment available to view / audition at our premises
9. Unique verifiable scale ( 1-10)- allows HiFi equipment
condition to be graded, so you know what you are getting.
10. Mail Order/ Online purchasing
You can post as many HiFi items as you wish; The items do not
get added automatically to our site, they are sent to us where
they are veted for accuracy. This allows us to contact the seller
and to make adjustments where necessary.
Our knowledge of the market and products means we can help
you achieve the best and fairest price possible. Dont forget we
will take items in part exchange to facilitate the sale.
We are open for demonstrations and consultations
Monday to Saturday between 10:00 am and 6:00 pm,
by appointment please.
We accept all major credit cards,
mail order and export enquiries welcome.

www.choice-hifi.corn
Tel: 020 8392 1959
Mobile: 07768 720456
email: info@choice-hifi.com
We accept all major credit cards.
Finance available subject to status

AV Processors
Arcam AV8
Integra Research ROC 7
Krell HIS
Lexicon MC12 Rev 4
Lexicon MC8
Linn 5103
Meridian Audio 565
Meridian Audio 861 digital Pocessor
Parasound Halo Cl
Parasound Halo C2
Proceed PAV/PDSD
Tag AV192R
AV Receivers
Denon AVC A 10 SE
Pioneer VSX-D2011-S

£2395
£1800
£3995
£9500
£4150
Said
£695
Said
£4500
£2995
£1995
£3495

£350
£450

Cables
Audio Note AN SPX Silver 2metres
Bi Wire Banana
£ 1450
Ecosse Reference MS 2.15
£ 150
Ecosse Reference MS 2.3
£ 150
Nordost Valhala Digital 1m
£750
PS Audio XStream Statement
Sold
Siltech Cables balanced
£200
Transparent Audio Music Wave
£ 150
Transparent Audio Ref MM
Speaker Cable
£ 12990
van den hui revelation £350
van den hui the 2nd / 3metres Bal
£150
CD Players and DACs
Accuphase DP 67
£2495
Accuphase DP75V
Sold
Acoustic Arts Drive 1
£2250
Advantage CD 1S
Said
Arcam DIVA CD-72T
Sold
Audio Flight CD1
£3795
Audio Aero Capitole
Sold
Audio Aero Capitole mkt P6.1
Sold
Audio Research CD3 Mkt
£3550
Audio Synthesis DAX
Sold
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade
Sold
Audiomeca/ Pierre Lurne Damnation
£565
BOW Technologies Wizzard mk2 24/192 Sold
BOW Technologies ZZ-8 (24/192)
£3300
EAD DSP 9000 Pro III
£ 1795
£375
Exposure 2010
£1995
Gamut CD 1
£90
kenwood OPE15010
£4250
Krell KPS 20 iL
£1295
Krell MD1
Sold
Linn CD12
Said
Linn Numerik DAC
Mark Levinson ML39
£2750
Sold
Mark Levinson No 39
Meridian Audio 506.20
£440
£725
Meridian Audio 508
Sold
Meridian Audio 566 20-bit DAC
MICROMEGA DUO CD 3.1
£600
£1995
Musical Fidelity M3 CD
£2250
Musical Fidelity TRIVISTA SACO
Said
Musical Fidelity TRI VISTA SACO
£5995
Naim Audio CDS 3+ XPS 2
Said
Naim Audio CDX 2CD
Said
Naim Audio XPS pou
Onkyo MSB-1HDD+CD MSB-1
£500
HOD recorder
£120
Pioneer PDF1009
Said
Sony SACO 1
£1395
Theta Data II Transport
£695
Theta Pm Prime 2
£495
Theta Progeny
£250
Trichord GENESIS
Loudspeakers
Alan Vmkt
ATC ATC 20SL passive
ATC SCM 10
ATC scm 10A
Audio Physic Minos Subwoofer
Audio Physic Virgo 3
Audio Physic Virgo Ill
138W 801m series 2
Definitive Technology Super Oube
Duntech The Princess
Elac Jet CL3I0 Jet
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
JMLab Alto Utopia
JMLab Diva Utopia
JMLab Electra 920
JMLab Electra 920
JMLab Micro Utopia + Stands
JMLab Micro Utopia BE
JMLab Micro Utopia BE
JMLab Micro Utopia BE + Stands
JMLab Mini Utopia Black + Stands
JMLab Utopia
KEF 107.2+cube
KEF Reference 3.2
KEF Reference 4
leema SPU(12 sub-woofer

£1995
£895
Sold
£950
£2500
Sold
£3000
Sold
Sold
Sold
£550
£395
Sold
£5900
Sold
£975
£2500
£2850
£2850
£3600
£1895
£6995
Sold
£995
£1800
£650

Linn Keilihds
Sold
Loewe L2 A
Sold
Lumley Loudspeakers Lampros 400 S2 £3750
Martin Logan Ouest
£2200
Martin Logan SL3
Said
Martin Logan SL3
£ 1395
Meridian Audio M33 Active Centre
Sold
Mirage M3 si
£ 1295
MJ Acoustics PRO 100
Sold
Perigee FK 1Loudspeaker £3200
Proac Response 3.8
Sold
Proac Tablettes mk1
£250
Ouad ESL 57
Said
Chad ESL57
Said
REL Stadium Ill
£995
Revel M20 Performa £895
Rogers LS 55
Sold
Sonus Faber Concertos + I/W Stands £795
Sonos Faber Electa Amator+Stands £1095
Sonso Faber extrima
Said
SoundLab Al
£8990
Talon Kite Centre
£750
Triangle Naia
Sold
Velodine FOR 10
£495
Vibe Alpha 2sub
£250
Vienna Acoustics BERG
£475
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
£4500
Wilson Audio MAXX 2
£29990
Wilson Audio System 5.1
£7495
Wilson Audio System 7
Sold
Wilson Audio System 7
£11995
Wilson Audio System 7
£ 12995
Wilson Audio System 7
Said
Wilson Audio Watch Centre £3696
Wilson Audio Watt3/Puppy2
£3995
Wilson Audio Witt
£3495
Wilson Audio Witt 1
£2750
Wilson Benesch ACT 1
Sold
Multi Channel Amps
Arcam P7
Bryston 98 ST
Denon AVC 10se
Krell KAV 250 a/3
Krell HAV 250 A3
Krell Showcase 5
Krell Showcase 5
Linn 5125
Parasound 12 channel
Parasound A51
Multi Channel Speaker Systems
creative 7700
JMLab Sib 8Cub 5.1
Sonna Faber Rear Wall
Vienna Acoustics 3
Webern/2 Berg/Subson
Power Amplifiers
Accuphase M 2000 mono
Accuphase P700
Aragon 8008 mk2
Audio Flight Flight 100
Audia Flight Flight One Integrated
Audio Research Ref 600 Mk1
Audio Synthesis Desire Decade
Blackgate
Audiolab 8000a mklIl
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
Bel Canto Evo 2i integrated
Bel Canto EVO 4i
Boulder 1060
Boulder 500 AE
Boulder 500 AE Monos
Carver TFM-42
Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS
Cary 805 CMonoblocks
Cary SLA 70
Cello Duet 350
Dared -Vacuum Tube amp MP60
Dared -Vacuum Tube amp VP20 +
SL 2000 Al
Dual mono block- 200w 23.5
EXPOSURE 21 PRE/ 18 POWER
Gamut 0100 mkt
Gamut 0200 mkiii
Halcro DM 38
KEF KSA 100S
Krell FPB 400cx
Krell FPB 600
Krell FPB 700 co
Krell FPB 700 cx(600 U/graded)
Krell FPB 750 mcx
Krell FPB-700CX
Krell KAV 300i
Krell KAV 400xi
Krell KSA 100s
Krell KSA 100-S
Krell KSA 150
Krell KSA 150
Krell KSA 80 B
Linn active system
Linn Klimax 500 Solo

£1995
£1995
£600
£2495
£2250
£3395
£3000
Sold
Said
£2895

£150
£450
£695
£2650

£12995
£4000
£1500
£4495
£3495
£129954
Sold
£300
£2300
£1900
£2995
£9995
£2250
£4650
£360
£1200
Sold
£995
£4995
£1250
£1850
£2200
£1350
£1395
£3395
£9995
£2000
Sold
Sold
Sold
£7995
£22250
£9995
£1295
£2250
Said
£2000
£1495
£1350
Sold
£4500
Said

Sold
Linn klout
Sold
Mark Levinson 27.5
Said
Mark Levinson 33H monoblocks
£7975
Mark Levinson ML436
Sold
McIntosh MC2000 Anniversary
Sold
McIntosh MC501 Monoblocks
£3495
Melos 402 Gold Monoblocks
£850
meracus lntrare 6
£0
Meridian Audio 557+502+MSR
£1600
Meridian Audio 559
Musical Fidelity F15
Sold
Musical Fidelity NU Vista M3 Integrated
Sold
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 power £2495
Naim Audio SOL System
£6975
Naim Audio DOL Active System
£ 19750
Naim Audio Hicap
Sold
Naim Audio Nuit 3Integrated
Sold
Naim Audio NAP 180
£795
Papworth M100 Valve Monoblocks
£ 1450
Plinius SA 250 mk IV
Sold
Plinius SA100 mklIl
£ 1700
Primare A30.2
£595
PS Audio HCA 2Pwr(x2) 8PCA2 Pre £1800
PS Audio HCA-2
£750
Quad 33/303
Sold
Roksan rocksan kandy hat
£450
Tag Avant garde 100x4
£ 1295
Tesserac TAMP 60
£999
VIL IL MB 450 Sig Monoblocks
Sold
'(BA Passion Monoblocks £6995
Pre Amplifiers
Adyton Modus
Aloia PST 11.01i
Aragon aurora
Audio Flight Flight Pre
Audio Note M3
Audio Refinement Pre 5
Audio Research LS 2
Audio Research LS 5mk I
Audio Research LS3
Audio Research LS9
Audio Research SP16 L
Audio Synthesis Passion 8m
B.A.T. VIL3i
Boulder 1012
Boulder 2010 Pre
Bryston P25/with mc/mm
C.A.T Ultimate Reference
CARVER C-1
Cary SLP 98 L
Densen DM 20
Gryphon Sonata Allegro
Halcro DM 10
Krell KRC
Krell CRC HR
Mark Levinson 32 Reference
pre- amp and phono
Mark Levinson No 28
Mark Levinson No. 32
McCormak Line Drive
Meridian Audio 502
NAD C160
Naim Audio Hi Cap
Naim Audio XPS pou
Plinius M16 Phono
Spectral DMC-30s
Tact RCS 2000
Tesserac TALA Pre
Tom Evans The Vibe
'(BA 2Alpha
YBA Passion Pre
Projection Screens

£1295
£1450
£1150
£3495
£1795
£395
£1295
£1795
Said
£1195
Sold
£850
£1095
£8495
£9995
Sold
£5995
£260
Sold
£595
£5500
£7995
£1795
£2495
Sold
Sold
£7995
£325
£850
£300
Sold
Sold
£1200
Said
£1995
£495
£1995
£995
£3995

Turntables/Arms/Cartridges
Phonostages
Audio Note 113
Sold
Audio Research PH 3Phono
£ 1350
Audio Synthesis MM/MC phono Equaliser £395
Basis Debut Gold Std/SME V
£4995
Breuer Type 8
£2000
Clear Audio Accurate
£2395
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE £200
Koetsu Rosewood Sig. Plat.
£3250
Krell KPE reference phonostage
Said
£825
Kuzma Stabl S
£85
Ortolan 540
£1000
Ortofon Jubilee
£550
Ortofon Kontrapunkt B
Said
Pro Ject RPM 6
Roksan Xerxes 10/DS1.5/
Artemiz/Jubilee
£3500
SME 20/2A Turntable and Arm
£4250
SME 30/34 Tumtable 8. Arm
£10495
SME Series 10A
£2795
SME Series VArm
£1400
Systemdek 11XE900
£350
TV/Plasma/LCD
NEC 42 XM3/XR3
NEC 50 XMAARS
Panasonic 42 HDPWD7
Panasonic 42 PWD7

£2975
£4500
£1995
£1995

"... one of the greatest
examples of the genre..."
Gramophone Magazine

HI- Fl NEWS
AWARDS ISSUE JAN 2004
EDITORS CHOICE
BEST IN CLASS
THUNDER 3.1B CF'

"...this preamp rocks"
Hi Fi Choice, February 2005

'This 200 - watt monoblock
delivers awesome dynamics
that verge on the scary.
Better than that though,
it plays music"
Hi Fi Choice. February 2005

Listen and believe
Talk Electronics Ltd., The Old Barn, Higher Park Farm. Halebourne Lane, Chobham, Surrey GU24 8SL
Tel: + 44 ( 0)8456 123388 info@talkelectronics.com www.talkelectronics.com

King tound ®
ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKER
T.
&

qmpeccaffe

Acoustic Sound-

•Advance nano-technology PET diaphragm provides along-lived,
moisture- proof, clear and transparent sounding surface • Faveolate
metal plate design for the stators comes with wide sound field and
low distortion • Combined with different size electrostatic cells in
accoraing to acoustic theory and provides the best linear reproductive
sound • Low voltage DC 12V / 0.1A input, save and reliable •
Join in & enjoy the acoustic sound at:
IFA Berlin 2005
Berlin, Germany
September 2-7, 2005

Booth no.: Hall 4.1/630

Hi -Fi & Home Entertainment Show
Park Inn Heathrow, London, England
September 23-25, 2005
Room no.: Syndicate 1
2006 international CES
Alexis Park, Las Vegas, USA
January 5-8, 2006

KS

KingS Audio Limited

Hong Kong Head Office

Australia Agent & Show Room

Flat B, 12/F., Capital Trade Centre, No 62, Tsun Yip Street, Kwun Tong, Kowloon, Hong Kong

Simco Australia Pty Ltd

Tel : ( 852) 2345 2323
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Room no.: 2602 & 2603

Fax : ( 852) 2345 8788

15 Cowper Street, Granville, NSW 2142, Australia

E-mail : kingsaudio@kingsaudio.com.hk

Tel : ( 612) 9637 3177

Website : www.kingsaudio.com.hk

E-mail : simcoaustralia@optusnet.com.au
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IMPACT AUDIO
For The Best In Audio Components

LOUDSPEAKER KITS - DRIVE UNITS - ACCESSORIES.
V.Sai

DP

10l,dSPeake , kits

are professionally

designed ana fully tested in Germany. tnco ,
porahng highly specified drive units which

o

complement each other to achieve maximum
performance. All kits are supplied with fully
assembled crossovers using top quality
components Everything : sincluded to build
a superb pair of loudspeakers and Impact
Audi. also supply finished cabinets for all
designs in a range of real wood veneers.

IAN EDWARDS

MAKERS OF FINE HANDMADE FURNITURE

o

State of the art drive units

Huge range of accessories

MHT 12 Ribbon tweeter
VIN 130 IL
Transmission line kits

Ter: 01423 500442 Fax.01423 705200
www.iansbespokefurniture.co.uk

High End Kits
Home Cinema and surround sound

The Old Cfiapef
Visaton make some of the
st drive units in the world
dare used in some of the
best systems around. They
also offer great value for
money and total reliability.

IMPACT AUDIO
www.impactaudio.co.uk
TeL 01270 883243 Fax: 01270 882241
info@impactaudio.co.uk
Radway Green - Crewe - Cheshire - CW2 5PR
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Next Month... Hi-FiNews
Don't miss our great NEW LOOK!
Hi Fi News AWARDS 2005
The cream of this year's audio equipment
as chosen by our panel of hi-fi experts

NEW FEATURES!
Q&A • My Top 10 • Objects of Desire

Hi

iNews

mme

NEW STYLE TESTS!
FUNK turntables • Innersound amps •
Ortofon cartridges • Sonus Faber speakers

PLUS: FREE! High end In- Car Entertainment supplement
HiFi News November issue, on sale Friday, 7 October
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Opinion

No noise
Is good noise
Sound, style and the appeal of private listening
Sennheiser
PXC300: not
cheap, but
abargain
compared
to rivals

Ken Kessler

Q

on one of those tiny screens in the back of the seat in front cf

don't know. It's not like I

in-flight sound systems, as they did for the raison d'etre of noise

have to isolate myself from

reduction. Given that most in-flight movies now are stereo, and

others; even when my wife

that dialogue suffers most when the sound quality is crappy and

and son are home Ican retire

noise levels are high, Iwas pleased to find that the Sennheisers

uite what has driven
me back to voluntary
headphone usage I

sound like the designers optimised them as much for use with

you. What Ifound so fascinating about the PXC300s is that they

to my listening room. But

both emphasised the central image — mainly benefiting the

even during the day, when

dialogue — and improved the stereo spread. And this is while

they're out, Ifind myself using

minimising the ambient, headache- inducing noise of a plane,

headphones for both listening

regardless of where you sit in a747, Airbus, what-have-yoJ.
Sennheiser ( and probably all the other noise cancelling

to music and transcribing taped
interviews. It's the latter that
seems to benefit most, because

headphone makers) know exactly what to eradicate: that
thrumming engine noise that makes everything sound like you're

listening to interviews requires

sitting in abass bin at aclub in the Canaries. So the headphones

extra concentration — especially if

stay on ( but unplugged from the socket) in roise cancelling

you're not atrained audio typist. At
the moment, I'm in the middle of
transcribing some 40 hours' worth of
interviews for my next book, which
is as pleasurable as atrip to the
proctologist, and Isometimes
have the cans on for three or

Engine noise makes everything
sound like you're sitting in a
bass bin at aclub in the Canaries

Ill

four hours at astretch. Maybe
mode when I'm trying to sleep.. or read. Fortunately, Sennheiser

the isolation helps?

knows a thing or 10 about comfort, and Ihave worn the
IN-FLIGHT HEADPHONES
Another not- as- voluntary reason I've
been wearing headphones a lot lately

PXC300s for atimed nine hours without suffering any pain. They
proved to be agodsend. This new model is £ 129, not cheap, but
abargain compared to the opposition.

is arun of very long flights. Anyone
who's used the utter doggie-doo that

NOXIOUS EAR BUDS

passes for in-flight headphones will

Ironically, given the lack of noise cancelling circuitry, Sennheiser's

know that you're better off missing the

less-costly, conventional phones actually sound superior, so In

movie than suffering. As a result, I'm

afraid that it's not aone-size- fits- all scenario. You buy regular

addicted to Sennheiser's noise-cancelling

headphones for music pleasure, noise cancellers for, well, noise

headphones, and have had the opportunity to

cancelling. What I'm at aloss to explain, though, is why anyone
bothers with the noxious ' ear buds' that come with portable

give the latest model agood work-out.
On top of that, I've had a few HeadRoom

players. Leaving aside Shure's in-the-ear designs, the Etymotics,

in- the- ear

and so on, yer basic bud is crud. And yet headphone users of the

Etymotics, and I love to whip out the Staxes on

iPod variety still prefer buds to decent headphones. OK, no sane

headphone

amps to

play with,

the

occasion. Ifound aGrado headphone amp I'd forgotten

individual, especially not a ' young person' obsessed with looks,

about, and Iuse a trusty pair of Sennheiser HD414s —

would want to be caught dead outdoors wearing huge headphones

yellow cushions and all — for most of the aforementioned

with earpieces the size of a half-grapefruit, but SennheiserS

transcribing. But it's the PXC300 noise cancellers that keep

fabulous PX100s are inexpensive and cool- looking, with sound

providing me with such amusement.

that'll transform the performance of any MP3 player.

Let's be clear about one thing. Neither these nor any other

My guinea pig was my son. Sam, though, isn't typical in that

noise cancellers I've tried are all that good as headphones per se.

he has no interest in MP3 players, preferring aSony Disornan

Whether or not the noise cancelling is switched on or off, they

and a pile of CDs to the sheer convenience of an iPod. Bless

seem to compress, colour and generally mess up the sound. But,

him. So, when his ear buds — inevitably — broke, Ihanded him

conversely, even the worst noise cancellers I've tried are better

the PX100s. He wasn't interested, wouldn't even try them. Too

than standard aeroplane fare.

big,' he said, stuffing his Discman in the pocket of his jeans.

Because Iactually find it hard to read on planes, Ichoose the
no-brainer way to pass the time if Ican't sleep: watching films
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So Iasked him, ' Why aDiscman instead of an MP3 player?'
'Because it sounds better.' Go figure.

www.hifinews.co.uk

asolid foundation
A transparent musical source is the foundation of a fine audio system. Recent advances
in analog and digital technology are allowing music lovers to get so much more from
their favourite records, compact discs and high resolution digital formats.
At Symmetry we are proud to announce the availability of these fine new components.
Allowing you to experience the music you love and experience it as never before.

C-5xe Universal Player
Introducing agiant leap forward in digital
playback technology-the Ayre C-5xe universal
stereo ( U2) player. The first of it's kind, this no
video, no-compromise design plays all existing
optical disc formats. The C-5xe is for those of us
who value the enjoyment of music above all else.

X-01 SACD/CD Player
The Esoteric X-01 establishes anew benchmark for
digital replay, from it's propriety and exclusive
VRDS-NEO mechanism to it's high precision 24 bit,
dual monaural digital decoding system. The X-01 is
the ultimate source for the finest high end systems.

EscrrEmc
Titan iMoving Coil Cartridge
The Lyra Titan iis an improved version of the widely
acclaimed Lyra Titan. More than just arefitment the new
Titan iis equipped with adifferent suspension and damping
system. Tracking ability has been substantially improved,
bass performance is lifted to new levels of refinement and
speed, low level resolution and dynamics has gained a
marked improvement. Finally the Titan ihas been voiced by
master craftsman Yoshinori Mishima, who builds and
painstakingly adjusts each and every cartridge by hand.
For the finest playback of your favourite records.

Ayre Acoustics, Cello, Esoteric,

t: 01727 865488

Grand Prix Audio, Lyra, Mark Levinson, Stax,

e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk

Stereovox, Sumiko, System Audio & Thiel

w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

Sonus n
fabei

Sonus Faber Grand Piano Domus

Sonus Faber Concertino Domus

Sonus faber

For over two decades, Sonus faber have treated us to speakers so beautiful that they've revolutionised the entire industry. Where once there were only parallel sides, we now have curves. Where
once we suffered poor veneers, we now savour finishes worthy of the finest furniture. From the
exquisite Homage series, representing the ultimate in Sonus faber artistry, to the Cremona range,
offering the pleasure of Homage for awider audience. Sonus faber has addressed the needs of the
majority of music and cinema lovers. Now, the audience is wider still.
Imagine an affordable range of loudspeakers able to join the Homage and Cremona families. Imagine
afull selection, from centre channel to main and surround speakers to subwoofer, floorstanding or
shelf mounting, acomplete selection of stands, with the unmistakable lute shape, leather details,
fine woods, and - above all - deliriously musical, truly sublime sound quality. Imagine no more: Sonus

Sonus Faber Gravis, Center Domus

faber offers you Domus.

absolutesounds ltd.
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW

T: • 44 ( 0)20 89 71 39 09

F: • 44 ( 0)20 88 79 79 62

www.absolutesounds.com

info uabsolutesounds.com

